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IN MULTI-CHANNEL SUPER AUDIO CD.
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THE PERFORMANCE IS ELEVATED ONCE AGAIN.

o

The Sony SCD-XA777ES Multi-channel Super Audio CD player sets anew benchmark for SACO reproduction.
Its unique design features amyriad of innovations: asuperb DSO decoder and comprehensive bass management
system; an exclusive lit-Powered converter system with 6independent DACs (one for each channel); twin R-core
transformers; and separate audio, digital and power supply stages that resist noise. A new frame and beam
IFB) chassis reduces vibration, while adiscrete dual laser pick-up insures optimum tracking with avariety of
SACO and CO media. These are but afew refinements that together culminate in aplayer that was the recipient of
the coveted Golden Ear Award from The Absolute Sound, which stated, "...the SCD-XA777ES delivers the
highest quality multi-channel music playback available today...".
Another example of the exquisite engineering of Sony ES and the delicate balance of power.

MULTICHANNEL

.
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•UPI-12 IlIDIO CD

Visit www.sony.com/sacd. Because there's so much more to hear.-
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twas an unusually fine day for aNew
York September. The W train crept
from the subway tunnel into the sunlight of the Manhattan Bridge —"My
God, the World Trade Center's on fire!"
came the voice of the woman driving the
train. Ivividly remember what Idid the
rest of that day — the day the world terribly changed.
The train continued on its way. Ididn't
know passenger planes had been flown
into the Twin Towers until Iarrived at the
Stereophile office, near Union Square. My
fundamental optimism remained intact
until the first Tower collapsed before my
eyes. Itried to contact the rest of the magazine's New York—based staff and writers.
Ianswered e-mails until the connection to
the company's Los Angeles—based mail
server, courtesy of a"Ground Zero"—based
ISP, went down.
The news continued to come in — the
plane crash in Pennsylvania, more on the
Pentagon attack. With no way of getting
back to Brooklyn, Iput together the November issue's "Industry Update." Friends
and relatives called from across the US
and across the Atlantic. Idid some work
on the Stereophile website. As Idid when I
was once mugged, Ikept replaying the
day's events in my mind. "What could
have been done differently?" "Why?"
Around 4pm, the radio announced that
subway trains were running again. I
walked as far south as Icould to find an
open station and got on an Etrain, the only
one heading Brooldynwards, and took it as
far as it went. Istood on the bridge over
the fuel-filmed C,owanus Canal crying,
staring at the cavity in the sky. My wife,
Laura, drove to meet me in her truck. And
when Igot home, for the first time in 33
years, Icould not listen to music.
Throughout my adult life, music has
lain at the core of my being. Iam not a
religious person — it has been music that
has connected me to something bigger
than just my identity, something wider
than just my concerns.
Ihad components to audition, areview
to write, an issue of Stereophile to get to the
printer. Yet for the next 10 days, the act of
listening to music seemed aselfish distraction. Since the 1960s Ihave tried to serve
the music Ilove with systems of increasing
fidelity, but in the days that followed
September 11, everything other than the
NPR news was irrelevant.
Iwas not alone in this feeling. Robert
Baird examines it in this month's "Aural
Robert" (p.153) and erstwhile Stereophile
Stereophile, December 2001
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staffer Wes Phillips gets to its heart in an
essay at www.onhifi.conilfeatures/2001
1001.htm. And on September 17, reader
Darryl Warren opened an online discussion on our website (www.stereophile.
com/showsoap.cgi?229) with the words
"We all came together for amoment in
time last Tuesday and shared atragedy that
will affect us all in different ways. I'm writing this on Friday night, because it suddenly occurred to me that Ihave not turned on
my audio system once since that morning."
As Iwas to read in aresponse from Pete
Bilderback to Mr. Warren's comments,

my sister-in-law Helene; to amplifier manufacturer Ayre Acoustics, in Colorado; and
to Acoustic Sounds' Chad Kassem, in Kansas. The outgoing legs of the trip were by
plane — it was reassuring to see the increased security —the return legs by car,
my 31-year-old Mercedes sedan taking the
2300 miles of America in stride (after
some restorative maintenance from Larry).
Ithrew myself into alot of music on alot
of systems on the trip. Richard's
Vandersteen 2Ce-based system reaffirmed
my memories of how effectively these
modest speakers communicate musical
meaning. Larry's Krell-driven, nine-yearold Thiel CS5is sounded better than I
Ihad lost sight of the
remembered, giving rise to the thought
restorative power of music that the High End's biggest competitors for
its new products are the outstanding prodin the days following
ucts it sold in the past. The Impact Airfoils
in Brian's system were intriguing, given
September 11. Ishall not
that Idon't see how their planar drivers can
produce sound at all! The legendary
lose sight of it again.
WAMMs in Dave Wilson's living room,
driven by Mark Levinson monoblocks and
the inability to enjoy those things that foran Audio Research preamp, were simply
merly brought one pleasure is asymptom
astounding — unlimited headroom, an
of depression. New Yorkers were mugged
enormous sound, no sense that the source
on September 11, and depression is anorwas the resolution-limited 16-bit CD: total
mal reaction to being mugged.
musical communication.
As did many others, Ifound my way
Iexperienced some of the same qualiback from depression with Brahms's Em
ties, but on asmaller scale, at Ayre, with
deutsches Requiem —in my case, the classic
Charlie Hansen's Avalon Eclipses horizon1962 performance from Otto Klemperer,
tally biamped by afour-channel V6 amp
with Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Dietrich
and the MX preamp. It was Charlie's
Fischer-Dieskau (EMI Classics CDC 7 words when he outlined Ayre's corporate
47238 2). That journey—from the
goal that stuck in my mind during the long
somber beginning, "Blessed are they that
drive back to Brooklyn: "to build sound
mourn," which ideally matched the dessystems for people who love music [so
pair from which Icould not shake myself that] the limitations of recorded sound will
free, through the triumphant ending of the
disappear and the restorative power of
third movement, "But the souls of the
music will be apart of daily life."
righteous are in the hand of God, and there
Ihad lost sight of that restorative power
shall no torment touch them," the vocal
in the dreadful days following September
lines intertwining over aheld pedal, to the
11. Ishall not lose sight of it again.
sweet setting of Psalm 74 — finally sucIhad originally planned to use this
ceeded in reconvincing me that music was
space to address issues raised by Seth
not peripheral to life, to be discarded in the
Godin in this month's "Letters" (p.9). But
bad times, but that music was the key to
Iam tired of the carping, Mr. Godin. This
life. Which is, Isuppose, why the Taliban
magazine is put together by ateam of
was so quick to ban music when they took
writers, editors, and administrative, pubcontrol of Afghanistan.
lishing, and sales staff whom Iam honAs we are all finding, life slowly pulls
ored to work with. Idon't question their
back to something resembling normalcy,
commitment to what the magazine does
and in October I took a road trip. I and why it does it. Iwrite editorials like
planned asweep through Utah, visiting
September's, the one that had Mr. Godin
speaker manufacturers Talon, Wilson, and
sighing, because Idon't see the point in
RBH; through New Mexico to hang out
being any less than honest and direct with
with Stereophile writer Brian Damkroger,
Stereophilds readers —you are the reason
Stereophile copy editor Richard Lehnert, exfor this magazine's existence, and Ishall
Stereophile publisher Larry Archibald, and
not lose sight of that either.
3
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SOME DAYS
YOU'LL THINK YOU'RE
IN THE CINEMA.
ON OTHERS,
YOU'LL SWEAR YOU'RE
IN THE CONCERT HALL.
It's all a Mirage.
Mirage Omnipolar.
Home Theater with a 360

sound stage that takes you to
all your favorite places-- and others
you've never heard yore.

www.miragespeakers.com

Experience the revolutionary new OM-Series at your authorized Mirage retailer. OM-C2, the world's first and only Omnipolar center
channel.., the rear channel 0M-R2... the amazing new 0M-3... all coupled with the astounding power of a BPS-400 subwoofer.

Wog'

0M-C2

0M-5

00

"... could put afew loudspeakers
at ten times the price to shame"
-Colin Miller, Secrets of Home Theater and High Fidelity on the Monitor 90P
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THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEATER."

www_paradigm.corn

Letters
lArrth us
Editor:
After the events in New York of
September 11, we Europeans are all
with you. But please, be aware that terrorism is not Islam. Afghanistan is already acountry destroyed by 20 years of
war, where live innocent people like
you and us.
Name withheld by request
France

Stereophile each month, thank you for
giving those of us who draw strength
from music avenue in which to learn,
laugh, argue, and share some of the
things that make an unsteady world turn
alittle bit truer.
Matt Wnght
tnattw@sound-advicecom

Figure it out
Editor:
Let me see if Ican parse the penultimate paragraph of John Atkinson's
Sympathy
September "As We See It" (p.3):
Editor:
Advertising pages are down because
Please receive my deepest sympathy for
all of your people involved in the terroradvertising in Stereophile doesn't work
well enough to justify the cost of the
ist attack on September 11. It is unbelievpages, and the magazine can't figure
able and tragic. We are not only friends
in the same hobby, we are also friends in out how to make it work better.
our passion for civilized and modern life. Because advertising is down, editorial
is also down, and you're not creative
Any kind of terrorist act is not part of our
enough to come up with ways to use
lifestyle or thinking. One more time, my
the limited editorial space. You're
emotions are with you.
Jasmin
Croatia
unable to review more products and
jgasi@inethr feature more interesting viewpoints
because you're stuck in your old forThese were but two of the many e-mails I mat. And finally, the whole two-chanreceived in the dark days following September nel stereo thing is fading, and there's
nothing really interesting to write
11. Stereophile's offices are amile or so north
of what was once the World Trade Center; I about anyway.
I think that the answer is not a
am thankful that no one connected ivith the
magazine was hurt. My thanks to all who rebounding economy or anew owner.
It's aradical rethinking of the informawrote
tion you present and the way you preThe power of music
sent it. There's tons of interesting stuff
Lditor:
The October Stereophile arrived in the
Letters to the Editor should be sent
nick of time. Ihad reached the point of
as e-mails or faxes only (until fursaturation/panic/depression over the
ther notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809.
events of September 11, helped along by
E-mail: Letters@Stereophile.com.
the constant drone of "terrorism experts"
Unless marked otherwise, all letters
with their long lists of dire predictions. I
are assumed to be for possible pubfinally came to my senses, snapped off
lication. In the spirit of vigorous
the television, and made for the living
room with your magazine in one hand
debate implied by the First
Amendment, and unless we are
and John Coltrane's Ballads in the other.
requested not to, we publish correIt was like atwo-week vacation.
spondents' e-mail addresses. Please
The power of music to buoy our spirnote: We are unable to answer
its, separate us from our troubles, and
requests for information on specific
build community, in celebration or grief,
products or systems. If you have
should never be underestimated. The
problems with your subscription,
sound of aColtrane solo, aBeethoven
call toll-free (800) 666-3746, or
concerto, or aRobert Johnson blues is a
write to Stereophile, P.O. Box 53117,
reminder that humanity is capable of so
Bouldeç CO 80322-3117.
much more than terror and destruction.
These days, most of us need reminding.
To all of you who labor to produce
Stereophile, December 2001

to write about —probably more now
than in the history of the field. The challenge is to get creative about how you
do so. And while you're at it, figure out
how to help your advertisers get more
for their money.
Sigh.
Seth Godin
sethgodin@yahoo.com
A new standard?
Editor:
I've been reading both Stereophile and
The Abso!ute Sound since the mid-1970s.
John Atkinson is my favorite editor, and
Iwould not feel as good about buying
anything that had not been technically
checked out by John Atkinson, even if it
was atriode amplifier. John has set a
new, high standard in objective evaluation, which Ithink must be part of all
audio analysis.
Iwas sad to see Audio magazine go,
but John has been setting the objective
standard for more than adecade now
anyway.
Charles Peterson
San Antonio, TX
cpeterson1 @sabc.rtcom
Thank you, Mr. Peterson. And thank you,
Mr. Godin.
-JA
Lossless compression
Editor:
Iwas reading Jon Iverson's "As We See
It" in October and wanted to point out
afew things.
There is alossless compression algorithm available for PCs that will squash
aWAV file into about half the normal
size — it's called SHN, or "shorten." Alot
of people are trading live recordings this
way (DeacVPhish people mostly). There
is even aWinAmp plugin that will play
these files directly. Using SHN, you can
squeeze almost 300 CDs onto a100GB
hard drive. You can find more details on
SHN at www.etree.org/slincom.html
and http://etree.org/mIcw.html.
For the homebrew file servers, there
is adecent USB D/A at www.stereo
link.com that is at least an order of magnitude better than an ordinary soundcard. (For one thing, it is decoupled
from the noisy PC, which really helps.)
Ilove having all of my music in asingle place, arranged by artist. Keeping
9
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Letters
600+ CDs in the house was just taking
up too much space.
Phil Brown
Santa Clara, CA
phil@spatializercom
Access or quality?
Editor:
Iread with interest Jon Iverson's "As We
See It" on music access vs quality in
October. However, Ihave to take issue
with his slap at computer-controlled
multi-disc changers: "unlike some of the
cobbled-together computer-controlled/
multi-disc changer/homebrew approaches that offer the ability to create playlistdriven systems from existing massmarket components—the Kivor is quick
and quiet, with few moving parts."
Jon doesn't seem to take into
account the cost vs quality issue. Ihave
four Sony CDP-M333ES multi-disc
changers controlled by my Windows
PC via aSlink-E serial interface box
from Nirvis (www.nirvis.com). This
system provides me with the full resolution of my 2000 CDs at atotal cost of
about $2250. (I run the digital outputs
of the Sonys through the Digital
Director from MSB Technology —
which provides autoswitching of digital
inputs — into the coax digital input of
my Theta Casablanca.) Ido grant Jon
that ahard-disk system is quicker and
quieter than using mechanical CD
changers, but given the far higher quality and lower cost, Ithink it's avery
worthwhile tradeoff.
Ialso question his statement "It's much
easier to set up than acomputer-based
system, and tikes up alot less space." I
guarantee you that the time it takes me to
put aCD in ajukebox is fits, far less than
it would take someone to rip the CD to a
hard drive —seconds vs minutes.
Multiply this by 2000 CDs, and it's obvious that acomputer-based system is &Ifaster to set up. It took me about an hour,
at most, to install the CDJ software on the
PC and connect the Slink-E box to the
PC and to all four multi-disc players, so
I'm not sure the MP3 system wins on the
"easier" front either.
The bottom line is, if you want the
full resolution that your CDs are capable of and the ability to control them
from acomputer, until the cost of disk
storage goes down dramatically (probably another two or three years), multidisc players under computer control
can provide access, quality, and reasonable cost — whereas systems like the
Kivor can provide only compromised,
lossy, compressed quality at a much
higher cost.
The choice for audiophiles should be
Stereophile, December 2001

clear. Perhaps areview of some of the
computer-controlled multi-disc changer systems would be of interest to your
readers.
Steve Bayle
SBayle@mobile-mind.com
While Iagree that what Steve Bayle has
assembled is a"here and now" method to get
amenu-driven library of music going with
full-bandwidth audio, there are also acouple
ofsi igle-box products on the market (such as
the Kivor) that can store CDs at full bandwidth ifthe user so chooses. These systems are
far simpler to put wether— no PC, no setware installs, no DAC, no digital signal
switching, cables, changer/PC interface
issues, etc.— and offer quick, quiet operation.
But Steve is correct in that it takes snore
time up front to "load" the hard-disk
system — though he doesn't take into account
all the time it takes to assemble and troubleshoot acha ver-based system. He also fails to
mention that, over the years, the extra time it
takes for his Sony changer system to lumber
around finding discs and individual tracks
will quickly add up to much more time wasted when it is most important — when you
are listening— than was spent ripping the
CDs in the first place Plus, mice you use a
menu to seamlessly assembk aplaylist of
tracks from ahundred deem artists with a
hard-disk—based system, then the turning,
clanking, and whirring of a changer will
seem, at best, Rube Goldbergian. And let's
face it — the hard disk, which is still a
whirring disc after all, will someday itself
seem quaint.
The point of the article was not tofocus on
hard disk vs diaper, but that diere is agreat
opportunityfor new products that support the
menu-driven music paradigm, with hard disks
or whatever else comes dote The fact that,
while few such products are available today,
folks are nonetheless spending thousands of
dollars to get there (and, as Steve points out,
are willing to deal with aPC in the mix),
indicates to nie that this is the most attractive
opportunity out there for afirward-thinking
audio company.
—Jon Iverson
The Great Debate #1

Editor:
There is agreat debate raging about twochannel vs multichannel sound. Ihave
heard multichannel sound. Multichannel
sound is nothing but alot of congestion
to my ears. A properly set-up two-channel system with good source material
will convey asoundstage that the listener
will appreciate without the need for a
multichannel setup. Multichannel sound
should be used for home theater only. It
has no business being covered in
Stereophile.
Rick Shapiro
ricks@valleymotors.com

The Great Debate #2
Editor:
I've been kicking this back and forth for
over a month, ever since Iread the
September 2001 "Sam's Space." That's
the one where Sam quotes Marco
Manuto, as follows (p.33): "'Multichannel has no soundstage at all.' "
That didn't seem right, but Icouldn't
figure out why. Then, eventually, it came
to me: "soundstaging," as we have been
using the term, does not exist in real life.
It is aform of distortion added during
the recording process. Two-channel
stereo can't capture the complete sound,
so they fake it with "soundstaging."
Take live music. When an orchestra
plays, the acoustics of the hall are part of
what we hear. So are the audience, the
empty seats, the starched shirtfronts of
the musicians, the paint on the walls,
the molded cherubs decorating the hall.
It is not flat, two-dimensional, and able
to be reproduced by two speakers. It is
the total space within the hall, from
floor to ceiling, left to right, and front to
back. That is what we must, with the
advent of multidimensional sound, now
regard as the "soundstage."
Let's go to the other extreme —an
outdoor rock concert. There is almost
no sound coming directly from the
stage; virtually all the sound comes from
banks of loudspeakers flanking the
stage, above the stage, and sometimes
flanking the listening area. The soundstage (no quote marks) goes side to side,
up and down, and out into the listening
space. A two-speaker stereo reproduction of that would be ludicrous. But
there's no problem — the engineers
take it into astudio, record it in bits and
pieces, place this here and that there,
sweeten it, and produce atwo-channel
stereo "soundstage" that sounds wonderful but is fake.
Hell, Idon't mind. If that's what
someone wants, that's fine. Just don't
tell me that it's sacred and must not be
tampered with. And don't tell me that
the ability to reproduce it is superior to
surround sound because it can "soundstage" and surround sound can't.
On the other hand, the ability to
"soundstage" does not necessarily
mean that asystem is flawed. A good
system is one that can reproduce accurately whatever is fed into it. So, with a
good system, if we feed distortion in
we should get distortion out, accurately reproduced.
But don't think for amoment that a
two-channel stereo system that "soundstages" represents anywhere near stateof-the-art performance in the accurate
1I

Letters
reproduction of sound, which is what
high fidelity used to be about, long ago
in agalaxy far, far away.
Paul A. Alter
Pituburgh, PA
palter@juno.com
What's wrong with this picture?
Editor:
Ireally enjoyed John Marks' response to
José Belaunde's letter in the October
Stereophile (p.11). Iam somebody who
got dragged kicking and screaming into
experiencing my hardwired responses
to music when I started work at
Motown in Detroit. Conceptually, I
didn't care at all for popular music, but I
couldn't deny the effect of what Icame
to embrace as "our music." (In case
you're wondering how Iever got hired,
Iwas extremely enthusiastic about the
Neumann lathe at Motown.)
Something that disturbs me agreat
deal is that most in our industry now
believe that the only things that motivate people to buy music are advertising
and publicity. This is a self-defeating
notion because, in most cases, the cost
of enough advertising and publicity
exceeds by far the amount of potential
income available. Where this attitude
has also become self-fulfilling is in the
world of technology. We are in amad
rush to package agallon of music in a
pint container, trusting that only the
hype is important to the casual listener.
First, unconscionable levels of equalization and compression are being used
in pop music in an effort to obtain maximum loudness. This generally takes the
form of removing tonally insignificant
power in the area between 80Hz and
100Hz, then cranking up the volume
into apeak limiter. While the result is
indeed louder, the power has simply
been redistributed into the frequencies
we are most sensitive to; ie, the area of a
baby's cry. It is exactly the frequency
range that we all use to set our volume
controls with. The counterintuitive
result is that the listener experiences less
acoustical impact after resetting the volume to an acceptable level. We have
removed acoustical power from the listener's experience, yet conceptually the
tonality hasn't been disturbed much. A
variation on the same theme has crept
into all genres of recordings, and into
most sound reinforcement of live music.
This is carried astep further in the use
of lossy coding algorithms. We filter
every octave of the audio and then set
the tonally insignificant bands to zero.
Once again, we have traded off tonality at
the expense of power in an effort to use
12

less bandwidth. In this case, the conceptual illusion can pass extensive doubleblind comparison tests.
The move to synthetic, computergenerated audio as ameans of saving on
musicians' salaries only adds economic
insult to musical injury.
The economic advantages of cheap,
automated broadcasting have not been
lost on the bean-counters, so now we
have an entire broadcast industry
owned by afew corporations operating
with one quarter the personnel.
Market research into what's "inoffensive" drives the ratings, and we have a
declining listenership. In most cases,
broadcast music is passing through
three or four different stages of lossy
coding algorithms, all connected by
analog conversions.
•Is it any wonder that the music that
used to be sold almost entirely by word
of mouth as aresult of people's experience hardly stands achance today?
•How about the fact that the smallest
number of titles in history are dominating sales, accompanied by an
unprecedented level of expenditures on
advertising and publicity?
•What about the unprecedented number of "turntable hits": recordings receiving massive levels of air play yet
not selling remotely proportional
quantities?
•And how about this idea of relegating
all "niche" musics to streaming-ondemand, downloadable, lossy-coded
files, or to CDs made on demand from
lossy-coded files?
•Finally, what about an online music
industry that is offering significantly less
to all musicians, composers, performers,
and record labels combined than they
have already agreed to pay codee developers for the use of their algorithms?
Idon't have the answers, but we all
need to seriously begin asking what's
wrong with this picture from the
point of view of ordinary people experiencing and enjoying music.
Bob Olhsson
Nashville, 7N
olh@hyperhack.com

JA's bad
Editor:
Just went through the otherwise excellent October 2001 issue. Inoticed that
the Linn Classik receiver has disappeared from Class Bof "Recommended
Components" without any comment
from you. Last April, this happened
with aMusical Fidelity product, and the
exclusion was found to be amistake. I
believe that if the Classik was intentionally removed, some kind of comment
would have been useful.
Amitabh Singh
moody_dragon@hotmail.com
Two editorial mistakes, alas, for which Itake
responsibility and offer my apologies. When I
proofed October's contents page, Imissed the
absence ofanother in Rick Rosen's continuing
series ofexcellent interviews with musicians. It
was listed on the October issue's cover, thank
goodness. Idropped the Linn Classik from
"Recommended Components" on the understanding that it had been significantly revised
since Chip Stern reviewed it in November
2000. Not only did 'forget to note the omission in the text, but it turned out that the revision was to add multiroom control and does
not affect the Classik's sound qualify. My bad!
The Linn will be reinstated in the April
2002 listing.
—.IA

You finally did it!
Editor:
You finally did it — you reviewed a
product ridiculous enough to get me to
write. That stupidly designed, $25,000
PiTracer (September 2001, p.78) is just
too funny. Iconcede that Ilike wellconstructed equipment. Ibought an
Accuphase E-202 integrated amplifier
when Iworked as an electronic technician for Pacific Stereo in 1976. Iwould
come home from work after working
on junk and take the Accuphase apart
just to remind myself that good equipment did exist. But amachined aluminum base to spin adisc that doesn't
weigh an ounce? A metal box of electronics that slides back and forth on
rails to scan the disc, which you have
had to mount upside down? Iadmit
that Iam underwhelmed by the construction of my NAD-515, but at least it
CkePs
Editor:
is not totally insane.
Ienjoyed Richard J. Rosen's "Rick
Keep reviewing toys for rich idiots;
Visits" article on Patricia Barber in the they are quite entertaining to read about.
October 2001 issue, but Icouldn't Even if Icould afford it, Iwould sooner
find it listed in the table of contents. I burn $25,000. And you shouldn't insult
am anew Stereophile reader and am Frank Lloyd Wright by comparing that
wondering if you use aformat that I trash to his great Fallingwater design. I'd
can't decipher.
buy that house if Icould afford it.
Glenn Wilhite
John P. Barlow
gwilhite@atlantictiet
barlowj@zensearch.net
Stereophile, December 2001

what sounds like more fun?

NAD has built an enviable reputation on sound quality.
It has always been our company's philosophy, it's who
we are. Take the 1751 Surround Sound Receiver and
the T531 DVD/CD Player—each built with the knowledge
that in an entertainment system, it's the sound that
creates the reality. You will discover an involvement with
your favorite movies and music you never thought possible.
NAD -performance, value, simplicity.

NAD
MAD 7531 DVD/CD Player
MP-3 decoder. Coaxial and Optical dejoal outputs. Component. S-Video and Composite video outputs.
24 bw96 kHz coin,
.- and remote control
NAD 1751 Surround Sound ReCeiver •60 watts into 8ohms all 5channels simultaneousty(. Crystal DSP processor. Dolby ()pilaf'. DTS
and Pro L,
)EA.R S (Enhanced Ambente Recovery System). Impedance Sensing Circuit OSC) topology. remote control with NAD Link.
NAD Electronics of America, 6 Merchant Street, Sharon, MA 02067 800.263.4641
Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro Logic are trademarks ol Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation WS is aregistered trademark of Digital Theater Systems. Inc

www.NADelectronics.com
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...extraordinar Y"
—Tom Miiller, The Perfect Vision,
Issue 33, November/December 2000

The Revolutionary THIEJ

PowerP oi
ntTM
Surface-Mount
Loudspeaker
"The single most extraordinary
—the best—home theater product I
have encountered...I have never
encountered aproduct that so
completely met aneed as the
PowerPoints meet the needs of high
performance home-theater."
—Tom Miiller, The Perfect Vision, Issue 33,
November/December 2000

"...Thiel has created the first on-wall
speaker that produces real stereo
sound with all the depth, imaging,
and soundstaging that stereo can
produce."
—Brent Butterworth, Home Theater, May 2000

•Extraordinary uniform, full-room coverage due to
unique, angled, close-boundary cabinet design.
*Extraordinary imaging, space and depth
reproduction due to greatly diminished boundary
reflections in combination with THIEL's trademark
phase and time coherence.
'Extraordinary clarity and detail provided by
innovative, low distortion, state-of-the-art drivers
and very high quality electrical components—uses
the same tweeter as our flagship model CS7.2.
'Extraordinary dynamics achieved by state-of-theart drivers and high (89dB/2.8v-m) sensitivity.
'Extraordinarily faithful tonal balance achieved
through advanced driver and crossover design.

Editor's Choice Award 2001 Winner!
The Perfect Vision/Awarded by Tom Miiller

11-11EL

Ultimate Pertormance Loudspeakers
Contact THIEL for our free 44 page brochure, review reprints, and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
1H1EL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •telephone: 859-254-9427
e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudiacom

Letters
Good grief!
1:(11(01.
Iam not against very expensive audio
equipment on principle, nor am Icritical of this magazine's coverage of
such equipment. Ibelieve the Ultra
High End should be featured and
reviewed regularly. 'What does bother
me is the trend I've noticed in the last
couple of years of some companies
pricing their equipment unreasonably
high as away of gaining membership
in this élite category.
A +$20k price tag is inspiring for
both reviewers and audiophiles. Reviewers are likely to temper their criticism of such an expensive product, if
only for fear of appearing deaf to its
"obvious" superiority. To the rank
and file, the brand name instantly
gets the reputation of being a "big
league" player, even if an infrastructure of support and development is
painfully lacking.
To be blunt, Ihave no doubt that the
47 Lab PiTracer is awell-built, goodsounding transport, but Ican see nothing in its design or construction that
could possibly justify aprice of more
than $10k, let alone $25k.
Iwould like to endorse 47 Laboratory, but Iam not the first person
to notice that all of their products
seem to be priced at three times what
one might reasonably expect for what
they are. $1800 for apower supply?
Good griefl
Richard Murdty
Vancouver, BC, Canada
nnurdey@chem.ubc.ca
Questions
Editor:
Jonathan Scull's September review of
the 47 Laboratory 4704 PiTracer CD
transport was quite interesting, though
perhaps for unintended reasons. Please
correct me if I'm wrong, but given that
CDs are imperfectly manufactured,
and one of the jobs of the read head is
to follow these imperfections (eccentricity, warp), doesn't common sense
suggest that the lower the mass of the
read head, the easier it is to move and
to stop?
So here we have a$25,000 transport that thumbs its nose at common
sense and, through elaborate feats of
engineering, seems to work well,
despite the use of aread head mounted to aslab of machined aluminum
that must weigh several pounds —all
apparently in an effort to keep the
read head at precisely 90° to the surface of the CD.
Stereophile, December 2001

This raises afew questions. Are commercial CDs generally warped, and if
they are, does the clamping system of
the PiTracer actually flatten them? And
if this mechanism does ensure flamess,
is there any evidence that this has any
effect on the retrieval of data or frequency of error/correction? If the
clamping mechanism does not ensure
flatness, then the whole theoretical
"advantage" of maintaining a90° relationship is lost.
Finally, the PiTracer exposes the
CD's data surface to whatever happens
to be floating in the air. What is more
likely to generate read errors: aread
angle slightly off perpendicular, or
garbage on the surface of the CD?
Russell Lichter
rfichter@sonicnet
Are commercial CDs generally warped?
Boy, are they ever! Try to find aYBA dealer, get them to open the lid of aYBA CD
player, and watch that little silver disc spin
away on the spindle (This is easy to see
from the side; YBA players seem to be the
simplest to "disassemble" and observe)
You'll be poleaxed to see the amount of
"catching up" the laser assembly has to do in
order to keep reading the pits. It's scary —
off-center holes require periodic movements
of the laser assembly, and warps keel) the
assembly hopping up and down to follow
the pit spiral with properfocus. The result is
many mechanical movements that pull on
the power supply in different ways.
Ihad hoped that my review made it clear
that the PiTracer's clamping system does flatten CDs. The disc is supported by its outer
edge and the raised edge around the spindle
hole, and the whole thing is flattened to aT
when the clamp is put on — ensuring, of
course, apele'ct 90° angle.
Does this have any effect on data
retrieval? All Ihave is the evidence of my
ears. And regarding Mr. Lichter's question
about the fact that the CD is exposed to
dust in the air while being spun by the
PiTracer, any CD going into any player
chez Scull is first wiped down with a
microfiber cloth and, in most cases, aspritz
of Auric Illuminatorfluid.
Answers
Editor:
Thanks for the reply, Jonathan. I
would never question the evidence of
your or anyone's ears, but Ido sometimes enjoy comparing the claims of
audiophile designers with my own
common sense (such as it is). Imust
have overlooked your description of
the details of the PiTracer's clamping
mechanism, which certainly sounds

well-thought-out to produce flatness,
thus eliminating the need for vertical
and angular compensation in the read
head. It also, of course, adds mass to
the disc-support platform. This may
present at least atheoretical problem,
since only perfectly non-eccentric
discs would permit alinear and gradual rotational speed change, whereas
an eccentric disc would, Ithink, require continual, rapid changes in rotational speed (also an argument against
belt-driven spindles), making platform mass an issue.
What your reply does not ad-dress —
and perhaps there is nothing to be
said —is the decision to invert the disc
and use amassive read mechanism. 47
Lab obviously got the thing to work
well, which is praiseworthy. But Ithink
they did so not because of their choice
of read-transport mechanism, but despite it. Surely we can agree that the
lower the mass of an object —in this
case, the laser read head —the less energy required to overcome its inertia. (The
same might be said of the high-end
Sony SACD box, which, if memory
serves, moves the spindle mechanism
instead of the read head.)
Genius may be 10% inspiration and
90% perspiration, but awrongheaded
idea is still awrongheaded idea, even
if it can be made to work.
Russell Lichter
rlichter@sonicma
A suggestion
Editor:
Please make available to your readers
the contents of back issues electronically! While I've kept every issue of
Stereophile to which I have subscribed/purchased over many, many
years, I'd rather all of them were on a
hard disk, so Icould search for whatever Iwanted — in seconds. As it is, I
must rummage about through piles
and piles of back issues.
Hey, The Absolute Sound provides
this, in pdf form. Iwould like to hope
you are working on providing at least
acomparable service.
Dick Allen
Foster City, CA
diallen@ergworks.com
If you visit the www.stereophile.com
archives, Mr. Allen, you can download
almost 500 reviews and articles from
Stereophile, with four or five more added
every week. You can store these as Web pages
on your computer, and, unlike the pdffiles
supplied by TAS, they are accessible free of
charge.
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"Let me put this as plainly as possible.
The Valhalla system from Nordost is the
least colored and most neutral cabling
ever to hit the marketplace."
"A triumph, pure and simple"
Harry Pearson
The Absolute Sound Issue 127.
Quote used with permission of The Absolute Sound.

•
NieRDOST
MAKING

THE

\

"It was as though we had opened th
flood gates of a dam, but instead o
water, we realized music-unhindere
and more of it."

The Inner Ear Report
January 2001.

CONNEtTION

Nordost Corporation, 420 Franklin Street, Framingham MA 01702 USA.
Tel: 001 508 879 1242 Fax: 001 508 879 8197 email: noraostflatline@msn.com

Please visit our web site: www.nordost.com

Industry
US: THE INTERNET
Jon Iverson
The final numbers weren't in yet, but all
indicators point to an astounding show
of support from the audiophile community for the Audio Charity Auction
conducted by Audio Asylum's Rod
Morris (www.audioasylum.com) and
Audiogon's Arnie Chinta (www.audio
gon.com). As of Sunday, October 7, the
benefit had raised $173,738 from more
than 400 closed auctions. All benefits
from the event go to help victims of the
September 11 tragedy.
According to Morris, donations were
received not only from all corners of the
audio industry, but also from countless
individual audiophiles like Jim Vouvakis
(14 auctions) and Todd Krieger (18 auctions). A list of corporate contributors is
also available online at www.audio
gon.com/charity.hnnl.
Morris reports that the unique offer
of apersonal concert and evening with
world-renowned violinist Arturo Delmoni went for $1720. Winning the
award for the highest price over retail
was none other than Stereophile's own
John Atkinson, who donated a complete signed set of his CDs valued at
$175.85, which fetched $405. Capturing
the highest price for asingle auction was
Park Marks of Thor Audio for his TA1000 line-stage control preamp; the bidding closed at $5450, areal bargain.
While many items closed at or even
above their retail values, duc to the gen-

erosity of the audio community, many
bargains were to be had. A pair of
Thiel's legendary CS7 loudspeakers
($13,500/pair retail) closed at only
$4661, while BATs flagship VK-50SE
preamplifier ($7500 retail) went to a
lucky bidder for $5094, and Kimber
ICable's BiFocal XL cables sold for
$1381. Rod Morris said that while the
high-priced items and big savings drew
attention, "the success of this event lies
in the hundreds of smaller donations for
$15, $20, $50, $100, or $200, like Sam
Kennard's Vibrapods — 50 winners paid
$50.01 each for aset of 20 pods — and
Art Dudley's five Listener #1 issues, closing at $66 each."
"Audio Asylum and Audiogon would
like to thank everyone involved in this
event for their generosity and support,"
said Morris. "Our original goal was to
raise a paltry $100,000. We never
dreamed that the response from the industry and individuals to donate goods
would have been so great, taking the
event to over $170,000. Yet, in addition
to the donors of goods, our hats go off
to the hundreds of individual bidders
who came out to drive up prices, and to
the volunteers who arc now helping to
manage and complete these auctions,
ensuring that all monies collected go
directly to the charities to help victims."
Audiogon's Arnie Chinta, who was
instrumental to the auction's success,
added, "As all of us try to resume our
normal routines, it should be helpful to

Update
know that we were able to make adifference, especially for those families
whose definition of 'normal' has been
forever changed. We arc thrilled by the
solidarity and concern demonstrated by
the audio community worldwide. Our
thanks to all of the participants for helping promote this worthwhile event."
US: WASHINGTON, DC
Barry Willis
How likely would you be to buy acomputer, TV, or DVD player knowing that
it could monitor your activities and automatically report possible copyright violations to the federal government? That's
one of the nightmare scenarios that
could evolve from the proposed Security
Systems Standards and Certification Act
(SSSCA), drafted by Senator Ernest
"Fritz" Hollings and strongly backed by
Walt Disney Company and other members of the Motion Picture Association
of America (MPAA).
Scheduled to be introduced for consideration in late October, the bill stipulates that "an interactive computer
service shall store and transmit with
integrity any security measure associated with certified security technologies
that is used in connection with copyrighted material or other protected
content such as service transmits or
stores." It would also make it unlawful
"to manufacture, import, offer to the
public, provide or otherwise traffic in
any interactive digital device that does

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where, and who to (212) 886-2809
at least eight weeks lbore the month of the
event. The deadline or the February 2001
issue is December 3. Mark the fax 'Attention
Stephen Mias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We
will fax back aconfirmation. If you do not
receive confirmation within 24 hours, please
fax us again.
Please note that it is not appmpriatefor retailers to promote new lines in "Calendar" unless
this is assodated with aseminar or similar event.
Stereophile, December 2001

ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and home-theater meetings and events. For information, call (623) 516-4960 or e-mail
AzAudioS@aol.com.
CALIFORNIA

• The Bay Area Audiophile Society
('BIAS,) welcomes new members.
BAAS schedules periodic designer and
dealer demonstrations and tours, fosters
communication and camaraderie among

members, operates a members e-mail
network, and distributes High Note, an
informative newsletter. For further
information, please contact Dennis
Davis at (415) 381-4228 or e-mail
bluedeer3@home.com.
• The California Audio Society
(CAS) holds meetings on or around
the 15th of each month. CAS welcomes new members, schedules
designer and dealer demonstrations,
and promotes the sharing of ideas and
information among its members.
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Update

not include and utilize certified security
technologies that adhere to the security
system standards." In other words, if
the Hollings bill becomes law, the only
new electronics devices that could be
legally sold would be those that track
users' behaviors, and even discussing
ways to work around the monitoring
would become a criminal offense.
Bringing in an SSSCA-free computer
or disc player from out of the country
would also be illegal.
Hollings, aSouth Carolina Democrat
and chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee, and Senator Ted Stevens
(R-AK) crafted the bill at the urging of
Hollywood film studios eager to avoid a
copy-protection debacle similar to the
one that engulfed the music industry
with the rise of audio file-swapping over
the Internet. 'The bill doesn't stipulate
exactly what sorts of technology must be
built into the new generation of electronics, but leaves the design to acrossindustry coalition that will be given 12
months to come up with a proposal,
with asix-month extension if needed.
The senators may be only vaguely aware
that the Secure Digital Music Initiative
spent two years vainly attempting something similar for the music industry, but
the bill is proof that the entertainment
industry now recognizes that software
solutions don't work. The next step is to
build "digital rights management"
(DRM) into the hardware, and to back it
up with criminal penalties. DRM technology could be mandated not only for
computer and video equipment, but for
consumer electronics of all types, including audio equipment, digital cameras,
even copiers.
The film industry hopes that the
Hollings bill will promote broadband
entertainment by instilling fear in
potential copyright violators. "This is

the best way to protect America's valuable creative works, which in turn will
expand broadband access and Internet
use," said MPAA president Jack Valenti.
"There's aproblem and there's going to
be asolution," agreed Disney vice president Preston Padden. Disney, it should
be noted, is the same company that 20
years ago fought against the video cassette recorder, and took that fight all the
way to the US Supreme Court. The
perceived threat actually proved to be a

The electronics industry
is firmly opposed to
being forced by law to
build devices that will
give operating control to
media conglomerates.
boon to the entire film industry, and to
the economy as awhole.
The electronics industry is firmly
opposed to being forced by law to build
devices that will give operating control to
inedia conglomerates. "The regulatory
system is not constructed to deal with
digital product design. It only adds an
extra layer of complication," Washington
telecommunications attorney James
Burger told _palm Yoshida of Eiertronics
Ewineering Times. "We are not in the business of making avideo recorder to give
Disney the authority to turn it on or off,"
another electronics executive asserted.
The software and hardware industries are
gearing up for along fight, with consumers' rights as the prize.
The Home Recording Rights
Coalition has yet to weigh in on the

issue, but other civil liberties groups,
such as the Electronic Frontier Foundation, have gone on record as being
unalterably opposed to the bill, which
could be swept into law with abroader
group of security measures introduced
in the wake of the September 11 terrorist attacks. Movie and music fans operating within present "fair use" rights
may be lumped in with sworn enemies
as threats to national security. In the
process, many of the basic freedoms that
we have long taken for granted may be
permanently eroded. Of course, no
compromises to our freedoms will prevent wholesale piracy outside the
United States.
So far, the Hollings bill has been little noted in the consumer-electronics
press or in the mass media, and consumers have yet to voice strong opinions on the matter (sec the October 1
Soapbox—www.stereophile.comishow
soap.cgi?231 — for one consumer's
voice). That situation will likely change
once the bill is actually introduced in
Congress. If passed, it could have deeper
and more long-lasting effects on home
entertainment —and on the electronics
industry — than any previous legislation.
Senator Hollings is 79 and no electronics expert, nor is his home state a
hotbed of high technology. Curiously,
he and Representative Cliff Stearns (RFL) arc working on Internet privacy
legislation, also to be introduced this
fall. How that might dovetail with the
Security Systems Standards and
Certification Act is anyone's guess.
The text of the proposed legislation
can be viewed at http://216.110.42.179/
docs/hollings.090701.1itml.
US: YOUR LOCAL CD HUT
Jon Iverson
Let's try to imagine the ideal music-

Calendar
Please contact Jeff Parks at (909) 4610775 or dkparks@earthlink.net.
• The
Greater
South
Bay
Audiophile Society (GSBAS) holds
regular meetings every other month
in Southern California. The GSBAS
is dedicated to seeking out systems
that get as close to reproducing the
original event as possible. For details
of upcoming meetings and membership information, call Steve Huber
at (562) 422-1615 or e-mail
GSBAS2001@yahoo.com.
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CONNECTICUT

• For information about the Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.the
atom.comicas or call Carl Richard at
(860) 745-5937.
GEORGIA

• Sunday, November 18, 2pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society and SoundsRight Audio will host aseminar featuring JM Reynaud loudspeakers,
Emotive Audio preamps, and Art
Audio and David Gill Signature

amplifiers. For reservations and directions,
e-mail
mail@soundsright
audio.com, contact Mike Masztal at
(770) 641-7876, or visit the Atlanta
Audio Society website, www.mind
spring.com/-chucksaudio/index.htm.
LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio club holds monthly meetings to
discuss topics of interest and listen to
music. Join the fun by e-mailing
zephirin@home.com.
Stereophite, December 2001

Also fi;aturing:
Di rec tC onnec tTM
Allowing the Wadia 27ix

Uadia 274,
Decoding Comte

to be connected directly
to a power amplifier,
bypassing the losses
inherent in any
preamplifier.

Wadia 27ix Decoding Computer

ClockLink'
Providing the most stable
possible clock, resulting in
lower jitter when the

Now shipping with:
A powerful new software package of user-selectable digital algorithms including
DigiMaster' 1.2. This new feature will allow you to optimize sonic performance based
on system matching and personal musical priorities, extracting the subtle details that
enhance the emotional impact of recorded music. The new digital algorithms
executed in DSP are part of an integrated system allowing
the Wadia 27ix Decoding Computer to upsample*
musical data to 2.8224 MHz
(DAC sample rate)
'see our websee
for information

27ix is paired with a CD
transport, (such as Wadia
270 CD Transport)
by positioning the
master oscillator
adjacent to the DAC chips
rather than in the transport.
Modular Design
Allowing the 27ix to accept
future upgrades and preparing
Wadia owners to benefit from
further advances in technology.

Beauty is in the details...
Weia

A Division of AUDIO VIDEO RESEARCH, INC.

795 Highland Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108

734.975.4217

www.wadia.com
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buying landscape from arecord company's point of view. As distasteful as this
perspective may be to an ever-growing
legion of unhappy audiophiles and music
fans, it can go along way toward explaining why the major labels seem to be suddenly at war with their customers.
The labels remember atime, before
the Internet and MP3, before the very
first CD recorder, when they were able
to hobble the slightest hint of aconsumer digital recording format, such as
DAT, with acopy-restriction system like
SCMS. With standards for consumer
DAT tied up in committees and using
legal threats, enough time passed before
asingle consumer DAT machine could
be released that the market never even
caught aspark — not unlike the current
situation with DVD-Audio.
But the labels never planned on consumers using computers as digital audio
recording, playback, and file-sharing
devices. They were completely blindsided by the overnight success of CD
burners, MP3, Napster, and all of the
attendant software that can transform a
solid chunk of commerce — a CD—
into something as slippery as astream of
digital audio quicksilver. They also didn't
understand the computer and Internet
business, and rarely mixed with — let
alone had the ability to intimidate — the
companies driving these markets.
Better late than never. After acrash
course in the realities of free-flowing
digital audio data, Big Music is now
convinced that, with a few judicious
applications of playback-restriction
technology, they can put the digitalaudio genie back into the restricted-use
bottle. But can they do it without further alienating their key customers, who
are still bitter from having had Napster
yanked out of their hands?
It won't be easy, and already the labels

stating that they are looking into playback- and copy-restriction tecluiologies
for their upcoming releases.
According to a recent www.CNET
.com article, some labels are experimenting with putting two audio files on aCD:
arestricted-use full-bandwidth version of
the album — which will not be able to be
ripped by a computer — and a compressed version for restricted playback on
computers. The article points out that
Macrovision and SunnComm are working on using Microsoft's latest Windows
Media Audio digital format for the compressed audio file, which could place
In aSeptember 10
WMA ahead of MP3 virtually overnight
as the new portable audio standard.
website poll,
But not so fast, said Jupiter Research
analyst
Aram Sinnreich. "I think the
Stereophile readers
reality here is that none of these [CD
copy-protection] techniques is going to
expressed their outrage
be successful in the long term. They're
over modified CDs.
fraught with technical difficulties, and
even if [the companies] surmount those,
they would meet with a severe consumer backlash."
pany is hoping to have all of Universal's
Perhaps the inevitable consumer backCDs encoded with restriction software
lash has already begun. In a Sepby spring 2002. "With the extent of tember 10 website poll, Stereophile readers
piracy and the extent of CD [copying]
expressed their outrage over modified
that's going on," he says, "we have no
CDs, and the release of a restricted
choice but to protect our artists and our Charley Pride disc quickly resulted in a
lawsuit (Stereophile, November 2001,
rights holders."
The beginning of October also
p20). Online mailing lists and chat
brought news that the latest Michael
rooms have been filled with calls for boyJackson single from Sony Music cotts of record companies, with amass
Entertainment, "You Rock My World,"
leafleting campaign being planned for
will be restricted for its UK release,
across the UK on October 6by memalthough the company says that it has no
bers of the UK Campaign for Digital
plans yet to encode the US release. In a Rights (CDR).
statement, Sony said, "We continue to
Jim Peters, one of the organizers of
test available copy-protection technolothe UK CDR, said, "One of the most
gies, and our goal is to implement copy
underhanded things in this situation is
protection on abroader basis to deter that these new, modified CD formats
digital piracy." Warner Music Group
are being introduced secretly, without
and BMG are also now on record as
the public's knowledge." He is calling
have seen their share of setbacks. But it
would now appear that they have no
intention of abandoning their efforts to
restrict every last CD. At ashareholders'
meeting in October, Vivendi Universal
revealed that its Universal Music Group,
the world's largest record company,
planned to start issuing CDs that will be
encoded to restrict their contents from
being copied onto acomputer or CDR.
That's just the beginning. According
to Vivendi's Edgar Bronfinan, his coin-
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MASSACHUSETTS

• For details of upcoming monthly
meetings of the Boston Audio Society,
samples from their publication, The
Speaker, and membership information,
visit http://bostonaudio.home.attnet,
e-mail dbsystems@attglobal.net, or call
(603) 899-5121.
MISSISSIPPI

•If you are an audiophile living on the
Mississippi Gulf Coast and would like
to participate in ahigh-end audio club,
20

please e-mail stokjoc@hotmaiLcom.
NEW JERSEY

• The New Jersey Audio Society welcomes anyone interested in high-performance LP and CD playback systems to
become members and participate in
their monthly meetings. Annual dues
are $20, and include asubscription to
the society's newsletter, The Source For
more information, please e-mail your
mailing address and telephone number
to annalogg@aolcom or to Russell

Prince at prince@sewkis.com.
NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Long Island Music and
Video Society, call Lee Grosberg at (516)
239-9004.
• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
•For information on Audio Syndrome
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It's not the view. It's the sound.
With the Intermezzo

Series speakers, everything around you fades away... except what

Infinity

you hear. Power. Sonic clarity. And amazingly accurate re-creation of music and movie
soundtracks. For more information: www.infinitysystems.com or 1.800.553.3332.

TECHNOLOGY •PERFORMANCE •DESIGN

Infinity is aregistered gademalk of Infinity Systems. Inc. ,r2001 Infinity Systems. Ii,

H A Harman

International Company
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for "large red warning labels" to indicate
which discs arc restricted.
Peters also revealed that he hasn't forgotten audiophile victims of the labels'
latest crusade. "The most unfortunate
thing for hi-fi buffs is that audio quality
is no longer aprimary motivation for
the media distributors. They have
already shown that they are quite willing to sacrifice the purity of audio quality, and even the reliability of CD
media, in order to install copy-protection mechanisms."
This, of course, is something we've
suspected and feared all along.
THE WORLD
Barry Willis
The international music industry is
once again singing the blues, and CD
burning is the refrain.
Sales of recorded music were down by
5% monetarily and 6.7% in units shipped
worldwide for the first half of 2001, according to figures released September 28
by the International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry (IFPI). The IFPI
reported declines of 20% in Latin
America, 8% in Asia, and 5% in North
America, as well as decreases in other
major markets. (Other reports, such as
those appearing in the Wall Sint': Journal,
quoted much higher figures, including a
30% decline in the Latin American music
market, a40% falloff in Brazil, a 12%
drop in Germany, and a 6% drop in
Japan.) Overall sales of CDs went down
by 4.6% for the first six months of the
year. Prerecorded cassette tapes went
down by 16.3%, and singles by 14.4%, according to the IFPI. This year, only the
UK and France have showed upswings in
music sales, by 10% and 8%, respectively.
The IFPI's report acknowledged the
slowing global economy as afactor in
the decline, but placed most of the

blame on the widespread use of CD
burners and the availability of free audio
downloads via the Internet. "The problem is that too much music is being
made available through pirate websites
and by copying," said IFPI chairman
and CEO Jay Berman. "That is hurting
the business globally." No mention was
made about the quality of the music
offered for sale.
The National Association of Recording Merchandisers (NARM), aUSbased trade organization for music
retailers, blamed record labels for miss-

The international music
industry is once again
singing the blues,
and CD burning
is the refrain.
ing the opportunities offered by new
technologies — for example, for embracing Napster as asales tool instead of
treating it as apoacher. "Retailers could
have been competing with CD burning
and file-sharing if they had been given
the chance," said NARM president
Pamela Horovitz. Record companies
instead reacted by increasing the prices
of CDs, she said.
Two days before the IFPI released its
gloomy news, EMI Group PLC warned
that pre-tax profits for the fiscal year
would be off by as much as 20% due to
weak music sales in the US and Latin
America, and that it would take arestructuring charge of as much as £100 million
($146.2 million, or 0159.6 million) for
the year. The news caused EMI shares to
drop 35% on the London Exchange.
EMI was twice recently the target of

potential mergers — first by Warner
Music Group, then by BMG — and
both times the suitors were put off by
regulatory intervention. The company
has recently been in discussions with
DreamWorks SKG, which does not
have a strong presence in the music
market, although DreamWorks partner
David Geffen has long been a major
player in the industry. EMI now has a
market value of around £1.7 billion, far
below the £4.6 billion evaluation it
enjoyed only three years ago. For the
year, EMI's pretax profit will be about
£206 million, according to aWall Street
Journal report.
Bertelsmann AG's BMG Entertainment also reported slow results for
its music business, with aloss of 0293
million ($319.9 million). Bertelsmann's
e-commerce unit, Bertelsmann Direct
Group, also went into the red, with aloss
of 0157 million ($171.4 million). Not all
was unhappy for the Berlin-based media
conglomerate, however. Despite weak
music sales, Bertelsmann AG managed
to have arecord year for sales and profits. Net sales rose 21%, to atotal of 020
billion ($21.84 billion), with net income
rising by aphenomenal 44°/o, to 0968
million ($973.5 million). Much of
Bertelsmann's profits came from
unloading its shares in two Internet ventures, inediaWays and AOL Europe,
according to business reports in late
September.
US: NEW YORK CITY
Jon Iverson
The number of two-channel Super
Audio Compact Discs seems to grow by
the week. There are now several hundred titles to choose from —and, with
the recent endorsement of the format
by major record labels, hundreds more
on the way. Even so, very few SACDs
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(East Meadow), amonthly club catering
to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics
from September through June, call Roy
Harris at (516) 489-9576.
•Sunday, November 18, 2-6pm: The
Gotham City Audio Society's annual
Audiophile Flea Market. Buy, sell,
trade, barter components and software — or just schmooze! Tables
available. Call (212) 629-1933 for
more information.
•Saturday, December 1, 12-5pm: Toys
from the Attic (White Plains) will host
22

Convergent Audio Technology,
showcasing their new JL-2 stereo
amplifier. Joining them will be representatives from Merlin Music Systems, VP! Industries, and Harmonic
Technology. Light refreshments will
be served. Please call (914) 421-0069 or
visit www.tfta.com.
WASHINGTON

•The Pacific Northwest Audio Society
meets the second Thursday of each
month. Usual start urne is 7:30pm at

4545 Island Crest Way, on Mercer
Island. For more information, call Jerry
at (206) 416-3669 or Earl at (206) 7951970.
PUERTO RICO

•The Audio Shop (1561 Ave. Ponce de
Leon, Urb Caribe, San Juan) is proud to
announce the opening of Puerto Rico's
newest high-end audio and hometheater store. The Audio Shop is an
authorized dealer for Pioneer, Boston
Acoustics, Philips SACD, Nitty
Stereophile, December 2001
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"...another PSB success story."
Sound tk Vision

"...exceptional value and rare musicality."
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater

Psb
1 888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.com

ASL

Audiophile
Systems, Ltd.

Aesprit de Corps
Acoustic Energy is best known for
their stunning (and stunningly

High Perfo
Audio Components

expensive) AE1 mini monitors. A
couple of years ago they amazed
everyone by combining the British
engineering behind the AE1 and the
production capacity of their
Malaysian parent company (seven

Digital Converters
& Upsa
Acoustic Energy

million speakers ayear)). The end
result was the Aegis One, which at

•

$299 a pair set new standards for
performance in a budget-priced

& Reference
Loudspe

loudspeaker.
This year they decided to see what

erity Audio
High
Loudspeakers

•

Nottingham
Analogue
Turnta ;
& Cartridges

•

SEARCH

For additional
information,
including the
location of your
nearest dealer, visit
our website at
www.atnori ie
systems.com

was possible if they gave the
engineers a few extra Pounds to
spend. Well, afew extra British
Pounds turns out to be awhole pile
of Malaysian Ringgits. The end result
is real wood veneers, beautiful
finishes, and - most importantly
The Aesprit Family

-a giant leap in performance.

The new Aesprit range includes 2 bookshelf speakers, afloorstander, center, rear
effects, and a powered sub with IR remote control level and crossover controls. Aego,
Aegis, and the new Aesprit range can be auditioned at your local Acoustic Energy
retailer. Visit www.audiophilesystems.com for a complete list.
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Aego Prices Plunge!
Remember the cover of the June issue that reflected
Stereophile's amazement that the tiny Aego, priced
at only $600, could deliver such amazing "high-end"
performance? What if you could get it for $399?
We're thinking -one for the office, one for the
kitchen, one for the kids away at school...
Usually after ahigh-end product gets arave review the
prices tend to go up, never down. What's going on?
At the end of the year AE adds a new surround
sound version to the line. Surround means five
satellites per system. One dealer already has a
thousand systems on order (and there are about a
thousand dealers worldwide). That's a mountain of
satellites. To cope with this AE has already started to

Aego

ramp up production and we're seeing an economy-of-scale far beyond our wildest
dreams. The net result is lower costs across the board -and awhopping $200 price cut
on the Aego 2.

CONTACT

So, dig out that June issue and reread Fremer's Analog Corner, then drop by your AE
dealer for ademonstration.
The Aego 5surround package (including speakers, amplification, and DD/DTS processor) is expected to

ORLD CLASS AUDIO
DISTRIBUTED BY:

retail for under S1,200. A Super Aego dual-sub surround system will be under 51,400. Buy a $399 Aego 2
stereo system now and it can easily be upgraded to a Super Aego later for the difference in retails.

AUDIOP
8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658
WANV.AUDIOPHILESYSTEMS.COM
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY

unique, and not an adaptation of the
Tripath technology, which is used, for
example, in Bel Canto's eVo 2002.
The Shark digital amplifier has a
switch-mode power supply. Its power
output is given as 800W into 8 ohms,
with apeak power output of 2500W into
4ohms. One of the weak points of existing digital amps has been the damping
factor —the output impedance was often
not much lower than that of
single-ended triode designs, which are
notoriously poor in this regard. The
Shark's damping factor is specified as 150
minimum — in the region of good analog
transistor power amps —and is said to be
output-independent. The secret seems to
be that the Shark's filter, which is essential
for getting rid of the modulation frequency, is situated in front of the output transistors and is included in afeedback loop.
The signal/noise ratio is specified as better than 95dB —again, better than most
existing digital amps'.
Naiu employs an analog computer to
modulate the pulse width of the digital
output section because, he says, the
GERMANY
modulation has to be done in real time;
Markus Sauer
existing digital technologies inevitably
Audio Physic will soon launch its
introduce atime delay and would comfirst amplification products, including the Shark monoblock power promise bandwidth (specified as
5Hz-250kHz, -3dB).
amplifier — adigital design with sevClever technology doesn't mean
eral unusual features.
that listening will no longer have apart
Company supremo Joachim Gerhard
has employed designer Andrea Naiu, a to play in the design process. Parts
selection — resistors, transistors, and
former Siemens engineer who left that
the like — has as much impact on the
company because he felt reined-in by
final sound of adigital amp as an anathe rigid corporate structures of the
log one. The Shark's voicing was done
German electronics giant (other top
mostly by Arnold Heres, aDutchman
German designers have similar stories
with wide industry experience and
to tell). Naiu comes across as an original:
impeccable audiophile credentials, and
Feeling that designers are too heavily
amember of Audio Physic's marketing
influenced by existing CAD programs,
team. Heres says that in the Shark's
he refuses to design with acomputer,
long gestation period, it was found that
preferring to work with pen and paper.
details that don't overly influence the
He also emphasizes that his design is

exploit the multichannel capabilities of
Direct Stream Digital.
Chesky Records hopes to change that.
The audiophile label has announced four
new SACDs recorded in multichannel
surround sound: Bucky Pizzarelli's Swing
Live, David Johansen's DavidJohansen and
the Harry Smiths, Christy Baron's Steppin;
and Chuck Mangione's Everything for
Love. Each of the new discs contains the
same material in three different formats:
standard two-channel stereo CD (16bit144.1kHz), two-channel DSD, and
multichannel surround-sound DSD.
Chesky has so far released nine SACD
titles, with more to come, includingJazz
Descœgas by the Conga Kings and Blue
Bossa by Ana Caram. All Chesky SACDs
are dual-layered and can be played by any
standard CD playet
Chesky SACDs carry a su 14:ested
retail price of $24.98, and can be purchased at most high-end audio shops
and music stores, or directly through the
Chesky website: www.chesky.com.
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Feb. 28, 1995 U.S. Patent 5,393,933 Goerty Speaker Cable
May 1, 2001 U.S. Patent 6,225,563 Mute Purl. TO2
"WOW!!! The Micro Purl AG and Triode Quartz 2are
just plain AWESOME in 110 foot tall, flaming letters!!!
Inever dreamed interconnects could make as much
improvement as (or more so than) acomponent
upgrade. Wow guys...you done good!!!"
Charles Stuckey Ju.' 20 '00

,

"I just installed your Micro Purl Interconnects
between my CD player and headphone amp, and
my system never sounded so good No coloration or
distortion, only an unforced, natural presentation
within a three dimensional soundstage. All this
from interconnects which cost far less than some of
the well known brands I've tried.'
Paul liubny July 6, 2001

ileaffize nervedmeezÁe
e/61721*.
A true balanced Symmetrical Power System
by Dick Seguerra

Calendar
Gritty, Toshiba, TDK, Allsop,
Koss, Rega, Echo Busters, Chang
Lightspeed, Pass Labs, Wavelength, Rogue Audio, Innersound,
JA. Michell, Audiomeca, Cardas,
Wireworld, Billy Bags Racks, and
Coincident loudspeakers. For further information, please call (787)
765-6638.

Audio-Video host the seventh Bangkok
International Hi-End Audio Show
2001, at the Ambassador Hotel
Bangkok Exhibition Hall. For more
info, please contact Niti Wisetprasit at
(662) 631-5379 (fax), or e-mail
whathifi@hotmail.com.
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Alpha-Core BP30
1000 Watts
8 Outputs
Toroidal, balanced
Isolation transformer
Electrostatic shield

Alpha-Core, Inc.
915 Pembroke Street •Bridgeport, CT 06608
800 836-5920 •(203)335-6805 •

THAILAND

•Bangkok, November 28-December
2: What Hi-Fi, 7/ze Sound, and What
Stereophile, December 2001

(203)384-8120

www.alphacore.com
Makers of 006812 speaker cables •Made mUS A
Patented WorldwIde
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Ted Denney Ill Lead Cable Designer and creator
of Synergistic Research's new X-Series Active Cables.

"My new X-Series cables result from ten years
of product development and refinement. All told,
they represent Synergistic Research's finest hour"
"Denney plugged in the Synergistic power cord
and flicked on the Krell... My jaw dropped."
"The midrange sang. The soundstage was wide, deep, and
well defined... The system was definitely cooking."

"The upgrade to Active Shielding is profound.
Imaging your soundstage illuminated from within..."
"Synergistic Research's most dramatic aural refinement...
aprocess they call "Active Shielding."

"...with the massive Synergistic cord... Icould have sworn

"Synergistic Research might just be competing against itself..
Compared to cables costing two to three times as much, the
Active Shielding-equipped Sterling/Quad combo offered a

there was another half-octave of bass extension."

significantly more vivid, lifelike performance."

John Atkinson. Stereophile, Vol. 24 No. 11

-Chip Stern, Stereopbile, Vol. 24 No. 11

Introducing the new patent pending X-Series cables- call now for your free review copy.

,

1-800-578-6489

Synergistic Research Inc. 501 Superior Ave. Newport Beach Calif. 92663 ils• phone 949.642.2800 fax 949.642.2900 web wsm.SynergisticResearch.com
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final sound of an analog amp suddenly
took on unexpected prominence in a
digital design, and that things important to the sound of an analog amp
recede into the background with adigital model. The mounting of the circuit
board, for example, was found to be
highly critical, given the ultra-high frequencies (2-6M Hz) at work in the
Shark amplifier, and needed a lot of
work to ensure sample-to-sample consistency. Audio Physic has developed
its own unique ways of mounting the
circuit board and the output transistors.
Audio Physic's claims for the Shark's
sound quality are ambitious, but Joachim
Gerhard thinks it may take a while
before music lovers come to grips with
the sound of digital amplifiers, which are
said to sound substantially different from
established tube and transistor designs.
However, he's confident the technology
will establish itself in the marketplace.
Heres says that one of the main differences is in the current delivery. Under
dynamic conditions, many loudspeakers
have a much lower impedance than
when measured the usual way; ie, with a
low-power swept sinewave. Speakers
rated at 4ohms can suddenly dip below
0.5 ohm; under these conditions, awell-

designed digital amp will continue to
supply current to the speaker no matter
what the impedance —until the protection circuitry intervenes.
Production of the first batch of 100
pairs of Sharks —a major investment for
acompany of Audio Physic's size, and an
indicator of Gerhard's confidence in the
sonic abilities of his new baby — will
probably commence in November, units
should be in shops in time for the
Christmas buying season. The price has
not yet been set, and the euro/dollar conversion rate poses amajor uncertainty, but
the Shark is expected to cost less than
$12,000/pair. The range will be completed by apreamplifier with both digital and
analog inputs, and aDVD player.
US: CONNECTICUT
John Atkinson
It is with great sadness that Ireport that
Howard Mandel, the main man of
manufacturer Altis Audio, passed away
on September 27 after a long battle
with, Ibelieve, leukemia. No age was
given in his obituary ill the Danbury
Nenas Times, but Ibelieve Howard was
in his early 50s.
Like many in high-end audio,
Howard followed his passion for music

Update

by turning it into acareer, with Altis
Audio specializing in digital playback
components. Ilast chatted with him at
the 2001 CES in Las Vegas, and his spirit and energy seemed as high as they had
ever been. According to the Danbury
Nays Tintes, Howard's love for his son
Michael was the source of his strength
and determination. I understand that
Altis Audio is to continue under the
direction of Howard's widow, Joann.
Funeral services were held Sunday,
September 30, at the United Jewish
Center Cemetery in Brookfield,
Connecticut. Memorial contributions
can be sent to the Danbury Hospital
Development Fund, 24 Hospital
Avenue, Danbury, CT 06810, benefiting
the Oncology Unit (8 East), or the intensive care unit.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The miasma of gloom that settled over
the world on September 11 was still
firmly in place when this year's London
Hi-Fi Show opened two days later. Life
goes on, and shows do too, but just 48
hours after the American tragedy, it felt
strange to be setting off for what is normally acelebratory event.

,
at 53 199 the AVM 20 has everyone listening
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SLP-2002
Fully Balanced Vacuum Tube Preamplifier

After years of traditional
you've heard it played
loud. You've heard bass. You . eeven heard detail. But
nothing—nothing--can match the jaw-dropping, soulstirring thrill of acombined Cary Audio digital and analog component that captures the very heart and passion
of the music. Over the last several years we have been
reappraising what hi-fidelity is and can be. In this spirit,
we are pleased to announce the new generation of the
CD-303/200 and CD-306/200 CD players. These new
Cary players feature the new Pacific Microsonics PMD200 digital filters along with up sampling rates to 192
kHz. The new Carys rival any CD players available on
the market today!
When it comes to analog, nobody even comes close to
the Cary sound. The analog sound from the new SLP2002 vacuum tube preamp is absolutely spectacular. The
SLP-2002 is a true balanced preamplifier with every

feature one would desire and expect from a Cary. We
have even put output transformers on board for earphone
listening. This new preamplifier has analog, motorized
remote control and even acinema by-pass switch.
We believe in fresh and new approaches to hi-fidelity.
We hope you believe as well. Contact your local Cary
dealer for fresh new Carys.

Vie tee° Auspiiiieb l¡e vottà Collipteissioe
111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com
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ho gets custody of the
MartinLogans — Marina
or Natasha?
As soon as the MartinLogan Ascent
electrostatic loudspeakers arrived in
our living room, my friend Marc
(Natasha's husband) asked about buying apair —maybe even titis pair.
"Are you going to send them back?
Can Ibuy the review pair?"
"I don't know, Marc. Ihave to talk
with the manufacturer."
"But I want to keep zeese."
Another voice heard from — this
time, my wife, Marina's. (Natasha is
her best friend.)
Imagine — Marina and Natasha
fighting it out over apair of loudspeakers.
"You mean you don't like the
Quads?" Iasked Marina, referring to
the Quad ESL-988 speakers I reviewed last month.
"Nyet. Not for their looks, anyway."
"But you didn't marry me for my
looks, did you? You choose aspeaker
for its sound."
Everyone admires, even marvels,
at apair of MartinLogan electrostatic
speakers. That's part of the fun of
owning a pair: showing them off.
People who'd pay scant attention to
most other speakers take the time to
ask for ademo.
When Marina's daughter, Yelena,
first saw the Ascents, she had to walk
around and behind them, to verify
that the sound was coming from the
see-through electrostatic panels.
"There's nothing inside," she said.
"Actually, there is. It's atransparent
sheet of polyester film. A highvoltage charge makes the film ripple
with the music and produce sound."
"Can you get electrocuted?"
"High voltage with low current is
safe. And it's insulated. Of course, you
could probably electrocute yourself if
you decided to service the speakers,
but that's ano-no. Yelena, how much
do you think these speakers cost?"
"Five thousand apair?"
Some non-audiophiles are really
good at estimating the cost of apair of
loudspeakers. Marina, who usually
comes in on or close to the money, also
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MartinLogan Ascent electrostatic loudspeaker

guessed five thou. Actually, the Ascent
retails for $4195 with standard side panels (light oak, dark oak, or maple).
Upcharges of $200 or $400 apply to
other finishes. A dealer can exchange
the side panels quite easily, and can get

Tell ig

you whatever finish you want in a
matter of days.'
It's easy to see why Marina likes
the Logans' looks — they're trim,
elegant, stylish. Everything I'm not.
The fit and finish are superb. Plastic
is kept to aminimum.
"They could be in Marc and
Natasha's living room," Iteased.
"You'd get plenty of chances to
hear them!"
Marc says he's an electrostatic
man at heart. And he could use anew
pair of speakers — he has an aging
pair of C,elestion SL 700s. Meanwhile, he has arebuilt ("reborn," he
says) Boulder 500 amplifier, which
would be pretty close to ideal for
driving the Ascents.
At $4195/pair, the Ascent is something of abargain — almost $2000
less than the Quad ESL-988, and less
than 40% of the cost of the
$10,995/pair Prodigy, reviewed by
Larry Greenhill last July.
You could think of the Ascent as a
mini Prodigy and you'd be partly
right. At 64" tall, the Ascent is just 3"
shy of the Prodigy's height. Also like
the Prodigy, the Ascent features a
relatively small footprint (in marked
contrast to the Quads): just 13" wide
and 22" deep.
The biggest difference between
the Ascent and the Prodigy is that
you don't get the Prodigy's ForceForward T front- and back-firing
woofer system. Instead, there's a
single 10" front-firing driver built
into achamber that acts as astand
and support for the electrostatic
panel. The crossover between the
woofer and the electrostatic panel is
at 250kHz. A knob on the back of
the cabinet allows you to cut the
bass output by afixed 3dB below
200Hz. Iused the speakers in the
flat position.
Twin sets of binding posts provide
for biwiring or biamping. Each post
has aplastic nut that's very easy to finger-tighten. However, the posts didn't
IMartinLopn, Ltd., 2101 Delaware Street, Lawrence,
KS 66046. Tel: (785) 749-0133. Fax: (785) 749-5320.
Web: n•ww.MartinLogan.corn.
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accept banana plugs. Ishould also commend MartinLogan's ETC (Energy
Transfer Coupler) spikes, which effectively pierced our carpet and coupled the
speakers very tightly to the floor. These
spikes fit any standard 1
/
4"thread insert
and arc available as an accessory from
ML dealers.
The Ascent is afull-range electrostatic
from 250Hz up. That means no crossover between the midrange and treble,
where crossovers arc the most trouble
because, among other things, they tend
to fool with phase relationships.
Conventional cone and dome drivers
have problems, too. Each tends to have
its own sound character, imparted by
the cone or dome material. A fabric or
doped-paper midrange driver will have
acharacter different from ametal dome
tweeter, for instance.
In the Ascent, on the other hand, .1
single piece of very thin polyester film
reproduces the entire midrange and
treble — yet another reason for the
speaker's seamless, or nearly seamless,
sound. MartinLogan founder Gayle
Sanders points out that the diaphragm
is almost massless and thus very quick
with transients — agood thing, since it
has to change its direction of motion as
often as 40,000 times asecond.
That polyester film is high-tech stuff
manufactured by Hoechst, in Germany.
An extremely conductive surface is
vapor-deposited onto the surface of the
film, for uniform resistivity and to minimize arcing, or fireworks — once the
bane of electrostatic speakers.
I know we discussed electrostatic
technology last month, but some of you
might not have been around. Anyway,
MartinLogan adds adifferent twist —
or curve.

The musical signal comes into the
speaker and goes to the crossover. Signals
below 250Hz go directly to the cone
woofer, while signals above are stepped
up in voltage (to about 5000V) by twin
transformers. These high-voltage signals
are equal in strength but opposed in
polarity —plus and minus portions of
the musical waveform. Electrostatic
speakers arc all about "charged electrons
attracting and repelling each other," said
Sanders. Sounds like marriage.
The high-voltage signals are applied
to the stators—that is, the insulated
perforated metal plates. The opposing
voltage, plus and minus, creates the
electrostatic field, moving the polyester
diaphragm back and forth, but only by
alittle. Lexan spacers limit the excursion of the diaphragm and further
guard against arcing.
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Marc may be hot to trot with electrostatics, but they have their drawbacks.
While the technology is simple, the
execution tends to be expensive. (That's
execution, not electrocution.) Skilled
labor is involved; only so many steps
can be automated.
Electrostatics have —or had —a tendency to beam, or radiate sound so narrowly that the "sweet spot" for listening is
very narrow indeed. The venerable Quad
ESL-57, for instance, was fine if you sat
directly on-axis. But if you moved your
head more than afew inches, the high
frequencies began to roll off severely. The

In the Ascent,
asingle piece of
very thin polyester
film reproduces the
entire midrange
and treble.
ESL-57 was basically antisocial; it was
tough for two people to listen to them at
the same time.
Quad was aware of the problem, and
addressed it effectively in their ESL-63
speaker with the delay-line concept that
Idescribed last month — aconcept carried over to their new ESL-988 and
ESL-989 models.
MartinLogan takes adifferent tack.
Instead of adelay line, which Sanders
feels might compromise sound purity,
he curves the horizontal plane of the
electrostatic panel. This is what "CLS"
stands for — originally "curvilinear line
source," although Sanders now refers to
"controlled line source." The idea is to
accomplish mechanically something
similar to what the Quad speakers do
electronically; ie, asmoother, wider dispersion pattern.
Not that you can sit just anywhere.
The Ascent launches a30° cylindrical
wave front into the room —a "pieshaped" wedge, as Sanders described it,
with the point of each slice at the plane
of the polyester film. As long as you sit
within the 30° wedge, you should hear
afull frequency response. Outside the
edge of the wedge, however, the high
frequencies fall sharply, just as described
with the Quad ESL-57.
The Ascent is 4' tall, and a line
source2 from 16" up. This is no big deal,
since you probably don't listen while
seated on the floor or standing on the

ladder. But the sound up in the balcony
wouldn't be so hot.
A purist might argue that afull-range
electrostatic is more desirable — like the
Quad ESL-988, or MartinLogan's own
classic speaker, the CLS Hz, which
retails for $5995/pair. But ahybrid like
the Ascent has some advantages.
Look at the price. The CLS IIz costs
nearly $2000 more, as does the Quad
ESL-988. k's expensive to do electrostatic bass, because the panel or panels
have to be quite large in order to move
air at low frequencies. Better leave it to
adynamic cone woofer.
Or maybe not. Full-range electrostatics
have aspecial magic—so long as you
don't muck up the sound with external
crossovers and separate subwoofers. So
long as you go for quality over quantity.
Iwas able to play the Ascents louder in our living room than I'd been able
to play the Quad ESL-988s in my listening room. There's an advantage to
having the bass frequencies handled by
aconventional cone, and MartinLogan
has made the transition from cone to
electrostatic as smooth as I've yet heard
from this manufacturer.
Still, Iheard acoherence from the fullrange Quad ESL-988 —a seamless quality from top to bottom —that Ididn't
quite hear with the hybrid Ascent. You
might want to give the MartinLogan
CLS Ilz alisten, if you can (from many
dealers, it's aspecial-order item).
Iset the Ascents about 4' from the
rear short wall of our 13' by 23' living
room and about 2' from the side walls.
To achieve better centerfill, Itoed the
speakers in alittle, then alittle more —
to the point where each speaker's outer
edge faced straight ahead and the full
extent of the curve pointed inward.
Still, I was not quite satisfied. I
brought the speakers out 6' into the
room, and that did the trick. Unfortunately, our sofa was now blocking a
bookcase, the coffee table was relegated
to acorner, and one of our chairs was in
the dining room. Idid all of this while
Marina was at work, hoping it might
take aday or two for her to notice.
No luck. She was not pleased.
"But this is where the speakers sound
best in the room!" Ipleaded.
"You can keep zem here for awhile,
but you have to put ze furniture back
2The tenus "point source" and "line source" are sometimes confused. As John Atkinson explained to me, a
theoretical point source radiates equally in all directions
(think of asphere), while atheoretical line source radiates only in ahorizontal direction: imagine avertical
cylinder, or, in the case oldie curved ML panels, apieshaped wedge.
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structural bass. After all, isn't this the foundation your music and film
sound system should be built on?
To learn more about REL subwoofers, please contact us or visit our
web site at www.rel.net.
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when my relatives, Gennady and
Sofachka, come to wizzit from Canada."
"But Gennady is an audiophile!" (He
was in theatrical management in St.
Petersburg.) "I'm sure he'd want the
speakers to sound their best."
"Okay, you and Gennady can listen.
Zen you move the speakers back."
Such agood sport. But Ithink this
may have spoiled any idea about keeping the Ascents.
Iwould have more placement flexibility in my listening room, where I
can put anything anywhere Idamn
well please — which is probably why
I've gotten the Quad ESL-988s to
work so well. In fairness to MartinLogan, Imight have had similar or
worse problems siting the Quads in
our living room.
The sound was spectacular, even
though our furniture was arranged
more or less higgledy-piggledy. Don't
assume that the Ascents will work best
where other, conventional speakers
have worked well for you. Try to place
them in aroom like my listening room,
which allows for lots of placement
options (and furniture arrangements).
Drat! If that clanged fireplace weren't
in the way. If our living room weren't so
long. and narrow. It's a great room
with some speakers, though — especially
minimonitors.
Ihaven't gotten you up to speed on
specs, have I?
The Ascent's sensitivity is given as
90dB/2.83V/m, its nominal impedance as 4ohms. Easy load? Not so fast.
The impedance drops to 12 ohms at
20kHz — not unusual behavior for an
electrostatic, and not ahuge problem
for most amplifiers. But some amps,
especially low-powered SETs (singleended triodes) or puny Britcgrateds
(small British integrated amps with little power and no balls), probably need
not apply.
Tubes, on the other hand, may be just
the ticket.
Like other electrostatics I've experienced, the Ascent warmed (literally) to
tube amps —in this case, the McIntosh
MC 2102 (100Wpc) and the ConradJohnson MV60 (60Wpc). Icould have
wished for more control in the bass
with the C-J, but the amp was lovely up
on top.
As an alternative to glassware, you
might try solid-state amps with MOSFET output devices. Don't assume you
need amegabuck killer amp to drive a
pair of MartinLogans —1 got superb
results with the Belles 350A ($3500). I
can't imagine any amp sounding much
Stereophile, December 2001

better than the Belles on these speakers.
With the Mac and C-J power amps I
used aPurest Sound Systems P500 passive "preamp." My source was aDenon
DCI3-1650 CD player into aMonarchy
Audio DIP 24-bit/96kHz into an MSB
LinkDAC III with upsampling and
Power Base option.
Ialso tried two 75Wpc integrated
amplifiers: the Creek 5350SE and the
LFD Mistral. The Creek seemed to
get atighter, faster grip on the bass,
but the LFD Mistral LE sounded more
sweet and soft, with more SET-like
"light from within." The LFD is a
lovely integrated, but not my top pick
for the Ascents.
It was the Belles 350A that really rang
my bell. Given 250Wpc, the Ascents'
bass drivers took on acharacter—tighter,
tauter, faster—that brought them closer
to that of the electrostatic panels.
In the owner's manual (which may
soon be on its way to Marc and
Natasha), MartinLogan recommends
100-200Wpc "for most applications." The Ascent may not "need" a
lot of power (it sounded just fine
with the Creek), but it was able to
use it, if supplied.
Gennady was impressed when I
played another Gennady — Rozhdestvensky — conducting
Tchaikovsky's
Symphony 4 (IMP Classics PCD 867).
Now there's asymphony with transients,
especially the first and fourth movements. The Ascents cracked like whips.
Still, Icouldn't help notice that the sound
from the woofers seemed slightly slower
than the sound from the electrostatic
panels. Imight have had amore seamless
sound with the Quad ESL-988s upstairs,
but Iwouldn't have been able to play
them as loud.
Ihad several more sessions before
Marina made me restore reason to our
living room, but much as Iadmired
everything the Ascents did for me, I
didn't love them as much as the Quad
ESL-988s in the listening room.
There was something about the
Quads, and full-range electrostatic
operation was perhaps only part of it.
Iwas less on edge with excitement
but more drawn into the music. The
Ascents excited me; the Quad ESL988s soothed and relaxed.
Iknow —you could argue that the
Quads were less revealing, less truthful,
than the Ascents. They were certainly
less handsome, and considerably more
expensive. But even Marc, who might
buy apair of Ascents (if not this very
pair), admitted that the ESL-988s
sounded special in my listening room.
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"I guess you'll be keeping the
Quads," he said, after listening to the
same selections on the Ascents (living
room) and then on the Quads (listening room).
The day of reckoning came —the
day when Iabsolutely had to restore
order to our living room. Rather than
place the Ascents where Iknew the
sound would be compromised, Iopted
instead to unbox the pair of Opera
Operetta loudspeakers that had just
arrived from Italy.
'These little Italian minimonitors are
about as different as one can get from
the MartinLogan Ascents. Small. I
couldn't play them very loud. They

In my view,
no technology has
amonopoly on the
truth, whether tube
or solid-state, push-pull
or single-ended, etc.
don't go very low. The dynamic range is
limited — although that may improve
with break-in. But Ilisten mainly to
chamber music and opera in the living
room, anyway.
With the Operettas (and the Belles
350A), Iheard asound that totally captivated me — awarmth and humanity
that made me feel Iwas listening more
to amusical instrument than to ascientific apparatus. Even more than with the
Quad ESL-988s, I luxuriated in the
sheer beauty of the sound —particularly violins and female voices. Iplayed
the Emerson String Quartet's recording
of the Bartók quartets (DG 423 657-2)
straight through, all six of them, until
three in the morning.
The importer, Richard Kohlruss of
V-Max Services, at first hadn't wanted
to bring in these speakers, figuring
they were more attuned to European
than American tastes. They probably
are. (I first saw and heard them in
Italy.) But many North Americans
have European tastes. Just look — nay,
gawk —at the sheer magnificence of
the cabinetwork. What you see is
solid wood — there's no veneer. The
price? $1495/pair plus stands. Review
coming up.
"Here, Marina, keep zeese," Isaid.
"Plochoi! (Bad!) But if the MartinStereophile,
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Logan speakers mean chaos in the living
room, yes."
MartinLogan speakers are revealing — there seems to be general agreement on that. Here, for instance, is
someone who posted on the Internet
forum Audio Asylum (I don't divulge
his moniker because he didn't direct his
post here):
"MI:s 'stat panels can be almost
hyper-detailed. If you have aflaw in
the system or recording, you'll hear it
through these speakers. They are certainly not very forgiving, but Istill
love 'em."
Icall on Anthony H. Cordesman,
from his very favorable review of the
ML Prodigy in the April/May 2001
issue of The Abso!ute Sound: "If you want
soft, forgiving sound, look elsewhere."
Which brings me full circle, as it were,
to the matter of whether Iprefer electrostatics to conventional cone-driver
speakers.
afraid Ican't answer —
definitively, absolutely, or whatever. But
Iprefer a full-range electrostatic to a
hybrid. And I might have chosen
MartinLogan's CLS Ilz as easily as the
Quad ESL-988.
Meanwhile, despite the aforementioned disadvantages of conventional
cone and dome drivers, there has been
great progress. The Triangle Celius, for
instance, has given me near-electrostatic
speed and life, plus superb resolution and
dynamics, for $1995/pair.
Let's forget "neutral" for amoment:
Is apiece of rippling polyester film a
more tnitidid transducer than the disparate materials used for cone and
dome drivers? Ionly pose the question;
Idon't have the answer.
Ican't say whether MartinLogan is
more on the mark than, for example,
Triangle or Sonus Faber or Audio
Physic, to name three other esteemed
speaker manufacturers. It's not easy, but
each audiophile must make up his or
her own mind. But, in my view, no
technology has a monopoly on the
truth, whether tube or solid-state, pushpull or single-ended, etc.
Audition the Ascent. k's one of the
best —maybe the best — value in the
ML line. I'm not sure their new Aeons
($2995/pair) could fill our living room
with big, dynamic sound the way the
Ascents did. In the Ascents Ifound great
engineering, superb industrial design,
world-class fit and finish, excellent
detail and resolution. It might be just
your ticket.
In the future Imight be enjoying
this pair of Ascents at Marc and
Natasha's house.
CI
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sat staring at ablank cursor for a
few hours trying to figure out how
to begin this column and Istill
haven't come up with anything worthy, so Iwon't even try. Coverage of
hi-fi shows in the UK and Italy? I
don't think so. My flight out was
scheduled for the evening of September 11.
When my wife called from work to
tell me she'd heard that asmall plane had
hit one of the World
Trade Center towers, I
was busy packing. I
turned on CNN, kept
packing, and saw the
second plane hit as it
happened. I unpacked.
Even if Virgin was flying, Iwasn't. As it turned
out, nobody flew out of
Newark that night.
Ifound it impossible
to concentrate on anything but current events
for at least aweek after September
11. Ioccasionally slipped downstairs
for some musical solace, but such
listening could hardly be called
"reviewing." It was more for peace
of mind —and to get away from the
TV. The stereo and my collection of
music did not let me down: lots of
Brahms, Bach, and, for some reason,
Brian Eno. In one sitting, Iplayed
the entire four-LP boxed set of
Bruno Walter conducting the
Brahms symphonies (Columbia
D4S615). And when Iflipped the
mental coin and got pissed, Icranked
up The Clash and Led Zep to work off
steam. I'll bet everyone reading this
applied some reliable musical balm
during those difficult days.
Because this column was supposed
to be ashow report, I'd used the first
10 days of September to concentrate
on the Kora Cosmos monoblocks (reviewed elsewhere in this issue). Idid
most of my listening to the Kora
Cosmoses with Hovland's built-in
phono section, but Iwas sitting on a
treasure trove of phono sections, which
were supposed to be covered next
month: the Pass Xono, Manley Steelhead, and Final Labs.
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Manley Steelhead tube MM/MC
phono preamplifier
The Steelhead was first demonstrated at
the 2001 Consumer Electronics Show.
Nine months later, my long-promised
review sample of EveAnna Manley's
new baby was delivered. While Ms.
Manley may have conceived and given
birth to the audacious product, it was
engineered by the company's chief hi-fi
designer, Mitch Margolis.

Manley Steelhead and power supply

The Steelhead is the most flexible,
user-friendly phono section I've ever
encountered. There are two movingcoil (MC) inputs on the rear panel, one
with RCA jacks, the other a female
DIN connector. There's asingle set of
RCAs for the moving-magnet (MM)
input. There arc fixed and variable outputs, the latter associated with afrontmounted volume control and three
ground lugs: one for the phono input
cable, and apair by the output jacks
labeled Chassis and Circuit. Also on the
back panel is one of those humongous
multi-pin power-supply connectors.
The front panel's left side features a
gain switch with four positions (50, 55,

Fremer

60, and 65dB), which auto-mutes when
you use it so that there arc no speaker
explosions; and athree-position input
selector switch (MCI, MC2, MM). On
the right side is a"big honkin' "volume
control (Manley website terminology
for aNoble audiophile-quality pot) and
four pushbuttons, labeled Standby,
Sum, Dim, and Mute. Between those, a
smaller "honkin'" selector switch performs different functions, depending
on whether you're
using the MM or MC
inputs. In MM, it
allows you to select
impedances of 25, 50,
100, 200 ohms, and 47k
ohms. Why would you
need those? Read on.
In MC mode, the
switch
controls
a
"variable-load
auto
tranny" (more Manley
lingo), which is the
Steel-head
transformer/autoformer that gives the
preamy its name. The switch controls five taps on the proprietary
"dual-primary, bifilar wound,
high-bandwidth, low-resistance,
and multiple-shielded nickel-core
step-up autoformer," which allows
you to choose among 25, 50, 100,
200, and 400 ohm settings. By
impedance matching the cartridge
with the step-up transformer, you
can maximize power transfer. That
means efficient, low-loss conversion of the ultra-low-voltage/
high-current cartridge output to high
voltage and low current. When you
resistively load down an MC cartridge, you throw away power, which
is why conventional loading tends to
"close down" the sound as well as
lowering the output — sometimes for
the better, sometimes not.' The front
panel also includes switches that permit individual channel control of cartridge termination capacitance in
10pF steps up to 1100pF.

1For abrain-spinning (well. mine spun) definition of
impedance and the difference between à and
resistance. go to www.encyclopedia.com/articles/
06288.hmd.
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Design: The Steelhead looks like a
piece of homely medical equipment
from the 1950s. Call it drop-dead ugly,
retro studio, or whatever —I don't think
you could ever say that it looks "sleek" or
"smart." Apparently, Manley is switching
to ablue-grey-colored faceplate (as seen
on their website, www.manleylabs.com/
containerpages/STEELHEAD.html),
which should help considerably. As
delivered to me, with its gaudy gold
front, large ice-blue LEDs, clunky black
knobs, and backlit "Manley Steelhead"
TV screen-like logo, it's about as attractive as asevered fish head.
An umbilical cord terminated with a
gold-plated 16-pin connector provides
juice from the heavy-duty regulated
outboard multichannel power supply to
the main unit, each channel supplied
independently (hot and ground) via
multi-core shielded interconnects. The
RIAA and amplifier sections each use
one 6922 and two 7044 tubes in their
circuits. According to the very-wellwritten and extremely informative instructions, the circuit "makes the best
use of active and passive components
and circuit developments generated
over the past half-century" — which, as
Ifound out when Iasked, is an elliptical
way of saying without saying that there's
aJFET in the first gain stage.
When I asked EveAnna Manley
whether there was atransistor in the
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Indian 180gm UK LPs (2)
4) Bob Dylan, Love and Theft,
Columbia LPs (2)
5) R. Strauss, Ein Heldenleben,
Victrola original and Classic
180gm reissue LPs
6) The Beau Brummels, North
Beacon Legend Sundazed 180gm
reissue LP
7) The MC5, Kick Out the Jams,
Sundazed 180gm reissue LP
8) Rising Sons (Taj Mahal, Ry
Cooder, etc.), Rising Sons, Sundazed 180gm reissue LP
9) Stereolab, Sound-Dust, UHF
180gm UK LPs (2)
10) Sarah Vaughan, The Lonely
Hours, Classic 180gm reissue
LP
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signal path — which Isuspected because
of the huge amount of gain accompanied by pitch-black silence —she told
me there was alarge-geometry JFET in
front of the first tubed gain stage. "The
hybrid cascode gain blocks simultaneously deliver wide-band, high-gain,
low-noise, and low-distortion performance without (large amounts of) negative feedback." In fact, there is zero
global negative feeback used in the
Steelhead. The design is said to make

Because there are
so many variables,
describing the specific
sound of the Steelhead is
almost impossible.
the amplification factor of each stage
insensitive to tube gain or the transconductance variations that can occur due to
tube manufacturing tolerances or aging.
Mitch Margolis makes a point of
contrasting his design to "typical current-starved 12AX7-based preamplifier
circuits," contending that the Steelhead
features high quiescent and operating
current in each gain stage, which lowers
both static and dynamic impedances,
thus raising system bandwidth.
The RIAA EQ circuit addresses all
four RIAA corner frequencies or time
constants (see September's "Analog
Corner"), including the oft-neglected
3.2 [LS, which shelves to flat response at
50kHz instead of continuing to roll off
HF response, as many (if not most)
phono sections do. The instructions
contend that allowing HF rolloff to continue causes "somewhat lifeless and
remote" sound that loses impact, detail,
and percussiveness. The RIAA circuit
uses factory-set variable capacitors, as
well as hand-selected and/or 1% tolerance resistors.
Endless Choices, Sleepless Nights:
Using the Steelhead was simple, though
its multiplicity of gain, loading, and
other options make it a questionable
choice for electrically correct, terminally
obsessed audiophiles who may forever
wonder whether their chosen setting is
the correct or accurate one. Even the
choice of MM or MC input is made
more difficult — the Steelhead has sufficient gain through its MM input to
accommodate a low-output MC cartridge. I'm listening right now to the

new low-output (2201.tV) Lyra Helikon
SL through the Steelhead's MM input
on the 60dB gain setting, the Manley
driving the Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista
300 power amp directly. The
Steelhead's volume control is at 2
o'clock and it's loud! Think of that.
When you're not using it, the
Steelhead can be left in Standby mode.
This essentially removes all operating
voltages from the unit except for
system-control logic functions, which
are fed by asmall separate power transformer in the power supply. Push the
Standby button again and the Steelhead
comes to life. The Sum button combines the channels for monophonic use,
but works only in the variable-output
configuration —as does the Dim button, which drops output by 20dB for
cueing up an LP or answering the
phone. Push the Dim and Sum buttons
simultaneously and small steamed
morsels wrapped in delicate dough issue
forth from the brightly lit Manley logo
on the front panel. Fortunately, the
Mute button works on both fixed and
variable outputs.
Both fixed and variable outputs are
tube-buffered, with low output impedance. "No wanky cathode-follower (oh
so boring) outputs like the other guys,"
Manley's website proclaims, adding,
"Okay, drive those audiophile highcapacitance cables, why doncha'?" Idid.
Choose Your Sound: Because there
are so many variables and you can
choose them so easily, describing the
specific sound of the Steelhead is almost
impossible. You can, within certain limits, make it and your cartridge sound
any way you like. But no matter how
you vary the impedance in MC input,
the resistance in MM, or capacitive
loading in MM; whether you run your
low-output MC via the MM or MC
inputs; or whether you drive your amps
directly or through your preamp
(whew!), the Steelhead delivers afew
sonic constants, among which are unusually low noise (regardless of gain,
loading, etc.), spectacular transient
speed, rhythmic certainty, clarity of
musical line, breathtaking transparency,
and positively astounding dynamics.
If you own a low-output MC cartridge, your natural first choice would be
to use the MC input. You then set the
impedance switch to the position that
best matches your cartridge's output impedance. But that's not the same as your
cartridge's DC resistance, which is what
some confused cartridge manufacturers
list as "internal impedance." But we're all
Stereophile, December 2001

They say music is the universal language.
Meet its most fluent speaker.
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B& W's new Signature 800 is perhaps the world's most fluent

speaker of the "Universal Language". Endowed with the very

latest B&W texbnology, Signature 800 reveals every nuance of

music and movie soundtracks. All aspects of the Signature 800,

from our world-famous B&W drivers, to the exotic Tiger's Eye

Maple finish, speak volumes about our understanding of the

language of music and our appreciation for design. Audition

these remarkable speakers at your authorized B&W dealer and

you'll know why the new Signature 800 is so well spoken.

B&W
www.bwspeakers.com
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confused. The best thing you can do is
set the impedance by listening.
To set capacitive loading for aMM
cartridge, you first find out the load
capacitance recommended by the cartridge manufacturer, then subtract your
phono cable's capacitance (per unit
length), which most cable manufacturers should be able to provide. If the
cartridge calls for 150pF and the cable
has 50pF total, you dial in 100pF.
Then you play some music, twiddle
the transformer's impedance knob, and
what do you find? Unlike with resistive
loading, the lower you set the Manley's
impedance, the louder and more energetic the sound. That's because —at
least with the Helikon SL, which has a
relatively low source impedance — you
maximize power transfer the lower you
set the autoformer's input impedance.
But be sure to try even the lowestoutput MC cartridge into the MM section, as Idid. With the 22011V Helikon
SL, there was more than enough gain
and pitch-black backgrounds. This
resulted in even greater purity and delicacy, which is why Manley provides
variable loading for the MM input,
which normally would be fixed at 47k
ohms. If your MC cartridge's manufacturer suggests running it at 47k and
you're using MM mode, you can easily
warm up bright recordings somewhat
by experimenting with loading. In theory, if the cartridge is underdamped, it
will "ring" when fed asquarewave, with
visible overshoot. If it's overdamped, it
will react too slowly and the wave's corners will be rounded off.
In practice, and for avariety of reasons,
it's not that simple. In MC mode, you
can achieve similar results by moving
away from the setting that provides the
best impedance match. In the end, especially with aphono preamp that permits
such convenient on-the-fly adjustments,
listening is the best way to fine-tune
resistive loading or match impedances.
So Iplayed and equalized away, finding
the setup that sounded best to me. No
matter what Idid, the Steelhead never
sounded lush, romantic, or warm —
unless the recording did. I played a
German pressing of Stevie Wonder's
"You Arc the Sunshine of My Life" four
times, running the Helikon SL into the
MM and MC inputs using the variable
output, and then again into both inputs
but through the fixed output into the
Hovland HP-100. Each rendition sounded different. In the end, Ipreferred the
MM input with the Steelhead driving the
Hovland, even though the direct connection sounded "faster" and more pure.
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Finally, I played the Wonder track
through the Hovland's built-in phono
section. Though the Hovland is very, very
good, it couldn't compete with the
Steelhead, especially in bass dynamics,
transient speed, and overall clarity. But on
"You Are the Sunshine of My Life," the
Hovland's slightly warmer, slower, softer
presentation was the more pleasing!
But with the best recordings —the
ones Iuse as references —and driving
the power amp directly, the Steelhead

In the end, Ipreferred
the MM input with the
Steelhead driving the
Hovland, even though
the direct connection
sounded "faster" and
more pure.
had unsurpassed resolution of ultra-lowlevel detail, sometimes dug out surprising new musical information from very
familiar recordings, and gave the finest
macrodynamic bass performance I've
heard from vinyl, with high-frequency
transients that were crisp yet delicate—
as you might hear them live.
Overall, the Steelhead delivered the
best vinyl playback I've heard from my
system. It combined speed, frequency extension, resolution, harmonic structure,
focus, air, stage depth, image specificity,
and, most important, overall musical coherence in away that made the music
seem to fly from the speakers unrestrained
by mechanical or electrical bounds.

Will the Steelhead be perfect for
everyone? Nothing is, and I'd bet some
listeners will find it lacking in
midrange bloom and overall plushness.
A solid-state system might require a
pure-vacuum-tube phono section, such
as Audio Research's Reference, to balance out the Steelhcad's honest highfrequency extension and blazing speed.
And, of course, bad recordings—of
which there are more than we like to
acknowledge — have no place to hide
when confronted with so ruthlessly
revealing aphono section. Then again,
I've got aset of lush-sounding Amperex Bugle Boy ECC88s that might
take this assault on the state of the analog art to exalted levels.
Unfortunately, the Steelhead was
designed as aprice-no-object component. When the financial dust had settled, EveAnna Manley found that
admission was a steep $7300. But
remember: If you're a turntable-only
audiophile, you don't need another preamplifier, and you can use the fixed
outputs as a "Record Out." Multisourcers will have to do what Idid during the review period: Ihave two sets of
interconnects running to the amplifier,
one from the Steelhead, the other from
the preamp. Will this become my permanent setup? I'm considering it.
Lyra Helikon SL moving-coil
cartridge
The $2195 low-output (22011V) SL version of the Helikon shares the original's
admirably neutral timbral balance (see
"Analog Corner," August 2000), but significantly ups the ante in terms of lowlevel resolution, image size and focus,
and, especially, soundstage width and
depth. Good as the original Helikon

High resolution/low output 220pV. High gain/low noise phono section mandatory.
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You already know that asubwoofer can greatly enhance your sound system. Now, experience how NFIT's Sub Series goes
beyond your expectations of subwoofer performance to achieve anew level of defined, articulate bass reproduction —
no matter what size your listening space or what level your audio equipment technology.
Our three models are engineered to deliver the ideal bass contour for both
two-channel stereo and 5.1 surround sound applications. Sub Series advanced
amplifier circuitry allows easy switching between the two.
For music listening, Audio Mode response is flattened to provide deeper
extension, serving up the punch of an electric bass and the natural timbre
of acoustic string bass to achieve the essence of alive performance.
For home theater, Video Mode maximizes dynamics to deliver all of amovie
soundtrack's low frequency information. Battlefield artillery bursts reverberate
with high-impact thunder while even the most subtle bass sound effects carry
through to create arealistic, fully involving experience.
These remarkable subwoofers incorporate the technology of our
professional-grade equipment into stylish cabinetry finished with
seven layers of hand-rubbed black piano lacquer. But enough talk.
Cut to the bass and audition the Sub Series at any NHT dealer.

NOW

NHT
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THIS

makes acomplete line of loudspeakers for home theater, including API towers, video satellites for center and rear channels, and powered subwoolers. Audition them at your authorized
For the NHT dealer nearest you, roll 1-80041W:9993 www.nhthificom
boron Nome Audio, Inc ARECOTON Company 295C1 Lake Emma Raed Lake Mary, 1132746 C,2001 Reolon Corp
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Boulder combines a
super-powerful DSP with

1000
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key Series 2000 features

• 16x UpandoversamplingTM at 24 bits breathes new
life into your CDs without external devices
•The most powerful DSP available and Boulder's

into the luxurious

new Eigen algorithms provide true accuracy

10I2 DAG Preamplifier.

•24 bit /192 kHz DSP capability makes the 1012
obsolescence proof

Encased in an ultra-rigid,

•Upgradeable plug-in digital receiver module for

fully-machined chassis, with
separate power supplies for

future interconnects

digital and analog, a highly
visible display, and a
beautiful case that matches
the 1060 Power Amplifier.

M‘ILOG

Whether your favorite

•New 983 surface-mount gain stage combines the
best of discrete and micro-circuitry
•Multi-stage, hi-gain, ultra-quiet phono section

source is analog or digital,

•Precise 100 dB, 200 step analog attenuator

the 1012 delivers every

• DSP power supply is completely turned off when

musical note perfectly.

using analog sources
•All inputs and outputs are balanced

To audition the Series 1000,

•Inputs programmable for gain, polarity, name

give us a call at
303-449-8220 ext. 101.

Boulder Amplifiers, Inc.

3235 Prairie Avenue

Boulder, CO 80301

Fax: 303.449.2987

www.boulderamp.com

1012 DAC Preamplifier MSRP is $15.000, 1060 Stereo Power Amplifier MSRP is $18,500. Upandoversampline à atrademark of Boulder Amplifiers, Inc.
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Lisa

11

hate to think I'm like one of
those dogs conditioned to drool
at the sound of abell, but Ifind
myself doing all sorts of things only
because I've been conditioned to do
them. To this day, Ican't leave my
apartment without going to the bathroom — something
my
mother
trained my brother and me to do
when we were kids. Courtesy of my
father, I can't eat a meal without
cleaning my plate. And 20 years of
conditioning by my audiophile mean
Ican't walk past apile of records for
sale on the street without flipping
through them.
Only last week, Iwas out shopping
with one of my girlfriends when this
conditioning struck. Walking along
Broadway near 19th Street, we passed
asidewalk vendor, his table laden with
old magazines and books. Under the
table were boxes and boxes of records.
Itried to walk past them.
Icouldn't. Ihad to stop. Ihad to
take alook. Icould hear my audiophile ticking off the treasures that
might be found in those dirty-looking
boxes.
"Lisa, what are you doing?" my girlfriend asked.
"Oh, uh, Iwas just going to take a
quick look at these records to see if
there was anything my audiophile
would like."
She had afunny look on her face. I
guess that's what /must have looked
like 20 years ago, when my audiophile
stopped dead in his tracks to look at
some LPs on our way to La Côte
Basque for aromantic dinner.
The first box held only beat-up
rock LPs. The second box was more
of the same. My girlfriend was getting
impatient. But hey — hadn't Ijust
waited patiently at Sephora while she
tried on 15 different shades of red
lipstick?
I decided that three boxes of
records equaled 15 lipsticks and
flipped through the third box. There
it was —Bob and Ray. Ipulled the
record out of the sleeve. Almost mint.
Ieyed the three remaining boxes, but
decided to make tracks before my
friendship ended.
Stereophile, December 2001
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being pulled back to those three unexamined boxes. It took every bit of
strength Ihad not to turn around.
Finally, we arrived at the shoe
store. Ispotted apair of black Jimmy
Choo sling-backs that were so perfect
they made me want to cry. But those
boxes of records kept filling my
mind. Iwas losing my focus. Were
these Jimmy Choos better than the
Guccis I'd seen at Sak's yesterday? I
couldn't decide.
Isat down and called my audiophile. "Honey, there's astreet vendor
on Broadway at 19th. Ifound aBob
Icouldn't break
and Ray, but didn't have time to look
in all the —"
the sacred bond
"A Bob and Ray! That's great! I'm
swamped. You gotta look in the other
of girlfriendhood,
boxes!"
So there Iwas, sling-backs in one
even for my
hand, Bob and Ray in the other. My
girlfriend was walking around in a
audiophile.
pair of wild red-and-orange-print
evening shoes, asking me if Iliked
knows everything about RCA Living them. It is my sworn duty as agirlStereo LPs, Elliot is into jazz, Ken is friend to protect her from insane,
an expert on rock. Iguess I
just kinda expensive purchases — but, Ithought,
picked up some of it from listening to if Ilet her buy them, we can finish
here and Ican go check out the rest of
them talk."
She looked at me in disbelief. The the records.
But what was Ithinking? Icouldn't
average wife finds herself learning
quarterbacks' names from her hus- break the sacred bond of girlfriendband and his friends — the guys who hood, even for my audiophile. Itold
hang out with him, watching the her the pumps were way too South
games on TV. Audiophile wives can Beach. Ten more pairs and half an
recite what records are on the Baker's hour later, she found the perfect shoes
Dozen List, the output wattages of to wear to the party she planned to
different amps, and the names of all attend that Friday.
Istill couldn't decide on the slingthe audio magazines —and reviewers.
"Besides, this is exactly why cell backs. What was wrong? What had
phones were invented. Ican call my 20 years with my audiophile done to
audiophile to ask him if the record is me? Clearly, Iwould be totally usegood or not." Irecalled the many less until Ichecked out those three
times when, as trucks roared by, Iwas other boxes.
Iwaited till she got into acab, then
on my knees on the sidewalk, yelling
into my cell phone, "Is such and such a high-tailed it back to the street
vendor.
good label?"
Am Ibecoming an audio Stepford
By now Iwas dying to call my
audiophile and brag to him about my wife? Perhaps. But in the fifth box I
find. As Ireached into my handbag, found acopy of The Weavers at Carnegie
my girlfriend politely reminded me Hall. And when Igot home, Igot an
that Iwas on aquest for apair of new extra-big hug and kiss from my audiophile — even as he snatched the vinyl
sling-back shoes.
We kept on walking, but the condi- from my hands and headed for his
tioning was taking over. Ifelt myself record-cleaning machine.

"You know, this record is really
amazing," Isaid.
"Oh, yeah," she said dismissively.
"This record has agreat soundstage."
"Can we go looking for shoes
now?" she whined.
"And it's really funny!" Iadded in
desperation.
"I can't believe you still listen to
records," she said huffily. "Besides,
how do you know the ones to get?"
"Well, uh, Iguess from listening to
my audiophile and his friends. Sid
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John Atkinson, Kalman Rubinson,
&Jonathan Scull

or the tenth year, Stereophik recognizes
components that have proved capable
of giving musical pleasure beyond the
formal review period by naming its "Products of the Year."
There are five individual categories: Loudspeakers
(including subwoofers), Amplification Components (preamplifiers, power amplifiers, etc.), Digital Sources (CD
players, transports, processors), Analog Sources (phono
cartridges, turntables, tonearms, FM tuners, etc.), and
Accessories (everything else).
The two most important categories, however, are the
"Product of the Year" itself —the best of the best —and
the "Budget Component of the Year" —the best sound for
the buck. There's also an "Editor's Choice" award, for
which John Atkinson usually singles out the product that
impressed him the most in the past 12 months. This year,
Kalman Rubinson takes over that space to proselytize on
behalf of acomponent that, in his view, blazes atrail to the
future of amplification.
The formal voting procedure consists of two steps: First,
each of Stereophikes hardware reviewers is asked to nominate up to six components in each of the

1

seven categories. To be a contender, a
product had to have been reviewed in
Stereophile between the November 2000
and October 2001 issues, in a full
Equipment Report, aFollow-Up review,
or in Sam Tellig's or Michael Fremer's
regular columns. We then put together a
ballot form that lists all components nominated by three or more writers and/or
editors. This process ensures that most of
the nominees in most of the categories
will have been auditioned by most of the
reviewers. The prices listed were current
at the end of August 2001.
Each of the magazine's 16 editors and reviewers gave
three votes for his first choice in each category, two votes
for his second choice, and one vote for his third choice (if
any). JA tallied the votes; address your compliments and
complaints to him.
The envelope, please...
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Meridian AN processors have long been the industry benchmarks for
performance. The 568 and optional 562V.2 feature flash memory
technology for flexible set up and downloadable software updates to
help you keep pace with new technologies such as Dolby Pro-logic Il.
The 596 CD/DVD player inherits the ground breaking technology
developed for Meridian's class AA rated 800 Reference CD/DVD
machine.
Together with our DSP loudspeakers, these superb components
provide the front end for the legendary Meridian Digital Theater®
Should you choose an analog speaker configuration just add our all
new audiophile grade 558 Multi-channel amplifier offering 5x200W
into 81 or up to 2 x1000W when bridged.

Meridian elegant solutions - now and into the future

BOCDTHROVID STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway Building 2400 Suite 122
Atlanta GA 30331
T (404) 344 7111 F(404) 346 7111
Meridian in Canada
Aralex Acoustics Ltd
106-42 Fawcett Road, Coguitlam BC V3K 6X9
T (604) 528 8965 F(604) 527 3886

www.meridian-audio.com

2001 Joint Loucsoeakers

Revel Ultima Studio loudspeakers
MartinLogan Prodigy loudspeaker

MartinLogan Prodigy
($10,995/pair; reviewed by Larry Greenhill, Vol.24
July 2001 N.VWW) 1
Revel Ultima Studio
($10,995-$11,995/pair; reviewed by Kalman Rubinson &
John Atkinson, Vo123 No.12 & Vo124 No.1, December
2000 &January 2001 WWW)
Runners-Up (in alphaloical order):
Audio Physic Avanti III ($10,995/pair; reviewed by
Michael Fremer, Vo124 No.8, August 2001 WWW)
JMlab Micro Utopia ($5000/pair; reviewed by Sam
Tellig, Vo124 No.1, January 2001)
Joseph RM33si Signature ($7499/pair; reviewed by
Chip Stern, Vo124 No.10, October 2001)
Merlin VSM Millennium ($8150/pair with active bass
equalizer; reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vo124 No.9,
September 2001 WWW)
Red Rose Music R3 ($3500/pair; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vo124 No.5, May 2001 WWW)
Triangle Celius ($1995/pair; reviewed by Sam Tellig,
Vo124 No.10, October 2001)

0

tir 2001 Joint Loudspeakers — the Revel Ultima
Studio and the MartinLogan Prodigy—were
separated by asingle vote, which went to the
Revel. Although they're two entirely different products
built on completely different technical concepts, it just
goes to show that there's more than one way to skin an
audiophile cat.
The Studio is the second-largest speaker Revel turns out
in its Ultima series and embodies all of Revel's philosophy,
1)r. Kalman Rubinson noted, while not costing as much
the larger Salon. Despite all the cost/benefit analysis, no
Stereophile, December 2001

effort or expense seems to have been spared in the design
and construction of the Ultima Studio. k's athree-wayplus with arear-firing port and an extra rear-facing tweeter. Said KR, "The Ultima Studios have given me unabated
pleasure as well as utility—their accuracy and transparency across the audible range make them powerful
tools for assessing other components and sources...the
Studios let the music's humanity and joy shine through
into my listening room. Highly recommended."
In July 2001, Dr. Larry Greenhill took awhack at the
MartinLogan Prodigys. These, too, are "trickle-down"
designs, making use of what ML learned from making
their flagship Statement Evolution 2. Those cost $70k, and
these don't — amere $10,995 puts apair of Prodigys in
your listening room. The electrostatic panels arc mated to
new, dual 10" "ForceForward" bass drivers, their alignment intended to reduce low-frequency room interactions
and resonances. "Of all the Prodigy's some characteristics,
the most impressive was its dynamic range," admired
Larry. "Sure, Iwas swayed by the usual electrostatic attributes —low distortion, timbral accuracy, and deep, wide
soundstaging that took my breath away — but there was
more." After extended break-in, "music I'd always loved
then came alive in abrand-new way. Instrumental timbres
and colors became much more vivid, intense, and startlingly realistic." He summed up: "Crank up the volume
and listen. Ipromise you — the MartinLogan Prodigy will
be arevelation, and the best cure for electrostatophobia."
JA was moved to add, "the best-measuring electrostatic
speaker Ihave examined."

IAll back issues mentioned in this article are available for $5 each (prior to 1994)
or $7 each (1994 onward), plus 5.5:1-1. TO order, call (888) 237-0955, or visit
www.stereophile.com (MasterCard and visa only). "WWW" indicates that the
review is available online free of charge in the www.stereophile.com Archives.
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2001 Anotification Co mennent
TacT RCS 2.0 digital
equalizer/preamplifier
($2950-$4248;
reviewed
by
Kalman Rubinson, Vo124 No.9,
September 2001 WWW)

DSP-based room-correction system and
digital preamplifier measures how the
system and room together reproduce test
signals, determines the differences in the
frequency and time domains between the
original test signals and the measured
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
ones for each speaker independently, and
Balanced Audio Technology
finally, develops and applies acorrective
VK-40 preamplifier ($4000;
algorithm to the test and music signals
reviewed by Robert Deutsch,
TacT RCS 2.0 digital equalizer/preamplifier
that compensates for the changes
Vo124 No.Z July 2001)
wrought by hardware and acoustics. The
Classé CAM 350 monoblock power amplifier
software comes with asteep learning curve, warned KR, but
($7000/pair, reviewed by Brian Dainkroger, Vo124 No.1,
then the fine-tuning begins. Unhappily, there's no way to
January 2001 WWW)
check your tweaked curve against the one suggested by the
Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS preamplifier ($4495;
TacT, but KR wasn't boni yesterday—he used the ETF sysreviewed by Brian Darnkroger, Vo124 No.5, May 2001
tem (wwwstereophile.com/showarchives.cgi?277) and the
WWW)
Sencore SoundPro Audio Analyzer to verify system and room
Creek 5350SE integrated amplifier ($1500; reviewed
responses. ETF revealed that some of the TacT-corrected
by Roberti Reina & Sam Tellig, Vo124 Nos3 & 4, March
responses had mom energy in the highs and less in the lows
& April 2001 WWW)
than expected. "Nonetheless, the flexibility of the RCS system
Hovland HP-100 preamplifier ($6495; reviewed by
permitted me to create the response Ineeded."
Michael Freiner, Vo123 No.11, November 2000 WWW)
This all resulted in better transient response, eliminated the
Magnum Dynalab MD 208 receiver ($2975; reviewed
jaggy low-end room response from actual room dimensions,
by Chip Stern & Larry Greenhill, Vo124 Nos.1 & 3, January
and corrected amplitude imbalances between the channels cre& March 2001 WWW)
ated by asymmetric distribution of absorbent and reflective
Simaudio Moon W-5 power amplifier ($4995; rematerials. The RCS also adjusts the direct arrival times from the
viewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vo122 No.3 & Vo124 No.5,
speakers to be exactly the same. "Subjectively, the result was my
March 1999 & May 2001 WWW)
perception of vastly improved resolution of detail across the
spectrum." Simply put, the TacT permitted KR to hear the lowhe 2001 Amplification Component of the Year was one
level ambience cues of the original performance sites. "'"1lie
of only two categories whose award was trot shared
longer Ilived with the TacT Audio RCS 2.0, the more Iwas
between two very worthy products. All Stereophile
convinced that it brought tne much closer to the sound of live
reviewers thought the TacT RCS 2.0 digital equalizer-preampmusic, and that room correction should be amandatory part of
lifier deserved the prize. As KR explained, this two-channel,
any serious audio system. In the future, it will be."

T

SME Model 10 turntable
($5995 with tonearin; reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vo123
No.4 & Vo124 No.1, April 2000 &January 2001 WWW)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Acoustic Signature Final Tool turntable ($2000; reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vo124 No.9, September 2001)
Audio Note Kondo IO-J/silver MC phono cartridge
($15,000; reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vo123 No.11,
November 2000)
Clearaudio Discovery phono cartridge ($3300;
reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vo124 No3, March 2001)
Fanfare FT-1A FM tuner ($1595; reviewed by Larry
Greenhill, Vo124 No.10, October 2001)
Graham 2.2 tonearm ($2250-$3000; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vo121 No2, Vo124 Nos.1 & 10, February 1998,
January & October 2001 VVVVVJ)
Koetsu Urushi phono cartridge ($4000; reviewed by
Michael Freiner & Robert J. Reina, Vo121 No.10 & Vo124
No.10, October 1998 & October 2001)
Lyra Helikon MC phono cartridge ($1995; reviewed by
Michael Fremer, Vo123 Nos.8 & 11 and Vo124 No.6, August
& November 2000 and June 2001)
SME IV.Vi tonearm ($2750; reviewed by Michael Reine4
Vo123 NoA & Vo124 No.1, April 2000 &January 2001 WWW)
Tivoli Audio Henry Kloss Model One table radio ($100;
reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vo124 No3, March 2001)
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SME' s
Model 10
turntable
was the only winner
here, with nearly double
the votes of any other
component on the list. MF
SME Model 10 turntable
first reviewed the 'table in
April 2000: "With its simple, suspensionless consmiction, you
can have this 'table up and running in just a few
minutes...When everything was set up and ready to go, Iwas
confronted by an absolutely magnificent piece of gleaming
industrial architecture." Looks small, sounds BIG, according to
The Analog One. "The 10's magnificent build quality, compact
design, case of use, and rock-solid performance should keep
most analog lovers happy for many years to come." Using both
the SME's own arm and the Graham 2.0 tonearm with aBob
Graham-engineered adapter plate, the SME's bass focus
seemed abit tighter, with slightly more resolved low-level inner
detail, compared with MF's reference Simon Yorke 'table, the
1998 winner. The SME's character "allowed reverberant fields
to hang around longer and decay more slowly...The Yorke was
slightly richer in the lower midrange and perhaps abit warmer
on top, but Ithought the sound was comparable overall, if not
identical." The SME combo was clearly more dynamic,
punchy, and present, said MF. A 'table for all time.
Stereophile, December 2001

VIENNA ACOUSTICS
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"Ofthe many speaker that have passed through the *Item, and the list includes
Wilwns, Ensembles, Alons and Aerials, none even remotely approaches the realistic holographic soundstage thrown by the Mahlers."

—Ultimate Audio

Vienna, Austria conjures up images of grand composers, the finest
music. Indeed, the best of life. So it should surprise no one that the
"City of Music" has produced aworld-class loudspeaker firm;
dedicated to constructing arange of speakers capable of thrilling
with their musicality and transparency.
As befits aculture obsessed with perfection, the design and build
quality of every speaker that leaves our factory is exquisite. We'

•c,‘..

produce our cabinet in European furniture joineries, so when we say
our cabinetry is "furniture grade", we mean it.
Our formula for success relies upon
using the finest speaker drivers and
crossover components extant. And when. .46
nothing else meets our exacting standards,
we design and build the necessary compo—
nents ourselves.
Only in this way can we produce to
this standard of quality, yet keep
our prices affordable. Because we
know that one of the best things in life is
owning a great musical experience at a
reasonable price.

The new Beethoven 3.2 $3990/pr.,
Mozart $4,00/pr., Bach $1500/p r.,
Mahler shown at right, $9800/pr,
Haydn shown above $995/pr,
Dress Black .
n,/setion, Rosewoo4
slightly higher. CiNn includele—

SUMIK

0

SUMIKO IS THE EXCLUSIVE NORTH AM-ERI42ORTER
41
-O idirl A ACOUSTICS AUDIO PRODUCTS
2431 FIFTH STREET, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94710

.843.4500

510.843.7r20 FAX

WWW.SUMIKOAUDIO,Ce&
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2001 Joint Di•ita Sources

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD player

Accuphase DP-100/DC-101 SACD transport/
processor
($27,990; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo124 No.2,
February 2001 WWW)

dCS Purcell D/D processor

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD player
($4995; reviewed by Michael Frciner, Vo124 No.10,
October 2001 WWW)
dC5 Purcell D/D processor
($5995; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo124 No.1, January
2001 WWW)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
47 Laboratory 4704 PiTracer CD transport ($25,000;
reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo124 No.9, September 2001
WWW)
Perpetual Technologies P-1A D/D processor ($1099;
reviewed by Robert Deutsch, Vo124 No.1, January 2001)
Perpetual Technologies P-3A D/A processor ($799;
reviewed by Robert Deutsch, Vo124 Nos.1 & 10, January &
October 2001)
Philips SACD1000 SACD player ($1999; reviewed by
Chip Stern & Kalman Rubinson, Vo124 Nos.4 & 6, April
&June 2001 WWW)
Rega Jupiter CD player ($1895; reviewed by Sam Tellig,
Vo124 No.5, May 2001)
Sirnaudio Moon Eclipse CD player ($5295; reviewed
by Brian Damkroger, Vo124 No.4, April 2001 WWW)
Sony SCD-0555ES SACD changer ($1700; reviewed
by Larry Greenhill, Vo124 No.10, October 2001 WWW)
Sony SCD-777ES SACD player ($2500; reviewed by
Chip Stern, Vo124 No.4, April 2001 WWW)
//

111/

hat's it take to compete on the bleeding
edge of digital?" wondered J-10, circling
the Accuphase DP-100 transport and DC101 SACD/CD converter. "Foresight, commitment of
resources, and lots of money." He wasn't kidding — this
pair of digital front-end components runs up astaggering
bill of $28,000! The DP-100 is based on aSony transport,
and it's ayawn waiting for it to finish reading adisc's Table
of Contents. But once things got cooking, especially in
SACD, J-10 said he'd never heard ambience like that in
his life. The acoustics had an ability to "gently, naturally,
relaxedly take over the acoustics of our listening space.
The experience was always very circumaural, but never
vulgar or cheap in effect." No slouch with "Red Book"
16-bit/44.1kHz CDs either, he said. The dCS Purcell/
54

Accuphase DP-100/DC-101 SACD transport/processor

Elgar Plus still takes the cake for J-10 at 16/44.1 upsampled to 24/192, but for SACD, there's nothing like the
Accuphase.
Speaking of which, the second Joint Digital Source for
2001 is the dCS Purcell D/D processor, which received the
same number of votes as the Accuphase duo. The Purcell is
the audiophile version of dCS's professional 972 D/D converter, "docks" beneath the Elgar DIA, and operates with
fewer buttons and less complexity than the 972. It also
sports an attractive industrial design much like the Elgar's.
The Purcell takes the associated transport's 16/44.1 datastream and bumps it up to 24/192 for the Elgar Plus, or for
any other DAC able to ride the high-speed rails. The dCS
combo can therefore upsatnple your entire collection of
16/44.1 CDs now and make every one of 'em sound better.
(With SACD, you're stuck waiting for new releases, which
seem to trickle out slower than molasses.) The Purcell feeding the Elgar Plus was aexpensive combo, J-10 felt, but if
you've got the cash, he says, "Live the dream for us!"
The third 2001 Joint Digital Source is the Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D. This somewhat flashy-looking,
Cartier/Tiffany-styled CD player has an upsampling digital
filter, nuvistor tubes in its analog stage, and choke filters in
its power supply. It costs slightly less than the other digital
lads at $4995, and weighs ahefty 42 lbs. MF thought it an
outstanding value that sounded "exceptionally clean and
pure." He did notice an emphasis on transparency over
solidity, but concluded "I don't see how any music lover, on
first listen, will not be taken with the graceful, delicate yet
detailed, nonmechanical sound..."
Stereophile, December 2001

discover the
power
of sound
LINN
The new Linn 5125 five channel 500 watt power amplifier is designed to partner the Linn 5103 system controller.
For ademonstration of the best in total entertainment with home cinema, music and multiroom systems
refer to www.linninc.com or call 888-671-LINN
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Life is different while you're listening

nil

Experience the new Karat M 30 DC
A genuine innovation in aspeaker this size. The three-way Karat M 30 DC has detail,
clarity and bass response normally found only in larger floor standing speakers.
Large side firing woofers are coupled with Canton's aluminum tweeters and midrange drivers on narrow front
baffles to enhance both performance and appearance. Shown with optional LS 60 stands.
For more information - please contact: Canton Electronics Corporation, 1723 Adams Street NE, Minneapolis,
MN 55413-1411, (612)706-9250 Phone, (612)706-9255 Fax, www.cantonusa.com
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pure music

2001 Joint AccessoriP
tions at every boundary from each
source at every possible position. Roll
out that Cray supercomputer—even
($49.95; reviewed by Kalman Rubinson,
with arelatively sparse description of
Vo124 No.9, September 2001 WWW)
Kal's room, an 800MHz Pentium III
took 48 hours to mn CARA. Several
Stax SR-007 Omega It headphone
simplified runs will tell you which
system
'•
I II
arrangements deserve further investiga($6140-$6265; reviewed by Jonathan
tion. Then you can limit the range of
Scull, Vo124 No."7, July 2001)
positions for listener and speakers while
Stax SR-007 Omega Hheadphone system
adding more details. "Ile results were
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
illtuninating," said KaL "What more can
CARA' 2•1 2.0
Alpha-Core Micro-Purl interconnect ($78-$ 127/m;
aided Oro ruler.
one ask? The predictions are accurate,
reviewed by Brian Damkroger, Vol.24 No.10,
the results satisfying. Iintend to use
October 2001)
CARA for all my acoustic planning."
Mondial MAGIC ground isolator ($99; reviewed
Winner number two, garnering
by Donald A. Scott & Chip Stern, Vol.15 No2 &
the same number of votes, was Stax's
Vo124 No.6, February 1992 &June 2001)
System II Earspeakers and their
PS Audio Lab Cable AC Cord ($600; reviewed by
"energizers." You might wonder
Robert Deutsch & Michael Fremer, Vo123 No.12 &
what J-10 uses during those late
Vo124 No:7, December 2000 &July 2001 WV/W)
nights while writing for Stereophile.
RME DigiChec.k digital audio analysis program
ELAC CARA 2.0 room
He was prompted to try the top-of(Free with RME Digi96/8 Pro computer soundcard;
acoustics computer program
the-line Stax SR-007 electrostatic
reviewed by John Atkinson, Vo123 No.11, November
headphones and two energizers, one solid-state, one tubed.
2001 VVWW)
The 'phones are supremely comfortable, as they should be
at the price, and you can tailor the sound with your choice
he 2001 Accessory competition ended in another
of energizer: the SRM-717, a contemporary solid-state
face-off. RPG Diffuser System's Room Optimizer
design, or the classically simple two-stage SR/vI-007t
program has always been good to Kal Rubinson, but
direct-drive (transformerless) tube driver/energizer. The
it's really effective only for rectangular rooms. That's where
007t was abit more colorful, with softer and rounder bass,
ELAC's CARA (Computer Aided Room Acoustics) comes
said J-10, and not as extended at top and bottom. The
in. One must model the room completely in three dimenSRM-717, too, displayed "a full tonal palette," with tighter
sions and define the reflectivity of all surfaces —a considbass and amore extended presentation, but with abit less
erable effort, says the effortless Kal, but you can then take
sweetness up top. Nice midrange, though, and abit more
afascinating virtual tour of your room! (Hey, Kal, who's
body and palpability than the tubed version. With either
that hiding behind the couch?) Then you build models of
energizer, J-10 found the SR-007 'phones to be "an outyour speakers —dimensions, radiation characteristics, and
standing choice for those who want clean, clear, fast, revealdetails, right down to the height of the floor spikes.
ing sound." Make him choose? Sure, he'll take the
Kal built three models of increasing detail before hitting the
tubes.. but it's anear thing, he says; amatter of taste.
Go button. There's afunction for calculating the effect of reflecELAC CARA 2.0 room acoustics computer program
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fiel (anto eVo 200.2 power amplifier

Bel Canto eVo 200.2 power amplifier ($2395; reviewed

by Kalman Rubinson, Vo124 Nos3 & 11, March &
November 2001 WWW)

A

sdescribed in the introduction, voting for Products of
the Year is atwo-stage process, with reviewers being
asked to first nominate products, then vote for products that had received sufficient nominations. Iwas shocked
that the Bel Canto eVo 2002 amp did not make it through
to the final ballot for "Amplification Component of 2001," JA
saying that it failed to win enough votes in the preliminary
rounds. How is it that this groundbreaking Class A amp is
excluded when almost all of the other nominees are not
much more than subtly improved versions of earlier designs?
In the democratic process that JA has created, reviewers
can vote only on products that they have personally audi-

Stereophile, December 2001

Choice

tioned, of course, but there's no formal system to ensure that
important products get awider hearing. Isuspect that many
high-end reviewers have not paid sufficient attention to this
unusual amplifier because we have become aconservative
lot. We arc so often disappointed by primitive attempts at
new technology that we are more likely to entertain a
newish product of familiar heritage than to go out on alimb
with ableeding-edge design.
My most important criterion is sound quality, of course,
but Ialso consider the distinctiveness of adesign and its
potential impact on future products. Compared to the other
finalists in this category, the Bel Canto eVo 2002 wins on
points, with its novel switch-mode output stage. It's not as significant for future audio products as the TacT RCS 2.0 (my
choice for "2001 Component of the Year"), but it's areal
amplifier, not aprocessor. It's not abetter power amp than the
Simaudio Moon W-5, in my opinion, but its "class-T" digital
design is abreakthrough in high-end audio technology.
I feel that the eVo 2002 is the real "Amplification
Component of 2001." It's innovative, compact, efficient, relatively inexpensive, and doggone it, people like it — that is,
if they give it afair listen.
-Kalman Rubinson
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The Design Team
The legendary circuit designs (A iötu (mlangelo and Paul Jayson
created memorable products for Mark Levinson Audio Labs in
the 70's and Cello in the 80's and 90's. Now their designs come
to life in VIOLA AUDIO LABORATORIES products.
The Heritage
Colangelo and Jayson designs have won both U.S. and
International awards at MLAS and at Cello, Ltd. These
award-winning skills are now the inspiration behind the
VIOLA REFERENCE PREAMPLIFIER, REFERENCE AMPLIFIER and
REFERENCE SPEAKER SYSTEM. They are expected to be sure-fire
winners in the early days of the new millennium.
The Quality
VIOLA products are hand-made in the USA using the finest
quality parts and craftsman-styled mechanics designed to
provide years of dependable performance.

The Sound
Once again capture the passion of listening to music.
13e in the presence of the musicians and experience the
re of clear, transparent sound.
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AUDIO LABORATORIES
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315 Peck St., New Haven, CT • T: 203 772-0435 • F: 203 772-0569 • info@violatabs.com • www.violalabs.com

Creek 53505E integrated amplifier
($1500; reviewed by Roberti. Reina & Sam Tellig,
Vo124 Nos.3 & 4, March & April 2001 WWW)

8111 10 4311POid

Perpetual Technologies P-3A D/A processor
($799; reviewed by Robert Deutsch, Vo124 Nos.1
& 10, January & October 2001)
Polk RT25i loudspeaker
($320/pair; reviewed by Robert J. Reina, Vo124
No.9, September 2001 WN1VW)

T

hree products shared the grand prize in this category!
The Perpetual Technologies P-3A D/A processor
can partner the P-IA upsampler and digital roomcorrection engine, but also works well as astandalone D/A
converter. It takes digital data from 16-bit/44.1kHz to
24/96 via coax S/PDIF, optical TosLink, AES/EBU, and
I
255-pin mini-Din connectors, and it's said that eventually
— things take a long time at Perpetual (Waiting)
Technologies — the P-3A will take 192kHz as well. All
inputs are automatically upsampled to 96kHz, and, in
everything but I
2S Direct, output is increased to 24 bits.
RD felt alone P-3A gave avery good account of itself with
the upgraded Monolithic Sound 1)3 power supply: "The
sound was dynamic, with good timbral and transient accuracy, and the sort of natural high-frequency detail that I
have come to associate with upsampling D/A processors."
JA was moved to call it "one of the best-measuring D/A
converters I have encountered, particularly regarding
dynamic range, resolution, and linearity."
The Polk RT25i came as asurprise to reviewer Bob Reina.
It's atwo-way, reflex-loaded bookshelf speaker with a1" trilaminate polymer-dome tweeter, a51
/"mineral-loaded poly2
mer/composite-cone woofer in acabinet finished with real
wood veneer. Yes, there's a"lack of dynamic bloom in the
bass" during complex passages, and BJR noticed compresStereophile, December 2001

Polk RT25i loudspeaker

nu

Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Acoustic Energy AEGO2 Satellite subwoofer
system loudspeaker ($599/pair with active subwoofer; reviewed by Michael Freiner, Vo124
No.3, March 2001)
Acarian Systems Alón Petite loudspeaker
($995/pair; reviewed by Wes Phillips & Robert J. Reina,
Vol.19 No.1, Vo120 No2, Vo124 Nos2 & 9, January 1996,
February 1997, February & September 2001)
Paradigm
Reference Studio/20 loudspeaker
($650-$900/pair; reviewed by Robert J. Reina, Vo121
No2, Vo124 Nos2 & 9, February 1998, February &
September 2001)
PSB Image 4T loudspeaker ($649/pair; reviewed by
Roberti Reina, Vo124 No2, February 2001 WWW)
Quicksilver Mini Mono power amplifier ($998/pair;
reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vo124 No.3, March 2001)
Rega Planet 2000 CD player ($950; reviewed by Sam
Tellig, Vo124 No.4, April 2001)
Tivoli Audio Henry Kloss Model One table radio
($100; reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vo124 No.3, March 2001)
Triangle Titus loudspeaker ($495/pair; reviewed by
Sam Tellig & Robert Deutsch, Vo123 No.8 & Vo124 No.5,
August 2000 & May 2001)
VTL IT-85 integrated amplifier ($2500; reviewed by
Chip Stern, Vo124 No2, February 2001 WWW)

Creek 5350SE integrated amplifier

sion when things got really
going. But he was ecstatic
over the linear and organic
low-level dynamic resolution, "as in live music";
superlative resolution of
inner detail on good
recordings with a highly
accurate depiction of room
ambience; flat but natural
reproduction of transient
articulation; and "extraordinarily uncolored tonal
balance from the midbass
to infinity and beyond." A
pair costs just 320 bucks—
can ya beat that?
After more than three
months and six speakers,
two analog and one digital
source, and after comparing the 85Wpc Creek
5350SE integrated amplifier with three other
amplifiers, BJR said, "I
Perpetual Technologies P-3A
cannot conclusively point
D/A processor
to any instance in which
the Creek deviated from aneutral tonal balance throughout the entire frequency spectrum." He also found it bettered all the Creeks he's listened to so far with its lifelike,
delicate, yet forceful re-creation of transient articulation,
its organized reproduction of low-level dynamic nuances
and subtle ambient cues with no trace of electronic artifacts or opacity, "and degrees of bass definition, articulation, clarity, and bottom-end extension unlike any I've
heard from any amplifier in this price range and/or power
rating." Guess he liked it.
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Speaker cable performance
takes aquantum leap forward
with Straight Wire's CCT.

Crescendo -Effortless Presentation, Unmatched Dynamics and Detail
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Serenade -Engaging, Full Soundstage and Vivid HF

Visit your authorized Straight Wire
Retailer for alisten to the affordable
"Octave II" (level 2) through
our Reference level 4
"Serenade" and "Crescendo".
CCT cables will amaze and excite you.

Rhapsody S(Silver)- Spacious Soundstage, Controlled Bass
1> »

STRAIGHT WIRE "OCTAVE 11" SPEAKER CABLE > > > *

We guarantee you will be impressed!

sinnigHT WIRE

Octave II -Neutrality with Powerful Bass and Seamless Highs

FL 32a2,1,

USA •ahnnakcifilag2L2d110 •Fax: icirdena99.1 •www.strainhtwira_maffl

MartinLogan Prodigy loudspeaker
Revel Ultima Studio loudspeaker
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
47 Laboratory PiTracer CD transport
Accuphase DP-100/DC-101 SACD
transport/processor
dCS Purcell D/D processor
Hovland HP-100 preamplifier
JMlab Micro Utopia loudspeaker
Joseph RM33si loudspeaker
Magnum Dynalab MD 208 receiver
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD player
Perpetual Technologies P-IA DID processor
Red Rose Music R3 loudspeaker
SME Model 10 turntable
Sony SCD-777ES SACD player
TacT RCS 2.0 digital equalizer/preamplifier

T

hese speakers earned the same number of
votes, both in the "Loudspeaker" category
and in the overall winner category, but talk
about different! There's diversity in the High End,
no doubt about it. The MartinL,ogan Prodigy is a
beautifully made electrostatic speaker while the
Revel Ultima Studio is aclassic three-way rearported floorstander. J-10 says he's never heard a
pair of speakers sound as good in KR's apartment
as did the Revels, and LG swears up'n'down that
the Prodigy will be arevelation to you. Two welldeserved winners for the 2001 Grand Prize!

Stereophile, December 2001

Revel Ultima Studio loudspeaker

MartinLogan Prodigy loudspeaker
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"How do they get this kind of bass out of such atiny
box? Deep, tight, tuneful, and loud enough to rattle
pictures on the wall—this is serious subwoofing!"
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
September 1998

Explore New
Depths.

•

For over 15 years, Velodyne servo subwoofers have
defined—and redefined—the state of the art in
low-frequency performance. Now, with the introduction
of the HGS Series, we're offering you a chance to explore
veiodyne

new depths. With over 3000 watts of power. Two full
inches of linear excursion. Thirty times less distortion.
Ruler-flat response to below 20 Hz. They are nothing less
than the redefinition of the best subwoofers in the world.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial Street, #101
San Jose, CA 95112
Phone (408) 436-7270
Web www_velndvne. rnrn

Velodyne invites you to experience them at select
dealers worldwide.

The
Very
Vociel
of a
Modern
Vajor
General?
Ivor
Tiefenlat mià
talks with David Lander

nJuly 1877, Thomas Edison wrote that he was sure he
would "be able to store up & reproduce at any future
time the human voice perfectly," and the word phonograph soon began showing up in his lab notes. By the
time Ivor Tiefenbrun stepped onto the audio industry
soundstage, nearly acentury had passed, and even dis‘criminating listeners took the record player for granted.
But Tiefenbrun had discerned sonic differences
among players, and he knew that his LP12 — he had built a
prototype for personal use — was a superior performer.
When people told him that turntables do no more than go
'round and 'round, he would rebut them by pointing out
that speakers merely go in and out.
Ivor Tiefenbrun is known for his sharp tongue, and an
afternoon with him proves that the intellect behind that
tongue is every bit as keen. Probe and you'll find he's very
much his father's son. Jan Tiefenbrun, called Jack after he
narrowly escaped the Nazis and arrived in Scotland from
Austria in 1939, was amechanical engineer, and Ivor followed him into that profession. His native Glasgow, which
he still calls home, also helped forge Ivor's character. It can
be abrutal place, and the tough-minded Tiefenbrun grew

As he drives his company forward, Ivor fiefenbrun maintains an "open
approach to technology" and continues to expand the Linn Products line.

up in amean neighborhood adjacent to the Gorbals, often
called Europe's worst slum. It was, he relates, aplace where
"you had to hold your own ground."
The tenement lifestyle notwithstanding, Ivor, the oldest
of three children, was brought up "surrounded by loving
people" and by music: his mother sang, and his father played
the violin. Tiefenbrun is also quick to point out that the
Glasgow coin has two faces. Despite its tarnished underside,
it did so much to fuel the industrial revolution that it became
63
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"It's atopflight performer with convenience features and operational flexibility
few other receivers can match, and certainly not at this price."
-DaN id Railada. October Issue. Sound

e

"The test bench performance of JVC's RX-DP1OV was excellent.
Noise level in stereo operation was near theoretical limits..."
-David Ranada, October Issue, Sound

e
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If you appreciate aremarkable performance, JVC's new audio/video control receiver deserves astanding ovation.
In fact, even THX stood up and took notice -awarded it with aprestigious THX ULTRA Certification. With
dual Motorola 24-bit DSP chips and 7channels of amplification built in, the RX-DP1OVBK delivers an amazing
300 MIPS of combined power to process even the most demanding surround sound, while maintaining superior
resolution and minimal noise. And JVC's unique independent power supply for each channel maximizes channel
separation and clarity Now you can always have the best seats in the house.
All the home's astage with the RX-DP1OVBK's special multi-room/multi-source capability, that allows you to
enjoy multiple audio or video sources in different rooms simultaneously. And, the radio frequency LCD multibrand remote will let you control it all from
anywhere in your home.
Logon to www.jvc.com for more information.
Company of America. All Rights Reserved.
trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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JVC

Excite your senses:
www.jvc.com

riefenbrun: Everything. It's integration. Linn is about
integration; it's about doing everything. You have to understand systems engineering, not just component engineering.
Lander: You've noted that your company is called Linn Products or
areason: yourfocus is always on the product. Yet the press has often
preferred to focus on you personally.
riefenbrun: Because Iwas involved in controversy, people
saw me as controversial. Because the industry is about personalities, people thought Linn was about personalities. Iset
out by challenging conventional wisdom. They said the
turntable didn't matter, Isaid it was critical. They said the
speaker was the most important thing; Isaid it was the last
thing to worry about. So Istarted off in conflict in an industry where few people understood the mechanical things and
the recording aspects of the business. My objective was to
build agreat company; and the company was going to be
about great products; and the products were to do with
bringing music to people and improving their lives.
The only way to judge what we
do is to listen to our products and to
see how they stand the test of time.
To understand Linn, pick up an
LP12 or look at a'Climax amplifier
or listen to aKomri loudspeaker. To
see that we have an open approach
to technology, look at the Kivor system. Of all the specialists, Ibelieve
we were the first into Dolby Digital.
At the time, people thought,
"They've gone off the rails." And
when we introduced the ICnekt
multi-room system, people said,
"Oh, you're not interested in music
anymore." Not at all. Iwant music
when Ishave in the morning.
Lander: How committed are you to
doing— insofar as you can—your own
manufacturing?
tiefenbrun: When everyone else
goes offshore to China or Eastern
Europe, we take more in-house.
Our country, our society believes
that manufacturing is where you
add value and create wealth. And it's
how you learn. Most innovative
design and development, and alot
of research, come out of manufacturing. Ibelieve, if you're in the
audio business, you have to master
and control all the key processes. Iknow that's not everyone's view, but it's my view. And that's why we make our
own sheet metal and machine our own parts. We paint our
own casings. People say, "Why? You can buy it cheaper elsewhere." I'm not interested in buying it cheaper elsewhere. I
would go elsewhere if Icould get it better.
Lander: Are you currently producing more of the content that goes
into your products than you did previously, or less?
fierenbrun: More. We're doing more of the chip design.
We're doing more software. We're doing more of the board
loading. We do all our own boards. We're doing more, and
our capabilities are increasing. And as we can do more and
have more control and understanding, we can learn more
and create more. And we can get more cross-fertilization —
because we're amultidiscipline company.
Lander: You've said that the wellspring of the precision-engineering

"There's
abig
difference
between
mechanical
and
electronic
engineering,
but alot
of the
principles are
common to
both
disciplines."
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expertise you brought to au& was Castle Precision Engineering, the
company your latefatherfounded 50 years ago and which your brother,
Marcus, now runs.
Tiefenbrun: They're masters of it. They make moving
parts for Rolls-Royce airplane engines. And we have along
engineering tradition in Scotland.
Lander: Both you and yourfather were trained as mechanical engineers.
But newer audio products tend to incorporate less mechanical technology than Turntables. How does that evolution make you feel?
fiefenbrun: There's abig difference between mechanical
and electronic engineering, but alot of the principles are common to both disciplines. It is true that the role of mechanical
engineering in products is diminishing, but it still exists, in
loudspeakers and CD transports and so on. It can also take on
aslightly different nature. The Klimax amplifier employs the
finest precision mechanical engineering, but it's more to do
with machining to avery high standard, encapsulating the circuitry to preclude any possibility of microphony. And it's
about heat dissipation, heat flow, there's more thermodynamics involved than there is traditional engineering, even if, at the
end of the day, you can dive atruck over it without damaging it. In the CD12, we're also encapsulating different elements of the circuitry and isolating them from each other.
Lander: How many people does Linn now employ?
riefenbrun: About 320. We have our main assembly and
design facility, and we have atraining center, where we also
do machining, painting, finishing. Linn Records are based
there. We also have people working in Linn's retail outlet in
Glasgow. We have Linn, Inc. in Jacksonville, Florida, our
American headquarters; we've just built anew retailer-training
facility there. We also have an office in Fort Lauderdale and
people based around the country.
Lander: So Linn is now asizable company, with aproduct line
so broad that you joked earlier about coming up with enough designations incorporating the letter k, which has been turning up in
your product names since you christened the Sondek LP12. Plus, as
you suggested earlier when you referred to your "open approach to
technology" the line has become very varied. The Knekt is amultiroom music-distribution system. The Kivor is an archival and
retrieval system designed to store and access thousands of CDs and
radio broadcasts without subjecting them to compression. How did
all this happen?
iefenbrun: Imade one product, Iwanted to make asystem. Once I'd made asystem, Iwanted to spread the sound
of these sources throughout ahome. Once I'd done that, I
wanted to integrate audio with video. Once Idid that, I
wanted to integrate with acomputer. What do Iwant to do
next? Well, the company's getting more and more involved
with commercial [installations] and performance.
Lander: As an example of your commercial installations, you
equipped the public spaces on the Queen Elizabeth II, the ocean
liner. Are there many cruise lines, hotel companies, and the like willing
to pay the price ofLinn quality?
icienbrun: Sometimes Linn is the lowest-cost solution.
Not just because it lasts longer — it's more cost-effective to
take Linn to 128 zones or whatever on aliner than it is to
put the most rubbish standalone system in every cabin.
Linn can deliver apower amplifier the size of acar radio
that puts out over 1000W and weighs less than 2kg. It
sounds fantastic. The competition might weigh 100kg and
not sound as good.
Lander: So you see yourfuture linked, in some degree to the high
end of the commercial market.
fiefenbrun: Ibelieve that, in the future, there's going to be
less and less distinction between professional, domestic,
67
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by Chip Stern

Mors
From beauty

through ugly,
guitarist
RALPH TOWNER
grasps the entire
sonic palette.

R

alph rowner is not yourstandardissue jazz guitarist. Nor is he your
garden-variety classical guitarist.
On the traditional nylon-strung
acoustic six-string and the steelstrung acoustic 12-string guitars, Towner is a
singular figure among guitarists both for how he
defines and transcends his instruments. A composer and improviser of uncommon depth and
range, Towner has not only created avisionary
repertoire for the guitar, but an expansive improviser's palette for the keyboard synthesizer,
and an immense body of short and long musical
forms for his longtime cohorts in Oregon and
on aseries of memorable collaborations with
ECM producer Manfred Eicher, both relationships dating back to the early 1970s.
Unwilling to rest on their laurels, in the past
five years Towner and Eicher have released a
remarkable cycle of sonic milestones that crystallize Towner's stature as ajazz innovator.
These include solo (Ana and Anthem), duo (A
Closer View, with Gary Peacock), and quartet
outings (Lost and Found, with Marc Johnson, Jon
Christensen, and Denney Goodhew). Taken as
awhole, they reflect aheady, deeply personal
sense of eclecticism. They are also audiophile
recordings richly endowed with ambience and
soundstaging depth.
As an improviser, composer, solo perfonner,
and charter member of the renegade acoustic
collective Oregon, Ralph Towner stands as a
beacon of originality, capable of complex rhythmic juxtapositions, flinty dissonances, and fanciful flights of free-form improvisation. Towner
most honors the jazz tradition by his refusal to
adhere to a literal interpretation of what it

Ralph Towner
means to be an improviser, or how profoundly one can nurdition of Bill Evans' "Waltz for Debby"
ture ajazz sensibility without being strictly limited to
(both from the 1991-92 ECM session
American rhythms, blues tonalities, or standard song forms
Open Letter), or Scott LaFaro's "Gloria's
and harmonic progressions. So it seems limiting to refer to
Step" (from Anthem), he sounds less
Towner as an "acoustic guitarist."
like the pianist than he does Evans'
"It's not amusical category It's like some sort of material catentire classic trio, with bassist LaFaro
egory to say that he plays that, but it doesn't tell you anything,
and drummer Paul Motian.
really," Towner allowed. "No, I'm not one of your typical gui"It's a cumulative effect," he extar guys. Imean, the guitar is my instrument, but it's really bred
plained, "and as long as you're relating
from apiano player's thing, for me, the potential to utilize all
to asolid time thing, it gets to the point
of that harmony on the guitar — that's the whole thing that
where nobody has to state the beat at
drew me into it. And beyond that, I'm not aguitar fanatic — I
all — it's so internalized that you arrive
don't even listen to guitar records."
at akind of subconscious consensus. So
Iwondered aloud if at some time Towner had heard Julian
that when Jack DeJohnette, Eddie
Bream's 20th Century Guitar.
Gomez, and myself were listening to the
"You betcha! That was what Iwanted to sound like when I
playback on `Batik' [the title tune of the
started. You have to have astandard; you have to have some1978 album, ECM 1121], it was just
body you model your approach to — but that was it, really, in
amazing: we kept coming up with
terms of the beginning. And that was the standard: 20th
more and more intricate rhythmic variCentury Guitar—that and Baroque Guitar. When Iwas in New
ations as we went along. This thing of
York, Iremember Ihad an old tape recorder, and Iwould A7B
internal time is so critical, and that messtuff I'd played with aJulian Bream record to make sure — to
sage is often missing in lesser players.
see if Iwas being aware of all the tone and color changes. So
"Which is why, after all these years,
that was really critical for that instrument. Imean, he was the
I've come to realize that no matter
man...so you guessed right on that."
what context I play in —
"Real virtuosity
Still, Townees technical command of the classical guitar is
including solo — I'm
not an end in itself, but ameans of expression firmly rooted in
thinking like a group.
is not a gymnastic Fm trying to be amultithe fundamentals of speech and song. On the follcish title track
of his most recent ECM release, Anthem, one can plainly hear
ple personality with the
thing. It comes
the humanity informing his playing: the symmetry of the guiinstrument; not necessarily in
tar's percussive and harmonic aspects; his supple touch and
terms of the number or denfrom controlling sity of notes, but in terms of
melodic fluidity; an expressive range of articulations—the way
Towner makes the instrument breathe.
color and the way the music
the dynamics, is shaped —to imply alot more
"Well, real virtuosity is not agymnastic thing. It comes from
controlling the dynamics, the volume and timbre of every note:
instruments than what you're
where it's placed, how long it sustains, how it overlaps. This is a the volume
actually hearing; to draw people
musical technique. And it's not just turning things over to all
away from their own self-conthose hours of repetition, although you need that, because that's
and timbre of
sciousness; to be transported by
acolor, too. Speed is acolor, and these patterns are colors. You
whatever is happening in the
every note:'
can play patterns and still breathe, but when you eliminate this
music; to transcend the fact that
whole other realm of articulation
it is this or that instrument."
and tone colors, you're eliminatBut it's not as if Towner is incapable of treating ahuge part of music."
ing the classical and 12-string guitars in amore
Towner developed amodern
idiomatic manner. Some of his most poignant,
jazz concept on the classical guiengaging solo guitar work can be found on his
tar by avoiding idiomatic, organ1996 ECM album, Ana. Of particular joy are
grinder notions of how the
the classical guitar piece "Green and Golden"
instrument should be apand "Seven Pieces for Twelve-String," a
proached, and developing what
remarkable suite that illustrates Townees sincan be described as ajazzgular mastery over this bear of an instrument,
combo concept. And while he
and during the course of which he manages to
displays akeen harmonic sensireference Robert Johnson, the kicks and stopbility, a melodic touch, and a
time accents of big-band jazz, Stephen Fostees
feeling for space, it is Townees
"Oh, Susannah," Richie Valens' "La Bamba,"
rhythmic sense that elevates him
the serialism of Arnold Schoenberg, and
above his nylon-string brethren
Stravinsky's music for string quartet.
in the jazz and classical fields.
"Those are all improvised pieces — I
The rock-steady underpinning
couldn't repeat 'em if Ihad to," Towner
to everything he plays imparts
exclaimed with giddy enthusiasm. "I'd have
real tensile strength to his work,
to go back and hear 'em over. I'm pretty
both as an ensemble player and
much steeped in Stravinsky — he was my
as asoloist—so much so that,
favorite in college — so that doesn't surprise
on a swinging, blucsy original
me. Itend to think of the classical guitar like
like "Short 'n' Stout" and an
a Ferrari and the 12-string more like a
improbably rich, expansive renRalph Towner & Gary Peacock
garbage truck. Imean, it's like driving abig
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Ralph Towner

semi truck compared to driving aFerrari, which is all about
monic depth of Towner's mature conthe joy and ease of playing—but you can make quite astateception, it's curious to hear how much
ment with asemi truck, too. Imust say that the classical guitime he spent during his formative
tar is alot more expressive and facile, but Istill find things
years playing amelodic instrument
that the 12-string does really very well."
"It's odd, isn't it? It didn't really
Many styles of music permeate Towner's constructs with a
drop on my head until Iheard Oscar
searching romantic character. He has distilled aheady brew
Peterson, but that seemed like agood
of tart 20th-century harmonies and layered melodic rhythms,
example of piano playing that draws
and expanded on it with an intoxicating blend of contrapunattention to the piano playing."
tal ideas and impressionistic tonal colors. Stylistically, Towner
Then he heard Bill Evans and Scott
has created avery personal, original vocabulary, though he is
LaFaro, and everything clicked.
prone to wearing Bill Evans and Miles Davis on his sleeve.
"For me, Bill was an archetype
"Influences are afunny thing," he reflected. "No one ever
mainly because he transcended the
brings up the Brazilian influence, which Ithink is so obvious.
instrument. Julian Bream epitomized
Here was this whole culture where the classical guitar was
how beautiful and varied the instrutheir main instrument. So Isort of picked up on that right
ment could sound, but Julian Bream
away, and then, when Imoved to New York, Iplayed alot
doesn't write music. With Bill Evans,
with Airto [Mordra] in all these dinky clubs, and Iworked
Ifound myself immersed in this
with Astrud Gilberto as well. The melodic and harmonic conwhole concept of group improvisacept of that music left an indelible mark on me."
tion — it was just like abomb went
The enduring mystery of Ralph Towner's creative arc is
off. Igot into it by accident, when a
that so worldly and wise amusician should have emerged
high-pressure salesman talked me
from such remote, isolated environs. Born in Washington
into buying aclassical guitar for $100.
state on March 1, 1940, Towner was the baby of avery musiIt took me ayear to pay for
"I tend to think
cal family. His mother was apiano teacher who played Bach
it on installments. Isort of
every Sunday in church, while his father was atrumpeter who
diddled around with it and
worked in amill. But tragedy struck early.
of the classical
then decided, 'Okay, I'm
"In atwo-year span, from my mother's point of view, her
going to learn to play this
husband died, then her oldest son was killed in the war, and
guitar like a one really well.' "
then her own father passed away — we'd all been living on
Towner's mother died when he
my grandfather's farm."
Ferrari and
was 20. With no ties to bind him, he
When Towner was five, his mother left Washington and
journeyed to Vienna, Austria — a
moved the family to the town of Bend, in central Oregon, on
the 12-string studied musician but a stone bethe edge of the desert.
ginner on guitar—where he made
Without any distractions from television or even radio (save
more like a
his way through the audition
for alone country station, which held little appeal for him),
garbage
truck.
,, process and studied with Karl
Towner learned all about swing music from his two older brothScheit After returning to graduers' 78s, and at three he began
ate school, another stint in
imitating them as best he could
Vienna to fine-tune his technique, and an
on the piano. The flip side of
apprenticeship as aworking pianist in Seattle,
being so clever was that Towner
Towner arrived in New York in 1968. There
couldn't sit still for formal lessons,
he served his tour of duty, earning his be-bop
though at seven he began studybadge of honor.
ing trumpet. By the time he was
"You had to master that before you could
12, his bass-playing brother-intry anything else," Towner recalled ruefully.
law was allowing him to gain
"We were trying to develop extended forms,
invaluable experience as part of
pieces that utilized all of that harmonic experan adult dance band, in which he
ience from the '60s, and to also include some
played every style of music, and
other rhythms from the rest of the planet,just
developed afeel for Dixieland by
to get away from that incredible bebop paracopying Louis Armstrong.
noia where nobody had enough courage to
Then Towner entered the
stand up and say Jesus, let's stop —we've
University of Oregon, where —
already beaten this thing to death.' And
horrified at the prospect of
because everybody was playing with everybeing forced to participate in the
body else in the 70s, all of those walls went
marching band — he quit playdown — it was intentionally creative."
ing trumpet and enrolled as an
Which is part of what made those early
art major. But the pull of music
days of fusion so rich and edgy and experiremained overwhelming; he
mental. Towner often played with tenor
soon switched his major to comsaxophonist Wayne Shorter, which led to his
position, and the entire world of
famous 12-string turn on Shortees "The
12-tone music was dumped on
Moors," from Weather Report's ISing the
his small-town head.
Body Electrk he played piano behind Stan
So in retrospect, given the harTaking the Ferrari for aspin
Getz and Freddie Hubbard; jammed with
lec
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raving the bitter chill of alate-fall cold snap, a
long line of shivering patrons waited patiently
outside Birdland, the midtown Manhattan
jazz club, for admission to New York's first
Django Reinhardt Festival last year. By the
rime it was over, the four-night event, which
featured European Gypsy guitarists Biréli
Lag,rène, Jimmy Rosenberg, and Reinhardes son, Babik
Reinhardt, had broken the club's all-time attendance record.
No doubt about it, Django is back, and so is the Gypsy jazz
he originated when he fornted the Quintet of the Hot Club of
France with violinist Stéphane Grappelli, in 1934. His compositions increasingly crop up on new CDs by jazz artists young
and old; last yea4 saxophonist James
Carter released an acclaimed
Reinhardt tribute album,
Chain' the Gypsy (Atlantic).
The year before that,
Woody Allen released
Sweet and Lowdown,
afilm slurring Sean
Penn as a 1930s
American guitarist
so in awe of
Django that he
faints
every
time he sees
him.

**-3
**r..
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Of course, Django's
music never really disappeared. After all, he was
the most important European jazz musician ever,
practically the only European to merit inclusion in
Ken Burns' landmark Jazz
project. His influence,
nearly ubiquitous among
modern jazz guitarists,
extends to blues, rock,
and country players —everyone from B.B. King to John
McLaughlin to Willie Nelson.
Since Reinhardes death in 1953, asteady trickle of reissues
has kept his music accessible, while tributes —like the late
pianist John Lewis' classic jazz composition "Django" —have
fueled his legend. His recordings have appeared on European
and American movie soundtracks, and he was the subject of
Paul Pavioes feature-length 1958 documentary, Django
Reinhardt. The Django Reinhardt Jazz Festival, inaugurated in
1968, has been staged annually since 1983 at Samois-sur-Seine,
the village south of Paris where Django was living when he suffered afatal stroke at the age of 43.
But over the past decade, the trickle of reissues has turned
into aflood, with well over 100 currently available CDs representing practically all of Reinhardes nearly 1000 recorded
tracks. Two years ago, Mosaic Records released The Complete
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DJANGO LIVES!
Django Reinhardt and Quintet (Ow Hot Club ajFrance Swing/HMV
Sessions, 1936-1948 (Mosaic), alavishly illustrated and annotated six-CD boxed set that traces the quintet's evolution from
swing-era standards featuring Grappelli to boppish originals
featuring clarinetist Hubert Rostaing. This year, Naxos Jazz
Legends issued Djangole, Votl, 1934-35 and Vol.2, 1938-39
(Naxos), documenting the quintet's early years, and Music
Club put out abest-of collection, The Swing Jazz of Djavo
Reinhardt (Music Club).
Django is also the subject of books — most recently,
Alexander Schmitz and Peter Maier's Django Reinhardt: His Lllè
and Music (Berkeley Hills Books) — and videos, such as director
John Jeremy's The Legacy ofEjango Reinhardt. Reinhardt websites
abound, including the comprehensive Django Swing Page at
www.hotdub.co.uk. Dozens of Django-style swing bands have
sprung up around the world,
including the Hot Clubs of
NEW QUINTETTE DU
Norway, Belgium,
Holland,
HOT CLUB DE FRANCE
Sardinia, Tokyo, Chicago, San
Francisco, and Cagliari, Italy.
But the real impetus behind the
revival of Gypsy swing has been
the emergence of anew generation of Gypsy guitarists who grew
up listening to Django's music.
Among
Reinhardes
fellow
Manouche Gypsies, his unique
blend of jazz, Broadway show
tunes, and French chansons and
waltzes became a sort of folk
music, played in family settings aboard the nomadic caravans
(horse-drawn wagons in libango's time, motor homes today)
that ply the roads of France, Germany, Belgium, and Holland.
For the New York festival, no fewer than three generations
of guitarists were on hand to demonstrate the continuity of
the Gypsy swing tradition.
First on stage was Alsatianborn Biréli Lagrène, who
.4F
made his recorded debut as
L
a 13-year-old Reinhardt
7.7
,
-111
clone on the 1980 album
t$ 1•41 I
Routes to Django. Lagrène
later achieved international
fame as afusion player, and,
on his 1995 album My
Favorite Django (Dreyfus

Jazz), reinterpreted Reinhardes compositions in acontemporary electric vein. But at Birdland he nude arare return to
acoustic guitar, accompanied by guitarist Frank Vignola —
who performs as amember of the Hot Club USA on the
album Django Lives (Arco Iris) — and former Stéphane
Grappelli bassist John Burr. Swinging hard as he flaunted his
jaw-dropping technique, Lagrène spun out richly filigreed
lines with amazing speed and articulation.
Next was 21-year-old Dutch Gypsy whiz kid Jimmy
Rosenberg, who likewise recorded his first solo album, Swinging
withJimmy Rosorberg (Hot Club), at the age of 13. He's cut acouple of recent Norwegian discs, Portrait tenuity Rosenberg and The
One and Only (both on Norway Music), and has been am-acting
major-label interest, as much for his youthful good looks as for
his blazing virtuosity. Backed by Vignola and Burr, he combined incredible flash with nostalgic feeling in aset
that included such chestnuts as "I Can't Give You
Anything But Love" and "Sweet Georgia Brown."
Finally, making his New York debut, came Babik
Reinhardt, who has recorded a number of solo
albums since the late 1960s and who appears on the
1998 CD New Quintette du Hot Club de France (Arco
Iris). Of the three headliners at Birdland, he was the
only one who played electric guitar. With Butz
pianist Pete Malinverni, and drummer Leroy
Babik performed in abluesy post-bop style
that owed more to Wes Montgomery than to his
father. He was soon joined by Romanian violinist
Florin Niculescu, who
sounded like adarkertoned, more emotive
Stéphane Grappelli. A
duet of Reinhardt and
Lagrène preceded the
grand finale, when all
three Gypsy guitarists
jammed
together,
joined by special guest
George Benson. Inspired by Benson's
presence, Reinhardt,
Rosenberg, and Lagrène pulled out all the stops, and the heat of their exchange
erased any memory of the frigid air outside.
"It's very pleasing to see alot of people come to honor the
music of Django Reinhardt: Lagrène says. "It just shows how
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FIRST FUSION OF JAZZ AND WORLD MUSIC.

his other cousins —Stochclo, Nous'che, and Nonnie — formed
the Rosenberg Trio, which has released more than ahalf-dozen
albums, among them Caravan (Verve) and Gypsy Swing
(Refined). Other contemporary Gypsy swing guitarists indude
Moreno, Fapy Lafertin, Boulou and Elios Ferret (the sons of
Django's colleague Matelot Ferret), Christian Esc-oudé, and
Tchavolo Schmitt, who recently released the brilliant
album Alois?... Voilà! (Iris).
Perhaps the most prominent of today's Gypsy
swingers, besides Lagrène and Babik Reinhardt, is
Romane, aka Patrick L,eguidecoq, who so impressed
the late guitar guru Chet Atkins at aParis performance
in 1993 that he became afixture at Atkins' annual
birthday bash in Nashville from then until Atkins'
death this past July. As acomposer, teacher, and guitarist, Romane has pushed the tradition forward in the
progressive spirit of Reinhardt himself: But though he's
recorded asuing of solo albums, notably Ombre (IMP)
and Samois-sur-Seine (Arco Iris), as well as such collaborations as Élegance (Iris),
with Stochelo Rosenberg, Romane remains
little known in the US.
"After Django, for 20
years, the music was
stuck in the caravan, in
the wagons with horses," he says. "It was captured in the wagon
only and played only in
the wagon for the family. Django Reinhardt
died just at the time of the rock'n'roll revolution and
the invasion of American music. But Ifell in love
with jazz."
Romane has become asort of Gypsy swing ambassador, traveling around the world and performing with
musicians from different cultures. "Django's music is
very large and makes abridge to other styles —country music, rock," he says. Icreated aschool in Paris, and
Idid master classes in Nashville, San Francisco, in
Reunion Island, the Netherlands, Corsica. So there's
many nests and many little birds. Iput many eggs here
and many eggs there, and the other eggs put many
eggs here and there."
Atlantic Records has just released The Dj
ango
Reinhardt Neu, lie Festival —Live at Birdland, mostly
featuring Jimmy Rosenberg but also including tracks
with Babik Reinhardt and Biréli Lagrène, as well as
guest artists such as violinist Regina Carter and guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli. And in November producers
Pat Philips and Ettore Stratta presented the second
Django Reinhardt festival at Birdland, expanded to six
nights and featuring Gypsy guitarists Angelo Debarre,
Dorado Schmitt, and Boulou and Elios Ferré, plus
saxophonist James Carter and other guests.
While the audience at last year's fest consisted
mainly of middle-aged baby boomers, the rakish elegance and daredevil sophistication of Gypsy swing
may yet lure younger listeners bored with the bland
sameness of kiddy-pop and retro-bop. "Cjango has to
be better known in America," says Jimmy Rosenberg.
"Django is the best in the world, and it's going to stay
that way, because every time you listen to his music,
you hear something new. For me, he's still alive." el

GYPSY SWING CAN BE CONSIDERED THE

popular Django still is. You know, people in the '30s used to
dance to his music; it was popular like techno is today. Iplayed
that music when Iwas akid, until my early 20s, but then Idid
not fed like playing it anymore, and Iwent more to what was
going on in America. But Ican still play Django's music, thank
God. Iwill always keep that kind of music inside of me."
"I don't really know how to play
the music of my father," says Babik,
who was nine years old when
Django died. "I would love to play
in my father's style, but I
just didn't
grow up with that music, although
Iknow every note of my father's.
When Igrew up, my mother made
me listen to my father's records, but
when Igot older, my taste went
more to the American guitar players. People would always ask me to
play like my father —there was a
lot of pressure —but Irefused. But
now, since they don't ask me to play that kind of music anymore,
Ifeel more free to do it. Now Iactually regret that Ididn't get
more involved with my father's music."
Gypsy swing can be considered the first fusion ofjazz and
world music, antedating Latin jazz by adecade. Although jazz
and Tin Pan Alley elements predominate, the style has an
unmistakable Gypsy feel, together with the flavor of balmusette, the waltz-heavy, accordion-driven Parisian café music
that had long been consigned to the nostalgia bins by the
1990s, when it was revived by modernists such as accordionist
Richard Galliano.
In the 1930s, accordionists like Gus Viseur, Tony Murena,
and Jo Privat helped introduce swing — then about as
respectable as gangsta rap — to the musette scene. But the
French café-jazz revolution was led by Gypsy guitarists like the
three Ferret brothers and, of course, Django, who got his professional start accompanying accordionists on asix-string banjo
and wrote several classic waltzes.
In the end, only Reinhardt and Grappelli were remembered. Grappelli, aclassically trained non-Gypsy, carried on
the legacy of the Hot Club until his death, in 1997. But it was
Django, with his suave looks, amazing life story (he permanently lost the use of two of his fretting fingers in acaravan
fire when he was 18), and astonishing musicianship —not to
mention his legendary postwar American tour with Duke
Ellington — who remained the principal focus of adulation.
"We have to thank Django, because he's the first one who
came up with that kind of style," Babik says. "The way he played,
the different flavors in his music, just reflected his personality.
"It's actually Django who created all this, and then the other
guitar players picked up his style," Lagrène seconds. "That's
why that music is so popular among us Gypsies. Everybody
grows up with it now; it's like our national music. And it was
Django who invented it all. Nobody played like that before.
Before Django, the older Gypsies —my dad, for instance —
played more like Hungarian-style music. When Django
appeared, most of them didn't really like it."
"Django's music has abig influence on the Gypsy conimunity, because everybody listens to it," Rosenberg adds.
"Everybody plays his albums almost every day, in the caravans
and everywhere. I'm open to other kinds of music; Iwould like
to play rock or modern jazz. But Ifeel more at home in that
kind of music."
The product of amusical family, Rosenberg cut his first record
with two of his cousins in atrio called the Gypsy Kids. Three of
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he Boulder 1012 is aline-level
preamplifier and DAC in one box.
Its design and build qualities are
icons to elegant engineering know-how.
No screws show on the rectangular box
of large but not massive proportions, for
example, which is all done up in matte
aluminum and set off with afew highly
polished stainless-steel buttons. The
chassis construction uses tongue-andgroove techniques. The sides of the 1012
benefit from styling cues found on
Boulder's newer amplifiers. As you can
see from the photograph, the look is
both elegant and hi-tech in away very
few other manufacturers manage.
Off came the top. The interior build
quality was indeed impressive, but the
amount of empty real estate inside aunit
this heavy gave me ashock. "Surfacemount technology, Jonathan," Boulder's
Bruce van Allen explained. "Couldn't
even do it that way five years ago."

Description: Line-level preamplifier
with integral D/A converter. Digital
inputs: 3 AES/EBU, convertible to
S/PDIF with DABL adapter (included); 1TosLink. Sampling rates: 32,
44.1, 48, 88.2, 96kHz. Digital signalprocessor speed: 1GFLOP, 167MHz
clock. Decoding system: 64-bit math,
24-bit output. "Upandoversampling"
ratio: 16x (32, 44.1, 48kHz sample
rates), 8x (88.2, 96kHz). Analog antiimaging filter: 3-stage, 6-pole Bessel.
Analog inputs: 3. Phono inputs: 1.
Main balanced outputs: 1on XLR.
Record balanced outputs: 1on XLR.
Output level for full-scale digital input
at record output: 4.25V RMS.
THD+N: 0.0015% (-96.5dB), digital
(OdBFS,
20Hz-lkHz); 0.0075%
(-82.5dB),digital (OdBFS, 20Hz);
0.0015% (-96.5dB), analog (2V output, 20Hz-20kHz). S/N ratio: 109dB
A-weighted, 107dB unweighted, digital. Clip/noise ratio: 118dB, analog.
Frequency response: 0.03Hz-20kHz,
-0.5dB (digital); 0.02Hz-250kHz,
-3dB (analog). Analog input imped-
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A recessed arca in the middle third of
the faceplate houses adisplay that gives
information in atwo-line, easy-to-read
fluorescent matrix of bright blue. To the
left are two rows of four mirror-gloss
stainless-steel buttons. To the right of
these, four more buttons sit under aflat,
highly polished stainless-steel disc that's
flush with the faceplate. Touch to turn!
Very modern-looking indeed. Of those
two rows of buttons, the upper four select
among digital inputs 1-4, the lower four
among analog inputs 1-3 and Phono.
You heard me right, citizen —Boulder's got you covered. Analog signals arc
not digitized, but sent directly through
the 1012's line stage. But that requires
XLR connectors, as do all inputs on
the 1012, and nothin' but RCA connectors sit at the outputs of my lovely ol'
Forsell Air Force One turntable, still
sweetly spinning as the years go by. (I'll
cover the Boulder 1012's variable-gain

ance: 100 ohms balanced. Maximum
analog input level: 6.0V RMS. Output
impedance: 100 ohms balanced, 50
ohms unbalanced. Maximum analog
output level: 14.0V RMS. Maximum
voltage gain: line input, 20dB; MM
phono, 60dB; MC phono, 80dB. Volume range: 100dB in steps of 0.5dB,
±0.05dB. Record path gain, balanced
output: 8.5dB. Record path gain,
unbalanced output: 2.5dB. Crosstalk,
L-R or R-L: -101dB or better,
20Hz-20kHz. Crosstalk adjacent
inputs: -115dB or better, 20Hz-20kHz.
Dimensions: 18" W by 5.750" H by
15.75" D. Weight: 54 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
ID78 (auditioning), LR25 (measurements).
Price: $15,000. Approximate number
of dealers: 15.
Manufacturer: Boulder Amplifiers,
Inc., 3235 Prairie Avenue, Boulder,
CO 80301. Tel: (303) 449-8220. Fax:
(303) 449-2987. Web: www.boulder
amp.com.

RIAA phono stage — included as part
of the package — in a "Follow-Up"
sometime soon.)
To the right of the 1012's electricblue display and under that highly polished spinner arc four more brightly
polished stainless-steel buttons: abalance control, numerically indicated on
the display; the Mute button, which
activates ahuge MUTE indicator on the
display, as well as total silence; aDisplay
button to lower the rather bright display; and the Power button.
The neatly laid-out back panel is
chock full of balanced inputs. Leftmost
arc three AES/EBU digital inputs, with
aTosLink connector as well. A highquality XLR-RCA adapter is supplied
for the digital inputs, but this is no normal adapter. It's got aresistor network
inside to impedance-match the load,
and the 1012's AES/EBU data inputs
will sense and accept 500mV S/PDIF
datastreams. A few Master Slave switches might give you momentary pause
(Dirk Bogarde, Berlin; night has fallen;
in slinks Charlotte Rampling...nah).
Next to that is a medium-sized
heatsink, below is astandard mains-in
socket with acouple of fuses below that.
Then the outputs: one set of connectors for recording, in and out, and
another main left and right output pair.
Next to them arc five analog input pairs,
again all XLR balanced connectors; and
last, those balanced phono inputs
already mentioned.
The remote control is cute as hell,
very Philippe Starck-like, and shaped
like Gumby in acoma. With its nicely
ergonomic pushbuttons you can choose
the input, power, balance, volume, mute
the preamp, or reverse the polarity. Soft
footers arc provided to apply to its bottom, if desired. And when replacing the
batteries, you're warned to leave the
remote upside down on aflat surface lest
you suffer the indignity ola room full of
bouncing BB-sized pellets, which make
up the remote's pushbutton interface.
Technical rips
Boulder's build philosophy is one of
modularity. For instance, there's aplugStereophile, December 2001
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Boulder 1012 D/A preamplifier

in, programmable digital receiver card to
accommodate future formats. A plug-in
DSP card permits updating of algorithms for SACD and DVD-Audio,
among other possibilities. There's also a
plug-in D/A board for future DACs.
And last, from alist of features proudly
presented: exchangeable input boards
for ST glass optical or (more significant, I
think) FireWire IEEE 1394 connections.
Bruce van Allen, who e-mailed me
the technical details, was very clear:
"These features eliminate digital obsolesStereophile, December 2001

cence." Like many other manufacturers
these days, Boulder is trying to understand where the rapidly accelerating
digital juggernaut is headed. This more
or less forces them to debut platforms
that will take plug-in cards for whatever
formats might come down the line. les
just the way things are.
The 1012's inputs are fully programmable; my unit displayed "KRELL" for
analog input 1. A subliminal message?
No, van Allen sighed, just the remainder of ademo he'd donc earlier with

Krell gear. But the user interfaces
(naming inputs, adjusting gain and
phase for each input, etc.) on many
newer components are really wellthought-out, making settings more
accessible — fun for the whole family!
(The best of the user interfaces is still
BAT's, Ithink, closely followed by
Mark Levinson's.)
Like many components with audiophile pretensions, the Boulder 1012 features fully regulated and separate power
supplies for the analog and digital cir87

of 705.6kHz in one step. Boulder claims
this one-step processing eliminates "introduced jitter through added signal path
and connections." Van Allen continued
his technical description by stating that
Boulder's algorithm is an "Eigen Type,"
applicable only in the digital domain. "It
has no analog corollary, and is the closest
thing to aperfect digital filter." He's not
exactly shy.
Boulder has always been afan of
modular amplification, since they first
used the late Deane Jensen's 990 discrete op-amp module in the mid-1980s.
The 983 gain stage used in the 1012 is a
"less complicated but still very effective"
version of their "cost no object" 993
gain stage, as found in their 2050 amplifier (reviewed in September 1998,
Vo121 No.9). Analog filtering of the

1012's DAC section is accomplished via
athree-stage Bessel filter, which is said
to minimize group delay.
Sound
Ifirst listened to the 1012's DAC directly using aWadia 270 Cl) transport—
which has, perfectly, an AES/EBU output. Yes, the two sections that make up
the Boulder 1012 did have asound, and
one that's not very difficult to describe.
It's all about the good side of descriptors
like "clarity," "transparency," "speed,"
"Jas
. t" leading-edge transients launched
with stagerinq detail — every nook and
cranny — especially when running
through the already Lotus-like builtfor-speed Linn 'Climax Solo 500s.
Another sonic advantage of this type
of processing is the way the acoustic tails

off into the noise floor. This rightness
and clarity with regular 16/44.1 "Red
Book" CDs running at an indicated
706.5kHz was truly addictive. Iheard
this on Air's 10,000 Hertz Ligend (Source
810332 2in Europe, Astralwerks in the
US). "How Does It Make You Feel"
made me feel just fine, especially given
the clear and transparent mids, the
enormous soundstage, and the taut,
powerful bass. "The Vagabond" sounded outstanding —"So real and palpable
it makes the recorded voice sound as
alive as Iam!" Inoted.
Curious, Ichanged the active output
on the Wadia transport to BNC,
hooked it up to the dCS Purcell/Elgar
Plus (running at 24/192), which drove
one of the 1012's analog inputs. The
presentation was wider, deeper, with a

Measurements
The distortion through the 1012's
analog input was superbly low in
level across the band, as shown by
fig.11, taken at almost 10V into 100k
ohms. Fig.12 shows aspectral analysis ola full-scale 50Hz digital tone —
the low-order harmonics are each
below -100dB (0.001%), and while
some higher harmonics can be seen,
I suspect that these are actually
mathematical artifacts of the analysis.
The picture didn't change into 600
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Fig.11 Boulder 1012, v/c = "0," analog input,
THD+N (%) vs frequency at 1)/ input.

ohms (not shown), and even the
intermodulation products from a
full-scale mix of 19 and 20kHz tones
into this punishing load (fig.13)
remained below -80dB (0.01%).
This tolerance for low load impedances can also be seen in fig.14, which
plots the THD+noise percentage into
100k ohms and 600 ohms. The maximum output level hardly changes
with the drastic reduction in load.
However, with its very high gain, the
phono stage has curtailed overload
margins referred to the standard MC
output of 500p.V at lkHz. Imeasured
just under 11dB across most of the
audioband, this increasing slightly to
I2.4dB at 20Hz.
Iused the Miller Audio Research
Analyzer to assess the rejection of
word-clock jitter of the Boulder's digital input. This program, based on a
National Instruments PC card, works
in conjunction with a16-bit diagnosSY•sete•hr•oyee•
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tic signal stored on aCD-R with low
time ase error. The software performs ahigh-resolution spectral analysis — 64 averages of a32,768-point
FFT —of the player's analog output
with the special signal, then searches
the FFT "bins" for symmetrical sideband pairs. Because the PC card accepts only a single-ended input, I
looked at just the "hot" phase of the
Boulder's balanced output; it should
be borne in mind that the balanced
behavior might be different.
The result with the 1012 driven by
my usual PS Lambda transport is
shown in fig.15. The ultimate noise
floor is about 3dB higher than the
best CD playback hardware Ihave
measured. More important, the
peak-peak jitter was 3.6 nanoseconds —20 times greater than the
best jitter-rejecting components —
and consisted almost entirely of
strong data-related sidebands at
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Fig.12 Boulder 1012, v/c
spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-I kHz, at OdBFS into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.I3 Boulder 1012, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS, 2V output into 600 ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig.14 Boulder 1012, analog input, THD+N (%)
vs output level into 100k ohms (right)
and 600 ohms (left).
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Boulder
richer tonal balance. Ifelt an easeful,
poetic sense to the music from the dCS
combo, of all things —the same qualities that attract me so much to SACD.
Then Itried the same track with
the Linn CD12, and while the sound
was less sexy and textural in the midband than the dCS gear, it sure was
fun. The Linn CD12 and the Boulder
1012, not to mention the Linn amps,
were making much the same sound,
especially up top, Ithought: clear,
tight, lithe, quick, full-range, illuminated, fast on the leading transients,
tight and powerful bass, and terrific
top and bottom extension.
Flipping over to Duke Ellington's
This One's for Blanton (Analogue Productions CAPJ 015) on the 1012, the piano
strings still sounded abit metallic, as I've

±2756Hz (red, circled "15" markers), the 12th harmonic of the
lower of the signal frequencies. A
number of noise spikes, regularly
spaced by 195Hz, can also be seen,
these marked with blue numbers. I
have no idea what these are due to,
but perhaps there is some interaction between the analog circuits
and the 1012's digital "housekeeping" circuitry. Certainly I
would suspect this behavior as
being behind Jonathan's finding
some of the "midrange magic"
offered by his reference compo-

accused some other components of
making this CD sound, but it absolutely
didn't matter. The music was so engaging and compelling — the bass fulsome
but tight and in control on the leadingedge transients and follow-on bloom,
the midrange and highs rendered with
such great clarity — that it really worked
for me musically.
And Ray Brown's long, ever-so-special bass intro on "Sophisticated Lady"
really showed off the Boulder's control
of the nether regions. The tautness, fulsomeness, speed —the musical meaning
buried down deep in the way his fingers
caress and cajole his instrument —were
just superb when heard so clearly. And at
around 1:45, when the piano comes in,
my bliss meter rose to scary heights. Yes,
again, asomewhat metallic-sounding

nents to be lost when the Boulder
was used via its digital inputs.
In most respects, the Boulder
1012's measured performance was
beyond reproach. Its wide dynamic
range, vanishingly low distortion,
and ability to drive low impedances
are admirable. But the high level of
word-clock jitter came as asurprise,
and Iwould like to have seen less
overall gain, with correspondingly
increased overload margins, on the
phono input.
—.John Atkinson
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Fig.15 Boulder 1012, high-resolution jitter spectrum of unbalanced analog output signal,
PS Lambda source (11.025kHz at —6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency
of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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1012

piano, but what the hell —piano strings
are metal.
On "Oh Lady Be Good (Concept
2)," from the Count Basie Trio's For the
First Time (Pablo PACD-2310-712-2),
the 1012's imaging, palpability, and
control 'bout knocked me outa the listening chair. Switching to the dCS, I
found it a touch less dynamic, but
much more juicy, midrangey, and
sweet. Ithink adding the AudioPrism
Isobearings under the Purcell, atop a
Signal Guard II platform of closed-cell
foam, was areally good move. The
dCS had never sounded less analytical
and more attractive. And that was via
the 1012's line stage, let me remind
you, which showed itself capable of
sending along aline-level signal with a
minimum of change.
Next day, Ihooked up the Krell FPB
350Mc monoblocks (reviewed in
August 2000) to see if they would "balance" the outstandingly fast and transparent Boulder. "Wonder Milky Bitch"
(actually more upbeat than its title
might lead you to think), from 10,000
Hertz Legend, starts as aspoken story and
morphs into song. Iwas knocked for a
loop by how the various instrumental
elements on this track set themselves up
as separate acoustic entities. They were
all totally distinct and separate, yet part
of an acoustic whole. 'Ms is one wellengineered CD, Ican tell you. Listen for
the male voice and how deep it emerges
from the space between the speakers.
With the Krells, there was avelvety
quality throughout the entire frequency
spectrum —very sensual and tactile, and
important to my enjoyment of the
music. There was somewhat more of
this textural quality on the Krells than
the Linn amps, as Isuspected. But the
Linn !Climax has always been just like
pulling on aNomex suit and jumping
into Juan Pablo Montoya's Formula
One Williams/BMW and nailing the
throttle on afast lap. The Krells tilted
the sound toward something organic,
earthy, sweet yet extended, hugely deep
and specific, airy, and still very transparent. Your call. You want it fast and
furious? Mate the Boulder 1012 with a
fast amp like the Linn !Climax. Want
something abit more sensual? Go for
amps like the Krells.
The bass on all the recordings Ilistened to was totally slammin', as I'm
used to hearing from my reference
equipment. Igot the heft down below
that gives the music its legs, especially
on tracks 2and 4of 10,000 Hertz Legend: deep and very-well-defined bass, if
slightly less lightning-quick than the
91
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Boulder
For avariety of reasons, most contentporary DVD machines arc hobbled at
their S/PDIF outputs and downsample
to 48kHz and truncate to 16 bits. 11e
only machine Boulder could recommend for playing these discs was the
new Pioneer SACD/DVD-A machine
(review coming up), but what about an
old DVD machine? John Atkinson lent
me his vintage Panasonic DVD-A120, et
main 96kHz output at 24 bits.
Itried the Panasonic straight into the
Boulder via the DABL adapter and got a
lock, but Iwas sure the sound wasn't all
it could be. JA suggested Itry going
through the Purcell with everything shut
off: no noise shaping, dither, or any other
processing. That way, the Purcell would
act as aformat converter and jitter filter
only. Imade all the necessary choices on
the menus of the Purcell, set its input
and output to 961cHz, ran an XLO The
Limited RCA-tipped S/PDIF coax
cable to the Purcell and asingle XL0
AES/EBU to the Boulder, and guess
what? Lock — and significantly better
sound. k's likely the Purcell's dejittering

and embodying that special ease Icrave
and associate with SACD.
Ialso tried feeding the 1012 with upsampled 16-bit/44.1kHz recordings courtesy of the Purcell. Iwas nearly blown
away by the quality of sound. Ah, but how
many people arc going to buy aPurcell to
use with their Boulder 1012, when agood
deal of that special sauce is available when
you feed the Boulder a96kHz signal from
alegacy DVD player? If you're after the
best of the best, it's aclose thing between a
Purcell/Elgar Plus and the Purcell/Boulder 1012. But that's only if you're amaniac
like me, and you just have to have the best
of the best...or perish.
If you want to have ahnost the best of
the best, the 1012 will work nicely with
your current "Red Book" transport, and
alittle better still if you feed it hi-rez
Chesky or Classic material through an
appropriate DVD transport. [While the
first-generation Technics DVD-A10 provides
a24/96 output stream, the more recent
DVD-Audio players we have revietved are
hardware-limited to 44.1kHz and 48kHz
sample rates, unfirtuttately. — Ed.]

10 1 2

"Murphy's Law, and we're comin'
for your
You may have noticed that there are
two serial numbers listed in the specifications sidebar at the beginning of this
review. Just before Iwas ready to pack
the 1012 up for JA to measure, it
stopped in its tracks. Obviously, something had gone down.
A quick call to Boulder ensued, and
another unit was sent to JA for measurement. The information Igot from Boulder was that atantalum capacitor had
shorted the output stage. Bruce van
Allen was poleaxed with shock: there
are 832 parts on that surface-mount
board, and of course...
Wrap it up, I'll wear it out!
From any aspect, the Boulder 1012 is
almost akin to afeat of magic. It sounds
great through its own very special highspeed DACs, and sounds clear, transparent, and colorful through its line-level
inputs as well. Find away to feed it
low-jitter 24/96 data and it'll give your
system alittle more of that wonderfulness
we're all searching for while working the
Boulder's DACs to their bursting point.
If you've got the bucks, go for it. This is
one very extraordinary component.

IF didgitol transmission interconn

The most advanced digital specific cable avail

of the rather long-in-the-tooth Panasonic did the job. Ergo, that's the path I Mr. Murphy Strikes Again
"Knock knock. used for the review. And what of it? 'The
"Who's there?"
sound of the Boulder's DACs running at
768kHz was fantastic.
Iconcentrated on several Chesky
24/96 SACDs and several Classic
DADs that Ialso had in "Red Book"
CD versions. One track in particular, "A
Digital Hindsight is 20/20
Flower is aLovesome Thing," from Art
Davis' A Time Remembered (JPCD-4001
on CD, DAD 1001), permitted acomparison between the two formats.
Via the Panasonic through the Purcell and into one of the Boulder's digital
inputs, the sound was wonderful in all
respects. As clean and clear as the 1012's
DAC section sounded, this was an
order cleaner...and clearer. The bass
was better: tauter, more in control, and
deeper. Ravi Coltrane's tenor and
soprano saxes were just that bit more
sonorous, and the highs were sweeter.
Everything seemed more delicate, and
KS 2020
came through the JMIab Utopias with
greater musical ease.
The instruments became very airy and alive. High frequencies
Changing to the 16/44.1 version of
were the most detailed and clean. They had a "see-through" clarity,
the same recording through the Wadia
yet never gave any hint of brightness and were non-fatiguing.
transport direct into another of the digThe bass control was top class.
ital inputs, Ifound the sound slightly
Adnan Arduman -Stereo Times, August 2000
less relaxing but more dynamic and
swingin'. It sounded good, too, but
E3 KINSER KAKE
more sharpish — like the polygons,
squares, and circles that graphics softMusic in Harmony with Science
wares use to create an image. The high2752
South
1900
West
•
Ogden
Utah 84401 •801-621-5530 •fax 801-627-6980
resolution recordings from Classic and
www.kimbencom
Chesky sounded more of apiece; more
put together and finalized, so to speak,

— elect
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Linn
silver box, it has aslot on the front for
access to its CD-R drive, under which is
ascoop accent softly illuminated in blue.
Inside is space for up to 11 high-capacity
hard-disk drives from II3M. The sample
Itried had two hard drives, each capable
of storing 124 hours of uncompressed
music data. When aTunboks is maxed
out with drives, the total storage is an
astounding 57 days, 7hours of uncompressed CD-quality music.
Linn makes much in their literature
of a proprietary PCI soundcard designed by Linn specifically for the
Knekt Kivor. Isay "soundcard," but the
Kivor PC IMusik Machine has only digital inputs and outputs. While these
conform electrically to the usual AES/
EBU balanced specification, they use 8pin RJ-45 jacks, which resemble slightly
larger phone jacks and are familiar to
anyone who has networked his or her

computers with Ethernet connections.
There arc two RJ-45s for data output,
each one handling four pairs of stereo
channels. A third RJ-45 (not activated
on the review sample) gives four pairs of
data inputs. The Tunboks can hold two
Musik Machines, giving 16 stereo output channels.
To my surprise, when I looked
behind the Kivor Tunboks, in addition
to the RJ-45 jacks used by the Musik
Machine card Ifound afull set of computer I/O sockets: keyboard, mouse,
monitor, modem, RS-232, Ethernet,
and USB. The server is, in fact, an
AMI) Duron—based PC running the
Linux operating system, as Ifound
when Ibooted it up with keyboard,
mouse, and monitor attached.
The Tunboks feeds its digital music
data to the Kivor Oktal D/A processor
via inexpensive CAT.5 cable, this using

Knekt

Kivor

four twisted pairs of conductors and
offering a100M Hz bandwidth when
correctly terminated. As well as two RJ45 jacks to handle the eight AES/EBU
signals, there are eight S/PDIF data
inputs on RCA jacks and, of course,
eight pairs of analog outputs, again on
RCAs. The Oktal can detect and
decode HDCD datastrcams, the eight
green LEDs to the right of the front
panel indicating when one or more of
the input signals is HDCD-encoded.
There is also apair of analog inputs
feeding an AID converter. The sensitivity of these can be adjusted with the top
and bottom silver buttons to the left of
the front panel (the left and right buttons allow the left and right channels to
be adjusted independently). Two columns of four LEDs indicate left and
right analog signal levels. However, the
analog inputs were not operational on

Measurements

T

oassess the Linn OktaPs performance, Iripped aCD-R containing all of my regular 16-bit CD-player
test signals. The Tunboks drove the
Oktal via a1m Cat.5 AES/EBU link.
Ialso fed the Oktal 24-bit digital data
via one of its S/PDIF data inputs.
Unfortunately, the processor would
not lock to 96kHz-sampled data,
though it did to an 882kHz datastream, after afew burps and hiccups.
At 1.942V, the maximum analog
output level was inconsequentially
below the specified 2V RMS, this
sourced from aconsistent 211 ohms
across the audioband. The Oktal preserved correct absolute polarity. The
frequency response (fig.1, bottom pair
of traces above 11cHz) was flat within
the audioband for both 44.1kHz and
882kHz sample rates, with avery
slight top-octave rolloff continuing
above the audioband at the higher
sample rate. However, pre-emphasized data (fig.1, upper traces) were
not decoded with the appropriate deemphasis, presumably because the
Tunboks does not preserve the relevant datastream subcode flag. Fortunately, pre-emphasized CDs are
extremely rare these days. The Oktal
did recognize HDCD data, however.
Channel separation (not shown) was
excellent below 600Hz, being buried
in the noise floor, but deteriorated at
6dB/octave above that frequency to a
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still-good 80dB at 20kHz, due to the
usual capacitive coupling.
Fig2 shows 1
/
3-octave spectral
analyses of the Oktars analog output
while it decoded 16- and 24-bit data
representing adithered lkHz tone at
—90dBFS. The increase in bit depth
results in only a2dB drop in the noise
floor, suggesting that the Oktal really
offers 16-bit performance. Which is
fine, considering that the Tunboks
can send it only 16-bit data. But it
does mean that the processor will not
get the best from sources with greater
resolution. Slight spuriae can be seen
at 200Hz, 21cHz, and 7.5kHz. I'm reasonably confident that the two lowerfrequency spikes are due to the Audio
Precision System One test set, but the
7.5kHz peak appears to be character-

istic of the Oktal. This peak can also
be seen in the spectral analyses of the
Oktal's output while it decoded "digital black" (fig3). Note the dramatic
increase in noise above 20kHz, due to
the noise-shaping used to maximize
the DACs audioband resolution.
▪
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Fig.2 Linn Kivor Oktal, t'a-octave spectrum
of dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS,
with noise and spuriae (from top to
bottom): 16-bit data, 24-bit data (right
channel dashed).
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Fig.1

Linn Kivor Oktal, frequency response
at -12dBFS, without emphasis, at
44.1kHz and 88.2kHz sample rates
(top); and with emphasis, at 44.1kHz
(bottom). (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 Linn Kivor Oktal, V
r octave spectrum
of 'digital black,' with noise and
spuriae (from top to bottom below
20kHz): 16-bit data, 24-bit data (right
channel dashed).
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my Oktal review sample; the necessary
software not yet written.
The third Kivor product is the Intersekt control center. While the Tunboks
and Oktal can be used in standalone
fashion in asingle system — which is
how Ireviewed them — the Intersekt
allows them to be used in acomplete
Linn Knekt multizone system. The
Intersekt conununicates with the Tunboks via an RS-232 connection and
takes the eight pairs of analog outputs
from the Oktal. It allows the Knekt
Kivor owner, no matter what room he's
in, independent access to any track,
album, or playlist while feeding back
real-time information on the music
playing — album and track title, artist
name, etc. — to the Knekt control keypad. Somewhat counter-intuitively, the
Intersekt serves all the zones in amultizone installation with analog music signals. Note that while the Intersekt is an
integral part of the integrated Kivor system, Ididn't test it.

The Playlist Paradigm
Linn supplied two programs for controlling the Tunboks, both using iMerge's
XiVA-Link protocol.' Iinstalled the PC
version, XiVA-Link, in an 866M Hz
Dell Pentium III running Windows
ME. The Palm version, XiVA Palm,
went on to my Palm Vx. Both PC and
Palm communicate with the Tunboks
via an RS-232 connection, the Palm sitting in its docking station, of course.
At its heart, XiVA is arelational database. Music tracks can be stored and
played back by album, track, artist, or
genre. The user can compile playlists by
dragging and dropping tracks from CDs
(PC GUI) or adding them via amenu
screen (Palm). Unlike with aCD jukebox, accessing the tracks in aplaylist was
virtually instantaneous.

1iMerge (www.iinerge.ctuak) has its own single-room
lurd-disk server, the S1000 SoundServer, which was in
the UK for £1199. Like the Linn Tunboks, the S1000
is controlled by XiVA software (www.xiva.coni).

The genre category was the most
interesting. Stored albums can be assigned
agenre: Classical, Jazz, Rock, etc. Selecting agenre and Random Play, for example, will play all the tracks from all the
albums in that genre. Be your own radio
station! Icould do this only with the Palm
software, by the way, the PC software
either not yet supporting genre playback
or not yielding up all its secrets. And I
would like to have been able to assign
multiple genres to the same track —some
of the cuts on Eberhard Weber's Endlee
Days (ECM 1748) are classical andjazz —
or different genres to different tracks on
albums like StereophiWs Tat CDs, which
mix different kinds of music. Yes, there
arc workarounds possible with the current software, such as using playlists, but
hey — Ilike programs where the code
warriors have already predicted what I
want to do, no matter how perverse.
A Ripping Good Time
Linn supplied the Tunboks ready-loaded

Measurements
Linearity error (fig.4) was very low
down to -100dBFS, below which
noise made its presence known. This
noise can also be seen in the Oktal's
reproduction of an undithered lkHz
sinewave at -9031dBFS (fig.5), where
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Fig.4

Linn Kivor Oktal, departure from
linearity, 16-bit CD data (right channel
dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).
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it obscures what should be three discrete voltage levels. As expected from
fig2, no improvement in the waveshape could be seen when the word
length was increased to 24 bits.
Fig.6 shows an FFT-derived spectrum of the Oktal's output while
driving afull-scale 50Hz tone into
100k ohms. The predominant distortion harmonic present is the third at
-74dB (0.02%), with the second harmonic apparent at -90dB (0.003%).
The spectrum didn't change significantly when the load impedance was
reduced to apunishing 600 ohms.
Intermodulation distortion was very
low (fig:7). Even into 600 ohms, the
1kHz difference component lay at an
excellent -90dB.
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Finally, Iused Paul Miller's Jitter
Analyzer to examine the Tunboks and
Oktal's rejection of word-clock jitter.
The analytical signal, consisting of a
high-level 11.025kHz (Fs/4) sinewave
over which has been overlaid a229Hz
squarewave at the -0.5LSB level (the
latter is the worst case for jitter generation as all 16 bits are switched simultaneously), was played back from the
Tunboks. Interconnection to the
Oktal was first a1m Cat5 cable, then
the 50' Cat5 cable used in my auditioning. The analyzer performed a
high-resolution spectral analysis on
the Oktal's analog output while it
decoded this sign' and searched the
FFT bins for synunetrical sidebands
around the central peak; the result is
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Fig.5 Linn Kivor Oktal, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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Fig.6 Linn Kivor Oktal, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at OdBFS into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Linn Kivor Oktal, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS into 600 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Linn
with aselection from the excellent Linn
Records catalog, but naturally, Iwanted
to install my own music. Ripping CDs
was adoddle. You insert the CD into the
slot in the Tunboks' front panel, choose
the Record All Tracks or the Custom
radio button on the PC screen, choose
among "full-bandwidth" MP3 at
128kbps, 160kbps, or 192kbps with the
software's option screen, and let 'er, urn,
rip. The tracks are listed numerically and
initially displayed with an X in ared circle. 'This icon changes to acheckmark in
agreen circle when the track has been
successfully copied. A time display at the
bottom of the menu screen indicates the
remaining time required (the Palm version of the XiVA software also indicates
percentage remaining); CDs seemed to
be copied at around 4x real time.
Once the CD's tracks are stored on
the Tunboks' hard drives, you can enter
the artist, album, and track information
the hard way —manually — or the easy
way: by allowing the Tunboks to dial the

shown in fig.8. With the short datalink, the weighted sum of the jitter
components was a low 261 picoseconds peak—peak. This increased
slightly but inconsequentially to 271ps
with the very long cable.
The highest-level sidebands are
data-related, lying at ±229Hz (red "2"

Gracenote database2 and get this "metadata" for itself. With two recent CDs I
didn't even have to do that, as the discs —
our November "Recording of the
Month," Bob Dylan's "Love and The
(Columbia CK 88076); and Runasies &
Delusions, the new disc of classical piano
works by Billy Joel (Sony Classical CK
85397) — were able themselves to give
the Tunboks the necessary information.
Wary of copyright concerns, Linn, of
course, advises you to rip only CDs that
you have already purchased. However,
as reported in Stereophile's "Industry
Update," the record industry is rushing
ahead with schemes to restrict access to
the music data on CDs. Macrovision's
SafeAudio system, for example, messes
with aCD's pit format to provoke deliberate data errors. While these should be
2 Formerly CIMB. the database at www.grace
note.com has archived the information for more than
12 million tracks 1
950.000 albums. A subscription to (Jracenote is included with the purchase ot a
Kivor system.

numeric markers), ±458Hz (229Hz x
2, red "5"), and ±687Hz (229Hz x3,
red "8"). However, jitter sidebands
can also be seen at ±39Hz (purple
"1") and ±508Hz (purple "7"); Idon't
know how these sidebands arise, but
they do not contribute nearly as much
to the total jitter as the data-related
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Fig.8 Linn Kivor Oktal, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal, Linn Tunboks
source connected via 50' of CAT-5 cable (11.025kHz at —6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz).
Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace is Linn
Sondek CD12.)
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Kivor

handled gracefully by aplayer's errorcorrection and concealment algorithms,
when someone attempts to rip the
music from the CD, the resulting WAV
or MP3 files will be plagued with annoying clicks and pops.
As far as I'm aware, Idon't own CDs
that are "restricted" by copy protection.
Almost all of the CDs Itried were
ripped without problems, though I
couldn't access acouple of tracks on one
sample of Stereophile's first Test CD, presumably because of data errors.
Sound
Although its fan was quiet, the Tunboks'
whirring drives proved too noisy to permit it to take up residence in my listening room. Fortunately, the system's use
of readily available and inexpensive
Cat.5 Ethernet cable to carry the four
two-channel AES/EBU digital data
outputs came in handy. Linn's Alistair
Steel sent me a50' length of cable terminated with the necessary RJ-45 con-

sidebands. A single spurious tone can
be seen at 9.5kHz (blue "38").
The grayed-out trace in fig.8 is a
spectrum taken from the analog output of Linn's Sondek CD12, which
had one of the lowest levels of wordclock jitter Ihave ever measured with
the Miller Analyzer: 137ps. Note that
the expensive player's noise floor is
around 3dB lower than the Oktal's,
and that the central peak, representing the 11.025kHz tone, is more
sharply defined. The rises in noise on
either side of the tone with the Oktal
suggest the presence of slight lowfrequency random-noise jitter.
Overall, this is agood set of measurements, particularly when you
consider that the Oktal has eight pairs
of identical D/A circuits for multiroom applications. However, Iwas
disappointed that the processor would
not lock to incoming datastreams
with a sample rate higher than
882kHz, and that its resolution appears to be limited to 16 bits even
with datastream bit depths greater
than 16. These will not be issues for
CD playback, however, and it is fair to
point out that Linn disagrees with
these review findings.
—John Atkinson
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Linn
'lectors so that Icould install the Tunboks in my measurement lab down the
hall, but site the Oktal in one of my regular component racks.
Ihad wanted to get ahandle on the
Tunboks' performance on its own by
feeding one of its AES/EBU outputs to
one of my reference WA processors. I
had also wanted to use the Tunboks to
drive the Meridian DSP8000 active
speakers Ireviewed last month, as this
would have been the ultimate minimal
high-end system. With their digital data
inputs, the only components that needed to be present in my listening room
would have been the speakers!
This, of course, involved having to
terminate one of the four twisted-cable
pairs in the Cat.5 cable with an XLR.
Unfortunately, even though Imade sure
Ihad soldered the correct pair of cables
and Icould get third-party D/A processors to lock to the datastream, Icouldn't
get any sound. Feeding the datastream
to the AES/EBU input of an RME
Digi96/8 Pro PCI soundcard and analyzing with RME's DIGICheck program indicated that the Tunboks' output
data were flagged as "Non-Audio."
However, Icould drive the Oktal's
S/PDIF input with other digital sources
than the Tunboks, allowing me to perform legitimate comparisons with other
processors. Itherefore fed both the
Oktal and the $799 Perpetual Technologies P-3A (one of Stereophiltes "Budget Components of 2001") from the
Mark Levinson No31.5 CD transport. I
matched the two processors' output levels at 1
kHz, so as not to be misled by
the 1.7dB difference in output levels.
Overall, the Linn DAC consistently
had a slightly lightweight balance,

though the presentation was free from
treble grain. The Oktal's soundstage was
wide and deep. Though centrally placed
images, such as Yo-Yo Ma's cello in the
Aria from Bach's Goldberg Variations from
Simply Baroque II (Sony Classical SK
60681), clearly stood alittle forward in
the image via the Oktal, the American
DAC's presentation was slightly more
ambient, with more depth apparent.

The Oktal moved slightly
ahead of the P3A
on HDCD material.
The spatial relationship between Branford Marsalis's soprano saxophone and
the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra on
the transcription of the "Pie Jesu" from
Fauré's Requiem (Sony Classical SK
89251) was just that little bit more clear
via the P-3A.
On the other hand, the Oktal moved
slightly ahead of the P-3A on HDCD
material. Ekji One's superb recording of
Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde — one of
Reference Recordings' (RR-88CD) continuing series of great recordings of the
Minnesota Orchestra — swooped and
soared in the appropriate manner, and
the trombone pedal notes in "Der Abschied" sounded almost as ominously
awesome as Ihad heard. (The megabux
Levinson No30.6 still wins here.)
Turning to the Tunboks/Oktal combination, this offered the same somewhat
light balance compared with the Levinson/P-3A. More significantly, the Oktal's
low frequencies took on aslightly less

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: Mark Levinson
No31.5 CD transport, Meridian 800
DVD-V/CD/CD-R player, Technics DVD-A10 DVD-A player.
Digital processors: Z-Systems rdp1digital control center; Perpetual
Technologies P-3A (with $349
Monolithic Sound P3 power supply), Musical Fidelity X-24K, Mark
Levinson No30.6 DIA processors;
dCS 972 D/D processor.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No33H monoblocks, Krell KSA-50.
Loudspeakers: Revel Ultima Studio, Revel Pefforma M20, Totem
Acoustic Mani-2, Joseph Audio
RM33 Signature.
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Cables: Datalinks: AudioQuest
SVD-4 (S/PDIF), 50' unbranded
Cat.5 Ethernet cable (AES/EBU),
!Umber Illuminations Orchid (AES/
EBU). Interconnects: Linn and
Canare unbalanced (processors to preamp); Madrigal CZ-Gel balanced
(pre- to power). Speaker AudioQuest
Gibraltar, Synergistic Research Designer's Reference2.AC: Synergistic
Research Designer's Reference2,PS
Audio Lab Cable.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
300 at 90Hz (preamp, processors),
Audio Power Industries Power
Wedge 116 (Tunboks), ASC Tube
Traps, RPG Abffusors.- John Atkinson

Knekt

Kivor

"tight" character with the Tunboks as the
data source than they had with the
Levinson transport. But the sound still
rocked. Stanley Clarke's double-bass solo
on "Nevennind," from Test CD 3
(Stereophile STPH006-2), had aphysical
presence in the listening room, and even
raw rock like Tool's Lateralus (Volcano
31160-2) communicated effectively —
perhaps helped by this disc's being
HDCD-encoded. (This CD has greatsounding bass guitar and drums!)
Comparing the Tunboks with the
Technics DVD-A10 DVD-Audio player
as data sources driving the Oktal, however, there was little contest on CDs.
The Technics' presentation was flatter,
less involving. (I had hooked up the
Technics to hear how the Oktal handled
24-bit/96kHz datastreams from Classic
and Chesky DVD-Video discs, but it
wouldn't lock.)
Overall, Icouldn't help wistfully
remembering the time Ihad spent with
Linn's $20,000 Sondck CD12 player.
The Oktal is undoubtedly a goodsounding DAC, and will work fine in its
intended multiroom application. But for
the ultimate high-end experience from
the Tunboks, atwo-channel DAC based
on the CD12 for the master room
would be the icing on the cake.
Grumbles
Ihad afew. Even though the Kivor had
been first shown at the Hi-Fi Show in
London in September 2000, it was still a
work in progress nine months later,
when Ifinally got my hands on asample.
And even though all the socketry was in
place, neither the AES/EBU input on
the Tunboks nor the pair of analog inputs on the Oktal was implemented.
The only way Icould get the Oktal to
recognize an S/PDIF input was to
unplug the RJ-45 jack, which is hardly
elegant. While the specification sheet
for the Oktal claimed the unit would
accept sample rates from 32kHz to
96kHz, Icouldn't get it to lock on to a
datastream with a96kHz sample rate.
However, it did do so with 88.2kHzand 32kHz-sampled data.
Despite my complaints about MP3
quality, Ido have acollection of MP3
versions of music that Icould get hold of
in no other form. In theory, it should be
possible to port those files from my PC
to the Tunboks via its USB or Ethernet
jacks. In practice —at least for now —the
only way Icould get those files into the
Tunboks was to burn them as uncompressed WAV files on to CD-Rs, then rip
them with the Tunboks, subjecting them
to asecond round of MP3 encoding.
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Hardly elegant, and potentially further
degrading the sound quality. This problem will affect most Kivor owners.
A problem that affects only afew like
me, however, is that Ialso have alargish
collection of 24-bit WAV files sampled
at 882IcHz and 96kHz. These are stored
on CD-Rs: while Ican fit only about 20
minutes of music on each disc, data
blanks are so cheap that the only real
inconvenience is the physical storage
space needed. The Kivor appeared to

S
OPHIA
1
The Beguiling New Loudspeaker From Wilson

Wilson Audio
Sophia Speaker

For the high-end
audiophile market,
the Kivor is a portent
for the future. It offers
access and quality.
offer the solution —except, again, there
is not yet aturnkey way of porting the
hi-rez WAV files to the Tunboks' drives.
Though the XiVA Palm program for
the Tunboks (v.01.04.03) worked flawlessly, Linn's PC control software
(v.01.01, build 0032) was occasionally a
tad flaky. As the information box said,
"We are still writing the code as you use
this program. Therefore you are likely
to find faults with this application as it is
incomplete! Nonetheless, we use this
application ourselves and are, therefore,
just as keen as you that it works." Can't
argue with such honesty.
Conclusions
The Kivor's price seems high until you
consider that, in its basic form, the system costs the same as Linn's single-disc
CD12 player. Linn's marketing for the
ICnekt Kivor is aimed straight at the
custom-installation market — at September's CEDIA Expo, for example,
they were showing how the Tunboks,
Intersekt, and Oktal interfaced with
industry-standard AMX and Crestron
remote multiroom controllers — but
for the high-end audiophile market, the
Kivor is aportent for the future. In his
"As We See It" in October (p.3), Jon
Iverson enthused about the change in
his music-listening habits brought
about by Apple's iTunes MP3 jukebox
program. Echoing my friend Ed, Jon
wrote that "iTunes changed my view
literally overnight about the importance of access versus quality."
Linn's ICnekt Kivor system offers
access and quality.
Stereophile, December 2001
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Dynaudio Evidence
Temptation loudspeaker

F

ilm sequels arc amixed blessing.
lían action movie holds my attention, Ican't wait to see the sequel:
same characters, same actors, new
adventures. And if the first film was successful, studios are more than willing to
oblige. So Jurassic Park begat The Lost
World, which begat Jurassic Park III. But
the results are often unsatisfying.
Which brings me to Dynaudio's Evidence Temptation speaker system. Ever
since their flagship loudspeaker, the
Evidence Master, left my listening
room (sec Stereophile, May 2000, Vo123
No.5), I've been waiting for its sequel.
Although it costs an astonishing
$85,000/pair, the eight-driver, nearly
7'-tall Evidence Master is one of the
best-sounding loudspeakers I've ever
heard, surpassing all comparison loudspeakers in its lack of grain, total freedom from distortion and dynamic compression, topnotch focus for nearfield
and farfield listening positions, and
deep, wide, layered soundstage. It did
all this without listener fatigue, without
an overdone bass response, and without
muddying the separate lines of complex
musical textures. On the test bench,
John Atkinson found the Evidence
Master to have "superb measured per-

Description: Five-way, 8-driver,
floorstanding reflex-loaded, loudspeaker. Drive-units: two 1.1"
(28mm) soft-dome tweeters; two 6"
(150mm) polypropylene-cone midrange units, each with 1.5" (38mm)
voice-coil; four 8" polypropylenecone bass drivers with 3" (75mm)
voice-coils and hybrid magnet systems. Crossover frequencies: 300Hz,
500Hz, 2.3kHz, 8kHz. Crossover
slopes: 6dB/octave. Resonant frequency: 28Hz. Frequency response:
29Hz-25kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity:
90dB/2.83V/m. Nominal impedance: 4 ohms (3.1-6.1 ohms, -50°
to +26° phase angle, 20Hz20kHz). IEC Long-term powerhandling: 500W into 4ohms. Amplifier requirements: 200W.
Dimensions: 82.2" (2050mm) H by
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formance" with an "astonishingly flat farficld frequency response, "superbly
well-controlled lateral dispersion," and
aclean cumulative spectral-decay plot
that was "free from resonant hash." He
concluded that the Evidence Master
"represents aserious attempt on the
state of the loudspeaker art."
To follow in the Evidence Master's
footsteps, the Temptation would need to
have high power handling, low coloration, precise bass response, damping of
resonances, excellent transient response,
large dynamic range, low distortion, and
controlled vertical dispersion. To some
extent—how much, Icouldn't say —the
Master's ability to meet all these criteria
depended on hand assembly, time-consuming fine-tuning, and precision construction. Iam told it takes over an hour
just to CNC-machine each midrange/
tweeter baffle, let alone the midrange
housing, cabinet connecting tracks, and
base. 'The labor-intensive manufacture
limited Dynaudio to building only 75
pairs of Evidence Master loudspeakers
per year. Their goal for the Temptation
was to apply the technical experience
gained from making the Master to a
more economical design that could be
produced in lots of 300 or 400 per year.

9.6" (240mm) W by 22.1" (580mm)
D. Weight: 249 lbs (113kg).
Finishes: Bird's-eye maple veneer
with black, high-gloss Steinway lacquer sidepanels; rosewood and full
Steinway lacquer, add $3000.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
712777, 712778.
Price: $30,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 55. Warranty: 5
years.
Manufacturer:
Dynaudio
A/S
Syerigesvej 15, DK-8660 Skanderborg, Denmark. Tel: (45) 86-523411. Fax: (45) 86-523-116. E-mail:
sales@dynaudio.com. US distributor:
Dynaudio North America, 1144
Tower Lane, Bensenville, IL 60106.
Tel: (630) 238-4200. Fax: (630) 2380112. Web: www.dynaudiousa.com.
Dynaudio Evidence Temptation loudspeaker
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Dynaudio
Could Dynaudio transfer the Evidence Master's technological advances
and musical magic to a less costly
model? Ididn't have to wait long for an
answer — Dynaudio launched the
$30,000/pair Temptation at the 2001
Consumer Electronics Show. When the
opportunity to grab areview pair arose.
I eagerly volunteered, hoping the
Temptation would buck the trend and
prove asatisfying sequel to the Master.

drivers, in a symmetrical array: two
28mm soft-dome tweeters and two 6"
polypropylene midrange drivers arranged in an MTTM configuration in a

Design
At first glance, the Evidence Temptation
is adead ringer for the Evidence Master.
Both are tall, narrow columns that provide control of vertical dispersion with
minimal floor reflections when listened
to from 10' to 46' away. Except for the
woofer, each Temptation uses the same

Evidence Master.

At first glance, the
Evidence Temptation is
adead ringer for the

CNC-machined, 40mm-thick aluminum baffle, and surrounded by four
woofers — two above, two below — in
separate reflex-aligned woofer cabinets,
each with a4" rear port. All of this is

Evidence

Temptation

supported by a massive 17.5"-square
steel-plated base plinth equipped with
adjustable feet and internal spike assemblies. The bottom woofer cabinet's rear
panel features two finely machined, very
substantial WBT gold-plated binding
posts for speaker cables, complete with
special spades.
Both the Temptation's and Master's
crossovers use polypropylene capacitors
and large-gauge, multi-wire air-core
inductors hand-wound to atolerance of
less than 1%. Resistors are zerocompression, low-inductance, lowcapacitance, wire-wound types with
high heat stability. All components are
wired into double-thickness, multilayered, fiberglass-reinforced printed
circuit boards with thick copper traces.
All internal cabling consists of high-

Measurements

A

ll measurements were taken
using DRA Labs' excellent
MLSSA system. However, the bulk
and weight of the Dynaudio Evidence
Temptation made it impossible for
me to raise it off the floor for the

Fig.1

Dynaudio Temptation, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

acoustic measurements. As aresult,
the anechoic time window was not as
long as Iusually enjoy, due to the
presence of an early reflection from
the ground, which will reduce the
resolution of the measurement in the
midrange. However, the amplitude of
this reflection was not as great as Iwas
expecting, due, I imagine, to the
speaker's controlled vertical dispersion, with the radiating length decreasing with increasing frequency
The Temptation goes very loud
with only asmall input signal —I estimated its voltage sensitivity as ahigh
91dB(B)/2.83V/m. However, its impedance (fig.1) is moderately difficult,
with aminimum value of 3.1 ohms at
120Hz and ademanding combination

de

0.00

0.0

12.00

of 4ohms and a42° capacitive phase
angle at 80Hz.
The saddle at 28Hz in this graph's
magnitude trace indicates the tuning
frequency of the twin large-diameter
ports. Note, however, that the traces
are free from the small wrinkles and
discontinuities that would otherwise
indicate the presence of cabinet resonances. Fig2, awaterfall plot derived
from the output of apiezoelectric
accelerometer fastened to the side of
the midrange enclosure, confirms that
the Temptation's cabinet is acoustically inert. Idetected no other modes
of any significance.
Fig3 shows the individual outputs
of the midrange units, woofers, and
ports, all measured in the nearfield; ie,
with the microphone capsule (a Mitey
Mike II) almost touching the diaphragms or the boundary between the
port and the outside world. The port
output is the broad bandpass centered

25.00
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Fig.2 Dynaudio Temptation, cumulative spectral-decay plot of output of accelerometer fastened
to midrange enclosure side panel. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Dynaudio Temptation, summed
nearfield responses of the midrange
units, woofers, and ports.
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purity, matched-crystal, oxygen-free,
silver-coated copper.
The drivers were developed during
the six-year gestation of the Evidence
Master. The 28mm soft-dome tweeter is
protected with atitanium wire guard,
has a 40mm aluminum-alloy frontpanel mount, apure aluminum-wire
voice-coil with magnetic-fluid cooling, a
vented pole piece, an aluminum-alloy
rear chamber with high heat dissipation,
and ahigh-sensitivity, 72mm neodymium magnet. The 6" midranges employ a
one-piece molded polypropylene cone
and a38mm pure aluminum voice-coil.
Each of the four woofers has a6.8", onepiece, molded-polypropylene cone, a
75mm pure-aluminum wire voice-coil,
and large amounts of neodymium magnet material for high sensitivity.

If the Master and Temptation look
the same and use the same drivers,

If the Master and
Temptation look the same
and use the same drivers,
how did Dynaudio reduce
the Temptation's price
by $55,000/pair?
how did Dynaudio reduce the Temptation's price by $55,000/pair? First of
all, the Temptation's cabinets are not
modular, but are bonded together at

the factory. They therefore don't need
the Evidence Master's interlocking rail
system and external van den Hul
wiring. (This explains why the Temptations are shipped in two long wood
crates rather than the eight cases that
brought me the Evidence Masters.)
Still, afew CNC-machined aluminum
sections arc common to both systems:
the one-piece midrange-and-tweeter
baffle and the adjustable floor spikes.
The Temptation is slightly shorter
(78.5" vs 80.7"), narrower (7.9" vs 9.5"),
shallower (19.3" vs 22.8"), and lighter
(249 vs 297 lbs, with base plinth
attached) than the Master. The volume
of the Temptation's bass cabinets is
smaller (64 vs 106 liters, top and bottom
cabinets combined), and the Temptation uses slightly smaller polypropylene

Measurements
on the 20-40Hz octave; while there is
some output visible both around
160Hz and in the middle of the
midrange, this is well suppressed. The
sum of the woofer responses has its
minimum-motion point at the port
tuning frequency of 28Hz, as expected from the impedance plot, and it
appears to roll off smoothly above
200Hz, with afirst-order slope. The
sum of the midrange units' response
also appears to roll off below 200Hz
with, again, afirst-order, 6dB/oc-tave
slope. There are some small peaks and
dips evident in what would otherwise
be asmooth curve; as it is not possible
to drive the woofers and midrange
units separately, it's possible that these
effects are due to interference from
the output of the woofers.

111111111

1 11111111

The complex sum of the individual
responses is shown in the left portion

of fig.4.1he speaker's bass response is
down by 6dB at the port tuning fre-
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Fig.5 Dynaudio Temptation, lateral response family at 50", from back to front: responses 90°-5°
off-axis, central tweeter-axis response, responses 5*-90° off-axis.
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Dynaudio

woofers (7" diameter vs 8"). Its voltage
sensitivity is also lower (90dB vs 92dB
(B)/2.83V/m), and the long-term IEC
power handling is lower (500W vs
600W). Although both use first-order
slopes in their five-way systems, the
Temptation's crossover frequencies
(300Hz, 500Hz, 2.3kHz, 8kHz) differ
slightly from the Evidence Master's
(250Hz, 400Hz, 2.5kHz, 7.5kHz). The
five-way system is used to make the vertical dispersion uniform across the
speaker's frequency range. However,
only the Evidence Master has an impedance-corrected crossover.
But the two models' quality of construction arc identical. The Temptation's
bird's-eye-maple veneer is every bit as
beautiful as the Evidence Master's.
There is extraordinary attention to de-

quency, with a24dB/octave rolloff
below that point. Higher in frequency, the midrange and treble
regions —assessed in the farfield with
acalibrated B&K microphone and
averaged across a30° horizontal window on an axis midway between the
twin tweeters —are basically flat,
though with acouple of small suckouts apparent in the low treble.
There is aslight positive plateau
evident between 9kHz and 15kHz,
which might be thought to add a
slight brightness to the perceived
balance. However, the Temptation's
lateral dispersion plot (fig.5) shows
that the speaker is quite directional
in this region. In atypical room, the
resulting lack of energy in the top
two octaves of the reverberant field
will work against the on-axis boost,
giving a neutral character to the
speaker's treble, though the 5-9kHz

I
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Evidence

Temptation

Wilfried Ehrcnholz, Dynaudio's
CEO, was already waiting with me at
my home for this delivery, along with
Dynaudio North America's Mike
Manousselis. They mounted the base
plinths with hex-head socket screws.
Manousselis pointed out that the
plinths have a2.5" raised area that
elevates the entire cabinet, so the
M'TTM center section is raised to
optimize the sound for the seated
Setup
My introduction to the Temptations was listener. They then pulled the long
one sunny Friday afternoon, when two 7' Temptations to astanding position
long bolted wood crates were slid out of and set them 22" from the back wall
the delivery truck —why delivery com- and 82" apart. Manousselis then used
panies fail to use vehicles with lift gates is aspirit level from the toolbox on the
not clear. They were accompanied by a sides of the upper bass cabinet, and
wooden cube holding the steel-and- leveled each column using the adjustMDF base plinths, and acardboard tool- ment screws — one at each of the base
plate's four corners.
kit in the shape of abriefcase.

tail, as shown by the precision machining of the center section's front baffle,
the slightly asymmetrical cutouts for the
woofers, and the adjustable, spike feet.
The fien'finish represent the state of the
cabinetmaker's art. The Temptation's
overall visual effect is elegant, but its
package is slightly smaller and more
suitable to most living rooms.

region might still stand out abit in
small, live rooms.
Other than the increased directivity above 9IcHz, the Temptation's
lateral radiation pattern is wide and
even, which will help ensure stable,
accurately defined stereo imaging. In
the vertical plane (fig.6), the speaker's
multiple drive-units and first-order
crossover filters give rise to quite
complicated behavior. To get the optimal sound quality, you basically
need to sit close to the middle of the
tweeters with your ears ahighish 39"
from the floor—as W discovered in
his auditioning.
In the time domain, the Dynaudio's step response (fig.7) indicates
that the tweeters and woofers are
connected with positive acoustic

polarity, the midrange units with negative polarity,
.While the Temptation
is not time-coherent, each pair of
drive-units' step response smoothly
hands over to the next lower in frequency, implying good amplitudedomain integration, as seen in figA.
The farfield cumulative spectraldecay plot (fig.8) is basically clean,
particularly in the treble, but is
marred by some delayed energy at
43kHz, the frequency of the lower of
the two on-axis suckouts. Isuspect
that this is the result of acoustic interference rather than aresonance as
such.
Overall, this is excellent measured
performance that indicates similarly
excellent loudspeaker engineering.
—John Atkinson
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Dynaudio Temptation, step response
on axis midway between the two
tweeters at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Dynaudio
fast, clean, and effortless. Dynamic compression did not occur often, although I
did note an occasional flattening of
macrodynamics when the Krell FPB
600c was driven hard. However, this
was understandable — the Krell clipped
at 1200Wpc into the Temptation's 4
ohm load.
Stereo imaging was precise, particularly in the nearfield, resolving musical
textures in new and provocative ways.
Although alarge speaker, the Temptation produced adeep, wide, layered, airy
soundstage that gave avivid sense of the
recorded space. On "Lord, Make me an
Instrument of Thy Peace" (Requiem, Re fermce RR-57CD), the layered-in-space
voices of the Turtle Creek Men's Chorus
and the deep organ accompaniment
gave inc asense of being in ahuge performance hall —in contrast to the intimate acoustic of Patricia Barber singing
"Use Me" in the Green Mill night club
in Chicago, from her Companion (Premonition/Blue Note S22963 2). The
speaker also rendered one of the most
natural, spacious presentations of Robert
Silverman's Beethoven sonata cycle
(Orpheum Masters KSP-830) Ihave
ever heard.
However, Imust add that the sweet
spot—where the depth and width of
the soundstage was almost palpable —
was in the nearfield. If Isat in just the
right place, Stevie Nicks singing "Rhiannon" (from The Dana) became athreedimensional being. Icould close my
eyes and imagine just where she was
standing and the space around her —as
long as my head was in the right spot. I

could be wrong, but Irecall that the Evidence Masters' sweet spot was larger in
the nearfield, but accessible in both the
nearfield and farfield.
The Temptation's sweet spot enlarged
considerably when it was used in amultichannel SACD system driven by the
Sony SCD-0555ES player and TAP9000ES multichannel analog preamplifier. The speakers brought out the

After several months
of ecstatic listening,
I'm here to report that
the Dynaudio Evidence
Temptation loudspeaker
is asuperb sequel to the
much more expensive
Evidence Master.
best of the SCD-0555ES's natural, liquid
midrange, the tight midrange-bass, and
the effortless, wide-open dynamic range.
The ambience of the Trinity College
Chapel in Hartford, Connecticut was so
real that, listening to "Ubi Caritas" from
DM P's Sacred Feast (SACD-09), Iwas
there. Iparticularly enjoyed sensing the
space of the hall, the resolution of different vocal textures in the 31-member
chorus (Gaudeamus, conducted by Paul
Halley), the layering of voices, the clarity

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek LP12
turntable with Lingo power supply,
Linn Ittok tonearm, Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Digital sources: Krell KRC-28
transport, Sony SCD-0555ES
multichannel SACD player.
FM tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic, Rotel RH-10, Magnum Dynalab MD-102 and 205
Sleuth RF amplifier, Fanfare FT-IA.
Prearnplification: Krell KCT, Sony
TA-P9000ES preamplifiers; Mark
Levinson ML-7A with L-2 phono
section, Margulis and Duntech MX10 moving-coil preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.334, Krell FPB 600e, Bryston
7B-ST (monoblocks) and 9B-ST (5channel).
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Loudspeakers: Dynaudio Contour
3.0, Revel Salon, B&W 805 Nautilus
(rear surrounds), Mirage HDTFCH-1 (center), Velodyne HGS-18
subwoofer.
Cables: Digital coax (75 ohm): Silver Starlight, Ultralink. Interconnect,
balanced: Krell CAST, Bryston, Krell
Cogelco Yellow, PSC Pristine R-30
silver alloy. Interconnect, singleended: Randall Research, Mark
Levinson HFC (with Camac connectors), Totem Acoustic Sinew,
Coincident CST Interface, Ultralink
Performance Audio. Speaker: Mark
Levinson HFC-10, PSC Pristine R50 biwired double ribbons, Ultralink
Excelsior 6N OFHC, Coincident
Speaker Technology CST L
—Larry Greenhill

Evidence

Temptation

of the reverberation, and the intense
reproduction of the bass. The chorus was
placed solidly in front, with ample but
natural reverberation in the surrounds.
Just before the speakers were picked
up by Dynaudio's Mike Manousselis
and Al Filipelli, to be transported to JA's
lab for testing, Iput on anew recording
of the 16-member Venice Baroque
Orchestra playing Vivaldi's The Four
Seasons (Sony Classical SK 51352). Ihad
just heard this group at their American
debut concert in Alice Tully Hall the
night before, and had been awestruck
by the speed, dynamics, technical brilliance, and warm tone of the violin
soloist, Giuliano Carmignola.
After I've heard alive performance,
my system often sounds pretty pale. Not
this time. Listening to the last movement
of Winter on the Venice Baroque CD, I
immediately recognized the warns,
rough timbre of Carmignola's 17thcentury Italian violin, his blazing speed,
the tonal underpinnings of Tobias Lindnees pipe organ, and the light, clear
notes of ¡vano Zanenghi's lute.
Conclusions
After several months of ecstatic listening,
I'm here to report that the Dynaudio
Evidence Temptation loudspeaker is a
superb sequel to the much more expensive Evidence Master. It enjoys the
Master's superb fien'finish, fabulous
pitch definition and impact in the lowest
frequencies, wide soundstage, freedom
from treble grain, and transparent top
end, all while seeming to disappear as
the apparent source of the sound. This
places the Temptation in the top rank of
loudspeakers.
But, like any sequel, the Temptations
differed frons the original. Their sweet
spot was smaller, their soundstage
imaging more readily apparent in the
nearfield than the farfield, they were
less sensitive, and didn't go quite as
deep in the bass. On the plus side, their
smaller size works better in small
rooms than the Evidence Master. At
84% of the Master's weight and 35% of
its cost, the Temptation will fit afew
more living rooms and budgets. However, it remains an expensive investment, even for high-end audio.
Each person will have to judge
whether the Evidence Temptation's
state-of-the-art sound is worth the
price of admission. But whatever you
conclude, Istrongly recommend that
you at least audition this loudspeaker.
Then you can decide whether you
agree with me that this sequel is as
good as the original.
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Kora Electronic Concept Cosmos
monoblock power amplifier
ii M

oi? You want moi to
review aFrench audio
product?"
The phone call shocked me — a
brickwall SFP (Scull French-Pass) filter
usually restricts the flow of such products from moving beyond Jonathan
Scull's JMlab-guarded gates. But here
was Stereophile's senior editor making
me the offer.
"YBA pig about it?" he acknowledged. "Franc-ly, I'd never have assigned
it to you, but I've got some bigger fish to
French fry this month."
De Gaulle of da guy!
A few weeks later, after clearing customs, two large, battered cardboard
containers arrived looking like whatever was inside couldn't possibly have
survived intact. But they had, thanks to
double boxing, and Iquickly unpacked
and tubed the surprisingly compact,
stylish Kora Electronic Concept Cosmos monoblock amps —but not before
noting what Ithought was their less
than Grande Cru Classe chassis of folded and screwed-together sheet metal.
Kinda thin, Ithought, figuring these
powerful amps would go for at least
$10,000/pair.
Removing each amplifier's protective
cage to install the tubes proved frustrating: the eight hex-head bolts securing
the cage sit too close to it for a90° Allen
wrench to turn 360° so it was half a
turn at atime — no fun when you have
to do it 16 times. Once each cage was
off, the chromed frame around the
tubes slid off, spilling eight hitherto unsuspected washers onto the floor. What's
the deal here? Ithought as Iinserted the
tubes into the symmetrically positioned
sockets on each chassis.
Then it was time to line up the chrome
frames, position awasher over each of the
eight screw holes, and affix the cage with
the Allen wrench —a half turn at atime.
Then the same for the other channel. You
can leave the cages off and just screw
down the chrome frames, but, aware of
what sometimes falls off of shelves here,
and of the possibility that one or more of
our four Bernese Mountain Dogs might
pay avisit, Iplayed it safe and caged them
(the amps, not the dogs).
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Kora Electronic Concept Cosmos monoblock power amplifier

Sure hope these' things sound like 10
grand, Ithought, carefully placing each
monoblock on aGrand Prix Audio amp
stand, because they're sure not built to a10
grand standard—not on the outside, anyway.
Only after afew weeks of serious listening did Ifind out that the Cosmos
sell for asurprisingly reasonable $4795.
That's for the pair. As of January 2002,
the price goes up to $5900 — still enticing for apair of 100w, fully balanced,
class-A triode monoblocks.
Solid to the Kora
Iwasn't familiar with Kora E.C., an 11year-old company based in Toulouse,

Description: Class-A triode vacuumtube monoblock power amplifier.
Output power: 100Wpc into 6ohms
(18.5dBW). Frequency response:
7Hz-50kHz, -3dB. THD: 0.07% at
1W, 0.3% at 50W. Voltage gain: 26dB
into 6 ohms. Slew rate: 3ps. S/N
ratio: 100dB, balanced input (no reference level given). Input impedance and sensitivity: not specified.
Dimensions: 17 1
/"(448mm) W by
2
57
/
8"(150mm) Hby 14 / (452mm)
58 "

France. Kora was founded by agroup of
young engineers to specialize in power
supplies and signal treatments for the
French Acrospatialc complex at
Toulouse, France's version of Silicone
Valley. Per www.koramet: "A public, scientific, and technical establishment with
both industrial and commercial responsibilities, ONERA reports to the French
Ministry of Defense and enjoys financial independence."
The Kora team evidently got bored
with the power-supply cash cow, so to
add some drama to the balance sheet, the
music-loving entrepreneurs commenced
designing and building vacuum-tube

D. Weight: 46 lbs (21 kg).
Price: $4795/pair ($5900/pair as of
January 2002). Approximate number
of dealers: 11. Warranty: 2 years
(tubes, 90 days).
Manufacturer: Kora E.C., 8 bis, rue
Claude Perrault, 31000 Toulouse,
France. Web: www.kora.net. US distributor: J.C. Audio, 3310 Geneva
Street, Martinez, CA 94553. Tel:
(925) 229-2484. Fax: (925) 2294232.
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amplifiers. The Design 30 integrated was
their first tubed commercial release, in
1994. Designer François Philibert used
MOSFETs to stabilize the power supply,
but the rest of the circuit was tubes. Other
tube amps followed, including the lksign
50, which used aunique Constant Power
System said to allow the amplifier to correct for variations in speaker impedance.
'That innovation is included in the Electronic Concept Cosmos as well.
By 1998, Kora had added aD/A converter, apreamplifier, and anew series
of stereo and monoblock power amps.
The Cosmos was introduced at the
1999 Las Vegas WCES, along with a
number of other tube amplifiers.
Cosmos Design Basics

The fully balanced Cosmos uses eight
Sovtek or Svetlana 6AS7G dual-triode
output tubes (the review sample was
fitted with the latter), and, as drivers,

Cosmos

four Sovtek EL84Ms and two JAN
Philips 6922s. The Kora-designed output transformers (optimized for 3-12
ohm speakers and spec'd for 200W)
and the power transformer are neatly
tucked out of sight under the chassis
top plate. Comparative Signal Correction (CSC), adynamic feedback circuit
that parallels the signal path, compares
the output signal with the input.
According to Kora, unlike constantfeedback circuits, CSC applies feedback
only if input/output differences arc
detected. Thus, claims Kora, one gets
the signal-control benefits of feedback
and the dynamic, lively, detailed sound
of zero-feedback designs.
The 6AS7G is avenerable dual-triode tube based on the 6B4 single-triode, itself an updated version of the
2A3 — the tube that gets the singleended crowd all tingly. Reliable,
durable, inexpensive, and not too fussy

about biasing (according to a Kora
spokesperson), the 6AS7G would seem
to be the kind of glassware you'd want
in an application that requires no fewer
than 16 tubes for two channels. Kora
supplies the tubes in matched sets, each
tube numbered for its intended socket.
Each output tube is fused; should afuse
blow, an LED next to it glows red.
Accessing the fuse holders requires
removal of the cage and the aforementioned chrome frame. Felt.
Use
Ifirst placed each Electronic Concept
Cosmos on aGrand Prix Audio amp
stand, and used the two large rearmounted rubber feet and the single
front-mounted cone to level the amp
(the rear underside of the chassis protrudes down afew inches to accommodate the transformers). The rear
panel includes afused IEC AC jack,

Measurements

S

tereophile Guide to Home Theater
editor Thomas J. Norton used to
dread measuring tube amplifiers
when he was this magazine's technical editor. Iknow how he feels, the
Kora Electronic Concept Cosmos
proving alittle temperamental on the
test bench—three of its lA outputtube fuses blew at various times during the testing, and one of the 6AS7G
tubes suddenly glowed brighter than
it should have. After Iturned the
amplifier off, let it cool down, then
turned it on again, this tube had no
further problems, however.
The Cosmos had identical sensitivities from both its unbalanced
and balanced inputs, with asensible
27.1dB gain into an 8ohm load. An
input voltage of 125mV results in an
output of 1W into 8 ohms. The
amplifier didn't invert signal polarity. The unbalanced input impedance measured 81k ohms at lkHz,
this dropping to a still high 70k
ohms at 20kHz. The input impedance via the balanced jack was 100k
ohms at lkHz.
The output impedance was reasonably low for atube design at 0.62
ohm across most of the audioband,
this rising to 0.75 ohm at 20kHz.
Modification of the frequency response due to the interaction between
this source impedance and the way
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the loudspeaker's impedance changes
with frequency was moderate, at
around ±0.5dB with Stereophile's simulated speaker load (fig.1, top trace).
However, this graph also shows a
small amount of top-octave rolloff,
though the actual -3dB point lies at
an excellent 100kHz. As aresult of
this wide bandwidth, the Kora's reproduction of a10kHz squarewave
had an excellent shape, with short
risetimes (fig2).
The Kora's unweighted, wideband
signal/noise ratio with the input
shorted was okay at 64.5dB ref.
1W/8 ohms, this increasing to 80dB
when A-weighted. The Cosmos is
not particularly linear as amplifiers
go, as can been seen in fig.3, which

plots the THD+noise percentage
against frequency into various load
impedances. This graph's primary distinguishing feature is the rise in THD
in the bass — due, Iassume, to output-transformer limitations. In the
midrange and treble, and into 8ohms,

0 10

Fig .2

015

Kora Cosmos, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.1

/Oft 30.1.•

Kora Cosmos, frequency response
(from top to bottom at 2kHz): 1W into
8 ohms, 2.83V into dummy loudspeaker
load, 2W into 4 ohms, 4W into 2ohms
(0.5dB/vertical div.).

II.

Fig.3

Kora Cosmos, THD+noise (
04 vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
10kHz): 4W into 2 ohms, 2W into
4 ohms, 1W into 8 ohms, 2.83V into
simulated loudspeaker load.
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Kora
balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA
inputs and selector switch, WBT
speaker terminals, and aconvenient
"ground lift" switch. The On/Off
switch is uncomfortably close to the
AC jack — not the most convenient
location, but it probably saved some
money and kept all of the incoming
AC circuitry in one place.
Fortunately, using the Cosmoses was
as easy as turning them on. Unfortunately, Ididn't have abalanced preamp;
Iran them single-ended, which might
not have maximized their power output
or signal/noise ratio.
That Fabulous Tube Sound
Audiophiles don't opt for tube amps to
watch them glow (well, maybe afew
do). They crave acertain musical pulchritude that only tubes deliver, even if
accompanied by thoroughly mediocre
measurements. I heard that lovely

Electronic

sound when Ireviewed the seductive
KR VT8000 MK monoblock in
November 1999, and I'll never forget
the first time Iread the miserable set of
measurements that accompanied my
rave. Based on John Atkinson's testbench figures, that two-tube hybrid design fell flat on its face. Listening was
another story.
Ihave no idea how the Kora Cosmos
will measure up to JA's tests, but Kora
claims 100Wpc into 6ohms, abandwidth of 7Hz-50kHz, -3dB, and harmonic distortion of 0.07% at 1W and
0.3% at 50W Pretty good numbers for a
tube amp.
But whatever specs these former
power-supply gurus deliver, the sound
their Cosmoses served up was, in most
respects, the most enticing I've heard in
my home.
The first LP Ilistened to was Junior
Wells' Southside Blues Jam (Delmark

Concept

Cosmos

DS-628), with Buddy Guy, Louis
Myers, and Otis Spann in his last studio
recording. The raw sound of this
record, taped live in the studio, exploded from the Audio Physic Avanti Ills
with thrilling and somewhat surprising
purity, transparency, and, most notably,
breathtaking palpability. The sensations of musical "feel" and "touch"
were communicated with almost
alarming immediacy.
Inever had to warm up to the Koras —
before Ieven began to analyze what was
going on, my reaction was already abroad
smile and an audible "Wow!" Nothing
wimpy about the presentation, either.
Arrayed before me were well-focused
three-dimensional images, some of them
protruding farther out into the room than
Iwas accustomed to, with an equally
well-developed expression of depth
behind the speakers. Nor could the
dynamics be faulted — the Cosmoses

Measurements
the distortion at this output level
(2.83V) remains below 02% —
which is okay, considering its lowharmonic nature (see later). But there
are significant rises in THD as the
load impedance drops; Iwould not

Fig.4 Kora Cosmos, IkHz waveform at 1.9W
into 4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).

recommend using the Cosmos into
speakers with impedances that drop
below 4ohms.
Fig.4 reveals that the distortion
content at moderate levels for a
midrange signal is almost pure second
harmonic, which, if not carried to
excess, will "fatten" the perceived
sound. At lower frequencies and
higher output powers, higher harmonics make an appearance, as can be
seen in fig.5, which shows the spectrum of a50Hz tone at 12W into 8
ohms. The second harmonic lies at a
high -36dB in this graph (1.5%), but
has been joined by other harmonics.
Mitigating their appearance, however,
is the fact that they regularly decrease
in level with increasing order, something that, nearly aquarter-century

ACC

2010
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ago, French engineer and writer Jean
Hiraga demonstrated was associated
with asubjectively pleasing sound.
There is acaveat, however, in that
the presence of this harmonic distortion does not lead to excessive intermodulation distortion. Fig.6 shows
the spectrum of the Cosmos' output
while driving an equal mix of 19kHz
and 20kHz tones at 12.5W into 8
ohms. Only the 1kHz difference
product rises above the -60dB line, at
an indicated -54dB (0.2%), which is
probably acceptably low. However, at
the same voltage level into 4 ohms
(fig.7), the intermodulation products
rise to levels that start to make me
feel uncomfortable.
Under continuous drive, the Kora
amplifier doesn't quite meet its sped-
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Fig.5 Kora Cosmos, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 12W into
8ohms, one channel driven (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.6 Kora Cosmos, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz
at 12.5W into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Kora Cosmos, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz
at 15.2W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Kora
sounded as if they were coasting, with
plenty of power to spare.
From that first LP and throughout
the too-short review period (though it
was the usual length of time), the Kora
Cosmos rendered the treble presentation Icrave: sharp, extended, and fast,
yet without an etch, mechanicalness, or
brightness that might have dissociated
itself from the overall musical presentation. In other words, the Kora Cosmos
delivered effortlessly everything I'd
worked so hard to coax from the Audio
Research VTM200 last January but
could not.
Writing that VTM200 review wasn't
easy. Itook some heat for it from afew
readers, and from another reviewer —
in Audio Research's room at the 2001
CES. But had Iglossed over the top-end
problems Iheard from the ARC, where
would that have left me once I'd heard
what the Koras were able to do in the
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same arca? (Veteran reviewer Martin
Colloms reached conclusions similar to
mine in his review of the VTM200,
published in Hi-Fi News some time after
mine appeared in Stereophile).
Dniminer Fred Below's cymbals on
that Junior Wells LP had the combination of crisp ring, fat metallic shimmer,
and detailed decay that just drives me
crazy. More important, it sounds like
live music. Some listeners arc bass
freaks, but I'd be willing to give up
some bottom-end authority to get
what the Koras presented on top.
Guy's guitar strings had just the right
edge and stridency to deliver his slashing message, yet the warm, tubcy guitar amp he was obviously playing
through blossomed below.
Icould probably spend another few
pages on the magic the Koras pulled
from that record, but while Iwas in my
collection's blues neighborhood, Ihap-
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pened on Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown
Sings Louis Jordan, on an appropriately
French label (Disques Black and Blue
33.053). There's no date, and all the
writing is in French (What's the matter
with these people? Don't they speak
English?), but I'd say the Black and Blue
recording was from the 1970s, so it's all
analog and stereo.
Backed by asmall combo of tenor
sax, organ, and bass, Brown rocks his
way through such Jordan jump classics
as "Caldonia" and "Is You Is or Is You
Ain't My Baby." The Koras proved they
could match the speed and rhythmic
agility of my reference Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300, while rendering the
organ with amore supple and juicy feel.
To check out orchestral sound, I
pulled out an original pressing of Fritz
Reiner and the CSO's interpretation of
Stravinsky's Song of the Nightingale, the
oft-neglected flip side of Prokofiev's

Measurements
fled power output at the usual 1%
THD+noise point, at least into 8
ohms (fig.8, bottom trace). Igot just
79W into 8ohms at this limit, which
is ldB below the 100W figure. Imeasured 103.3W of continuous power at
1% THD into 4ohms (17.1dBW) and
115W at amore relaxed clipping definition of 3% THD, which means the
Cosmos will probably just achieve its
specified power into 6ohms. Note
that the actual "knee" in the fig.9
traces occurs after the distortion has
already risen above 1% for the 4and 2
ohm load conditions.
Finally, Itested the Kora's output
power with alow-duty-cycle lkHz
toneburst, using the Miller Audio
Research Amplifier Profiler software,
which reveals — better than would a

Fig .8 Kora Cosmos, distortion (%) vs
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top at 1W): 8ohms,
4ohms, 2ohms,
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continuous sinewave — how an amplifier will behave under the more
dynamic conditions typical of music
(fig.9). At 1% THD, the Cosmos still
managed only 90W (19.6dBW) into
8ohms (red trace), but gave 144W
into 4ohms (18.6dBW, blue) at the
same distortion level. The latter is
equivalent to an RMS output current
of 6A, which is good for atube amplifier. Slightly more power, 156W, was
available into 2ohms, but at the cost
of 1% THD at almost all power levels

above 1W. As Istated before, loads of
less than 4 ohms are probably best
avoided with this amplifier. Surprisingly, the amplifier seems alittle less
happy into 16 ohms (black trace) than
it does into 8.
These measurements don't gainsay
Michael's very positive listening impressions, but as always it will be
important to audition this amplifier
with your own speakers before making afinal purchase decision, Ifeel.
—John Atkinson

LICENSED 50 STEREOPH EMAGAZINE ....
_1_

Fig.9 Kora Cosmos, distortion (%) vs IkHz burst output power into 16 ohms (black trace),
8ohms (red), 4ohms (blue), 2ohms (green), and 1ohm (magenta).
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Richard Rosen
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know what sounds more musical to them."
Bob Ludwig
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Kora
Lieutenant Kijé on RCA MC-2150. But
from listening to that Junior Wells LP, I
already knew what I'd find. The dense,
explosive opening, packed with percussion, flutes, bells, staccato brass, and furious strings, can often sound congested,
bright, and harmonically parched. The
Koras delivered it with utter grace.
There was both spatial and textural separation, the flutes sounding appropriately
breathy, the bells "chimey," the strings
delicate and sonorous. The picture never
turned hard, but the instruments within
the picture did when that was appropriate. The overall presentation was positively dazzling.
The Cosmos communicated music's
inevitable flow with arelaxed precision
that was seductive and absolutely addictive. The midrange had a creamy
smoothness while never sounding thick,
sluggish, or cloying. Nor did the richness
of the midrange presentation obscure
transient detail. Where my reference
Nu-Vista 300 sounds abit lean and lacking in bloom, the Kora blossomed in a
most beguiling way. Live recordings, like
Miles Davis' Live at the Blackhawk
(Columbia C2S 820 "six-eye"), delivered their full atmospheric and musical
potentials. Before the first note was
played, Icould sense the air in the room
well in front of the speakers. When the
music commenced, the reverberant field
defined the space behind and to the
sides, completing the full effect of threedimensional musical images, air, and
space, the totality of which created an
amazingly three-dimensional "you are
there" picture. The Nu-Vista 300 does
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this, as do other amplifiers I've auditioned, but the Kora Cosmoses did it
more convincingly.
Another live recording that went
from being very, very good to absolutely
convincing was Luna Live (two LPs,
Arena Rock ARE 017-1), afabuloussounding greatest-hits set recorded in
concert. Ihighly recommend it to anyone who loves the sound of electric
rhythm guitar, the Velvet Underground's more introspective moments,
more electric rhythm guitar, and clarity
of musical purpose delivered through a
slightly drunken haze. The record
sounds great through the MF Nu-Vista
300, but the Koras made it come to life
as I'd never before heard it.
Could the amps really rock? Itried
an original British Radar pressing of
Elvis Costello's Armed Forces and was
amazed to hear how the Koras were
able to sort out and deliver all of the
hard, ragged, Farfisa-drenched explosiveness of "Accidents Will Happen"
without causing the temporary deafness or bleeding ears Isometimes get
from listening to that track cranked
really loud. All the detail and top-end
extension seemed still to be there, but
now cleanly rendered, free of edge,
grain, and sibilant overlay. In fact, overall, I've never heard this track sound
better — especially Pete Thomas' drum
kit. The crack of the snare was magical.
(And did you ever hear someone
cough in the background of "Big
Boys," during the repeated line "She'll
build awall"?)
Which brings me back to the "palpa-

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke
turntable, Graham 22 and Immedia
RPM2 tonearms, Lyra Helikon LE
and Helikon Mono cartridges.
Digital sources: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 3D CD player, Marantz
SA14 SACD player.
Preamplification: Hovland HP100 preamplifier, Pass Xono and
Manley Steelhead phono sections.
Power amplifier: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300.
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber Amati
Homage, Audio Physic Avanti III.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove DIN/RCA, RCA/RCA.
Interconnect: Harmonic Technology
Pro-Silway II, Yamamura Millennium 6000, Wireworld Gold Eclipse.
Speaker: Harmonic Technology
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Magic Woofer. AC: JPS Labs, Electra
Glide Fatboy, PS Audio Lab, Wireworld Electra III, Synergistic
Research Designer's Reference.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
P300 and P600 AC power regenerators, Sounds of Silence Vibraplane
active isolation platform, Symposium
Rollerblocks (Tungsten and Grade 3
superball), Grand Prix Audio Monaco amplifier stands, Symposium
Acoustics Ultra shelves, Walker
motor drive, Finite Elemente Pagode
and Zoethecus equipment stands,
A.R.T. Q dampers, Walker Valid
Points, ASC Tube Traps, Shakti
Stones and On-Lines, and RPG
BAD and Abffusor panels.
—Michael Frerner
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bility" issue. The Cosmos's ability to capture texture and "feel" was unrivaled in
my listening experience. Joni Mitchell's
Court and Spark (DCC Compact Classics
LPZ 2044) never sounded more "there"
to my ears than it did through these
amps. Her fingers on the keys and feet
on the pedals, the hammers on the
strings, were presented with adetailed,
natural touch that brought the recording
to life as I'd never heard it before. If the
Cosmos had ahigher noise floor than a
good solid-state amplifier, Ididn't hear
it, nor was there adiminution of resolution of low-level detail. In fact, for whatever reason, Ifrequently heard new
musical details revealed at the low end of
the dynamic scale.
Ihaven't spent much time with lowpowered, single-ended (SE) tube amplifiers, but recently Igot achance to hear
a pair of Fi SE amps driving rearhorn-loaded speakers using Lowther
full-range drive-units at Listener editor
Art Dudley's house. Iwas impressed
with his system's seamlessness of presentation and ability to produce palpable images. Ithink the Koras matched
those SE amps in that regard while
offering 100Wpc and far greater slam.
But no amp is perfect. If you demand
the last word in bass dynamics to whip
your music into shape, you might be
disappointed with the Cosmos. Idon't
mean bass extension; that seemed to go
down to the limits of my associated gear.
And Idon't mean bass control — the
Cosmos offered exceptionally nimble
bass definition and didn't sound mushy,
nor was the midbass sloppy or bloated.
There was just anoticeable lack of bass
dynamics compared to awell-damped
solid-state amplifier, or ahybrid one like
the Nu-Vista 300.
Halfway through the review cycle,
Peter Bizlewicz brought over double
sets of Symposium Acoustics Rollerblocks and apair of Ultra shelves. I
didn't hear much of adifference with
the shelves atop the acrylic ones that
come with the Grand Prix Audio
stands, but the double set of Rollerblocks (each amp sat on four Rollerblock sandwiches, each of which
consisted of two blocks and asingle
ball) noticeably improved the bass performance. It wasn't so much more or
deeper bass, but improved bass expression and definition—almost as if the
Rollerballs allowed the Koras' bass to
develop more effectively.
The Cosmos lacked the last word in
bass oomph and drive. But even though I
listen to alot of rock and jazz, Inever
missed what was lacking until Iput the
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Nu-Vista 300 back in the system. Then
the ballsy foundation returned, but
everything that had made the Cosmos
so seductive, revealing, surprising, and
comforting was either gone or diminished. The Nu-Vista 300 is agreat amp,
but it's not apure tube amplifier, and it's
clear to me that there's something special about aproperly designed pure tube
amp. Iheard that something special
when Ireviewed the VTL 300s and the
Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelves
(February 1999), and Iheard it again
here — but the Kora Electronic Concept Cosmos seemed lighter on its feet,
faster and more detailed.
Before regretfully shipping the pair
of Kora Cosmos amps off to JA for
measurements, Ilistened very carefully
to an original British Track pressing of
Tommy that I've owned since it came
out in 1968. It's been played hundreds
of times, so it's got some noise and
wear — but I've taken very good care
of it, and it still sounds much more
dynamic and extended than the wimpy
digitally mastered remix issued last
year on CD.
Iplayed all four sides at very high
SPLs and was absolutely thrilled by the
Cosmos' rendering of this rock classic
(not the first "rock opera," which was
S.E Sorrow, by The Pretty Things).
Keith Moon and John Entwistle pack a
potent rhythmic punch on this verywell-recorded set, and these tube amps
did not disappoint in any way. Despite
the bass-dynamics problem, there was
sufficient low-end slam, extension, and
definition to drive home the musical
point. In almost every other performance parameter Icould think of,
these relatively inexpensive mediumpowered tube amps either met or surpassed my reference. They were fast,
detailed, dynamic, and just plain fun to
listen to.
Returning the Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 to my system and playing
Tommy again, Inoted far more bass
power and punch, but not greater extension or control —and the 300 excels
at those. The Nu-Vista 300 sounded
great, but it wasn't up to the Cosmos'
creamy, relaxed midrange and spectacular, ultra-detailed (but not etched or
mechanical) high-frequency performance. Nor could the Nu-Vista deliver
quite as expansive asoundstage or produce as much midband bloom. Record
wear that was somewhat audible
through the tube amps was more obvious through the Nu-Vista 300, but
what was gained in terms of highfrequency musical performance? NothStereophile, December 2001

ing that Icould hear. Maybe the measurements will show arolloff of afew dB
at the frequency extremes. But unless
your speakers are really soft and rolledoff on top, you won't miss athing.
Conclusions
While the Kora Electronic Concept Cosmos' seamless sonic presentation was a
high point, the pinnacle was the amp's
very top end. Here was airy, incredibly
detailed high-frequency extension and
fast transient response, delivered free
of grain, grit, edge, or mechanicalness.
Forget about this tube amp sounding
rolled-off on top —its high-frequency
performance reminded me of the Hovland HP-100 preamp, which detractors
say sounds bright. They might say that
about the Cosmos as well, but to my ears
it sounded just right on top.
Rhythmically, the Cosmos could
rock, but it could also pass along all of
the delicacy and nuanced touch you'd
want and expect from a tube amp.
Dynamically, it would be hard to fault
the Cosmos' performance at both ends
of the scale, save for adeficiency in the
very bottom end (compared to solidstate amplifiers). This is one tube amp
that Ican heartily recommend no matter what kind of music you listen to,
but Isuspect some listeners will be
more bothered by the weight loss on
bottom than others. Be sure to audition
before buying.
As for the issues of reliability and
your comfort in buying an amplifier
from an offshore company with alimited US presence, Ican't give you an
answer. Nor can Itell you whether
100Wpc will be enough to drive your
speakers. That was more than enough
power to drive the Sonus Faber Amati
Homages and the Audio Physic Avanti
Ills—and that was driving them singleended. Even better results might be
obtained with abalanced preamplifier.
Iencountered no reliability problems during the review period, and my
understanding is that the power tubes
are long-lived, reliable, and relatively
inexpensive to replace in matched
pairs. Still, I'd make sure Ibought my
Koras from areliable dealer, whether
he or she is down the block or across
the country.
If Kora's Electronic Concept Cosmoses cost $7500/pair, I'd still consider
them agood deal. At $4795/pair, they
look like asteal. Even at $5900/pair
(after January 2002), it seems to me that
you get tremendous value for your
money. How do they measure? I'll be
reading along with you!
rà
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47
volume controls to minimum, finally
plugged in the AC power cable —and
the amp emitted several sparks, accompanied by aloud thump from the speakers. Iquickly unplugged the power
cable and checked the connections to
make sure that the outputs were not
shorted, but everything seemed fine.
When the smoke cleared — literally — Igot on the phone to Yoshi
Segoshi, 47 Laboratory's North American distributor, and told him what had
happened. He was surprised and, understandably, upset; apparently, the amp had
been working fine before it was sent to
me. He offered to send me anew sample, and Iagreed to this. (I checked out
the speakers with adifferent amplifier;
fortunatel), they weren't damaged, but I

Laboratory

wasn't about to try connecting the same
Gaincard sample again.)
A few days later, apackage arrived; in
it was aGaincard, but no Power Humpty.
Iqueried Segoshi about this, and he confinned that that's all he'd sent; he didn't
think it could be the power supply,
which he said had aperfect record of reliability. Iplugged the new Gaincard into
the Power Humpty and was again treated to aspectacle of sparks and smoke. I
called Segoshi again. This time, he said he
would personally deliver abrand-new
Gaincard/Power Humpty.
He showed up afew days later with
just that combination. The new Gaincard/Power Humpty was connected,
and everything worked perfectly, with no
fireworks whatsoever. A voltage check of

4706

Gaincard

the two Power Humpty samples showed
that the DC output of the first was about
50% higher than that of the second.
(Scgoshi informed me later that the first
Humpty turned out to have afaulty
diode.) No problems were encountered
with the new review samples.
Connecting the Gaincard to the rest
of the system was a bit tricky. The
amplifier itself is very light; heavy cables
can unbalance it or even pull it off an
equipment rack. Speaker-cable connectors are small Phillips-head bolts,'
which will work only with bare wire or
not-too-hefty spade lugs; banana plugs
I47 Lab could probably claim that the Gaincard has
the World's Smallest Speaker Connectors as well—a
dubious distinction.

Measurements

A

fter the usual one-hour preconditioning period at 1/
3 power into
8ohms, the tiny 47 Lab 4706 Gaincard amplifier was far too hot to
touch. It was so hot, in fact, that Iwas
alarmed that something might have
broken. Fortunately, everything was
fine, but owners should be sure to
give the 4706 plenty of room for adequate ventilation.
Looking first at the basics, the
Gaincard didn't invert signal polarity.
Its maximum gain into 8ohms was a
moderate but adequate 30.4dB. The
input impedance (measured at lkHz)
depended on the volume-control setting; it was afairly high 35.6k ohms at
12:00 o'clock, dropping to 14.3k
ohms at the maximum settings. As
RD noted, the steps between the control settings were large: 82dB for the
first from the top, with then 3.5dB
steps down to 11:00, followed by 5dB
steps below that level. Setting an optimal volume setting is going to be a
hit-or-miss affair.
Fig.1 shows the 4706's frequency
response into avariety of resistive
loads, as well as into Stereophiles simulated loudspeaker load. The drop in
level between the 8and 4ohm conditions was small, as were the variations
into the simulated speaker, implying a
low source impedance. Imeasured
around 0.15 ohm at 20Hz and lkHz,
this dropping to 0.08 ohm at 20kHz.
Into 2ohms (bottom trace, fig.1) there
was amuch larger response change
than Iwould have anticipated from
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the low source impedance. In addition, abroad peak appears in the high
treble. There was no change in highfrequency rolloff at different volumecontrol settings, the wide-bandwidth
output remaining about 1.75dB down
at 200kHz.
This graph was measured with
each channel driven separately. By
chance, Irepeated aresponse measurement with the left channel loaded
by 2ohms, the right with the dummy
load. Much to my surprise, the result
(fig2) was quite different from the
behavior with one channel driven at a
time. The response fluctuations with
the dummy load (dashed trace) were
higher; in addition, those response
changes were mirrored in the 2ohm
response (solid trace).
Although the amplifier's negative
feedback loop reduces its apparent
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output impedance, the Humpty
power supply (and its thin supply
cables) must have an intrinsically
high source impedance. Asking it to
deliver much in the way of current
to one channel, therefore, apparently
starts to starve the other channel of
current. This can be seen in the
channel-separation graph (fig.3),
which Ideliberately took at ahigh
level (10V RMS) into 8 ohms.
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Fig.2 47 Lab 4706 Gaincard, frequency
response with both channels driven
simultaneously at 2.83V into dummy
loudspeaker load (solid) and 4W into
2ohms (dashed). (0.5dB/vertical div.)
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47 Lab 4706 Gaincard, frequency
response with one channel driven at a
time at (from top to bottom at 2kHz):
1W into 8ohms, 2.83V into dummy
loudspeaker load, 2W into 4ohms,
4W into 2ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 47 Lab 4706 Gaincard, channel
separation (10dB/vertical div.,
R—L dashed).
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Perpetual Technologies P-1A/ModWright P-3A. The latter arrangement,
which Iused for most of my critical listening, dictated using the Gaincard
with just asingle line-level source, and
volume had to be adjusted with the
Gaincard's passive attenuators.2But the
volume-control steps were too big;
when Iwanted to play music loud, I
often had to choose between not quite
loud enough and louder than comfortable. The Gaincard is available with
attenuators that divide the loudness
range into 12 steps, which provide
finer level control. The cost of this
option (which is retrofittable) is $150; I

consider it essential for asystem that
doesn't have apreamplifier.
The industrial design of the Gaincard/Power Humpty is, shall we say,
distinctive. (Some might call it quirky.)
The Gaincard itself is only slightly larger than two packs of cards, so it's not
likely to impress those who equate size
with performance. However, anyone
who values craftsmanship will be
impressed with the quality of fienfinish, which is excellent. The Power
Humpty is unusual in shape as well as
name: ashort cylinder with no feet,
just apair of separate metal supports
resembling chopstick rests.

2The 4707 Input Chooser ($720) has two outputs and
allows selection trout among four sources.

Sound
The concept of break-in (or burn-in)

applied to audio components is acontroversial one. Many high-end audio designers and audiophiles feel that audio
components require asubstantial period
of use before their sonic potential is
reached —a period measured in days,
weeks, even months. Others feel that if
the equipment is working properly and
meets its specifications, all you have to do
is plug it in and use it —any apparent improvement with time simply represents
the listener getting accustomed to the
sound, not achange in the sound itself.
As with most controversial issues in
audio, Itake amiddle-of-the-road position. Ireject the view that the only
change with equipment use lies in the
ear of the beholder, but Ialso think that
claims of "mind-blowing" improve-

Measurements
supply—related spuriae can be seen at
60Hz and 120Hz, and again at —76dB
(0.015%) and —86dB (0.005%), but
these will be inaudible. (These increased in level when Igrounded the
negative speaker tenninal, so Ileft the
amplifier's output floating for these
measurements.)
What does bother me in this graph
are the strange pairs of peaks that regularly decrease with increasing fre-
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50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 12Wpc into
8ohms, two channels driven (linear
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quency. The first pair have frequencies of exactly 170Hz and 190Hz (le,
180Hz ±10Hz); the second pair,
300Hz ±10Hz; the third pair, 420Hz
±10Hz; and the fourth pair, 540Hz
±10Hz. These frequencies are suspicious in that they are exactly the
third, fifth, seventh, and ninth harmonks of the AC power-supply frequency. Even more suspicious is the
fact that the modulating frequency is
identical to the difference between
the AC supply and the signal frequencies. The finger must again be
pointed at the Humpty power supply
as having too high asource impedance at low frequencies.
Fig.7 was taken with one channel
driven. To confirm my suspicions, I
repeated the spectral analysis with
both channels driven, with the power
level kept the same: 12Wpc into 8
ohms. The result is shown in fig.8 —
all the power-supply—related spuriae
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Fig.9 47 Lab 4706 Gaincard, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 15.2W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.10 47 Lab 4706 Gaincard, distortion (%)
vs continuous output power into (from
bottom to top at 1W): 8ohms, 4ohms,
2ohms.

have risen, in some cases by as much
as 10dB! Repeating the measurement
with one channel driven but doubling
the output current by dropping the
resistive load to 4ohms gave an identical-looking spectrum (not shown).
On the bright side, the Gaincard's
intermodulation distortion was very
low, even at levels close to clipping
into low impedances. Fig.9, for example, shows the spectrum of an equal
sum of 19kHz and 20kHz tones at an
indicated 152W into 4ohms —just
below visible clipping on the oscilloscope screen with this waveform. The
lkHz difference component lies at a
superb —94dB (0.002%), and the second-order components either side of
the main tones are not much higher
in level.
With both channels driven continuously, the Gaincard couldn't quite
meet its specified output power at the
traditional 1% THD limit (fig.10),
with 22Wpc available into 8ohms
(13.4dBW) and 27.5Wpc into 4ohms
(11.4dBW). However, using the
Miller Audio Research Amplifier
Profiler to drive just one channel of
the amplifier with alow-duty-cycle
lIcHz toneburst indicated that more
power was available with this musiclike signal (fig.11): 26.5W into 8
ohms (142dBW, black trace) and
38.7W into 4 ohms (12.9dBW, red
trace). Note the jagged edges of these
traces close to clipping, the amplifier
actually seems to stabilize two or
three times at high power levels
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ments due to break-in are overstated —
and I'm skeptical about suggested
break-in periods of up to ayear. I've had
equipment that sounded great out of the
box (or, at least, within an hour or so of
being out of the box), whose sonics did
not change appreciably during atwo- or
three-month review period. Ihave also
had experience with equipment that
sounded pretty rough initially but, after
afew days' or acouple of weeks' use,
sounded smoother and more listenable.
The Gaincard changed its sound with
use more than any other amplifier I've had
in my system, and its break-in period was
the longest in my experience.3 My initial
impression was of an amplifier that
seemed to exemplify many of the virtues
of solid-state equipment, but also its vices.

before clipping for real. This is not
apparent into lower impedances
(blue and green traces), but the
amplifier more or less reaches its
current limit below 4ohms, with no
more power available into 2ohms
than into 4ohms and only half the 4
ohm power available into 1ohm.
(This, by the way, is equivalent to a
maximum output current of 4.5A.)
In some areas —the lack of intermodulation distortion, the superb
squarewave performance, the wide
bandwidth — the 4706 Gaincard
offered excellent measured performance. In fact, almost all the measured problems Iencountered can

ii
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Laboratory

The sound was clean, dynamic, and wideranging —but also had ahardness or glare
in the upper midrange and treble that I
knew was not afunction of the recordings
or the associated equipment. This initial
hardness is common with solid-state
equipment, and Iexpected it to decrease
fairly quicldy with use. Days passed, as I
left the system playing whenever I
was out
of the house, and Ikept listening for possible improvements, but they seemed very
slow in coming. Ichanged some of the
associated components (see "Setup"), and
3Ilse owner's manual states that abrand-new Gaincard requires several hours of "running with actual
music signals to start snaking them into music: and a
break-in period of 50-100 hours to reach its maximum
performance. I'm told that the review sample had five
to six hours' break-in before Ireceived it.

be laid at the feet of the Humpty
power supply. Given the very high
sensitivity of Robert Deutsch's
Avantgarde speakers and the fact
that they use powered woofers, it's
possible that these problems didn't
impinge on his auditioning. It
should also be noted that the negative effects of the Humpty power
supply's current-delivery problems
would be eliminated were each
channel of the Gaincard driven by
its own supply. However, this would
add $1800 to the amplifier's cost,
which makes the package seem
expensive for just 25Wpc.
—John Atkinson

20
25
30
DYIUUNC OUTPUT IN Wm,

Fig.11 47 Lab 4706 Gaincard, distortion (dB) vs lkHz burst output power into 8ohms
(black trace), 4ohms (red), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).

4706

Gaincard

that helped, but not as much as I'd hoped.
After three weeks, during which the
system was on all the time and played
for several hours aday, the sound was
still on the hard side — again, lots of
clarity and detail, but not particularly
musical. Iwas about to give up, thinking
that perhaps this was the Gaincard's
sound, or at least its sound with my system. Then, after about four weeks (not
months!), the sound seemed to lose its
hard edge, becoming altogether more
relaxed and easy on my cars. Over the
next few weeks there was further—but
more subtle —improvement.
With the Gaincard finally broken-in, I
was able to fully appreciate its strengths.
The most immediately notable of these
was asense of transparency: acrystalline
clarity that seemed to extend from the
lowest bass to the highest treble. The resolution of fine detail was quite extraordinary; familiar recordings revealing layers
of information that had previously been
only hinted at. Transients sounded exceptionally quick, and there was astrong
sense of rhythm where this was part of
the recording. The sound had adirectness, afeeling that music was being
reproduced with aminimum of artifacts
getting in the way. Maybe there is something to keeping the signal path as short
as possible...
The bass had avery natural quality,
extending about as low as I've heard in
my system. (The Avantgarde Uno's powered subwoofer gets its signal from the
main amplifier, so the bass in this system
always involves an interaction between
the main and subwoofer amplifiers.) The
Gaincard's midrange quality fell somewhat short of the liquidity and harmonic
verisimilitude I've heard from tube
amplifiers like the Wavelength Gemini,
but, arguably, these amplifiers may add
something to the signal to restore
nuances lost in the recording/reproduction process; the Gaincard may, in fact,
have been more accurate in reporting
what is on the recordings.
The Gaincard's treble (after break-in)
was clean, smooth, and grain-free, but
not sweet in the way the treble of the
best tube amplifiers is sweet — adescription that, again, might be taken to
indicate the Gaincard's greater accuracy
in this part of the frequency range. If
anything, I'd say there was aslight treble
emphasis, abit of extra brightness that
showed up mostly on recordings that
themselves lean in that direction.
The above description of the Gaincard's sonic character might be taken to
mean that this is one of those "brutally
honest" components that sound good
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Equipment
Brian

Report
Damkroger

VPI TNT V-HR turntable &
JMIN 12.5 tonearm

I

'm a tinkerer. From homemade
audio isolation and room-treatment
products to a local area network
(LAN) connecting my Macintosh laptops, I'm always building or modifying
something. One of my latest projects is a
combination of parts swaps and custommachined bits to better adapt the
ergonomics of my exotic Italian Bimota
motorcycle to my distinctly un-Italian
6'3" frame. But regardless of what l'in
into, Ican't resist the urge to tinker.
Harry Weisfeld, the man behind VPI,
is also atinkerer, of which the evolution
of his TNT turntable provides ample
evidence.' There's been aflywheel here,
an air suspension there, anew, more solid
mounting method for the bearing —
each step an improvement in performance and user-friendliness.
The TNT V-HR
The latest step in the TNT V turntable's
evolution is the TNT V-HR. The "HR"
stands for "Hot Rod" and reflects a
number of small and not-so-small
changes to the basic TNT V. The most
obvious of these arc the omission of the
three-pulley subchassis and the lack of a
removable tonearm board. The subchassis was dropped because, with the
V-HR's new Rulon bearing (now included in the standard TNT V as well),
its load balancing was no longer required. And, according to Weisfeld, the
three pulleys "added noise, in the form
of asubtle graying of the sound."
The annboard was deleted to increase
rigidity, which is further improved by
attaching the arm with asingle, largediameter nut that screws directly onto
the arm pillar.
The final change in the HR, which
will be retrofitted to the basic V version
as well, is the use of aremovable power
cord for the motor. All of the other mods
that resulted in the TNT V—the new
platter and flywheel, the air suspension,
the single-nut mounting of the bearing
cup —are included in the HR as well.
1The original TNT was reviewed in Stereophile July
1990 (Vol.13 No.7) by Thomas J. Norton, the Mk3
version by Michael Fremer in November 1996 (Vol.19
No.11), and the Mk.1V by Brian Dainkroger in Febmary 1999 (Vo122 No2).
—Ed
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VPI TNT V-HR turntable &JMW 12.5 tonearm

The TNT lineup now includes several models. The bottom rung is the
$2600 TNT Junior, which is suspended
by Sorbothanc bushings encased in the
corner towers, uses a1.5"-thick clear
acrylic platter and lower-grade bearing,
and omits the flywheel. Next is the
$4000 TNT 3.5, which maintains the
Junior's bearing assembly but replaces
the Sorbothanc bushings with springs,
uses the 23-lb multilayer TNT platter,
and adds the three-pulley subchassis.
The TNT V, which goes for $6000,
switches to air suspension, adds the flywheel and single-nut-mounted Rulon
bearing assembly, and, as of this writing, will no longer include the threepulley subchassis. The TNT V-HR
costs abit more ($8000) but is actually
the better value, because its price
includes the JMW 12.5 tonearm — the
other TNTs come sans arm. The SDS
motor/speed controller, back in production as of this writing, adds $800 to
the price of any TNT (the V and V-HR
models are priced with SDS), or is
available for $1000 separately.
JMW Memorial 12.5 tonearm
The JMW 12" Memorial tonearm has
been tweaked as well, resulting in anom -

ber of small changes and the "12.5" appellation (the ".5" denotes an upgrade, not an
increase in length). As noted above, the
arm is now mounted using asingle, largediameter nut that screws directly onto the
armtube, resulting in amuch more rigid
coupling to the annboard or plinth.
Rigidity is also improved with the addition of asecond contact point: asmall pillar near the armrest. Once VTA is set, the
pillar is screwed down until it firmly contacts the annboard or plinth, and is then
locked in place.

Description: Integrated manual,
belt-drive turntable and tonearm.
Prices: TNT V-HR, including JMW
12.5 tonearm and SDS, $8000.
Tonearm only, $2800. Optional
SDS motor/speed controller,
$1000 ($800 if purchased with
turntable). Approximate number
of dealers: 69. Warranty: 5years,
turntable &tonearm.
Manufacturer: VPI Industries, 77
Cliffwood Ave. #38, Cliffwood, NJ
07721. Tel: (732) 583-6895. Fax:
(732) 946-8578. Web: www.vpi
industries.com.
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VPI
A weight has been added to either side
of the azimuth adjustment collai; to move
more mass to below the bearing's pivot
point. Similarly, anew counterweight
design is used to further reduce the arm's
center of mass. Inside the armtube, the
damping has been improved with the
addition of athird layer of elastomer near
the bearing end of the tube. And in one of
those obvious-once-you-see-it touches, a
small Vgroove is machined into the top of
the headshell. Why? So the user can easily set asmall tube (supplied) atop the
headshell to more easily gauge headshell
tilt while setting azimuth. Neat!
The retail price of the new arm is
$2800 — the same as the previous version. The older unit, the JMW Memorial 12", will remain in the lineup at a
reduced price of $1800. On the drawing
board, according to Weisfeld, is anofrills version of the arm that will delete
all of the adjustability, the interconnect
box, etc., but will maintain the unit's
basic quality and retail for $800-$900.

quendy. Second, Igot the best result using
the lowest possible air pressure that still
"floated" the towers. More than that
seemed to impose avery slight mist on
low-level deuils; abit of extra effort here
is worth the trouble. Finally, Isuggest paying religious attention to keeping the belts
well-powdered and carefully aligned. I
found that abit of misalignment or a
slightly sticky belt immediately showed
up as aperceptible fluctuation in speed.
My only other comment is that while
the TNT wasn't at all finicky, it did seem
to be avery stable, low-noise platform. It
will clearly and audibly showcase any
deficiencies in the chain, from apoorly
recorded LP to aslightly gritty or sticky
stylus. As Ispent more time with the
TNT V-HR, Ifound myself returning
to tweak the setup again and again — not
to correct settings that had drifted, but to
further optimize and wring even more
information from the grooves.

Use and Listening
Ifound it difficult to make adefinitive
comparison between the TNT V-HR/
Setup
12.5 and the TNT V/JMW 12" combo
The Hot Rod replaced my TNT Vin my
system, and has overlapped anumber of that it replaced, because they never oversystem changes and other reviews. I lapped in my system. The change-out
coincided with the remodeling of my lisbegan my listening using aGrado Refertening room, so several weeks elapsed
ence cartridge, but upgraded midway to
between setups.
the wonderful new Statement Reference,
Another complicating factor was that
both feeding my VAC CPA1 Mk.II Iprethe remodeling changed the character of
amplifier or the Conrad-Johnson Premy listening room. Before, the room was
mier 15/17LS combination.
slightly warm, with adistinct peak in the
The TNT-HR's integrated toneami
80-120Hz region, but attenuated someand deletion of the tri-pulley assembly
made setting it up asnap. Similarly, ad- what in the low bass. Now the room is
much more neutral —perhaps even abit
justing and using the 'table were straightcool —with much better extension at the
forward and intuitive. A few points bear
frequency extremes, and the new, hard
mention, however. First, the TNT likes to
surfaces result in avery fast, live sound.
be level — really level—so check it fre-

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Grado Statement
Reference, The Reference, BenzMicro LO4 cartridges.
Digital source: Wadia 861, Simaudio Moon Eclipse CD players.
Preamplifier: VAC CPA1 Mk.III,
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15 phono
stage and Premier 17 line stage.
Power amplifiers: Classé CAM350, Mark Levinson No20.6, and
VTL Ichiban monoblocks, VAC
Renaissance 70/70.
Loudspeakers: Magnepan MG3.6/R,
Impact Technologies Airfoil 52.
Cables: Nirvana SX Ltd., Nordost
Valhalla, Synergistic Research Designer's Reference and Resolution
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Reference, Alpha-Core Micro-Purl,
TQ2, and MI2.
Accessories: Duo-Tech Cable BurnIn device, Bright Star isolation systems, MIT Z Systems, PAC Super
IDOS and Nirvana AC isolation and
AC delivery systems, VPI HW16.5
record-cleaner, Nordost ECO3 and
Musical Fidelity DiskSolution CD
treatments, Tiptoes, Sumiko Fluxbuster and Needle Nektar, Shedd/
XLO Test & Burn-in CD, Synergistic
Research A/C Master Couplers and
Reference Master Couplers, Echo
Busters room-treatment products.
—Brian Damkroger

TNT

V-HR

& INIW

12.5

One of the TNTs characteristics, in all its
incarnations, has been aslightly bloomy
bottom end, so Istruggled abit sorting
that out in the context of my "new" room.
Finally — and most significantly —
the changes between the two versions of
the TNT were very subtle. There was
nothing here as dramatic as the switch
from spring to air suspension in the
TNT V, or replacing the old PLC to the
SUS controller. Nonetheless, Ithink that
the HR/12.5 improved on its predecessor's performance in acouple of areas.
With the HR/12.5 combo, there
seemed to be alittle more space and air
throughout the soundstage and alittle
better ambience retrieval than with the
previous version. At one point during the
review Iwas listening to the lovely second
movement, Allegretto scherzando, of Bartók's
Oncertofor Orchtera, with Reiner conducting the CSO (RCA/Classic LSC-1934). I
zeroed in on apassage in which aseries of
soft, slow snare-drum rolls is followed by
adelicate oboe line —the oboe enters just
as the final echo of the drums fades out.
What typically happens is that each
instrument paints avivid picture of its
portion of the soundstage and the adjoining walls, but the two sounds are never
quite woven together. The split second of
silence between drum and oboe seems to
be matched by aslight spatial seam, athin
line of nothingness between the two parts
of the soundstage that I'd always chalked
up to miking patterns.
With the HR TNT, the seam was
gone. Icould clearly hear the echoes of
the drum fade away before the oboe
entered, but with the HR, they were
simply in different portions of the same,
continuous ambient space — aspace that
encompassed the entire soundstage.
When the rest of the orchestra dropped
out from around the oboe abit later in
the movement, it didn't leave behind an
electromechanical silence; the ambience
seemed to flow in behind the instruments, leaving acoherent, tangible portrayal of the hall. Ifelt as if Icould sense
the musicians' presence — breaths held,
bows poised above strings.
Another area where the new rig improved on the previous version was in its
reproduction of transients. Leading edges
of notes, from the very soft to the loudest, most explosive crescendo, were all a
little sharper and cleaner than before. As
aresult, the HR's overall presentation
seemed tighter, but without losing any of
the TNT's beguiling coherence and
effortless, relaxed feel. It just sounded as
if everyone had sharpened up their playing ever so slightly, or was having one of
those days when everything just dicks.
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NEW JL2 Stereo Amp
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$449
Tributaries
Music Wave
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$499 Wireworld Equinox 4.5m $379
MN.
0010 1
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$99
VISA
$699
Ultra Doll AES/EBU
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Remember:
You're never too old to play with toys!
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in Stock
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Idon't know if the HR/12.5's added
detail and precision resulted from aslightly lower noise floor (as Harry Weisfeld
suggested), from abit more rigidity in the
mechanical pathways, or both. Whatever
the cause, the combo did seem to extract
abit more information from the gloom
than its predecessor, which translated into
more snap and life and amore involving
performance. With the HR, it was abit
easier to close my eyes and imagine the
sounds originating within the soundstuge
rather than at the stylus/record interface.
Iwas playing aseries of LPs for afriend
one evening, mostly pop and rock albums
from her late-70s/early-'80s high-school
days —Meat Loaf; Loggins and Messina,
Joe Jackson, Modern English, etc. Over
and over she would smile, shake her head,
and say things like, "Wow...I never heard
that guitar before," or "I never knew there
were three harmony parts there.. that's
really nice." Admittedly, she'd never heard
high-end audio before, so it was easy to
make an impression. But when Ipulled
out afew of rig old favorites to play for
her, the new TNTs performance had me
hearing new things, too.
On "Unknown Legend," from Neil
Young's Harvest Moon (Reprise 45057-1),
for example, fading echoes around the
instruments and voices arc used to create
an eerie artificial soundstage. With the
HR, the effect was much more noticeable; the space seemed to open up and
expand to an extent that surprised me.
On "Ave Maria," from Solo Pieces finDouble-Bass and Piano (Musical Heritage
Society MHS 3807), Thorvald Fredin's
bass seemed richer and more resonant
than Iremembered, and sounded quicker
and more alive. And on the lowest notes,
the tone was so pure and solid that it
seemed as if Icould feel the individual
vibrations of the instrument's body. (Solo
Pitres is agreat album: anicely performed,
eclectic set of lovely duets with pianist
Lars Roos.)
On another old favorite, "You're aBig
Boy Now," from John Sebastian'sJohn B.
Sebastian (Reprise 6379), Iwas struck
again by how effortless and natural the
TNT/12.5 combo sounded. The notes
and vibrations were more complex as
well, more tonally vivid. Ifelt as if Iwas
hearing more deeply into them, and
could better unravel their harmonic
nuances. And for the first time, Igot a
slight sense of space around the guitar's
body, and asense of chest or body behind
Sebastian's voice. Incredible.
All of the TNT's traditional virtues
successfully made the transition to the
HR version as well, chief among them
the easy, effortless feel and the unstrained,
Stereophile, December 2001

natural way notes started and stopped.
The soundstage was deep and wide,
extending well beyond, and seeming to
disolvc the speakers and my listeningroom walls. The images were vivid and
three-dimensional, with tangible stability
and solidity.
Present, too, was the slightly warm
tonal balance. Although the mid- to upper
bass was articulate and well-defined, it was
also just atouch bigger than life. Ray
Brown's bass on Oscar Peterson's Night
Train (Verve V6-8538) was agood example: articulate, round, and bouncy, but just
abit warmer than on CDs, or with some
other 'table/arm combinations. It's not a
large coloration, or the least bit amusical,
but more like the character imposed by a
slightly warm club or hall.
The very bottom end, on the other
hand, was exceptionally tight and fast,
and an improvement on the TNT V's
already excellent performance. This was
most evident in the reproduction of
massed double basses. There was abetter
sense of detail, speed, and solidity with
the 12.5/HR combo. Orchestras seemed
even more solidly grounded, and more
firmly and naturally linked with the
surrounding ambient environment.
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Summing Up
The VI'l TNT V-HR/JMW 12.5 com-

bination represents another step forward
in the continuing refinement of Harry
Weisfeld's TNT series. These changes
probably wouldn't have occurred to me,
but they made perfect sense once I'd seen
them. And, like most of the TNTs evolutions, the V-HR changes resulted in slight
but noticeable, and musically significant,
improvements on the previous version.
Iheartily recommend the TNT series
and the JMW Memorial toneami —and
particularly this HR/12.5 combination—
to anyone in the market for aturntable. It's
thoughtfully designed, beautifully built,
simple and intuitive to set up and use —
and, quite likely, one of the premier record-playing systems on the market today.
And although it's expensive at $8000, the
price is competitive within the cadre of
topflight analog rigs now available.
For owners of earlier TNTs, the question of whether or not to upgrade is a
vexing one. It's tough to say that the
changes are large enough to merit aswap.
On the other hand, they're just the sort of
subtle improvements that make aperformance seem abit more captivating-and
allow you to rediscover old favorite
albums all over again. It's tough to put a
price on that, but now that I've heard the
TNT V-HR/JMW 12.5 combination in
my system, Icouldn't go back.
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New Boulder 1012 DAC/Preamplifier. One part super-powerful
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"upandoversampling" DSP D/A converter for stunning realism from CDs.

Totem

One part sumptuous analog preamp, with high-gain phono section. Add a

Transfiguration
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PS Audio Ultimate Outlet AC conditioner

p

SAudio's Power Plant AC-regeneration devices have taken the
audio and home-theater worlds
by storm. The P300 was voted "2000
Accessory of the Year" in Stereophile
(December 2000), and the P600 won
the 'Editors' Choice Platinum Award"
in Stereophile Guide to Home Theater (January 2001). The Power Plant differs from
conventional power-line conditioners
(PLCs) in that it doesn't just "clean up"
AC but actually synthesizes (or regenerates) it. Each Power Plant is essentially a
special-purpose amplifier, producing AC
to run the equipment plugged into it,
the maximum output wattage indicated
by the model number. (The most
powerful Power Plant available is the
P1200, which produces 1200W.)
And it works. Almost every piece of
equipment seems to benefit from getting its AC from aPower Plant —even
high-end preamplifiers with sophisticated power supplies (see my review in
Stereophile, Vol.22 No.12 and John
Atkinson's "Follow-Up" in Vo123 No.5,
both available on-line at www.stereo
phile.com/showarchives.cgi?181). The
MultiWave option extends the functioning of the Power Plant by including
complex waveforms that have the
potential to drive audio equipment
power supplies more effectively than
standard 60Hz AC (see Vo123 No.12,
also at the same web URL).
Although the Power Plant is awonderful product, it's not without some
drawbacks. First of all, there is cost:
the P300 with MultiWave and fan is
$1245— more than reasonable, considering the technology and the sonic
benefits, but still too much for many
audiophiles. With the P600, you're
looking at $2395, and the P1200 will
set you back $3999 —again, not excessive, considering the fact that you're
getting a beefy amplifier for your
money, but not acasual purchase for
most people. They're big, heavy, and —
at least the P300 —tend to produce a
fair amount of heat.
The P300 will run source components and most preamplifiers, but it
does not have enough output for anything but very-low-powered amplifiers.
Stereophile, December 2001

PS Audio Ultimate Outlet—view of duplex AC socket

As arule, aclass-AB amplifier draws
twice the power that it delivers, so a
250Wpc stereo amplifier would need
up to MOW, and that would require
the P1200, which weighs 150 lbs and is
almost 3' long! And, of course, there's
the associated cost of electricity just to
run the Power Plant, the wattage draw
being similarly up to twice the rated
output; it', 600W for the P300, 1200W
for the P600, and awhopping 2400W
for the P1200. (However, as the Power
Plants run in class-AB, not class-A, at
least the idle current is relatively low.)
The Ultimate Outlet was designed to
provide power-line conditioning at a
lower price than the Power Plant
devices, and, when used in conjunction
with aPower Plant, to produce further
reduction of noise and electromagnetic
interference (EMI).
Technology
The Ultimate Outlet (UO) is asmallish
metal box with an IEC input connector
at one end and aduplex AC socket at
the other. Inside the box is atype of
transformer called abalun. Prior to my
acquaintance with the UO, the only
balun that Iwas familiar with was the
type used to match a75 ohm coaxial
antenna cable to the 300 ohm antenna

terminals of aTV set. In fact, balun
transformers are used widely in
RF/microwave transmission applications, but, according to PS Audio's Paul
McGowan, the UO represents the first
use of abalun in an AC power context.
A balun is afairly simple device, consisting of adonut of iron with wire
wrapped around each half of the donut.
The balun used in the UO has the wire
connected directly from input to output,
so that it's not like an isolation trans-

Description: Power-line conditioner.
Dimensions: 5" W by 3'43"H by
71
/"D. Weights: Standard model,
2
3lbs; High Current model, 4lbs.
Prices: Standard, $299; High Current (15-amp IEC or 20-amp IEC
connector), $399. Warranty: 3
years parts & labor (transferable).
Approximate number of dealers:
sold direct.
Manufacturer: PS Audio, 3050
Broadway, Boulder, CO 80304.
Tel: (877) 772-8340, (720) 4068946. Fax: (720) 406-8967. Web:
www.psaudio.com.
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that's all you care about. T&A, T&A. Tubes and amps.
Well... here. Here's your pictures. Enjoy!
NEW! CARY SLP-2002 PRE-AMP

52999

True Balanced design with both balanced and single ended
inputs and outputs. Remote operated motorized four gang
volume control. Cinema bypass switching. Using both 6H30
and 5814 tubes. Tube headphone jack for private listening.

SPECIAL SALE PRICES!
on every model of Sonic Frontiers Power series amps,
and Line series preamps.
You can own top rated, brand new, warranteed
equipment for way less than you think!

All considered, the Njoe Tjoeb represents a
fantastic bargain — aclear 100 on our value
for the money scale. —Dick Olsher, Senior Editor,

Njoe Tjoeb 4000 CD Player

www.enjoythemusic.com
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New dual mono op-amps, atube outputstage with twice the filter caps. Jitter reducing Supercrystal, toroidal transformer,
AC Noise Killer, and digital out. Visit our web site at www.upscaleaudio.com to find out more information, and to order.
IN STOCK: Audible Illusions, Sonic Frontiers, Audio Electronics Supply, Avantgarde, Bel Canto, Balanced Audio Technology, Cary, Sunfire, Manley, B&K, Anthem, Chang, Tannoy,
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PS
former. The claimed advantages of the balun-based
over the series/parallel
filter or isolation-transformer-based approaches
to power-line conditioning
are: a) cancellation of noise
at amuch wider range of
frequencies, b) reduction
of differential as well as
common-mode noise, and
c) no limitation of power.
Of course, these advantages will exist only if the
balun transformer is "well-designed" —
and agreat deal of work at PS Audio has
gone into determining the right size of
balun for this application, selection of the
appropriate wire (heavy-gauge Litz), making sure the windings around each half of
the donut match exactly, and, in general,
selecting all components with optimal
audio and video quality as criteria. The
UO includes protection from power-line
spikes and surges, and its ability to clean
up AC is said to be bidirectional, so that
noise and harmonics generated by equipment plu :cd into it arc not dumped back
into the power line, where they are likely
to affect other components.
Three versions of the UO are available: Standard (15 amp), High Current
with 20-amp IEC connector, and High
Current with 15-amp IEC connector.
The Standard is recommended for any
source or video equipment, as well as
small solid-state power amps. The High
Current U0s are for tube power amps
and solid-state amps rated at more than
100Wpc. The High Current U0s are
internally identical, differing only in the
type of input connector used. (PS
Audio initially produced the High Current model only with the 20-amp IEC
plug, but later they decided to offer it
with the 15-amp IEC plug so that it can
be used with a variety of high-end
power cords, which are not normally
available with a20-amp IEC plug.)
The High Current U0s have the
same size balun as the Standard, but the
parallel wires wrapped around the
donut effectively double the thickness
of wire used in the Standard version
without increasing the inductance. The
High Current U0s also feature aspecial
high-quality duplex AC socket called a
Power Port, which is also available separately for $49.95, and is recommended
by PS Audio as areplacement for all
wall sockets used with audio/video
equipment. PS Audio provided two
samples of the Standard UO and two
High Current 20-amp IEC U0s, but
the High Current samples were from
Stereophile, December 2001
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Listening to the system with AC coming
directly from the wall
socket rather than the
P300, Iwas struck by
how comparatively lifeless and flat the music
sounded. It was almost as
if someone had turned
down the volume while I
wasn't looking — an observation that
echoes aconunent Imade in my original
review of the P300. Iknow that there was
no actual change in level; Ithink the subjective difference in loudness was afunction of the difference in noise level, and
thus the signal/noise ratio. Dynamics
were more restrained and transients lost
PS Audio Ultimate Outlet—
some of their crispness. The soundstage
view of IEC input connector
seemed to shrink in depth, and images
within the soundfield became slightly
hazy. Iventure to say that anyone hearing
With AC coming directly
the system for the first time would still
have been impressed —but for me, accusfrom the wall socket
tomed as Iwas to the sound of the system
with the P300 in it, going back to untreatrather than the P300,
ed AC was amajor letdown.
was struck by how
Changing to the Standard 110 (Lab
Cable from wall socket to UO, Mini
comparatively lifeless and
Lab Cable from UO to Juice Bar)
restored much of the sound quality I'd
flat the music sounded.
been used to with the P300 providing
the AC. There was anoticeable increase
in transient crispness and dynamics, an
improvement in the focus of images
the first production nin, and had normal
hospital-grade sockets rather than
within the soundstage, and, in general,
Power Ports.
music became more involving. The
sound was not as good as with the
MultiWave-equipped P300, but I'd say
Sound
The first question Iwanted to answer
it was at least halfway to it.
was whether plugging audio equipReplacing the Standard 110 with the
High Current 20-amp IEC version
ment into the 110 would result in asignificant improvement over the sound I (using the supplied power cable with its
got with the equipment plugged direct- 20-amp IEC plug) brought about afurly into the wall sockets. Inormally have
ther advance in sound quality. Dynamics
my preamp, digital front end, and
were improved; the soundstage became
turntable plugged into a PS Audio
deeper, and there was some increase in
P300 Power Plant (MultiWave set at bass clarity. Ifound this surprising, in
"SSS," indicated voltage reduced to
that the current draw of the preamp and
source components was well below the
112V to compensate for the P300's
inflated readout at this setting). To
Standard UO's 15-amp rating, so there
refresh my memory of what the system
was no reason to believe that the Stansounded like without benefit of the
dard UO's current capability was in any
Power Plant, Iplugged the preamp and
way alimiting factor. Still, the High Cursource components into aPS Audio
rent UO sounded better.
Juice Bar power strip, and the Juice Bar
Very late in the auditioning process,
into the wall socket (hospital grade,
Ireceived asample of the High Curdedicated line) via the same PS Audio
rent 15-amp IEC from current producLab Cable that had been connected to
tion. This had the new Power Port
the P300. The Juice Bar has three
duplex sockets, and the 15-amp IEC
Power Ports, but no power-line-condiconnector allowed me to use the Lab
tioning circuitry. Iused it because there
Cable. The High Current UO/Lab
were not enough conveniently located
Cable combination sounded better
wall sockets to accommodate the plugs
still, to the extent that it was very
from all the equipment.
nearly equal to the effect of the P300
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Get Serious About This Holiday Season.
Hi. My name is TyII Hertsens, and I'm the president of HeadRoom. Iwrite the ads for
HeadRoom, usually with a corporate voice. This time, however, I'd like to talk with you
personally. It seems to me that recent events have triggered in our hearts avery real but
previously dormant awareness of the amazing value of the people around us. In the days
immediately following the horror we freed our hearts to feel the intense value of people
around us, waving to each other on the street and waiting breathlessly for the wave back.
Our hearts spoke to us the cure as we gave and received the dozen daily doses of caring

The HeadRoom Max

needed to make it from one moment to the next. The darkness that had been thrust upon

$1777

us had done naught but destroy our blindness and allow us to see the true source of light
in our lives: our own heart and the hearts of our fellow Americans acting freely in love. We
saw afresh the peaceful power that is our heritage, and it was us.
Koss
Porto Pro Jr's
$34.95

All too soon however, the gentle voice of our hearts slowly began to surrender to the
returning din of our daily hustle-bustle. Getting back to business, we were told, was the
business of the day, and voices all around clamored the fact that companies and jobs
would fall away if we didn't get bock to our normal habits of consumption. Somewhere in
the midst of this transition between mourning and reanimating America, however, we
experienced odd moments of realization when our freshly sensitized heart saw the
absurdity of our culture of selfish consumption. That weekend in Maui or that killer pair
of speakers which was so strongly desired just lost month, now seemed peculiarly irrelevant. Ithink our reluctance to buy stuff was more than just the sadness of our loss; Ithink
our hearts had now grown too big to be comfortable with desires so small.
Then Madison Avenue came to our rescue (or so they told us) with their unbelievably
agile and accurate ability to monitor and mold the American psyche. Words and images

The
Etymotic

of patriotism and morality designed to associate extraordinary value with products and
companies were targeted directly at our vulnerably enlarged hearts. We were shown we

ER4S

could replace our ill-fitting previous gluttony with anew and improved type of consumerism; on All-American consumerism where money spent was o vote to sustain the eco-

sealing

nomic system that supported the culture that had been our custom. (Did you see Chrysler's

eorbuds

"Drive=love" advertisements!?) Ithink they missed the point. Ibelieve that our collective

$269

heart has grown large enough to desire more than culture built on corporate commercialism and has begun to demand aculture and economy loosed on the recently rediscovered
value of each citizen.
My hope now is that we have the will to vote with our wallets for lives of ahigher quality.
Ihope we will learn to patronize companies and purchase products that demonstrate a
real ability to serve and care for consumers. No more should we accept companies that
Grado
SR60's
$69

value us so little that they ask us to pay for cheap crop encased in translucent turquoise
plastic and perky purple packaging made and sold at the lowest possible price. No more
should we blithely suck sugar water and swallow mystery meat from companies that
really don't care that they ore encouraging us to be afat, unhealthy nation. This holiday
season you have the opportunity to buy from companies filled with people who demonstrate asincere concern for you and your needs; who engage with you personally and
want to serve you in your efforts to serve others in gift giving. This year show all
companies, foreign and domestic, that you ore willing to pay for, but expect, the love and
care warranted by your extraordinary value. Give gifts based on the asking of and
listening to the voice in your heart, and support companies that strengthen that dialog,
carrying products and services designed with ogenuine desire to serve.
We feel the products pictured on this page ore remarkable examples of such goodness.
Please call us if you feel someone in your life would be well served by the gift of music
through headphones. We'd love to help you serve them well.

www.headphone.corn
The Total FlirHead, RirBag, &
Sennheiser 495 package $249

HeadRoom

PS
in the standard 60Hz position. (The
P300 with MultiWaveSS5 engaged
was still ahead in dynamics.) Ido like
the more robust 20-amp IEC connector; unfortunately, the Lab Cable and
most other high-end power cables
come with 15-amp plugs.
Since the P300 doesn't have enough
output to run most amplifiers comfortably, my normal practice is to use it
only for the preamp and source components, letting the amplifiers make do
with AC from the wall socket. This is
the way Iinitially set up the 47 Laboratory Gaincard (also reviewed in this
issue) and the Quicksilver Horn Mono
amplifiers (review to come). Running
the amplifiers so that they got their
power from aUO (I used the 20-amp
IEC version) resulted in improvements
similar to what Ihad found when used
at the front end (improved clarity, better dynamics), but the effects were
smaller in magnitude. Ialso tried the
UO with the Bryston 9B-THX
(120Wx5) in my home-theater system,
again with abeneficial effect.

supply. To use aUO at the input of the
Power Plant might seem redundant, or
to amount to overkill. Nevertheless, PS
Audio says that, used in this configuration, the UO can produce some useful
"pre-cleaning" of the AC, with further
sonic benefits.
Well, Itried this combination, and I
have to agree with PS Audio's recommendation. The difference was not

Audio

provements, Iwould put on the lowest
level the addition of aUO after the 1'300
just for digital components.

Buying Guide
For those unfortunate souls whose
audio systems are still powered by AC
as it comes out of the wall socket, Irecommend PS Audio's Standard Ultimate Outlet as the least expensive
product that demonstrates the audible
benefits of PSA's approach to powerline conditioning.
The High Current UO is
However, if you can afford $299 for the
Standard, Istrongly urge that you spend
recommended for
the extra $100 for the High Current UO
(15- or 20-amp IEC version, depending
all amplifiers.
on what type of power cord you use).
With the High Current UO, you get the
higher-quality Power Port socket (which
night-and-day, but the sound became a would cost $49.50 if you were to buy it
separately) and sound quality that's signifbit more open and more dynamic, and
icantly better than with the Standard UO.
there was some reduction of upperAlthough the P300 Power Plant offers
frequency grain. The results were better
even better sonic performance, it does so
with the High Current UO than with
at amuch higher initial cost, and has the
the Standard.
disadvantages of an amplifier compared
Ialso tried plugging the UO (Stanto apassive component like the UO:
dard or High Current) into one of the
heat, ongoing cost of power consumpP300's outputs, then plugging the digital
Overkill?
tion, and having to find the space for yet
The Power Plant takes raw AC from
source components into the UO. This is
the recommended setup for preventing another bulky component in your listenthe wall, converts it to DC, then coning room.
the digital components from dumping
verts it back to AC, precisely regulating
One practical limitation of the UO is
noise back into the P300. Icompared
the output voltage and using aDSPthat it has only two AC sockets, which
based signal generator to produce a the sound of this combination to the
sound with the digital components
means that you'll probably have to
pure 60Hz AC sinewave or the alternaspring for ahigh-quality power bar like
plugged directly into the P300. Result:
tive MultiWave combination of waveno difference that Icould consistently
PS Audio's Juice Bar — another $199.
forms. The Power Plant's output has
identify. This is not to say that there
(You don't want to compromise here by
demonstrably lower noise and distorwould be no audible effect with other getting a$9.95 Home Depot special.)
tion than raw AC, and might be expectThe High Current UO is recommended
ed to be impervious to all but the most
digital components or in other systems,
but in the hierarchy of PLC-related ¡anfor all amplifiers.
marked variations in the quality of AC
For those who already have aP300,
adding aHigh Current UO upstream
would represent an improvement in
Associated Equipment
sound quality that's more than commensurate with the price. You might also
Analog source: Linn LP12 turn- SPM, Nirvana S-L with Avantgarde
want to try another UO at the output of
Uno 2.0 wiring harness. AC: PS
table (fully updated), Ittok tonearm,
the P300 just for digital components,
Audio Lab Cable, Mini Lab Cable,
AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx cartridge.
but my experience suggests that this is
Digital source: PS Audio Lambda TARA Labs Decade.
not going to make as much of adifferII CD transport, Perpetual Tech- Accessories: PS Audio P300 AC
synthesizer, Monolithic Sound P3
ence as aUO at the input side. (PS
nologies P-1A/ModWright P-3A
Audio's 30-day haine trial policy makes
power supply, Argent RoomLenses
digital processors.
(4), Bright Star Little Rock (atop
checking this out easy.)
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
The product I'd like to see from PS
CD transport), Shakti stone (atop
Technology SL-1 Ultimate.
Audio is aPower Plant with abuilt-in
Power amplifiers: 47 Laboratory
Monolithic Sound P3 power supHigh Current UO at the input. This
4706 Gaincard with 4700 Power ply), VPI DB-5 "magic bricks" (atop
would mean less clutter, save the cost of
Perpetual Technologies digital
Humpty power supply, Quicksilver
one high-end power cord, and, in all likeprocessors), Arcici Suspense Rack,
Horn Monos.
lillood, the sound would be as good as or
Loudspeakers: Avantgarde Acoustic Vistek Aurios MIE component supports, PolyCrystal amplifier stand,
better than with aseparate UO. Iwon't
Uno 2.0.
be surprised if this is incorporated into the
Furutech RD-1 CD demagnetizer,
Cables: Digital: Mystic Reference
next generation of Power Plant products.
I
2S, Illuminati Orchid AES/EBU.
Auric Illuminator CD treatment.
—Robert Deutsch
In any case, the Ultimate Outlet gives PS
Interconnect: Nordost Quattro Fil,
Nirvana S-L. Speaker: Nordost
Audio another winner in the power-lineconditioning sweepstakes.
Stereophile, December 2001
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Marble

56 each

DISC GUARDS 510 10 pi.,

Gold

Sonic Circles

www.needledoctor.com •e-mail info@needledoctorcom •612.378.0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E., MPLS MN 5541
Grado
RS 1 ...5695

KIM3ER KA.BE

RS 2 .. .5495
cee
Acoustic Signature Analog
One MK II List Price .55,900
Introductory Price.. .$3,500

New Acoustic Signature'
Tango Phono Preamp mm/mc
List Price

$999

Introductory Price .
• v.

SR325 ..$295
SR225 —5200

6

5599

«A('

Nitty Gritty
Mini Pro Fully Auto.

.5689

Rega RB-900
Rega RB-600
Rega RB-300

$42
95
5

$475

Rega RB-250

$325

1.5FI Semi Auto
1.5 Semi Automatic
1.0 Manual

. 5395
5239

Record Master

$995
56

Acoustic Signature Impact
List Price
$5 000
Introductory Price ..53,000
Acoustic
received

Signature Impact
higher rating then

SME 10. Acoustic Signature
Impact received 4 Stars SME
10 received 3 Stars.
-Stereo Germany 8/01

590

#1 Power Cleaner

$203

HD 580
HDC451-1

14e

524"

55.11b. 35.411 x

RP-202 Locking Banana ..57,

$95

..5125
$249

.1 . . tl

Creek OBH-SSE mm . .S.325
Creek OBH-8 mm
$199

RP-137T Locking RCA ...514

$24"

RP-138T Locking RCA ...514

Cardas
Sweep Record

A
JA Michell Gyro SE II .51795

Kuzma Stabi S

leZEROSTAT

Orbitrac
39"
New From Pro-ject -The
Phono Box" mm/mc
5120

$1200

$3,

...n 4

142"d xiarw
AO SorboGel Mat

.$15
.510

BP-221 Banana

Z560 . .5350
5 Shelf

519

Monster X Terminator
Locking Banana
$60 4,
RP-201 Locking Banana
BP-214 Dual Banana

#2 & #3 Combo Kit . .S50"
#4 & #5 Combo Kit . ..541"
Creek OBH-9 mc

$84 Im ;

5199"

Sound
Organization

#2 Record Preservative $35#2 Record Preservative S212
#3 Record Cleaner ..
520

#1 & #2 Combo Kit
$63
#1, #2 & #3 Combo Kit .$83"

$2 200

$150 Im e

PBJ

HD 433
$34 -

#5 Stylast Preservative $28''

clearaudio
Champion 2

.. 5240 Im

Hero

Noise Cancellation Headset

#1 Power Cleaner

#4 Stylus Cleaner

Silver Streak

SEPINHEIZER

5349"
Ring Mat

..S595 lair

5399

171

Ana SM.°

HD-600
Lay'

Lehmann Audio

Monolithic PS-1

.$69

5259

Rae .Comp.
Black Cube mm/mc.

.S150
..595

SR60

1 9 9 8

LAST:
Stereophlle

SR125
SR80

$24
boa., y

RP-154T Locking RCA ....59

Plateau
DS-5A $274"

Z-4A $199"

5 Shell

4 Shelf

DS-6A $309"
6 Shelf

Z-5A $224"
5 Shelf

RP-151T RCA

$7 j

ST BP-202 Dual Female .510 )

Zerostat 3

Stereophile
Rec .Comp.

$60
RP-148-2 Male to 2-F
ern $13;
Rie

audioquest

Monster HTS2000 .
AO Carbon Fiber Brush .S15

clearaudio
Champion

DB Protractor

SI 000

1

$49

clearaudio Protractor. .5150
Benz ABCD-1

$179"

SL-4A 5169"
4 Shelf
SL-5A 5189"
5 Shelf

FL-4A $1394 Shelf

FL-5A 5159"
5 Shelf

MC Cartridge D-Mag
Hunt EDA MK 6
Music Hall MMF-5
Music Hall MMF-2.1

.

$25

Sota Reflex Clamp .

.5189

5495

Sota I-Clamp

$68

5299

J.A. Michell Clamp

$50

VIBRAPOD
Discwasher VRP Rice Paper
free:one Sieves

..Srlg" 100

12" Poly/Paper

London Decca Brush ...525

$19

Plateau

S6 each

Plateau

Audio Prism
Quiet Lines .

535

CD Stop Light

. .519 -

Bedini
Clarifier
5149'

F-25

H-25

V-25

589'

$114 -

$219"

... .544 100

12" Paper Inner ....$22 100

Pro-fed t1.2

$319

Pro-ject Model 2

$499

Headshell Leads

Wood Classic

S750

AO HL -5

Perspective

5999

Sumiko HS-29 $20
clearaudio

520 rf"le
r

Molly Toes

e

Discwasher D4

.550

Discwasher
111Zaik
Shure SF-G2

e'el.

$25

D4 Fluid

$20

AO Little Feet
AO Big Feet

56 each
$45 4pc
$69" .1 pc

AO Sell-Stick Sheet
Blu-tak

. .$20
S10

S3"

Plateau
TSAT-52 $99"

1
1
StudioTech
G-5 $79"

Disc washer
CD Scratch Repair Kit .SIC
CD Laser Lens Cleaner S17
6 Brush System

Stylus Pressure Force Gauge
clearaudio Exact
Stanton STR 100 .......5449

$400

Discwasher
SC-2 $9"

Headshell

Stylus Cleaner

Cardas TC2 Torumat Contact

Stanton STR8-80

5299

Stanton STR8 60

5229

Sumiko HS-12

S40

Kontak

$40

Stanton STR8-50

5159

Stanton H4

$20

XLO TPC

51"

Cleaner

$20"

Preces

Chesky Demo Disc
Apollo W1 Wall Shelf ..5125

. ..51

XLO Test & Bum in CD
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America's #1 Turntable
For Two Grand!
Benz Micro
Ruby 2 53 03)0

Sumiko
libration Si 500

Lyra
Helikon 01 ,19,

Rega Jupiter 51895 /Planet $950

Ortofon
Jubilee SI ;50

List Price

Ortofon
Kontrapunk B Sq50

Acoustic Signature Final Tool
S3,700
Introductory Price

$2,000

"I do not understand how they can sell this
beautifully built and engineered product for $2000."
with its solid construction, superb bearing,
sophisticated electronic motor drive, provision for
multiple tonearms, and heavy, over sized, well damped platter-might be the best value out there.
...nothing at this price point compares in terms of
build quality and what you get for your two grand."
..."champ for price, performance and build quality.

arr.'
Ortolon
Ptrapunk A $600

r

clearaudio
irum/Beta 5350

Dynavector
DV-20X 5025

Grado
Sonata 0500

et*
Dynavector
10X4 S350

Now it's the Acoustic Signature Final Tool."
-Michael Fremer, Analog Corner, Stereophile 9/01
Rega Planar 3 $750

Sumiko
BPS S349

Rega Planar 2 S495
Rega Cartridges

4414
/
1

Shure
15 VxMR 5325

Ortofon
X5-MC 5325

Goldring
1042 S300

Bias
$125

Super Bias
5175

sws.#§4.4
Elys
S225

Super Elys
$395

Exact
S595

isophon

_à

Grado
Platinum 5300

Ortolon
0M-30 5285

Ortofon
MC 15 $250

Sumiko
Blue Point 5249

Ortofon
X3-MC $275

Galileo

Ortofon
X1 -MC S1.1

Grado
Red 5110

Audiotechnica
440 ML 599'

Shure
M97xE 599

Buy Factor Direct And

AO Coral S129

1m pr

•

AO Viper 5195 1m pr

AO Python S495 1m pr
Grado
Gold 5180

In Germany! Now
Available Exclusively
At The Needle Doctor!

The Needle Doctor!
"Vibrant, live sound
with thunderous bass
you can feel in your
belly!" -Jerry Raskin

AO Anaconda 5995 1m pr

Audio-Technica
0C-9 5199 -

Ortofon
0M-20 5195

#1 Rated Speakers

Save Thousands! Don't
Pay Audiophile Prices
For Audiophile
Equipment! Save At
AO Amazon SI 995 1m pr

1111

$1599

New Acoustic Signature Samba

en

IlinnInnrlhark

CRO

1,n nr

Cross Section

Europa

Vieta

'313

Fr 3,1

we

One call, one click for all your audiophile

•
LE.

•caco

CD, SACD, DVD, Hardware & Accessory needs!

Best Products, Best Prices, Best Service...Guaranteed!
New Featured Audiophile Recordings!
Groove Note Records
GRVI 008 Anthony Wilson/Our Gang
Composer, arranger, bandleader and
guitarist Anthony Wilson is one of the most

AUDIOPHILE LP 'S

AUDIOPHILE CO'S

Analogue Productions La's •517.49 8 up!
Classic Records 33/45rpm Lp's -517.99 8 up!

Analogue Prod. Alum/Gold Cd's -515.99/529.99!
Audiophoric Alum/Gold Cd's -515.99/$24.99!

Decca 180g Lp's •$29.99!

Audioquest Aluminum Cd's -$12.99!
Chesky Aluminum Cd's -$13.99!

DCC 180g Lp's -SCALE!
EMI/Alto:Testament La's -$29.99!

brilliant musicians working in the US jazz
scene today "It's like Jimmy Smith meets
Wes Montgomery. this album really swings!"
Available on 180a LP 24K Gold CD $29 99/$24 99
Also available. Bill Cunliffe Trialive at Bernie's og
45ram direct to disc limited edition ZIP set
$44.99. 24K Gold CD $24,99.

Audiophile LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's. Visit our webstore for more!

Killer organ, guitar and
drums jan trio!

Classic Records 180g LP's
CS8163-0 Miles Davis/Kind of Blue (Corrected Speed) $26.99
SD2-220 Led Zeppelin/Physical Graffiti 2LP set! $39.99
5D8416 Led Zeppelin/Presence $26.99
SD7204 Graham Nash/Songs For Beginners $26.99
SR25072 Basie 8 Bennett/Basie Swings, Bennett Sings $26.99

Multichannel/Stereo SACD's
DESACDM3288 Vodka 8 Caviar $24.99
FIMSACD032 River of Sorrow $24.99
FIMSACDM034 Jazz at the Pawnshop SCALL!
TELSAM60532 Sinatra 8 Riddle/Nice 'n Easy $24.99
TELSAM60540 Erich Kunzel/Music of The Beatles $24.99
TELSAM63473 Various/Music of the Weather Report $24.99

Don't forget
Elusive Disc,
Inc gift
certificates!
They make
great
stocking
stutters and
are available
on our
webstore or
by phone!

New Turntables, Cartridges & Headphones!
Clearaudio Turntables

DCC Gold Cd's -SCULL!

Groove Note Records 180g Lp's -529.99!

First Impression Gold HDCD's -$19.99!

King Super Analogue Lp's -529.99!

First Impression xrcd2 Cd's •524.99!

Mobile Fidelity 1.2 speed La's •SCALE!
Premonition Lp's •$29.99!

Groove Note Gold Cd's -524.99!
JVC xrcd'xrcd2 Cd's •525.99!

Speaker's Corner 180g La's •$29.99!

Mobile Fidelity Gold Cd's •SCALE!

Simply Vinyl 180g Ups -$29.99!
Vivante Records 180g Lp's •$29.99!

Premonition Cd's -514.99!
Reference Recordings Cd's -512.99!

AUDIOPHILE SACD'S Multichannel 8 Stereo
Analogue Productions SACD's -524.99!

Analogue Productions DAD's -529.99!

Audioquest SACD's •$22.99!
Chesky 8Delos SACD's -

Classic Records DAD's

dmp SACD's •$26.99!
First Impression SACD's -$24.99 8 up!

AUDIOPHILE DUD-AUDIO DISC'S

AUDIOPHILE 24'96 Music DUD'S
Chesky DAD's -$26.99!

Groove Note Records SACD's -524.99!
Red Rose Music SACD's •$24.99!

$24.99!

Surrounded By DUD-A's -S24.99'
•TELARC DUD-A's •524.99!

Sony SACD's -SCALE!

Labels also available Alto, Blue Note, CBS Hall Speed, European
Imports, M8K, Nautilus, Three Blind Mice, d2d, hall speed, Out of

Teton SACD's -$24.99!
TURTLE RECORDS 8OPUS 3SACD's •527.99!

Print Les and more! Don't see it, please contact us! Prices Shown

Water Lily SACD's -524.99!

reflect most single title, in-print releases! Prices may vary!

Analog/Digital Hardware & Accessories! Visit our webstore for more!
PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in 8package pricing!

TURNTABLES 8TONEARMS •Call for package pricing!

Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starting at $174.99!

Basis turntables Rego tonearms -starting at 51399.99!
•CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES starting at 5999.99!

Clearoudio's Champion,

•CLEARAUDIO (all models) •starting at $249.99!

Champion Level 2and Solution
tables combine line German

'GRADO (all models) -starting at S34.99!

Music Hall 2.1 57Turntables -starting at $269.99!

Koetsu (all models) -starting at 51499 -99!

Sumiko Project 1.2, 2, Wood Classic 8 Perspective -SCALE!
VPI HW-19 loll models) w. Rego or AO tonearms •SCULL!

craftsmanship with
outstanding value! All tables

Sumiko Blue Pointillue Point Special •SCALE!
Sumiko Celebration Peorwood Signature -SCALE!
Let our Analog specialists design apackage with you!

VPI Aries w JMW 10 or 10.5 tonearm -SCALE!
VPI TNT (all models) w JMW 12 or 12.5 tonearm

SCALE!

plinths, outboard motors and
awesome sound The Champion
can be upgraded to the
Solution supports up to 3
Ct
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tonearms and can be upgraded
çall or visit the webstore for

Clockwise Champion 2, Champion, Solution

incredible values on these
outstondina tables'

Clearaudio Phono Cartridges •German,

PHONO PREAMPS •Coll for package pricing!

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES

Phonomeno Benz-Lukaschek PP1 T-9 -SCALE!

filly Gritty 1.0, IS, 1.5FI, Mini Pro I(vinyl finish) -SCALE!

•CLEARAUDIO phono stages •starting at 5399.99!
Creek OBH-8 9OBH-8SE19SE -starting ot S169 99!
Sumiko Phono Box -$119.99!

Ditty Gritty 2.0, 2.5, 2.5FI, Mini Pro 2(wood finish) -SCALE!
VPI HW-I6.5 Semi Automatic Cleaner SCULL'
UPI HW-17F Fully Automatic Cleaner -SCULL!

AMPS. CD PLAYERS 8 TUNERS

CABLES AND POWER CORDS

Creek CO-43 MKII CD Player •SCALE!

Auchoquest Interconnects (all models)
Audioquest Speaker Cable (all models)
Audioquest Video Coble (all models)

Creek CD-53 CD Player -SCALE!
Creek 5350SE Integrated Amplifier

SCALE!

Creek T43 FM Tuner •SCALL!

Audioprism Foundation Power Cords

SCULL!

precision mode Aurum Beta SMK II phono cartridge
from Cleoroudio features a35mV output, special RF lead

ANALOG ACCESSORIES

body and possess on immediate, direct sound that is full
of energy and excitement! With acartridge trade-in

100 Pack Anti-static Inner Sleeves •529.99!

program available, pricing is extremely competitive! Wo

Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush •514.99!

Carry the entire line of Clearaudio movina coil and moving magnet phony
çartridaes. Visit our webstore or call for complete pricing and information

DIGITAL ACCESSORIES
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens •516.99! 3or more 514.99 ea!

100 Pack Japanese Resealoble Outer Sleeves -529.99!

Audioprism CD Black Light Mot •$34.99!
Auric Illuminator CD System -$36.99!

Basis Record Clamps -SCALE!

Bedini Dual Beam Ultra CD Clarifier -5149.99!

Benz-Asthetix Cartridge Demog -5179.99!

Purist Audio System Enhancer •5109.99!

Cardas Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in 8Demog Lp -$22.99!

Grado Headphones -Grado

'CARDAS SIGNATURE RCA CAPS (12 pack) -544.99!
Cartridge Man Digital Stylus Farce Gauge $299.99!

headphones can reproduce

os natural asoundstage from stereo recordings and provide
as much listening pleasure as agood pair of speakers do.
With Grado headphones, you will hear recordings with
greater clarity and with deeper bass than others! Grado

to meet full performance specifications in the U.S .A.
Pricing for Headphones starts at only 39.99! Grado Phone
Condit sstarts at iust S34,99! We carry the full Grade line
of products call or visit our webstore for the complete list

•CLEARAUDIO ALIGNMENT GAUGE -SI 49.99!
Expressimo Audio Rego AU heavyweights •$79.99!

Audioprism Quiet Line MC? Filters •$24.99 each!
Audioprism ACFX Amplifier Filters •SCALE!

Gruv Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!

Quantum Products Symphony/Symphony Pro •SCALE!
Quantum Products ElectroClear AC Filters -SCALL!

Hi -Fi News 8Review Test Lp -$29.99!
KAB Speed Strobe -579.99!
Milty lerostot Gun S54.99!

headphones are the antithesis of mass production, os each
Grado headphone is hand-assembled and closely scrutinized
Grado
headphones
are great
Christmas gifts!

LOUDSPEAKERS 8HEADPHONES

Record Research Labs LP#9 Stylus Cleaner -S24.99!
Record Research Labs Vinyl Wash 32oz •524.99!
Record Research Lobs Deep Cleaner .5oz -S24.99!

Epos Ml? Bookshelf Speakers -S799.99!
Epos MIS Floor Standing Speakers -$1149.99!
'GRADO HEADPHONES all models), RA- IAmplifier -SCALE!

Vibrapod Isolators (for all components) •S5.99 each!
VPI Synchronous Drive System -SCALL!

Call or visit our webstore for more hardware, accessories

VPI Record Clamps

& tweaks! 'denotes new items this month!

SCALE!

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-782-3472
•
•

Fax: (765)608-5341 Info: (765)608-5340
Hours: M-F 9am-6pm & Sat 11am-4pm EST
4020 FRONTAGE RD.
ANDERSON, IN 46013

POWER FILTERING 8CONDITIONING
Audioprism Foundation I, II 8 III •SCALE!

e-mail us at:
elusales@netdirect.net

CURRENT }
CATALOG

FREE WITH ORDER!!

DOMESTIC SHIPPING: (Average cost based on weight)
UPS Ground/Pnonly Mail. 1-4 LP,CD 55.$7 pdtl. LP, CD SOC ea.,
UPS 3-Day Soled: 1-3 LP/CD: $10-512 (odd LP/CD SI 00 each)
P', :) ,,r1 Day Au
1.3 LP/CD $15-517 adil. LP,C'
h)
FOR SHIPPING OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL. E-MAIL
OR FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND COSTS!
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Robert

Robert

A

s. sit down to write ayear'send musical retrospective, I
feel that the old columnwriting joke between Stereophile editor
John Atkinson and myself about first
needing asubject and, second, needing
it to make sense, will not be aproblem
this time out. For me, the music and
almost everything else about 2001
have been dwarfed in importance by
the mayhem wreaked on New York
on September 11.
Why those buildings full of people
were attacked by hijacked planes loaded
with people, and whether or not
America's past and present sins were the
cause, are arguments for another day. I'll
even save for later the revulsion Ifeel
toward our homegrown religious
extremists, who blamed gays, feminists,
and pro-choice infidels.
As aresident of New York who witnessed more of the horrific events of
that day than he wishes he had, what's
foremost in my mind are: the firehouse
near my home, which lost 12 of its crew
of 30; the acrid smell of burning flesh
and plastic that still pervades lower
Manhattan; and being part of acandlelight vigil on the Brooklyn Heights
Promenade with someone I've recently
connected with, partially because we
experienced the extraordinary events of
the crisis together.
It seems like adream, and it actually
happened. Even before Iwas surrounded by all this literal death, the music
world was abuzz with its own questions
of mortality: Is rock'n'roll dead? Has the
collapse of the classical music business
become astake through the heart of a
music that was already fast becoming a
museum piece? Will jazz ever recover
the inspiration it now lacks?
Iasked that last question again when
Irecently attended aconcert headlined
by alto saxophonist Charles McPherson
and trumpeter Wynton Marsalis, in
which it became squirmingly, painfully
clear that Marsalis, the standard-bearer
for his generation of jazz musicians if
not for jazz as awhole, simply cannot
play think-on-the-fly bebop.
Such intellectual and aesthetic hairballs now seem small and insignificant.
And yet, as always in times of crisis,
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music still holds its ace card of balm, or
at least escape, for the wounded soul.
For me, music represents the best part
of mankind's nature, and right now, I
feel the need to focus on that —at least
until Iturn on CNN and hear about the
next envelope from Florida being
opened or the next mental patient
bursting into acockpit. The very real
phenomenon of music as solace has perhaps never been more important, at
least for the residents of the five boroughs, than it is now.

To this nearly empty room,
ashy Cobain announced
that the band was going
to play anew song—
something about
"teen spirit."
That was confirmed for me at a
recent show by ex-Clash guitarist Joe
Strummer. The man was on fire —with
the new material he plays with his band
The Mescaleros, with old Clash tunes
like "Police and Thieves," and with a
blazing cover of "Blitzkrieg Bop" dedicated to the late Joey Ramone.
There's ever-present death again,
determined to make 2001 a year to
remember. But Strummer's exuberance,
accented by fits of his trademark leg
whip, made "Blitzkrieg Bop" not a
lainent for Ramone but acelebration of
him. The sparkle in the eyes of my partner from the Promenade when she was
introduced to the star himself made me
smile as Iremembered when I, too, first
felt the afterburners kick in, when just
being near the music and musicians
made me high.
Never higher, in fact, than the night I
saw Kurt Cobain and Nirvana play to an
audience of eight, four of them club
employees. To this nearly empty room, a
shy Cobain announced that the band
was going to play anew song—something about "teen spirit." Suddenly it was
as if all eight of us had been hit by lightning at the sanie moment. Iremember
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lying in bed later that night, sure I'd seen
something rare and important, afeeling
confimied this year when Nevermind, the
album on which that landmark tune first
appeared, reached its 10th birthday. Yes,
Cobain was unhappy as hell and took his
own life, but Nevennind lives on, the
music glorious and surprisingly wellrecorded. As Ihave with the questions
about American foreign policy that surround the Trade Center catastrophe, I
prefer to table, for now, debate about
Cobain's suicide and focus on the music
he left behind —perhaps the last great
rock album.
But I'm happy to introduce abit of
doubt into that last honor. Several
albums not reviewed in these pages in
2001 jut promisingly from an otherwise
featureless musical landscape. The
decade-long journey of Weezer found a
destination in 2001 with the release of
Wean- (Geffen), one of the most gleefully stoopid power-pop (accent on
"power") albums in recent memory.
Then there was the wild pitch of noisy
but coherent alterno-garage rock rumblings on White Blood Cells (Sympathy
for the Record Industry), by the duo
The White Stripes. Finally, I'm jumping
on The Strokes' bandwagon long enough to say that while they're probably
not God's answer to Job (or the second
coming of the 'Mats), their Televisionlike bar-band qualities and come-on of
Velvet Underground artiness, amply
displayed with asneer and an almost
too-pretty smile on their eponymous
first album (RCA), have acertain attractive urgency. None of these records may
quite be Nevermiud, but all give hope for
the future.
There were also flashes of promise
in classical music, where the clutch of
releases reviewed in this month's
"Building aLibrary" (p. 157) are encouraging signs. And in jazz, the presence of players like trumpeter Torn
Harrell and the emergence of several
youngish musicians, most notably
tenor saxophonist Chris Potter (to be
profiled in an upcoming issue of
Stereophile), arc heartening.
Hearts, particularly those that are
healing, is what the end of 2001 is all
about.
Ell
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"Stunning performance! It's no wonder that while
surrounded by equipment costing two or three times as
much, Ifind myself playing through Hovland tubed gear
when Iwant to show off aspeaker — or in those rare
quiet moments when Ican take afew minutes off just to
enjoy music."
Andrew Singer

Visit Sound by Singer and be
enchanted by music through
the astounding new Hovland
Sapphire hybrid stereo power
amplifier.

Sapphire

The Hovland is, by afair piece,
the most seamless, liquid,
effortless component I've heard
in my system." Peter Braverman,
The Absolute Sound Issue 131
Quoted with permission.

"The great pleasure of listening to the
Hovland comes in hearing what it does
to old favorite recordings."
Harry Pearson,
The Absolute Sound Issue 131
Quoted with permission

"...its overall performance provided
me with the greatest musical pleasure
I've gotten from a preamp. My system
sang as it never has.
Michael Fremer,

HP 100

Stereophile November 2000
"For sheer enjoyment, for the love of
music, for the love of long listening
hours, the Hovland HP-100 is an
unsurpassed reference all its own."
Michael Gindi Ph.D.,
Ultimate Audio Summer 1999
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Banging on Cans: New Vusic

T

wo recently introduced series of
CDs present the yin and the yang
of recordings of contemporary
music. The series are very different, but
are bound to one another via kindred
spirits and shared ambitions.
The first, Teldec's New Line, comes
from one of the most monolithic corporate entities around — the
venerable German label is now
an imprint of AOL Time
Warner. Conceived along the
lines of 20/21, Deutsche Grammophon's evolving and excellent contemporary music series,
New Line seems in peril even
with its first release; the initiating executive left the company
earlier this year in acorporate
downsizing. Yet like 20/21 for
DG and its corporate parent,
Universal, New Line is ameans
for Teldec and AOL/TW to
save face artistically (particularly
in Europe) as they cut back on
other classical operations.
The second batch of new
music comes courtesy of a boutique
label: Cantaloupe Music, anew venture
begun by the coterie of New York composers and performers known as Bang
on a Can. As you might expect, the
Cantaloupe discs are more modest productions, packaged much like indic-rock
recordings, while the New Line releases
arc far more grand, with extensive notes
and deluxe packaging.
Shared outright by the two series is
Bang on aCan itself, whose pseudotheatrical project Lost Objects appears on
New Line. The two lines also stand on
common ground in their devotion to
contemporary composition, which
seems more on the outs with current
mass culture than even traditional classical music. But despite disparate looks
and origins, New Line and Cantaloupe
are both fighting the good fight.
As befits its genesis in Germany, New
Line takes amore European view of the
contemporary scene; and, belying its corporate parentage, the series' stance is far
more edgy and uncompromising. The
first five releases feature single-discs devoted to Hungarian avant-garde master
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Gyórgy Ligeti, the late Italian postwar
hero Luigi Nono, and New Germany
phenomenon Matthias Pintscher. In a
nod to awider world, another record
pairs two new guitar concertos, by
American Christopher Rouse and
Chinese-American Tan Dun; then there's
Bang on aCan's Lost Objects. (While

r

arodsbin

Luigi NcL
Al gran soIçancod am ,r(

American-made in asense, both of the
latter albums are European productions.)
The pick of these New Line offerings
is the Ligeti collection, which purports to
pick up where Sony Classical's aborted
complete Ligeti Edition left off. Featuring
some of Ligeti's most colorful, engaging
scores, the set includes the aptly titled
Melodien for orchestra, the Chamber

Concerto, the Piano Concerto, and
Mystede ofthe Macabre, aconcertante gloss
on his wacky opera The Grand Macabre,
with atrumpet in the lead role. All the
performers —led by Dutch new-music
sage Reinbert de Leeuw —arc almost
impossibly accomplished in this extravagantly complex music, particularly PierreLaurent Aimard, who betters even his
previous remarkable DG performance in
the Piano Concerto. Wonderfully rich,
dynamic sound, great notes by Ligeti and
Aimard, and sumptuous packaging also
contribute to making this disc not only a
must for Ligeti nuts, but an ideal entrée
for neophytes.
Despite similarly superb production
values, the rest of the New Line releases
should thrill hardcorc fans of the featured artists but will hold only modest
allure for others. Guitarist Sharon Isbin
is typically incisive in the Rouse and
Dun concertos, both of which brim
with fantastic color. Yet the doleful,
deeply moving, lare' sereno heart of
Rouse's Concert de Gaudí is the only part
of this disc to which Ireturned (albeit
again and again).
Also problematic is the
Pintscher disc, although for
different reasons. Just now
30, the composer is astar in
Mitteleuropa, and has excellent rapport with the North
German Radio Orchestra
and its longtime conductor,
Christoph Eschenbach, who
leads the way in a trio of
demanding vocal scores. But
much of Pintscher's music
seems less new than old,
sounding suspiciously like
the same old Sturm und
Drang of the postwar avantgarde. That said, this disc can
impress mightily with its
confluence of terror and beauty. His
settings of Mallarmé (HérodiadeFragmente, adramatic scena for soprano and orchestra) and Rimbaud (Sur
Départ, for three orchestral groups,
three solo cellos, and 16 female voices) reveal Pintscher as something of a
Teutonic Impressionist, if adrastically
violent one. The highlight is the
157
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25-minute excerpt from his
via the Internet. The homeopera Thomas Chatterton, feagrown enterprise is entirely
turing aperformance of finecommendable, and an obvious
ly graded grandeur by bariharbinger of similar operations
tone Dietrich Henschel.
for performance collectives arLuigi Nono's AI gran sole atriound the world.
a) d'amore (In the bright sunRenegade Heaven, the first
shine heavy with love), from
Cantaloupe release, features a
1972-74, is a non-narrative
set of often rock-influenced
"stage action" that combines
compositions by Michael
Nono's ideas of avant-theater
Gordon and Julia Wolfe, along
and his deeply held socialist
with Arnold Dreyblatt, Phil
politico-philosophical convicKline, and Glenn Branca.
tions. While perhaps absorbing
While often witty, and played
in semi-staged performance
with the utmost dedication by a
(like the one in Stuttgart docusextet from the ever-game
mented here), the 95-minute
Bang on aCan All-Stars, not all
work seems to have lost someof the pieces are very memothing in its translation to disc,
rable. The exception is the hardespite some real sonic thrills.
rowing Movement Within by
As with all the New Line
Branca, a New York underreleases, however, the essay,
ground figure notorious for his
photos, and packaging make
awesome 1980s electric-guitar
the whole greater than the sum
symphonies (often with memof its musical parts.
bers of then-budding avantA work that probably didn't
rock acts like Sonic Youth and
lose much on its way to disc,
Helmet in the ensemble).
despite being unsuccessful
There arc no massed guitars in
once it got there, is Bang on a
Movement Within, and it isn't
Can's Lost Objects. Commisreally loud, but this haunted,
Canned Heat: The work of Bang on a Can's artistic directors
sioned by the Dresden Music
haunting 17-minute piece is
(from left to right—Julia Wolf, David Lang, and Michael Gordon)
Festival, the project was wellalmost unbearably intense. If
is part of two new contemporary music series.
meant, both thematically (it's a
music accompanies lost souls
meditation on lost things, people, and
and the mélange of sub-sub-Glassian
down the purgatorial tunnel, it probably
traditions, and the memories that bind
minimalism simply grates.
sounds like this.
them to us) and musically (it combines
Bang on aCan is generally more sucThe live Cantaloupe recording of
the talents of Bang on aCan comcessful with the projects released on its Terry Riley's totemic In C composed in
posers Michael Gordon, David Lang,
own label. Having learned athing or
the 1960s, also shows off the virtuosic
and Julia Wolfe with such far-flung
two from its associations with Sony
flexibility of the Bang on aCan All-Stars:
groups as the rock-inflected Bang on a Classical and Philip Glass's Point Music strings, piano, and clarinet mix organically
Can All-Stars, intrepid mix-master DJ
(a joint venture with PolyGram), the
with electric guitar, glockenspiel, and
Spooky, and early-music ensemble
collective now plans to feature its prin- pipa. One of the seminal works of incipiConcerto
Köln). But Deborah
cipals and associates on cost-effective
ent minimalism, In C is also the closest
Artman's libretto is relentlessly banal,
Cantaloupe releases, promoted mainly
thing to aminimalistjam-session piece, as
LIGETI: Melodien, Chamber Concerto, Piano
Concerto, Mysteries of the Macabre
Pierre-Laurent Aimard, piano; Peter Masseurs,
Reinbert
de
Leeuw,
Asko
Ensemble,
Schoenberg Ensemble
Teldec New Line 8573-83953 (CD). 2001.
Christoph ClaBen, prod.; Tobias Lehmann, eng.
DOD. Tr: 64:05
Performance *****
Sonics *****
DUN: Guitar Concerto
ROUSE: Concert de Gaud!
Sharon lsbin, guitar; Muhai Tang, Gulbenkian
Orchestra
Teldec New Line 8573-81830 (CD). 2001. Tobias
Lehmann, prod.; Michael Brammann, eng.
ODD. Ti': 56:08
Performance ****
Sonics *****
PINTSCHER: Sur Départ, Hérodiade-Fragmente,
Music from Thomas Chatterton
Claudia Barainsky, soprano; Dietrich Henschel, bah -

tone; North German Radio Symphony Orchestra
& Female Chorus, Christoph Eschenbach
Teldec New Line 8573-84530 (CD). 2001. Gerald
Gütze, prod.; Karl-Otto Bremer, eng. DOD. TT:
66:26
Performance *****
Sonics *****
NONO: Al gran sole car/co d'amore
Lothar Zagrosek, Staatsoper Stuttgart, Claudia
Barainsky, various soloists
Teldec New Line 8573-81059 (2 CDs). 2001.
Andreas Priemer, prod.; Brigitte Hermann,
Johannes Steuer, engs. ODD. 7: 94:42
Performance ****
Sonics **

Schünemann, prod.; Eberhard Sengpiel, eng.
ODD. 7: 62:13
Performance ***
Sonics ***
BANG ON A CAN ALL-STARS: Renegade Heaven
Works by Branca, Dreyblatt, Gordon, Kline, Wolfe
Maya Beiser, Robert Black, Lisa Moore, Steven
Schick, Mark Stewart, Evan Ziporyn
Cantaloupe Music 21001 (CD). 2001. Damian le
Gassick, Evan Ziporyn, prods.; John Smith, eng.
DDD. TT: 58:05
Performance ****
Sonics ***

BANG ON A CAN: Lost Objects
Works by Michael Gordon, David Lang, Julia
Wolfe; Roger Epple, Bang on aCan Lost Objects
Ensemble, Concerto Káln, RIAS Chamber Choir;
Claudia Barainsky, Andrew Watts, Daniel Taylo,
DJ Spooky
Teldec New Line 8573-84107 (CD). 2001. Jess
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Building
it entails amid-sized group of like-minded players striving to remain inspired and
in sync while keeping to asingle key over
the span of nearly an hour. It takes agreat
performance to even partially succeed at
this. Much as they gave the utterly definitive treatment of Brian Eno's ambient
classic Music /ir Airports on aPoint album,
the All-Stars here give one of the most
textured, least somnambulistic renditions
of lu C on disc. The immediate if not
immaculate recording is taken from alive
radio broadcast.
Two more versions of virtuosity arc
displayed on another pair of Cantaloupe
discs: Evan Ziporyn's This is Not aClarind
and Phil Kline's Unsilent Night. A composer and clarinetist (as well as agameIan expert and MIT instructor), Ziporyn
has fashioned an album of solo clarinet
music that doesn't sound at all like solo
clarinet music. He applies extended clarinet techniques (tongue slapping, etc.),
sonic treatments, and nniltitracking to
impersonate gamelans and other orchestral ensembles. His works, and those of
Michael Tenzer and David Lang, are
often mind-bendingly imaginative in the
production and sheer fluency of the performances. Still, the album ends up
impressing more than it moves.
Phil Kline's Unsilent Night is afeat of
conceptual virtuosity, and does move, if
in astrange way. The disc sprang from
Kline's tradition of putting together a
mobile Christmas-caroling party of
New York friends equipped with
boomboxes and tapes of his ambient
instrumental and vocal pieces. He recorded the chiming, charming results
of several of these "performances" and
assembled them as an abstract holiday
soundscape. If an avant-garde Christmas record exists, this is it.

Bang on aCan All-Stars: (from left to right) Mark Stewart, Wendy Sutter, Steven Shick,
Evan Ziporyn, Robert Black, and Lisa Moor.

The cream of the initial Cantaloupe
crop is David Lang's The Passing
Measures — an atmospheric, affecting
43-minute work for bass clarinet,
amplified orchestra, and women's chorus. Based on a single euphonious
chord, Measures succeeds according to
the highest tenets of minimalism, by
which the merest modulation over a
long span sets off amusical/emotional
epiphany. It's such tension and release
that separate the best minimalism from
the merely new-age. This performance
could hardly be bettered, with venturesome jazzer Marty Ehrlich soloing on
bass clarinet and sympathetic conductor
Paul Herbert leading members of the

KLINE: Unsilent Night
Phil Kline, Carla Lother, Alexandra
Montano
Cantaloupe Music 21005 (CD). 2001.
Phil Kline, prod.; Bradford Reed, prod.,
eng. DDD. Tr: 43:12
Performance ***
Sonics ***

RILEY: in C
Bang on aCan All-Stars: Maya
Beiser, David Cossin, Steve
Gilewski,
Scott
Kuney,
Michael Lowenstern, Wu
Man, Lisa Moore, Todd
Reynolds, Mark Stewart,
Danny Tunicl‘ Evan Ziporyn.
Cantaloupe Music 21004
(CD). 2001. Bang on aCan,
John
Schaefer,
prods.;
Edward Haber, Irene Trudel,
George Wellington, engs. DDD. TT: 45:32
Performance ****
Sonics ***
ZIPOFtYN: This is Not aClarinet
Works by Lang, Tenzer, Ziporyn
Evan Ziporyn, clarinet
Cantaloupe Music 21002 (CD). 2001.
Evan Ziporyn, prod.; Joel Gordon, prod.,
eng. DDD. Tr: 52:52
Performance *****
Sonics ****

a Library
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ace Birmingham Contemporary Music
Group and the City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra Chorus. Adding
to the appeal is the pellucid sound,
which belies the fact that the recording
stems from asingle live performance.
New Line will soon release arecording of Harrison Birtwistle's Pulse
Shadows, and Cantaloupe has on tap
discs by Toby Twining and Arnold
Dreyblatt for 2002. Even if for every
Ligeti collection we must endure aLost
Objects, even if we must hear afew justpassable compilations before we get
another Passing Measures, these forwardminded ventures are manna for those
hungry for new sounds.

LANG: The Passing Measures
Marty Ehrlich, bass clarinet; Paul Herbert,
Birmingham Contemporary Music Group,
members of City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra Chorus
Cantaloupe Music 21003 (CD). 2001. David Lang,
Ken Thomson, prods.; Paul Sparrow, eng. DOD.
Tr: 42:15
Performance *****
Sonics *****
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you have the equipment, now put up your feet
and listen to STEREOPHILE recordings!
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BEETHOVEN
PIANO SONATAS
10-CD BOX 565 00

$15

.FESTIVAL
KOC-CD-51001

KOC-CD-51002

George Shearing's own 1970s Sheba label
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is back for the first time in nearly 30 years!
Rare recordings -now on Koch Jazz CDs!!
RENDEZVOUS
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$16.95

wwwicochentertaInmenteom

TO ORDER: Call 888-237-0955
or visit our website at www.stereophile.com
Price does not include shipping and hamillm,

NEW 96kHz/24 Bit RECORDINGS
Made Especially for DVD-Audio/Video

•
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records
11.1c..L31à..e,
r

product features:

Harry Allen, tenor saxophone
w Larry GoldIngs. organ:
Peter Bernstein. guitar:
Jake Hanna. drums.

Christmas
in Swingtime

A Treasury of
Golden
Christmas Songs

multiple audio mixes
"stage" vs "audience"
96 kHz/24 Bit PCM stereo
DTS and Dolby Digital 5.1
compatible withall dvd players
commentary tracks
multiple camera angles
extensive text & photo pages
dvd format information

Christmas
favorites
the swingin way! John
Pizzarelli guests on
vocal on Blue Christmas!

www.aixrecords.com

ulful
by

and heartfelt
Christmas tunes
Jerry Butler, the

Swan Silvectones, The
Original Five Blind Boys
of Alabama and more!

To receive afree copy of the DVD-Audio/Video sampler, send $6.95 for st ,, PP ,ng and
handling to AIX Records, 8455 Beverly Blvd. •Suite 500, West Hollywood. CA 90048.

9.T www.kochentertaInment.com

The disc is completely compatible with DVD-Video & OVO-Audio players.
PLEASE ALLOW 2-4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
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Recording of the Vonth
Dreamed About Mama Last Night" in
his usual sepulchral tones and the
latent sadness and hurt in Williams'
music is starkly apparent. Other standout performances come courtesy of
Bob Dylan ("I Can't Get You Off of
My Mind"), Lucinda Williams ("Cold,
POET: A Tribute to Townes Von Zandt
Cold Heart"), and, surprisingly, Keith
Pedemales/Freefalls FFE 7019 2 (CD). 2001.
Freddy Fletcher, exec prod.; Eric Paul, Michael
Richards ("You Win Again"). While a
Timmons, Ray Kennedy, Steve Earle, others,
few renditions veer away from the
prods. 8engs. MD? TT: 59:17
Performance ****
originals' arrangements, most notably
Sonics ****
Beck's noisily weird cover of "Your
Cheatin' Heart," most hew close to
ribute albums are problematic in
Williams'
sound. But that doesn't
enough ways that critics and musicians
mean it's not thrilling to hear Ryan
alike routinely say they're not in favor
Adams work his way through agorof them, no matter who's being fêted. Almost
geous, shockingly straight (considering
every such record involves as many studios
it's
bad boy Adams) guitar-and-voice
and engineers as there are performers, so
rendition of "Lovesick Blues."
achieving any kind of sonic consistency is
Mercifully but notably absent are any
nearly impossible. Next, there's usually amad
mainstream country stars, who would
scramble for material in which several artists
have
no doubt wanted to turn in slick,
want to cover the same song. When the winpop versions of these songs.
ner is chosen, the others sometimes drop out.
Less well known than Williams
And why does the world even need
but no less towering a figure — at
another tribute record? After all, if the dedileast in the folky, left-of-mainstream
catee's catalog is definitive, why concoct a
record of covers by other artists? Then there's the chal- side of country music — is Texan Townes Van Zandt, who
lenge, faced by each performer, of striking a balance also found death in abottle at age 47, in 1997. Although he
between respect for the source and respect for one's own sold few records and gained even less fame on his own, the
interpretation of asong: too much one way and you get a rambling Van Zandes influence on other songwriters is
boring collection of rote covers; too much the other and unparalleled. Van Zandt originals like "Pancho and Lefty"
are among the most covered folk/outlaw country tunes of
what began as acompliment becomes an insult.
But those few tribute albums that actually succeed such all time. Even more dramatically than the Hank Williams
as Till The Night is Gone: A Tribute to Doc Pomus (Rounder), tribute, Poet: A Tribute to Townes Van Zandt brims with
Where The Pyramid Meets The Eye, A Tribute To Roky Erickson obscure songs and big talent. Van Zandt confidantes like
Guy Clark ("To Live's to Fly"), Nand Griffith ("Tower
(Sire/Warner Bros), and Deadicated (The Grateful Dead)
(Arista) are wonders to behold. When they work, it seems Song"), Steve Earle ("Two Girls"), and Ernmylou Harris
("Snake Song") give this heartfelt album its unshakable
due to asort of emotional voodoo — agut feeling that the
time was right. Such voodoo is the key ingredient of both emotional footing. Further poignancy is added by Billy Joe
of this month's joint Recordings of the Month: Timeless, Shaver in arocked-up version of "White Freightliner
which features the music of Hank Williams; and Poet: A Blues" that features on guitar Shaver's son, Eddie, who succumbed to his own personal demons this past year.
Tribute to Townes Van Zandt.
While Poet's recording quality doesn't match the gloss
In the history of country music, only one songwriter stands
out as having transcended the genre to enter the canon of the and depth of Timeless, it's passable throughout. And while
Great American Songbook, along with the Gershwins, Irving there are afew odd choices among the 15 tracks — Delbert
Berlin, Woody Guthrie, Hoagy Carmichael, and others: McClinton and "Pancho and Lefty," is astrange match —
Hank Williams. Such tunes as "Your Cheatin' Heart," "Kaw- most of the artists included manage to bring something
Liga," 'Tm So Lonesome ICould Cry," and "Jambalaya (On new to their chosen songs while remaining close to the
the Bayou)" are American icons. But Williams, who died of style and feel of the originals.
But in Poet, as in Timeless, the star is the music. The
alcoholism 48 years ago (at 29) in the back seat of aCadillac,
wrote enough songs that plenty of relatively unknown gems haunting songcraft and powerful truths inherent in both
men's work shines through the work of these loving
remain; those are what make up half of Timeless.
-Robert Baird
One hearing of the great Johnny Cash singing "I interpreters.

HANK WILLUVAS: Timeless
Lost Highway 088 170 239-2 (CD). 2001. Luke
Lewis, Mary Martin, Bonnie Gamer, prods.;
Bob Brockman, Michael Hopkins, Mark
Johnson, others, engs.; Hank Williams (no readon), mastering. AAD. TT: 43:19
Performance ****
Sonics
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DONIZETTI
Anna Bolena
Dimitra Theodossiou, Anna Bolena; Sonia Ganassi,
Giovanna Seymour; Sonia Prina, Smeton; Fabio
Sartori, Lord Riccardo Percy; Andrea Papi, Enrico;
others; Coro de Circuito tinco Regionale,
Orchestra 1Pomeriggi Musicali di Milano; Tiziano
Severini
Dynamic CDS 370/1-3 (3 CDs). 2001. Stefano
Olcese, recording supervision; Luigi Oselin, Cristina
Mosetti Casaretto, engs. DOD. TT: 3:18:35
Performance ****
Sonics ****

T

hough advertised as the "first
complete recording" of Anna
Bolena, this simply is not — both
Sills' and Sutherland's recordings arc
"equally complete," unless Imissed a
line or two of recitative in this new set
that was absent from the older recordings. That unimportant claim aside, this
is aworthy competitor and amighty
fine performance.
Anna Bolena might be seen as
Donizetti's first great opera; in addition
to containing fine melodies and great
rhythmic thrust (particularly in the firstact finale, areal doozy), it is dramatically
valid and written in large chunks; which
is to say, scenes build from solo to duet
to ensemble with atrue sense of architecture and an ear to histrionic truth.
And the final scene, with its sad chorus,
Anna's exquisite aria of remembrance
and resignation, emotional interruptions, and vengeful, pyrotechnically
delicious cabaletta, is nearly a halfhour's worth of sheer operatic bliss.
Recorded live in Bergamo in October
2000, this set features acast of littleknown (aside from mezzo Sonia Ganassi)
singers, some of them very impressive
indeed, and all of them deserving of our
attention. Perhaps it's the ambiance of a
live performance that helps this reading,
but what's here is very satisfying.
Conductor Tiziano Severini is no genius
of insight, but he knows how singers
breathe and work, understands bel canto,
refuses to overplay the score's oom-pah
aspects, genuinely believes in the music's
worth, and keeps the three-hour-plus
event exciting and moving. Similarly,
while his orchestra is not the La Scala of
yore, they play beautifully, and the orchestral balance allows us to hear some of
Donizetti's more subtle woodwind writing. Severini doesn't always have his
singers take high optional endings to arias,
duets, and ensembles —not only because
of their abilities, but clearly because he
wisely does not want every number to be
either ashow-stopper or astar turn.
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Starting at the bottom of the vocal Sills-Verrett or Callas-Simionato recordroster, we find bass Andrea Papi as ings, but it can stand proudly next to
Enrico. His is adark, menacing sound, them.
—Robert Levine
full of imperiousness and arrogance, and
he rightly makes Henry VIII acharacter
to reckon with. He has aslight inclination to go flat at the top of his range, but
it hardly gets in the way. Tenor Fabio
Sartori as Percy (a role written for the
legendary Rubini, whose top notes were
bright, gleaming, and very easy) is quite
afind. The voice is pliable, exciting, and
ringing, the phrasing intelligent, and he
sings every note, although he does slow
down for the few coloratura passages.
One might argue that he sings abit too
veristically —it's easy to tell where his
career is going; je, away from bel canto.
He seems to need one more big,
secure note at either end, and if he had
them, he'd be the tenor we're looking
for. Like the bass, but abit worse, he
tends to almost flat on very top notes.
Sonia Prima does what she can with
the ungrateful, unlikable role of Smeton:
she sings her aria well and with wisely
inflected words. Sonia Ganassi is afine
singer, and her Giovanria Seymour is a
success; she gives us acomplete picture
of this conflicted character. Idon't like to
carp, but Ifind her sound qua sound
absolutely generic, Icouldn't pick her
out in acrowd (this is hardly the case
with Simionato or Verrett on other recordings). In other words, she lacks distinction but remains afine artist.
Dimitra Theodossiou in the pivotal
role of Anna has a handsome voice,
along with the requisite melancholy and
PIANO MUSIC ON ECM
outrage but not quite the nobility that, SCHOENBERG 8 SCHUBERT: Piano Music
say, Callas or Sills brought to the role. At Schoenberg: Klavierstücke, Op.11; Sechs kleine
Klavierstücke, Op.19. Schubert: Klavierstücke,
times she's slightly too emotionally
D.946; Allegretto in C, D.915.
careful, and one finds her concentrating Thomas Larcher, piano
ECM
New Series 1667 (CD). 2001. Manfred Eicher,
on the singing itself. She opts for interprod.; Stephan Schellmann eng. DOD. TT: 6429
esting, originally placed high notes in Performance ***'/,
embellished sections, and if the very Sonics ****
highest notes fall less than easily on the NANCARROW & ANTHEM: Piano Musk
ear, well, whose besides Sutherland's do Nancarrow: Three Two-Part Studies, Prelude and
Blues. Antheil: Sonatina for Radio, Second Sonata
not? They're pretty exciting as they
("The Airplane"), Mechanisms, A Machine,
stand. Theodossiou is obviously asinger
Sonatina (Death of Machines), Jazz Sonata
(Sonata 4), Sonata Sauvage, (Little) Shimmy.
in progress, and clearly acreature of the
Herbert Henck, piano
lyric theater with great instincts. If her ECM New Series 1726 (CD). 2001. Manfred Eicher,
prod.; Markus Heiland, eng. DOD. 17: 30:50
career is managed wisely, lovers of bel
Performance ****
canto, and of opera in general, have Sonics
****
something to look forward to.
A Recollection
Considering that this recording is JANACEK:
In the Mist; Sonata 1X1905; On an Overgrown Path
taken from live performances, the engiI, li. Paralipomena; A Recollection
neers have done an amazing job: bal- Andras Schiff, piano
ECM New Series 1736 (CD). 2001. Manfred Eicher,
ances are almost always true (even in
prod.; Stephan Schellmann, eng. DOD. TF: 76:07
Performance
****'6
large ensembles), various parts of the
Sonics ****
orchestra shine through, stage noise
rarely intrudes, and only occasionally do
lassical record labels can basically
we get that big-theater sound that can
be classified two ways. Most
sound so artificial. Kudos all around.
independent firms are reperThis Anna Bolena may not replace the toire-driven, meaning that their release
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agendas center on composers and their
works rather than on performers. Major
labels today, on the other hand, primarily focus on performers, followed by
high-profile composers. Then there are
labels such as ECM's New Series.
Under producer Manfred Eicher's singular, uncompromising vision, the company has resisted pigeonholing for
decades. Three recent solo-piano releases provide cases in point.
Thomas Larcher juxtaposes Schoenberg's three Klavierstücke, Op.11 and
Schubert's three IClavierstücke, D.946,
for the most part alternating between
the composers. Following the third of
the Schubert pieces with the third of
Schoenberg's Op.11, Larcher then plays
the same composer's Six Little Pieces,
Op.19, and concludes with Schubert's
Allegretto in C, D.915. Such programming fascinates on paper, but in reality
only underlines the differences between
the composers and their styles, and the
murky, pretentious program notes don't
help. Ido, however, enjoy the transitions
between selections, especially when one
piece more or less concludes in the same
register in which the next one begins
(Schoenberg's Op.11 No2 followed by
Schubert's D.946 No2, for instance).
I'm also baffled at the disparity between
Larchnees assured, clear-cut Schoenberg
and his half-hearted, matter-of-fact
Schubert The galloping left-hand triplets
in Schubert's D.946 No.1, for example,
sound clunk)' and labored, and Lardtees
phrasing generally lacks dynamism and
lyrical sweep. His underplayed, prissy way
with D.946 No3 pacifies the music's
hurling rhythmic displacements and nervous energy, afar cry from the pianist's
bold and intense delineation of the knotty
textures of Schoenberg's Op.11 No3. I
also admire the crystalline control and pellucid touch Larcher brings to each of
Op.19's little movements. If only he had
recorded the remaining Schoenberg piano
works and ditched the Schubert. The
close, resonant milcing places Larchner's
piano virtually in your lap.
Contemporary-music specialist Herbert Henck's association with ECM has
brought forth extraordinary editions of
Jean Barraqué's fiendish Sonata and
Hans Otte's minimalist masterpiece Das
Buch der Kliinge. His latest program
plumbs the ja14:,ed and jazzy complexities of Conlon Nancarrow's pre—playerpiano Two-Part Studies (ca 1940-1), and
the 23-year-old composer's brash
Prelude and Blues (1935). A judicious
selection of George Antheil's prolific
1920s keyboard output showcases the
composer's "bad boy of music" persona
Stereophile, December 2001
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Having found new expression in pianist Andras
Schiff's insightful playing, Leos lanácek's musical
language speaks again.

at full tilt. Sonata for Radio (1929), (Little)
Shimmy (1923), and the minute-long
Jazz Sonata (1922-3) hold funhouse mirrors to the popular, syncopated piano
stylings of the day.
By contrast, Mechanisms (1922-3) is an
evocative, mostly slow-motion study in
clusters that proves to be one of
Antheil's most sustained longer works.
One wonders if Antheil would have
retitled his 1922 "Airplane" Sonata after
the Concorde on hearing Henck's suave
and speedy dispatch of the heady first
movement ("to be played as fast as possible," after all). The slightly distant
microphone placement gives acogent
impression of what Henck's instrument
might sound like from achoice seat in a
small hall. Idetect afew out-of-tune
notes in thickly scored passages, but
that's to be expected when a grand
piano gets aworkout to hell and back.
For Leos Janacek, the piano was not
so much ameans for virtuosic display as
avessel in which to express his idiosyncratic, intensely personal musical language with its haunting, speech-like
syntax. His piano works do not play
themselves, yet they can make ashattering impact when entrusted to the right
player. It is fitting that amusician among
pianists like András Schiff devote his
first solo ECM project to this composer.
Put simply, Schiff's are the most accomplished, idiomatic, insightful, and loving
Janácek recreations I've heard since the
late Rudolf Firkusny's benchmark DG

and RCA cycles. Schiff
previously recorded On an Over‘
grown
Path, Book Ifor Decca in 1992, but these
remakes are infinitely more ripe, flexible, and sharply accented, richer in color
and harmonic tension. What's more,
they benefit from robust, full-bodied
engineering that your high-end speakers will adore.
In the Sonate 1.X.1905's restless first
movement, Schiff takes special care to
differentiate the levels of dynamics
and articulation in away that makes
one suspect that several instruments
are involved. This can also be said of
the alternately declamatory and graceful In the Mist, the later On an
Overgroivn Path selections, and the
quirky, brief A Recollection. Repeated
hearings reveal additional felicities of
touch, poetry, and nuance that Isuspect would have surprised and delighted the composer. Who knows? The
important thing is that Schiff's artistry
and Janácek's music merge as acompelling whole. Iurge anyone remotely
interested in this repertoire to buy this
release. A triumph.
—Jed Distler
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For more than 20 years Audiophiles around the world have relied on
HOWAudio as their #1 source for the superb line of AudioQuest cables,
and to offer fantastic bargains on discontinued AudioQuest products.
Want to see our entire selection? Just go to AudioQuestCables.com.
Moving up to AudioQuest may be easier than you think...
The AudioQuest GR8 is an excellent sounding
cable in all areas. The midrange has avery
smooth and lifelike quality, while the most
minute details in the high end are revealed with
great accuracy. And then there is the bass, the
foundation of all music. With its special bass
conductors, Helical Array geometry, and its huge
aggregate size of 10AWG, the GR8 delivers a
tight, detailed, and thunderous bottom end. We
are offering the GR8 with several termination
options, and in any length you need. For more
information on the cable and the termination
details, visit our web site at hcmaudio.com, or
take ashortcut and go to AudioQuestCables.com

•SST Spread Spectrum Technology
•8 Conductor Hyperlitz Design
*Helical Array Geometry
•LGC Copper Conductors

•7 x28 awg conductors

- •Cold Weld Termination

• 19 x29 awg conductors

•Beautiful PET Outer Sleeving

•7 x25 awg conductors

•19 x27 awg conductors

•Top Line P8MS Spades or INA Bananas

audioquest

Prices shown include our
Deluxe termination option.
e

AudioQuest GR8 Deluxe SST Hyperlitz 10 awg Speaker Cable
Length
6foot pair

Sale Price

List Price

$83.00*

8foot pair
10 foot pair
12 foot pair

Sale Price

List Price

$276.00

Length
15 foot pair

$119.00*

$308.00

20 foot pair

$420.00

$91.00*
$99.00*
$107.00*

$340.00

25 foot pair

$139.00*
$159.00*

$372.00

35 foot pair

$580.00

$199.00*

$740.00

$500.00

AC Power Cords...the most neglected link in so many systems!

oudioquest.

The quality of our AC power is worse than ever. And it continues to degrade every day. An
AC power filter is agood start in dealing with some of these AC related problems, and we
highly recommend them. But the single most overlooked component in most audio and
video systems is the AC power cord. Audiophiles often spend hundreds, even thousands for
their interconnects or speaker cables, but continue to use the junk power cords supplied
with their components. To learn more about AudioQuest AC-12 and AC-15 Power Cords,
and see all available lengths, options and prices, just go to AudioQuestCables.com

AudioQuest Large Sorbo-Gel Feet

ouclioquest.

l'hor depends on the size

of

giant anti what its slam.

•VERY Natural &Warm Presence
•Silver/Copper HSO/EGC Conductors
$99.95

Sonic Horizon

•Real WBT Plugs! Yes the real thing!
•Teflon & Air Dielectric
•Proprietary Z-Stat Treatment
•Literally Blows Away the competition!

How

2meter cord •Terminated with
Hubbell RC Plug and Schurter IEC

$89.95
Sonic Horizon

877-234-3465 • 530-891-8326 • Fax 530-345-7269
e-mail: sales(a)hcmaudio.com

www.sonichorizon.com

1)avbreak Power Cord

(Seeltee'

2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
AUCl/0

AC-12H/S $104.95

Are you about to put that high qU.Illty connector into
adirty socket? Stop! Not only do the sockets on your
equipment need cleaning, but even new connectors
will benefit from being cleaned. Clean every contact
in your system and the improvements will range from
huge to unbelievable! For years we've recommended
UltraConnect 2as the best we've tried. At $8.99
and alittle time, there is no longer any excuse for
dirty connections. None at all!
oucloquest.

Sonic Horizon Handcrafted Aucho Cab/es

Hurricane Interconnect...another giant killer?

$54.95

2meter cord •Terminated with
Hubbell RC PIIM and Schurter IEC

Don't Forget Clean Connections

AudioQuest Sorbo-Gel Big Feet work In two War. Not only do
they dramatically reduce the vibrations which enter through the
shelf that acomponent sits on, but with their large surface arca
contact, they also absorb airborne vibration, and that which is
generated by the component itself. Where do they make the
most improvement? In order... CD/DVD drive, Turntable,
anything with Tubes, Digital Converter, Pre Amp, Power Amp.
Etc. The normal price of $70 for a4-pack can be abit limiting.
But at 60% Off, nobody should do without.
O. yy
Never settle for imitators. demand AndioQuestl

Trade-in your old cables toward Sonic Horizon—call!

AC-15H/S

•Big 13 AWG design w[CC Conductors
•Dual Isolated Independant Shields
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rock/pop
CHITLIN' FOOKS
Chit/in' Fooks
Palomine/Hidden Agenda AHA'25 (CD). 2001.
Pascal Deweze, Chitlin' Fooks, prods.; Jan de Ryclç
eng. MD? TT: 34:24
Performance ***
Sonics ***

T

his oddly named alt-country
combo from Holland is an offshoot of two other oddly named
outfits, Bettie Serveert and Sukilove.
Respectively lending Carol Van Dyk
(vocals, acoustic guitar) and Pascal
Deweze (vocals, guitars) to the
twang'n'tears cause, neither band is that
well-known on these shores, although
the Velvet-Underground-meets-NeilYoung—sounding Betties have earned a
measure of indie underground respectability over the past decade or so.
In any case, the Fooks were hatched
during the recording of Private Suit, the
most recent Bettie Serveert album, on
which Deweze guested. Bonding over
a mutual love of American country
and folk tunes, Deweze and Van Dyk
eventually found time in their schedules to hook up with some top
European musicians (including pedalsteel whiz Jeff Marinus) to record this
free-wheeling, 11-song collection of
covers and originals.
Highlights include Gary Walker's
"One Week Later," originally made
famous by Kitty Wells and Webb
Pierce, here rendered both sweet (but
not saccharine) and weepy (but not
maudlin). The Flying Burrito Brothers'
"Juanita" is slowed down to torch
tempo and given a Gram Parsons/
Emmylou Harris treatment courtesy
Deweze and Van Dyk. Less successful
among the covers is Jimmie Rodgers'
"Mississippi Delta Blues," gamely
gussied up with yodels and banjoesque
mandolin but steering too close to Leon
Redbone novelty territory.
In terms of original tunes, the Fooks'
low-key, laid-back approach means no
one breaks asweat, but maybe that's the
point. It's hard not to hum along with
and tap afoot to the rippling piano and
pedal-steel lines of "The Battle," and the
duo's gentle-on-the-mind harmonies
wonderfully recall, believe it or not, the
1960s pop hit "Here Comes My Baby,"
which Cat Stevens wrote for The
Tremeloes. Both the boozy, tragic waltz
of "You Dream of Him" and the perky
Bakersfield country of "Seen It All" arc
models of Nashvillian restraint that help
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keep the focus squarely where it should
be: on the vocals. In the throats of
Deweze and Van Dyk, these frequently
sound more authentic than nine-tenths
of the pop schtick emanating these days
from Music Row.
—Fred Mills
ELVIS COSTELLO
Three Expanded Reissues
My Aim Is Due
Rhino R2 74285 (2 CDs). 1977/2001. Nick Lowe,
prod.; Bazza, eng. MD? rr: 72:20
Performance ****
Sonics
Spike
Rhino R2 74286 (2 CDs). 1989/2001. Elvis Costello,
T Bone Burnett, prods.; Kevin Killen, prod., eng.
AAD? Tr: 2:03:29
Performance ***
Sonics ***'6
All This Useless Beauty
Rhino R2 74284 (2 CDs). 1996/2001. Elvis Costello,
prod.; Geoff Emerick, prod., eng.; Jon Jacobs, eng.
AAD? TT: 116:34
Performance ***
Sonics *** 1
/
2
All three: Gary Stewart, Val Jennings, reissue prods.;
Bill Ingle, Andrew Sandoval, Dan Hersch, reissue
engs.

I

fan expanded, remastered, generously annotated reissue of Elvis
Costello's landmark debut, My Aim
Is True, sounds familiar, it should:
Rykodisc oversaw a heralded Costello
reissue program just eight years ago,
when the label put out all of Costello's
Columbia recordings, tight through
1986's Blood & Chocolate. Costello, howeve4 is arare example of atalent with
business savvy —even as acallow youth
(he turned 22 the month My Aim was released). Having maintained control over
his recordings, Costello has moved them
on again.
Rhino's program boasts noticeably
more vibrant remixes, abundant notes
from the artist, and afull disc of extras
with each of the originals. As conceived by Mr. MacManus, they'll
appear in three-title installments,
grouped thematically. Bunch one —
My Aim, 1986's Spike, and 1989's All
This Useless Beauty —is made up of his
more eclectic efforts.
"Diverse" is an apt characterization
for My Aim Is True, which came out
when the punk and New Wave movements were ascendant, and can be fairly
characterized as the world's only transitional debut album. In retrospect, particularly after examining the demo-heavy
bonus disc, it's apparent that Costello's
versatility and musical curiosity would
have allowed him to venture in any of a
number of directions. The fiery fellow
who quickly rose to the top of the Angry
Young Man heap is front and center on

the four alternate takes that don't appear
on the Ryko reissue, particularly in an
early version of "No Action" (a blazing
highlight from 1978's This Year's Model)
and ascathing live version of "Less Than
Zero" —the "Dallas version," in which
Costello switches in Lee Harvey Oswald
for Brit fascist Sir Oswald Mosley. But
"Cheap Reward," an early rendering of
"Lip Service," comes out as ahonkytonk lament, while solo demos of "Jump
Up" and "Poison Moon" reveal that, had
Costello emerged just afew years earlier, Columbia may have tried to position
him as the next Paul Simon...or Jim
Croce, perhaps. History might have
been different.
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POWER LINE CONDITIONERS
toa,e.ors 3
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AGolden Ear Award winner!
Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
Monster HTS-5000 Power Center
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PS Audio Ultimate Outlet

$629.99
$799.99
Call
$53999
$1194.99
$299.99

MISCELLANEOUS IWEEKS

PATRICIA BARBER
NIGHTCLUB

CIVNAVECTOR OV1OX GOLD Lill

MSB PLATINUM LINK

Patricia Barber makes a set of standards she has been playing live for years
all her own on her newest disc. Nightclub. Each song is invested with aprofoundly ravishing and haunting melodicism. Amust for fans! CD, $14.99. 180g
LP $29.99. Companion, Modern Cool
and Café Blue discs also available.
Ws $14.99. 180g LPs, $29.99.

Limited edition and exclusively at Music Direct!
The new gold-plated version of the highly
acclaimed 10x4 is available in low .3 mV and high
2.5 mV versions. With its upgraded cantilver/stylus assembly, it delivers better extension
at the extremes, with asmooth as silk top end.
Unheard of detail and musicality for under

The best 1)4., ors the market at any price! This
is MSErS Crowning achievement: A24/192
ready unit with a46 bit, 384kHz DAC and 4
discrete converters. Loaded with features such
as selectable digital filtering, generous digital inputs and balanced and unbalanced
analog outputs. Call for Music Direct price.
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The following LPs and CDs are just a
sampling of what we carry. Call for a
free catalog.
Acoustic Disc CDs
$13.99
Alert Holly Cole Canadian CDs
$18.99
Analogue Productions 180g LPs
$27.99
Audioquest CD Blowout!
$599/$7.99
Save big on select titles! Call for alist!
Blue Note RVG Edition CDs
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S13.99
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$13.99
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$29.99
Groove Note LPs
$27.99
Harmonia Mundi CDs
S15.99
JVC XRCDs
.525.99
Mapleshade CDs
$13.99
MCA Hendrix Heavy Vinyl
Call
Mobile Fidelity LPs
Call
We still have many Anadisc 200 (Ps!
Mobile Fidelity Gold CDs
$9.99 &up
Music Direct has purchased Mobile Fidelity
Sound Labs! New titles coming soon. We
still have the world's largest inventory of
previous releases! Call for acomplete list.
Mosaic LP box sets
Call
Naim CDs
$17.99
Original Jazz Classics LPs
$999
Reference Recordings CDs
$13.99
Simply Vinyl 180g LPs
$29.99
Sony Gold CDs
524 99
Speakers Corner LPs
$29.99
Sundazed 180g LPs
S13.99
Super Analogue LPs
$27.99
Turtle CDs
$18.99
Vivante LPs
$29.99
Water lily CDs
414 TT

$500! Very limited! $449.99.

DVDs
Chesky
Classic Records
WEA Audio DVD-As
Whirlwind Audio/Video DVDs.

ANALOG ACCESSORIES
$24.99
$24.99
$22.99
$2999

SACDs
Audioquest
Cheslcy
DMP
Sony
Telarc
Turtle
Vanguard

$24.99
$24.
99
$26.99
$19.99
$2489

$27.99
$27.99
In addition to items featured here, we carry
one of the country's largest inventories of
domestic and ingot vinyl, CDs, and other products from: Analogue Productions, Alto Analogue, Audioquest, Delos, Dorian, First Impres-

sion, GAP, M-A, Mercury, Sheffield Lab, Sony,
Stereophite, and Tetarc.

hardware and
accessories
ANALOG
PHONO CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica 0C9
5199 99
Benz Micro cartridges
Call
Clearaudio Arum Beta-S (new version)
Call
Dynavector DV-10x4
$349 99
Dynavector DV-10X Gold New!
$449 99
Grado Statement Series .5 mV New!
Call
Lyra Helikon
Call
Shure V15VxMR
$274.99
Sumiko Blue Point Special
$34999
TURNTABLES
Michell Gyro SE Mark II w/ RB-300 arm Call
Music Hall MMF-7 turntable New! $899.99
Rega Planar 32000 turntable
Call
Rega Planar 25 turntable
Call
VPI Aries/TNT turntable packages
Call
PHONO PREAMPS
EAR. tube phono stages
Call
Lehmann Black Cube w/ Power Cube .5789.99
Monolithic Sound Phono preamp
$399 99
Musical Surroundings Phonomena ..$599.99

Allsop Orbitrac 2
Audio Additives Mu-Metal Mat
Cardas Sweep LP

$3999
$7999
$23.99

Disc Doctor record brushes
S34.99/fx
Disc Dr. Miracle Record Cleaner
$21.99/
1
X
Express Machining Heavyweight
$7999
For Rega tonearms. VPI version $9999
Gray-Glide II
$24.99
HiFi News Test LP
$2999
Hunt Brush
$19.99
Last Record Preservative
$2999
Last Stylus Cleaner
$17.99
Milty Zerostat
$59.99
Nitty Gritty 1.5 Fi record cleaner
$44999
Record Research Labs LP-9
$24.99
Ringmat 330XLR
S79 99
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
$19.99
VPI 16.5 Record Cleaning Machine $429.99
Free Shipping on 16.5!
VRP record sleeves
100/$34.99
DIGITAL
CD/DVD HARDWARE
Adcom GCD750
Creek C053 New!
Rega Planet/Jupiter 2000
MSB Link Dac Version 3
MSB P1000 Power Supply
Philips SACD-1000 New!
CD/DVD UPGRADES
Audio Prism CD Stoplight
Bedini Ultra Clarifier II
Mango Audio Orpheus CD mat
Optrix CD cleaner

$1399.99
Call
Call
Call
Call
$1994.99

Audio Additives Damping Sheets
Audio Prism Ouietline filters
Audioquest Sorbogel Little Feet
Audioquest Sorbogel Big Feet
Black Diamond Racing cones 13)
Brightstar Big Rock 1
Grado 960 headphones
Highwire Powerwrap
Kontak cleaner
Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray
Rightway Audio Suspendors (ea)
Ringmat Statmat II
Sennheiser HD600 headphones
Call for super special sale price!
Sennheiser H0580 headphones
Shakti Stone

Music Direct also features accessories and
hardware from: Arcici, Argent, API, Audio
Prism, Audioquest, Basis, Bedini, Benz Micro,
Black Diamond Racing, Bright Star Audio,
Caig, Creek, Echo Busters, Enacom, Grado,
Last, Lightspeed, Mango, Monster Cable, MSB
Technology, Nitty Gritty, Rega, RingMaL Roomtune, Salamander, Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure,
Sota, Standesign, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana,
Synergistic, Vans Evers, VPI.

the fine print

Were open Monday thru Friday, 9a -6p and
Saturdays 10a -3p, Central time. For a
catalog, leave your name and address on our
voice mail. There is a$5 charge for catalogs
mailed outside North America, refundable on
your first order.

long-playing records
compact discs
DVDs SACDs
audio system arressorreç

800.449.8333
318 North Laths Street
Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois: 312.433.0200

Call for our free catalog!

$199.99
$199.99

Shakti On-Lines (Pr
$89.99
TeknaSonic C-10 Vibration Absorber $99. 89/Pr
UFO Ultimate Field Optimizer
$249.99
Versalab Closeout!
50% off retail
Vibrapods
$5.99
XL0 TPC wipes inko of 101
S9 99

$17.99
$149.99
$79.99
$16.99

CABLES AND CONDITIONING
POWER CORDS
Custom Power Cord Top Gun AC cord $561.99
Shunyata Black Mamba
$699.99
Synergistic AC Master Coupler
Call
DIGITAL CABLE
Dynamic Design Climax New!
$99.99
Creative Cable Green Hornet
$299.99
INTERCONNECTS
Audioquest
Call
Creative Cable Concepts 6.0
$749.99
Harmonic Technology Cables New!
Call
Synergistic Active Shielding
Call

$9.99
$27.50
$39.99
$39.99
$59.99
$17499
$6229
$24.99
$39.99
$39.99
$29.99
$39.99
Call

fax 312.433.0011
e-mail: md@amusicdirect.com
www.amusicdirect.com

secure web ordering!

Record
While most of the My Aim
extras have surfaced before, the
new versions of Spike and All
This Useless Beauty each serve up
asurplus of demos and oddities.
Probably the most commercially successful of Costello's
Warner Bros. releases (thanks
in part to the attention drawn to
his collaborations with Paul
McCartney), Spike benefits
greatly from apunchier remix,
while the dozen demos on the
bonus disc provide an opportunity to appreciate the intricacies of Costello's tricky
wordplay. Of particular interest
is acover of "You're No Good."
Costello made no secret of his
scorn for Linda Ronstades
cover of his "Alison"; here he
takes a song that Ronstadt
revived with great success and strips it to
its rhythmic skeleton.
The sleeper of the three is All This
Useless Beauty. Costello's WB swan song,
it caused little stir when it first hit the
racks. Anchored in songs written for
other artists, including Roger McGuirm,
June Tabor, and Johnny Cash, Beauty is
ambitious
without
overreaching
(Costello periodically strays too far
afield). Again, the remix brings out new
colors. This bonus disc is the best of the
three, thanks to demos of "The
Comedians" (written for Roy Orbison's
last album) and "World's Great
Optimist" (one of two Aimee Mann
collaborations here), and rarities featuring the Fairfield Four, Brian Eno, and
Tricky.
-Steven Stolder

vamps. ICeyboardist T Lavitz, amaster
technician and excellent ensemble player, never rises to the point where he can
move this band on his own steam, and
ultimately bears responsibility for the
record's shortcomings.
But Herring is an absolute monster,
and is matched well by the outstanding bass playing of ex-Weather Report
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bassist Alphonso Johnson.
Drummer Rod Morgenstein
is energetic and makes no
mistakes, but lacks the dynamic range and sheer creativity of this outfit's original
drummer, Billy Cobham.
Also, this music is best served
by the cross-rhythms generated by two percussionists.
It's frustrating to be negative
about arecording that has so
much going for it. Herring is a
player of power and subtlety
who can tonally reconfigure
Jerry Garcia solos that are practically sacred texts into the
dance of Maya that John
McLaughlin unveiled to the
world. It's hard to imagine anyone this side ofJeff Beck even
attempting what Herring pulls
off in his glorious reading of the transition from "St. Stephen" to "'The Eleven."
Grateful Dead fans and the group's followers, including growing legions of
Herringheads, will want to own this
even if they've already got ataper's copy,
because of the terrific mix and mastering
job — this set is cut LOUD, i.e. no
dynamic range. Yet anyone who's heard

Bringing
Higher Fidelity
To A

JAZZ IS DEAD
Great Sky River

Digital World"'

Zebra ZD 44023 (CD). 2001. Michael "Gorge
Gaiman, prod.; Bill Cooper, eng. MD? TT: 66:02
Performance ***
Sonics ****

G

reat Sky Rimy provides aconvenient measure of how far
post-Grateful Dead improvisational rock has come in the last five years.
Had it been released in 1997 GSR would
have been hailed as aconceptual breakthrough; today, it's aEm listen with some
astonishing high points in aformat that
too often bogs down in dreaded jamband clichés. Jam bands are terrific for
devotional tribute performances, but
improvisational rock as avibrant musical
form can offer much more.
CSR's great moments, virtually all of
which take place during Jimmy
Herring's remarkable guitar solos, cast a
glaring spotlight on its less successful
Stereophile, December 2001
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Herring with Phil Lesh and Friends
knows how much better this could all
be.
—John Swenson
BUDDY & JULIE MILLER
Buddy &Julie Miller
HighTone HCD8135 (CD). 2001. Buddy Miller, Julie
Miller, prods. and engs. MD? TT: 42:35
Performance ***'/,
Sonics ****

H

ere's a disturbing thought:
maybe alternative country's
moment to move into the mainstream has slipped away. The success last
year of the soundtrack to 0 Brother,
Where Art Thou? opened awindow that
might have allowed modernized oldtimey sounds to climb through, rearranging America's taste in music much
as Saturday Night Fever did way back
when. Imagine the throngs on dance
floors in overalls and clodhopper boots,
bobbing up and down like Adam's
apples on hillbilly boys chugging moonshine. Twoulda been abeautiful thang
ta see.
But it seems that window in time has
slid back down, which is too bad. 'Cause
if anything is poised to take advantage of
the enthusiasm for 0 Brother, ies Buddy &
Julie Miller, the first release from the
couple of the same name. As they've
done on their solo projects, this married
team creates apastiche of ancient-sounding country, Appalachian-infused folk
and gospel, pop, and roots rock.
The Millers simply refuse to lay
down two tracks in arow that sound
alike. On "You Make My Heart Beat
Too Fast," Buddy lets loose with guitar
riffs that boil around Julie's sugarpop
vocals as if Keith Richards, ca 1969, were
stalking Belinda Carlisle in her heyday.
They follow it with the stately acoustic
ache and wistful harmonies of "Forever
Has Come to an End," which seems to
rise out of the shadow of Clinch
Mountain, home of the Carter Family.
(It doesn't hurt a bit that those harmonies include the voice of Emmylou
Harris.) "Forever" gives way to "Little
Darlin'," wrenched to astart with high,
lonesome vocals that are quickly overtaken by swampy, fiddle-fueled struttin'.
In addition to those three gems, Julie
wrote five other songs on the album,
including "That's Just How She Cries,"
in which Buddy gets to break your heart
with asoulful lead vocal. "The River's
Gonna Run" seethes with Julie's typically ominous lyrics, somehow reassuring
by giving shape and form to dark emotions. Feelings described so clearly can't
obliterate us, can they? When you listen
to the Millers give voice to Utah
170

Phillips' angry epic, "Rock Salt and
Nails," you might wonder. (Though
hard to find, Steve Young's cover of it on
his 1969 debut album, named after the
song, is also worth hearing.)
Buddy and Julie Miller bond the disparate musical styles on their album
with uniformly clean and warm production and lean arrangements, aformula that producer T Bone Burnett
employed with the artists he assembled
for 0 Brother. It's doubtful that this
release, on the indic HighTone label,
will sell as well as that soundtrack, but
Buddy &Julie Miller is every bit as appealing. Hopefully, that window of
opportunity can be pried back open and
the Millers can step through.

Koch Jazz KOC-CD 7870 (CD). 2001. Chico Hamilton,
prod.; David Merrill, eng. ODD? TT: 63:34
Performance ****
Sonics *** 1
6

S

eems like the more things
change, the more they stay the
same. Tasty, musical, urbane,
melodic, understated, and swinging,
drummer Chico Hamilton at 80 bears
an unmistakable resemblance to himself
at 40. Nor is Foreststom the nostalgic
musings of an old-timer — Hamilton
always had his eyes fixed firmly on the
future, be it in the context of that daring
left-coast, pianoless quartet with Gerry
Mulligan and Chet Baker that began in
his living room, or the trend-setting
instrumentation and collective approach
—Michael Metzger
of the chamber-jazz ensembles he's led
since the mid-1950s, which showcased
the talents of such cutting-edge musicians as Buddy Collette, Howard
Roberts, Jim Hall, Eric Dolphy, Charles
GRAEME DOWN ES:
Lloyd, Albert Stinson, Gabor Szabo,
Hammers and Anvils
Larry Coryell, Richard Davis, Arnie
Matador 01E506 (CD). 2001. Graeme Downes,
prod.; Mike O'Neil, eng. DDD. TT: 43:29
Lawrence, and Arthur Blythe.
Performance **I6
Foreststorn showcases not so much the
Sonics ****
drummer himself as a wide-ranging
Fond memories of old heroes die hard.
musical appetite. Groove is the order of
Such is the case with New Zealand
the day; while Hamilton's comfort level
psych-pop kings The Verlaines, who,
with a swinging Jimmy Witherduring the 1980s and early '90s, were
spoon-styled blues such as "Fin Gonna
one of the leading lights of the much- Move to the Outskirts of Town"(featurcelebrated Flying Nun Records roster.
ing the Blues Traveler's John Hopper on
Verlaines
leader-genius
Graeme
harmonica) is impeccable, he has never
Downes' stated intent with this, his first
been afraid of any kind of body rhythm
solo album, is to not sound like his old
— he believes they should all swing. Thus
band, but perhaps he erred on the wrong the tasty Latin grooves of his youth arc
side of reactionary. He jumps from folk- there in force on the opening
psych to techno to piano ballads without
"Outrageous" and "That Boy with that
rhyme or reason, leaving behind only a Long Hain" The latter features asupple
handful of tunes (the fuzztone-meets- combination of side-stick and brush on
orchestral pop of "Rock'n'Roll Hero,"
the snare drum that locks down the beat
the moody blues of "Gucci," the serenelike lights out at Rikers, yet is breathy and
ly anthemic "Sunday ICickaround") that dancing, never ponderous or exaggerated.
match the magical quality of the best
Likewise on the title tune, an evocation of
Verlaines records. Downes' singing
his late son, Hamilton plays amodern
voice, however, in which Robyn
funk rhythm as if he believes it, not as if
Hitchcock meets David Byrne, remains
he were slumming. He shadows the lyriaquirky, edgy delight. A likable enough
cal lines of electric bassist Paul Ramsey
album, but not one destined to supplant
with dancing élan, while engaging the latall those fond memories.
-Fred Mills
est in aline of fine El Chico electric guitarists, Cary DeNegris, in tasty back-andforth behind saxophonists Erik Lawrence
and Evan Schwam. It all suggests how a
typical R&B groove can be enlivened by
the rhythmic and harmonic movement of
improvising jazzmen. This music is fun.
CHICO HAMILTON &
But "fun" has been atrademark of
EUPHORIA
the many different editions of Euphoria
that Hamilton has fronted over the last
Foreststorn
two decades, and on Foreststom avariety
Chico Hamilton, drums. Euphoria: Erik Lawrence,
of alumni, admirers, and students drop
sax; Evan Schwam, sax; Cary DeNegris, electric guitar; Paul Ramsey, electric bass. With: Eric Person,
by to have ataste and pay tribute —
Eric Schenkman, electric guitar; John Hopper, hareven the painfully shy Charlie Watts,
monica; Charlie Watts, drums.

short takes
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who counts Chico among his early
inspirations. There's Eric Person's coy,
serpentine lines over Chico's shifting
brushwork on "Soprano Dance," and
the hyper-blues lines of guitarist Eric
Schenkinan on "Guitar Willie."
Even more telling are two gloriously
ruminative ballads, "Eleven Bars for
Arthur" (featuring altoist Arthur
Blythe) and "Bone Cello," in which
Akua Dixon's cello and Steve Turrc's
trombone reflect the impressionistic
stylings of Hamilton's late-'50s groups
as they forged a new chamber-style
approach to jazz — much as the MJQ
did before that, and Oregon and the Art
Ensemble of Chicago did after.
Hamilton's shimmering cushion of
cymbal colors on both tracks is a
reminder of his mastery of mallets,
while his ability to maintain tune and
tempo out of time illustrates how he
helped paved the way for many postmodern drummers to come.
Hamilton has never stopped growing, even though his explorations were
clearly rooted in the liquid cherry center of the jazz tradition. For example,
in the Jo Jones-styled hi-hat groove
introducing the episodic "Around the
Corner," he gets more color and
dynamic variety from choked rolls and
accents on just two hi-hats than most
do from an entire set.
Hamilton and Euphoria save the best
for last: a spirited rhythmic romp
through "When the Saints Go Marching
In" that illustrates New Orleans' musical
connection to both its spiritual antecedents in Caribbean music and its contemporary fruits in down-home blues
and modern jazz.
Rweststons satisfies in away that most
of today's so-called traditional and contemporary jazz releases rarely do. In its
complete absence of self-consciousness
and intellectual bloat, it neither cheapens nor negates, instead offering a
glimpse of the vast reserves of power
that can still be found in American
music when it's made in aspirit ofjoyOtis inclusion.
— Chip Stern
KEITH JARRETT TRIO
Inside Out
Keith Jarrett, piano; Gary Peacock, bass; Jack
Delohnette, drums
ECM 1780 (CD). 2001. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Martin
Pearson, eng. DOD. TT: 78:08
Performance ***
Sonics ****

I

nside Out is the least satisfying album
in years by the most important
piano trio in jazz. It was recorded
live at Royal Festival Hall in London, on
Stereophile, December 2001
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Keith Jarrett hits arare low point on Inside Out

two nights when Keith Jarrett decided
to "scrap the format." The format, of
course, is the repertoire of standards that
has been the Jarrett Trio's foundation
since 1983. Inside Out contains four performances that have been given titles
but are spontaneous free improvisations,
plus an encore, "When IFall in Love."
'The problem is not the absence of
"format." Jarrett built his reputation in
the mid-70s on aseries of totally improvised "solo concerts" that were astonishing for both their artistic and commercial success. Albums such as Solo Concerts
Bremen/Lausanne (1973) and The Kiln
Concert (1975) were existential stream-ofconsciousness adventures in which
Jarrett cast his fate to the wild winds of
inspiration and trusted them to carry
him home. They always did. He got
trapped in labyrinths and always
escaped, fell off precipices and landed on
his feet. Along the way, he came upon
moments —even whole movements —
of chilling spontaneous lyricism.
The problem with Inside Out is twofold. Jarrett is having two off nights, and
free improvisation is harder to pull off
with three players than with one. Many
of Jarrett's ideas here (cg, the repetitive
three-note figure that opens "From the
Body" and the bass/treble hammerings
at the extremes of the keyboard at the
fade-in of "Riot") are neither attractive
nor interesting. Inside Out demonstrates
that playing "without material" (Jarrett's
phrase) demands a rarefied level of
imaginative focus. Without it, episodic
fragments sound random, shifts in
tempo feel arbitrary, and formal license
suggests self-indulgence.
In 12 trio albums of standards (containing 20 CDs), the great rhythm team

of Gary Peacock and Jack DeJohnette
have shown that, beginning with
known material, they can climb and
twist with Jarrett wherever he journeys.
But here they often sound tentative.
The sound quality is intimate and
exact, especially for a recording in a
large concert hall, and even disappointing Jarrett albums have strengths. The
end of "From the Body," with its quiet
lefthand drone and righthand meditations that crest and recede, is hypnotic.
But "When IFall in Love" makes it
clear that Jarrett is off his game. This
version searches for aconcept, marks
time while it waits for inspiration, and
never approaches the transcendent realization of this great song contained on
Still Live, from 1986.
-Thomas Conrad
DIANA KRALL
The Look of Love
Diana Krall, vocals, piano; Russell Malone, guitar;
Christian McBride, bass; Peter Erskine, drums;
London Symphony Orchestra
Verve 314 549 846-2 (CD). 2001. Tommy LiPuma,
prod.; Al Schmitt, eng.; Bill Smith, Aya Takemura,
Chris Clark, Richard Lancaster, John Hendrickson,
asst. engs. AAD? Tr: 50:34
Performance **I6
Sonics ****

E

ven the cover art of most of the
crossover projects currently in
vogue on both the jazz and classical sides of the record business goes too
far. Take The Look of Love: Walk into the
jazz section of any record store and this
disc's eye-candy allure will draw you.
There on the cover, in ablack dress and
stiletto heels, hair blown back from those
come-hither blue eyes, is Diana Krall, the
singer-pianist who has chosen to fling
herself—hair, legs, and cleavage —into
the role of glamour girl. The fact that the
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JVC Disc America is pleased to announce the next four
classical releases culled from the vaults of RCA/BMG.
The period between 1955 and 1963 has long been considered the "golden era" of sound and
music at RCA by knowledgeable audiophiles and music critics. Over the coming months
we will be releasing many more of these classic sessions in glorious XRCD sound. You may
very well be familiar with some of these recordings, but wait till you hear them on XRCD!
XRCD allows the listener to hear the recordings as the artist and producer intended ... to hear the
sound of the original master tape. The gains in clarity, transparency, dynamics and warmth can be
heard by all, on every CD player, without the need for any add-on converter or additional equipment.
JVC

THE REINER SOUND
FRITZ REINER

JVCXR-0215

CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

THE REINER SOUND is one of the most sought after recordings in the entire Living Stereo
series. Coveted by collectors for its magnificent blend of orchestral virtuosity and sonic
brilliance, this classic features unparalleled performances of Ravel's Rapsodie Espagnole
and Pavan For A Dead Princess, Weber's Invitation To The Dance and Rachmaninoff's
Isle 01 The Dead

DEBUSSY IBERIA /RAVEL ALBORADO DEL GRACIOSO /

JVCXR-0216

VALSES NOBLES ET SENTIMENTALES
FRITZ REINER

CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Legendary conductor Fritz Reiner established his legacy when he assumed his directorship of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Reiner raised the status of the CSO to that of
one of the finest in the world. Although not often associated with the works of the French
impressionist composers, these performances from 1958 are considered among the finest
from the Reiner /CSO era. This much sought after classic sounds superb on XRCD2!
TSCHAIKOWSKY

JMCXR-0009

VIOLIN CONCERTO IN D, OP. 35
FRITZ REINER 'CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
....0—••

JASCHA HEIFETZ

The peerless artistry of Jascha Heifetz astounded all who heard him and compelled critics to invent new superlatives. This performance from September 1957 was an instant
classic. Heifetz's playing is otherworldly; the orchestra fiery and brilliant. And just wait
until you hear the sound of this coming together of musical giants on XRCD2!

4048‘.

MENDELSSOHN CONCERTO IN E MINOR

JMCXR-0010

PROKOFIEFF VIOLIN CONCERTO IN G MINOR
FRITZ REINER

CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

JASCHA HEIFETZ

The most popular concerto in the entire violin literature is Mendelssohn's Concerto In E
Minor. This music is treated to aperformance of classic elegance and beauty by one of the
greatest virtuosos of our day Jascha Heifetz. Heifetz, Munch and the Boston Symphony
are also superb on Prokofieff's Violin Concerto In G Minor. These two great performances were recorded over athree day span in February 1959.
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Record
hit with the middle-of-the-road nonjazz crowd —but still mush, and not
what anyone who loves the music wants
jazz to become. The defense, of course,
is that the mainstream success of this
kind of project funds more serious jazz
records, and that apercentage of those
who buy The Look of Love will be
intrigued enough to move on to Patricia
Barber, Kenny Barron, or perhaps even
Bill Evans. Whatever the case, and as
attractive as Krall is, I'm old-fashioned:
music should be heard and not necessarily seen.
-Robert Baird
credit list for this album's photography,
hair, makeup, and wardrobe is nearly as
long as the credits for recording sessions
themselves (produced by Tommy
LiPuma) is telling: Get outs the way! This
girl is now jazz music's biggest, and perhaps only, sex symbol
In some ways, you can't blame Krall.
She cleans up well, and the old fable
about suffering financially for one's art
gets damned old. And for the jazz business, the timing is opportune; Jazz doesn't attract many fans and/or record buyers
these days, so the more stars —ie, those
who can draw the non-jazz audience —
the better. "Don't hate me because I'm
beautiful"? Well, agenre populated mainly by raggedy but earnest gentlemen
could use alittle leggy, blonde star power.
My beef with all this art and commerce run amok is that Krall —who can
play piano and sing —is now becoming
all about photos instead of about music, a
point reinforced by the album's tide: The
Look of Love. Backed here by frequent
ace collaborators Russell Malone (guitar),
Christian McBride (bass), the great Peter
Erskine (drums), and two orchestras —an
L.A. pickup band and the London
Symphony Orchestra — Krall takes a
dreamy ride through an all-star program
of standards that includes "SWonderful,"
"Cry Me aRiver," and the title tune. But
the credit she should get for taking on
such landmarks is negated by her slow,
gauzy, unambitious singing, which fails
to add anything to these classics. These
performances might make for potent
late-night fire-starters, but in daylight
they fall flat. The same is true of Krall's
piano playing, here reduced to afew tinIdes sprinkled in for effect. Krall has
never had the chops to push back the
frontiers of art as player or singer, but her
past recordings are proof that she's capable of more than she offers here.
The Look of Love is just the sort of
romantic after-hours "jazz" album people want to come home to: pleasant
enough, very attractive, easy to market, a
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Love, Gloom, Cash, Love
Herbie Nichols, piano; George Duvivier, bass; Dannie
Richmond, drums
Bethlehem R2 76690 (CD). 1958/2001. Lee Kraft,
prod. AAD? TT: 41:55
Performance
Sonics ***

H

erbie Nichols was an enormous influence on the young
Cecil Taylor, aclear antecedent
of the work of Mal Waldron, Andrew
Hill, and Herbie Hancock, and an
inspiring father figure to the likes of
Steve Lacy, Roswell Rudd, Buell
Neidlinger, and Archie Shepp. But
Nichols never really caught abreak—
even his five legendary Blue Note sessions from 1955 and 1956 barely caused
aripple — and he died of leukemia in
1963 at the age of 44.
So thank God for this, his final session as aleader, from November 1957
in New York City, now beautifully
remastered (earlier European imports
were out of phase) as part of the imposing Bethlehem Archives series. (The
series also features amarvelous selection
of rare gems from Charles Mingus,
Booker Ervin, Booker Little, Stan
Levey, Mel Tonné, Johnny Hartman,
Herbie Mann, and others.)
More conservative than his Blue Note
recordings, Love, Gloom, Cash, Love is
nevertheless a fulsome portrait of
Nichols' gifts as acomposer and improviser. Often incorrectly dismissed as an
acolyte of his contemporary Thelonious
Monk, Nichols was trained as aclassical
pianist, and had deep roots in 20th-century modernism and apredilection for
the New Orleans and New York stride
roots of jazz piano. At times he sounds
like some recombinant genetic splicing
of Béla Bartók and Teddy Wilson; he
had aspecial genius for creating an organic, harmonically challenging, ongoing rhythmic dialogue in atrio setting (in
this case, with the courtly George
Duvivier and the free-flowing Dannie

Reviews

Richmond). A tune such as "Beyond
Recall," an abstraction of New Orleans
jazz, with its echoes of striding left hand
and drumlike cadences, is ajoyous illustration of Nichols' episodic style of formal design and his ability to draw out
drummers with his percussive phrasing
and built-in structural kicks and fills.
Given Richmond's mastery of Charles
Mingus' complex music, his quicksilver
reactions are on apar with all of the
great drummers who recorded with
Nichols: Shadow Wilson, Art Blakey,
and Max Roach.
Elsewhere, Nichols' vinegary yet
tuneful harmonic touch and buoyant
style of call and response are well represented by such cubist originals as
"Portrait of Ucha" and "Argumentative," which illustrate his indomitable
sense of swing and the extraordinary
independence with which he employed
his left and right hands, as well as the
bluesy undertones that animated his
decidedly thematic approach to improvisation. But there's also a poignant,
almost tragic yearning in his cover of
Cahn and Van Heusen's "All the Way"
and his own "Infatuation Eyes" — one
can easily imagine the parallels between
his frustrations as amusician and in relationships.
Still, for all the lack of fulfillment and
positive feedback in his life, Nichols was
not given to self-pity. In the title tune, his
only recorded waltz, he displays amarvelous sense of romance and dark
whimsy, while on the concluding
"S'Crazy Pad" he interpolates Glenn
Miller's "Sentimental Journey" in adecidedly tongue-in-cheek manner. Such
humor, however mordant, in the face of
life's vicissitudes and offhand rejections,
is the very spiritual essence of the blues.
It is precisely this heroic grace and
exploratory spirit that give each of these
10 performances such atimeless sense of
adventure and mother wit. -Chip Stern
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HIGH
QUALITY
COMPETITIVE PRICES
ACOUSTIC REVOLUTION...

2*X4' Glass Fiber Wall Panels

$35.00

4X4 Glass Fiber Wall Panels

$56.00

Custom Sizes Are
Also Available

itesedir'

merlin

music systems inc.

Tel 716-367-2390
Fax 716-367-2685
Post Office Box 146

4 XI

$75.00
$110.00
$165.00

Absorption System

eX1' Diffusion System
4')(9" Bass Reproduction System

American AGowlec
Technology

4705 South Main St.
Hemlock, NY 14466
info@merlinmusic.com
www.merlinmusic.corn

We Carry a Large Variety of Products
www.americonacoustictechnology.com
Toll Free (866) 222-2233

The first to introduce

•Reference 300B SET amplifier from Japan
•Ultrawide bandwidth 20hz-1 00khz
•Transformer-coupled using WAVAC/Tango designs
•Input/Driver direct coupled •No capacitors in the signal path
•Fast, tight rhythmic bass •Transparent, pure midrange
•Ultra-extended highs
•MD-300B chosen as reference SET by Steve Hoffman
•Harvey Rosenberg -"...switching back to aconventional SET,
it is as though you went from aSET to aPP design."
WAVAC models from 10-100 w/ch starting at $4000
Imported by: tmh audio
Tel: 937-439-2667 •www.tmhaudio.com •info@tmhaudio.com
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Authorized Distributor for Canada & U.S.
#713-2895 Derry Road East

WAVAC Audio Lab •Kifichel horn speakers
Miyabi Alnico phono cartridge
•Pure Silver Connection 6N silver-air cables

Mississauga, Ontario L4T I
A6 Canada
Voice: 416.244.6200 Fax: 416.246.0829
Email: info@morishita.net

THEShow2002 at The Rio -Suite 1966

www.morishita.net
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Only the simplest
can accommodate
the most complex

modular...

expandable...

beautiful !
function
meets for

•

Holds CDs directly, or any media
types in any combination with the
use of adjustable media shelves.

C 4—+ -RAl10,0

SAKUBAZCSJEMS

888-577-8843

• VIDEO
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www.AVmechanIca.com

2Rocky Mt. Rd.. Jefferson, MA 01522
tel fraz :508-829-3426
email: sakurastms@aoloom www.sakurasystems.com

ELCOM1

Confused about
which component to purchase?
A TRULY
BREATHTAKING
PERFORMANCE
WHICH MUST BE
EXPERIENCED

Once you get
your bearings,
everything
will become
clear.
"The improvement in sound
can he quite staggering..."
-David Price.
Iti Fi World, March 2001

Çouhirtan;fAtlawiice
GERSHMAN ACOUSTICS
TEL: (905) 669-5994 FAX: (905) 669-1941
www.gershmanacoustics.com
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"...the sonic improvement was
such that Iconsider them
a must-have accessory..."
-Robert Deutsch.

Stereophile. May 2001

auriosmib.com
MEDIA

ACCESS

2660 County Road D •Woodville, WI •54028 •P: 800.830.1575 •F: 715.698.3256
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Transcribe what the ear perceives
Translate what we imagine
Blend the above
And share the passion

TRIANGLE
ELECTROACOUSTIQUE

.
e

7!1.•?
.1' évelation
Uctors
'e.71",•1
electric

www.triangle-fr.com
www.vmax-services.com
Model shown.
(...eilu.5 or $1,995 per pair

get 21
DH LABS, INC.
The industry leader in quality and value since 1992!
(561) 745-6406
www.silversonic.com

VMAX Services, PO Box 570, Chazy, NY 12921
Tel: (800) 771-8279 or (514) 932-7786
Fax: (514) 931-8891 Email: info@vmax-services.com

Calling all SET amps (and others too).
You have finally met your match.

Absolute

Structural Integrity.
•3/8" thick solid
crossbar
•decoupling for ALL
shelves
•sandfillable pillars
•shelves available
in black, rosewood,
honey or brandy

14 OHM-97 DB
sensitivity

Victory
$4599 US/pr.

COINCIDENT
SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY

RETAIL: $475
(extra shelf: $80)

The
ATLANTIS
Reference Rack

www.coincidentspeakencorn
Tel: (905) 886-6728 • fax: (905) 886-2627
Foreign distributor inquiries welcome
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But wer'e Made for each other/
In matters of love, thine can et pretty complicated
Choud we be apart shou2 we be toeher?

fortunately, Power Modules has made thine a loe-

kwe

complicated in matters of aud/O Because the

belles 3.50A amplifier and 20A preamplifier are
cési:ened to reproduce the audio signal accurately,
without coloratk7n Co whether they are t'et'her
or apart, it dœsn't matter The sound is awesome
either way /t-,9 too bad all deisions aren't this simple

«111.
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o matter how exotic your audio system may be, its
success will depend on your room's ability to allow

the re-creation of the original acoustical space.
Echo Busters will help you realize the full potential of your
system with our complete line of treatment packages.

Power Modules Inc 479 East St. Pittsford, NY 14534
PH .(716)586-0740 FAX (7161586-4203 www.powermodules.com

Transmission Line Evolution

cihe
P.
m.
ygdalti

Pictured below:
5Echo Buster panels
4Corner Busters
$639. enough for most average rooms

Cantilevered Kevlar
diaphragms

Viscous Gold
damped tweeters

••
q-TSAL. Filter Theory
Transmission line
loading
Pictured above
4Bass Busters
$215 each
"I have tried many accessories that Ican't imagine being without, but the Echo Busters
are more indispensable than any of them "
— Dr. Kelly Tang

ECH
BUSTE

DRUMS ACOUSTICAL tRIATIAFLITS

Call 1(888) ECHO BUST (1-888-324-6287) or (631) 242-6100
940-D Grand Blvd., Deer Park. NY 11729
Fax: (631) 242-7717
E-mail. info©echobusters.corn
wwwechobusters corn
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For more information:
Ougesset
1701 B. Vanderbilt Ave.
Portage, Nil 49024 USA
616-321-9660
www.buggtussel.com
Dealer inquiries welcome

Ougglusse/ at TH E Expo 2002
The Rio Rm. 1916 Las Vegas, Jan 8-11

e .Consultations

Audipimm
Cdnnection

•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide
•Turntable Specialists

•Cables
•Stands
•Tubes
•Preowned Equip

www.audioconnect.com

'Audit* Aeons audio research clef e ProAc is
aluoteitie lexicon BirM reUil I:3
Ayre
* Aesthetix
* Alpha Core

* Audio Research
* Ayre

* Cary
* Creek

* Arcam
* ATI

* BM' •
* Basis

* Dynavector
* ESP

* Audible Illusions
* Audio Note

* Bel Canto
* Belles

* Audio Physics

* Benz-Micro

* AudioQuest
* Audio Refinement

* Bryston
* Cardas

JEFF ROWLANL

aucJioquest
III MAGNEPAN
Ro -rm_ [audio physil I)
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KIM3ER '<ABLE

VANDERSTEEN

* Jeff Rowleu

* LUXUI

* Fanfare

Design
* Harmonic
Technology
* Kimber Kable

* Musical Fidelity
* Magnepan
* Magnum Dynalab
* Morch

* Goertz
* Grado
* Graham

* Koetsu
* Lexicon
* Lightspeed

* MSB
* Music Reference
* Nordost

* Plinius
* Primare

* Rogue
* Rotel •
* RGrey Power C(

* ProAc
* PS Audio
* PSB
* PSE
* Quicksilver

* Salamander
* Spendor
* Vandersteeii
* VPI

* Rega

* Wadia
* Zoethecus

Rote! & B&W -No Mail Order!

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044

(973) 239-1799

S-2

/

•Simply the finest power

-Click!

*patent pending

conductor available
.4 levels of RFI filtering*

•Unique switching to fine tune
your system*
•No current limiting

•WATTaGATED gold
connectors

•Be Prepared to be blown away!

R
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TEL 425869.8482

www.audioprism.com

FAX 425869.1873
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Manufacturers'
Errata
An unfortunate error crept its stealthy way
into my report from HE2001 (September
2001, p.67). There's no mistaking EAR's
Tim de Paravicini, but contrary to what I
wrote, he was not at HE2001. Ihad some
notes open on my desk regarding the 2001
CES and my glance zigged when it should
have zagged. My apologies both to Baron
'Tim and to our readers.
—Jonathan Scull

Comments
Mg experiences with the loudspeakers suggest that the Temptation has lived up to the
high standard set by the Master, and is
indeed worthy of the Evidence designation.
Like the cost-no-object Evidence
Master, the Evidence Temptation is an allout attempt at the most advanced loudspeaker design. The Master was aimed at
the extreme high end, and its development
spawned the Temptation, undoubtedly a
more viable alternative in terms of most
budgets and applications without much, if
any, compromise in the scope of most
high-performance system applications. It is
1)ynaudio's objective to pursue the development of future products based on the
Evidence models' advanced drivers, their
Dynaudio Directivity Control (DDC)
controlled-dispersion topology, and the
multitude of advanced technical refinements they incorporate to bring this high
level of real-world performance to more
attainable price points. In keeping with our
core philosophy, Dynaudio will continue
to push the envelope of the state of the art

after two hours?
EveAnna Manley
President, Manley Laboratories

Dynaudio Evidence Temptation
Editor:
On behalf of Dynaudio, Iwould like to express our most heartfelt gratitude to Dr. Larry
Greenhill for the review of our new Evidence Temptation loudspeakers. We also
thank Stertvphile once again for providing us
with the forum to showcase our products
and the opportunity to respond. Iwould also
Manley Labs Steelhead
like to thank John Atkinson for his insight reEditor:
garding the technical attributes of the loudWOW! Mikey likes it! Thank you so much
speakers and his comments regarding the
for your honkin' great review of our new
engineering merits of such. Anyone interestSteelhead Phono Stage. 'That the only severe«
ed in more detailed technical information on
complaint you have about our upstreamthe Evidence Temptation can access our coswimming Fono Fish is regarding our gaudy
mpany website at www.dynaudiousa.com.
gold cosmetics, well, hell, Icouldn't agree
As Dr. Greenhill noted, the qualities of
with you more! Although there are those
construction of the $85,000/pair Evidence
audiophiles who prefer the shiny gold look, it
hasn't ever been my personal favorite, so I Master and the Temptation arc virtually
identical. Their similarities are much
started moving us back to our ol' black'n'blue
greater than their differences, and Dr.
cosmetics in September. By CES we'll be
Greenhill's comments regarding his listenfully switched over and in compliance, although if you don't like my knobs, Iwill have
to take personal offense at that >)
70111111111*
Being the Tube Queen (not too much
competition for that title), when Mitch
told me he was going to sneak aJFET into
my world, Ireacted to this much as you
did: with equal suspicion and prejudice, as
most thermionic devotees would. But
then, seeing as it would perform no voltage amplification and function as a
Simplicity Artistry Music
im
transconductance amplifier by turning
voltage fluctuations into current fluctuations, thus harboring none of the nasties
that people usually associate with FETs,
even Istarted to warm up to the idea. Early
listening tests induced smiles all around,
and our beta testers voted positively with
Mcrej3000 inti'y &danced tine &met pieamptliet
their wallets. That JFET is so the right tool
6,
for the job, and definitely key to the
We,seq80001.44119 dalanced
numuddrickpeweramplifliics
Steelhead's subterranean noise floor and
the gateway to the list of superlatives —
"spectacular," "rhythmic," "musical,"
"breathtaking," "coherent," "unrestrained,"
Synergistic Sound
"astounding" — that you have graciously
Indianapolis, IN
heaped on the unit. Dang, Ihaven't been
317-726-0243
so enlightened by anew technology since
synersound@aol.com
my folks gave me my first Close and Play
Audio Compositions
and aJackson 5single.
Lincoln University, PA
610-869-7346
You know, we love to have fun at this
audiocompl@aol.corn
gig, and Michael, Idig how you picked up
on our twisted audio humor in our manAlternative Audio
uals, website, and on the product itself—
Dundas, ON Canada
and especially how you dish it right back
905-627-0899
at us. Good one. One question, though:
1
info@alternativeaudio.com
..
444iiiimijoidmaidimediseiegaasie
when you do the secret Dim+Sum button trick, do you find yourself hungry
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Allow us to share our profile.

THE WORLD'S
FINEST RECORDINGS
LP •CD
BLUE NOTE
BLUE NOTE JAPAN
PRESTIGE
RIVERSIDE
SAVOY
VERVE
UNIVERSAL JAPAN
JVC XRCD
CLASSIC RECORDS
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
MOBILE FIDELITY

THESE AREN'T LP'S. They're import CDs
from Japan, England, and all over the
world. They're remastered (often using 20bit K2, 24-bit, or HDCD masters), and packaged, with all original artwork, in miniature
LP-style sleeves. We stock thousands of

AUDIOQUEST
SIMPLY VINYL

titles in mini LP sleeves, and we have
customers who collect them by the
dozens. In fact, we stock thousands
of import discs—more than almost
anyone else in the entire U.S.
We stock so many unique items
because at Red
Trumpet, we're all
music lovers first
and foremost. We

Red Trumpet

want you to be
happy, and that's
why we offer the
best service too.
In fact, when the

877 733.8786
717 843.5562

Internet mailing
list Phonogram

717 843.3581

e
www.redtrumpet.com
info@redtrumpet.com

Don't

have

our catalog? Call

asked recently,

They're not LPs —they're
Imported CDs, with
better mastering and
cooler packaging!

Who's your favorite music dealer, Red Trumpet
got three times
as many votes
as all other U.S.
vinyl and CD dealers

com bine d!*

Find out why aremarkable 80% of our
customers order from us again, and why
one sums us up his experience shopping
at Red Trumpet by saying simply, "Great
service every time." Visit us online at
redtrumpet.com or call us toll-free at

•Phonogram is adiscussion group
for those who listen to. collect.
or otherwise enjoy music on
visit NIPPING!
records. To subscribe, send
e-mail to <owner-phono
Enter coeudt"mPetc°rn
cal!
upon 92SH _ ;),
gram@graphics.cornell.
and Wen pa _
oT"riump E,
edu> and type "subscribe
to
the
s
o
- r,
ground
phonograne as the subject.
48 states
The survey wasn't scientific.
•...1.1;:1702

toll-free
redtrumpet.com
or visit us
to online
get yours,.
at

presents the finest in European
style and elegance

Aloia .Audio Tekne
Audiomeca Ecosse
Copulare .Piega

Piega

Visit us online to find adealer near you

Audiomeca

www.sanibelsound.com

(800)531-6886

•

El

(Sanibel (Sound

Copulare

877-

REDTRUMP ET (Of 717 843-5562).

Aloia

Dealers interested in these
products are encouraged to call.
Territories are Available.
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in loudspeaker performance and value,
and offer the most advanced technology
available at each and every price point.
Again, thank you to Dr. Larry Greenhill,
John Atkinson, and Stereophile for the conrise review and the words of praise; your
comments serve to confirm that the high
goals we set for our designs have indeed
been met. We also thank the readership of
Stereophik for your interest and consideration, and for providing our industry with its
essential foundation.
Mike Manousselis
Director of Sales &Marketing
Dynaudio North America
Kora Cosmos
Editor:
Everyone here at Kora —Cyril Canod and
Alain De Stefani, production; Gerard
Payrastre, R&D; François Philibert, Kora's
designer; and myself— would like to thank
the people at Stereophik for giving us the
opportunity to have the Kora Cosmos
monoblocks reviewed in your magazine.
We're really happy that Michael Freiner
enjoyed them as much as he did —at the
end of the day, that's what counts!
By the way, we do have two warranty
service departments in the US; customers
can contact their dealers for details.
Finally, regarding Michael's quotation
about ONERA, we're not sure where that
conies from, but Kora has no connection at
all with the French Ministry of Defense —
the only military connections we have are
with the EL84M tubes used in some of
our amps!
All -Starts
Commercial Director, Kara E.C.
47 Lab 4706 Gaincard
Editor:
Thank you very much, Robert Deutsch,
John Atkinson, and Skreophile, for the very
informative and accurate review of the 47
Laboratory Gaincard. 47 Laboratory is
known for the idiosyncratic design policy of
their components, but the resulting sound,
as Bob found out, is far from any idiosyncratic taste. They consider audio components as tools to deliver the music; all the
idiosyncratic appearances of their products
arc the results of serving that purpose.
According to Junji Kimura, the designer,
the anomaly appearing in JA's measurements is to be expected when the Gaincard
is fed acontinuous waveform. It is duc to the
very small filter/capacitor of 1000p.F rather
than the Humpty power supply itself. By
increasing the size of the filter/capacitor, the
impedance can be dropped and more power
can be attained at the tip —but Junji found
it also dulls the resulting sound. Between the
performance on the test bench and the
actual sound when played with music signal, he didn't hesitate to choose the latter.
We also would like to note and appreciate your very professional handling of
the review process. It was apleasant experience for us all.
Yoshi Seshi
Sa/cura Systems
Stereophile, December 2001
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CLS32WISOMKII &CCS 6400150 9kIKII
2digital & 4analog outlets
210Joles/18,000 A surge capability
1800 Watts/15 A

AUDIONIDEO
CABLES
& MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES

CIS 66W ISO M9(11

4digital & 4analog outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability
2400 Watts/20 A

41111EJLI :X:

C.C.S96W I
SOMI(1 I
4digital & 2 + 2analog outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability
2,400 Watts/20 A

!FOR TOP QUALITY!
'
We carry L A T International cables,
,
who are continually gaining recognition ,
for the highest performance to price
'
ratio of any wire and cable company.
Customers tell us LAT Intl cables are
sonically equal to (or better than) any of
the competition and at afraction of their
prices. We offer a45 day money back '
guarantee. Also, ask for literature that
,
demystifies wire & cable technology.,
&MORE

r- COMPONENTS
CLS 9900.1.94.
1'10CH
4amplifier outlets
420Joies/30,000 A surge capability
3,600 Watts/30 A

CD Players, DVD Players
Amps, Pre-amps, integrated amps
Line conditioners
Phono Cartridges &Turntables
Speakers &Component stands
&MORE

CLS ST1000 gt11(11
4digital, 4amp & 4analog outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability
3,600 Watts/30 A

HOME THEATER 11
Video &Audio wire and cable
DVD players
Speakers &Component stands
,
Line Conditioners

CLS leerence
2+2+2 digital, 4amp & 2+2 analog outlets
1,260Joles/90,000 A surge capability
3,600 Watts/30 A
Dual Mono Plug (DMP)

OMIGQ;000
ID
eb)

& MORE

ACCESSORIES
Send for afree complete catalog of all ,
our Audio/Video products that also
includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day. Fax 856 428 1832 or e,
mail latinternational@erols.com or for
details on LA T International wire and'
'
cable, visit www.latinternational.com

LIGHTSPEED AUDIO
6465 Monroe St. # E
Sylvania, Ohio 43560 USA
TEL: 419-885-1485, FAX: 419-885-7148
www.changlightspeed.com
changlightspeed@solarstop.net

AUDIONIDEO CABLES AND MORE
317 PROVINCETOWN ROAD CHERRY HILL NJ 08034
AudioNideo Cable and More is the mail order outlet and
subsidiary of L AT International Enterprises Inc
1
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Drop Shipable

h

NO LOCAL DEALER?
Drop shipments from
largest U.S. dealer
y Call for demo specials
y Easy in home auditions
y

•Audio Research •Billy Bags •CAL
•Definitive Technology •Dunlavy
•Grado •Krell •Lexicon
•Monitor Audio •Monster Cable
•NHT •Nordost •Pass Labs
•Pioneer Elite •ProAc •Rega
•Runco •Velodyne •VPI
•Wilson Audio •Wadia •Zoethecus
3025 100th St.
Des Moines. IA

515-727-2279
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V Any Place

Incredible Savings On:

1.110 15

"
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1
AUDIO
RESEARCH
8

Once in a lifetime ...
Factory Sealed Ref 600 rnk1's
$15.999dr. (S40.000pr. for mk3)
y Never opened

6
, Never used

Audio-Video
L•CI•G•I•C

AUDIO NEXUS
plectures and interviews from world-famous audio/video
lease visit our Online Seminar Series and listen to

manufacturers over the Internet. More information is
available at http:/www.audionexus.com/online.shtml
AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European craftsmanship and exquisitely clear
and detailed sound make these the most affordable "Class A- speakers you
will ever hear
AUDIO RESEARCH Leis just say that Audio Research has been around
practically forever and has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They have acomplete line of
vacuum tube products as well as aselection of solid state units. Come
audition the brand new VT-I00 Mk Ill amp and the LS-2S Mk II preamp, both of
which use the 6H30 super tube we've been raving about.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY in record time, their tube and
solid state designs have established BAT as aleader in high-end electronic
design. Now all their marvelous tube products are available as Signature
Editions which use that fabulous 6H30 tube and bring unprecedented
excitement and clarity to your music. The VK-75 and VK-755E tube amps and
the VK-6200 multi-channel amp are their newest offerings.

•-,.. :.,.,

V Any Size

!IMO
\ %

I

KAV CLOSEOUTS

V Customizable

Home Theater Standards
KAV-300i

KAV-250a

KAV-250a3

KAV-1500

y New -Factory sealed
y Five year warranty
y Shipable anywhere
v Authorized dealer

Pictures, Prices, Info
Trade-ins & Specials

audiovideologic.com

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
BRYSTON Want great, yet affordable electronics? They offer afull line of
power amps, preamps. and integrated amps, including their newest, the
9BST 5-channel amp and the SP- Itheater processor. Many are criticallyacclaimed, and all have an unmatched, 20-year warranty.
CONFtAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and gorgeous sounding, the
electronics from this company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall to audition their brand new
Premier 17LS preamp, and you'll soon understand what the term "musical"
really means.
KIMBERKABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come hear
the Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek, attractive speakers just as
it does from abeautiful songbird. The Kestrel, Shearwater, and Heron have
now been joined by acenter channel, small monitor, and the no-holdsbarred Nightingale. Starting at $895 per pair, the Meadowlark speakers sing
sweetly and clearly.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that
presents music with stunning beauty. Their flagship model 5will engulf you in
abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC-1 center
channel and VSM-I surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Chang
Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology. Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado •Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Pro-Ject
PSB •Richard Gray's Power Co. • Rogue •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com

33 Un on Place Summit NJ 07901—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Naim Audio, Spendor,
Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark, Ruark, Koetsu,
JPW, Creek, Epos, Sound Organisation. Goldring, and
more. Always lots of used gear. Established way back in
1979! (805) 658-8311, uninp.genembinaudio.com.

BABY HERE SELLING GEAR! Rare opportunity
Linn 'Celtics, black ($10,000); current top of L
line,
Exposure professional 9and 14 preamp and power supply ($6900); four Exposure dual-mono amps ($12,800);

ATTENTION SPENDOR AND QUAD OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio, www.chapteraudio.com. QS&D
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike
or Randy, QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713,
e-mail qsandd@aol.com. Web: unow.qsatedd.com.

McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve
McCormack (the original desiper), these outstanding
upgrades are available for all I)NA amplifiers, TLC and

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC. Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT
Spectral, limeta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call SIT(TeX
(310) 826-3686jax (310) 826-857Z Semie.
AUDIO ART, EST 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Classe, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
14ice/.fitx (804) 358-5300, e-mail AudioArtUSA@aol.com.
AUDIO UNLIMITED offers Accuphasc, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotcc, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Anthem, ASC,
Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder, Bunnester, Cary, Chang.
Clcaraudio, Conrad-Johnson, EAR, Electrocompanict,
Graaf, Grado, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, Loewe HDTV,
Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Musc, Nagra, Pathos, PS
Audio, Rega, Shunyata Research, Soliloquy, Spendor,
Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem, Transfiguration, XLO,
YBA, Zoethccus, and more. Call John Barnes at (303)
691-340Z fax (303) 922-0522, 2341 W Vale Ave,
Erientivd, CO 80110.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA —Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only StiTirphile-recommended (October 2001) vertical dipole antenna. Built to outperfonn and outlast all
others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-8637, other locales
inquire (716) 683-5451, fry (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at www,iiinfare.rom.
The Fanfare FM miser is state-of-the-art.., soon to
include AM.
CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver, BEL Audio Physic
EAD, Immedia, Vibrapods, Lyra, Wireworld, !Clyne,
Power Snakes, Acoustic Energy, Richard Gray, YBA,
Needle Nectar, Herron Audio, Analysis Plus, MYA,
Arcam, Edge Electronics, Aurios. Used and demos
available. Trade-ins welcome. More info at WWW.CAIller
alliii0.(0111 or (503) 643-7512.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS — respected for quality
modifications. "Making the best better since 1979."
Products modified this year include ARC, Boulder,
Levinson, Krell, vintage McIntosh and Marantz,
Spectral, Rowland, Counterpoint, Rotel, VAC,
Magnum Dynalab, and many inure. We have specialized mods for Hafler, Dyna, Adcom, B&IC, Pioneer CI),
and others. New, great-sounding IND players! Musical
Cnuers, 49pson Gum', Sr. Charles, MO 63304, (636)4470040, latest newsletter at wiinerniiskalciviciptecom.
PREMIER TUBE AND ANALOG: 1)éjà Vu Audio
Ltd. Mon, Audio Note. Benz-Micro, Cary, EAR. Fi,
Hovland, Koctsu. Myryad, Naim, Roksan. Rega,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Transfiguration, XL0, and much
more. Custom home theater and HDTV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington. DC's leading
source. (703) 734-9391, ufflo.dtjaouanclio.rom.
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Linn Tunebox ($650); all cables. Best offer. Truc audiophile system. Call (212) 463-9277

ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or see unvivSMcAudio.com.
mum Ilium
lllll immil!!!!!
11,1111111 WWWUSEDCABLE.COM mlIIuu,I Tul
ilitmlimmilitillitt111111,1111111111,1
We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
BR1TNEY SPEARS NAKE1) is a dream. These
dreams are obtainable: Alois, AMC, Anthem, Antique
Sound Lab, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Audio
Research, Benz, CAL Cambridge, Clearaudio, Creek,
Hovland. JA. Michell, Manley, Music Hall, Nordost,
ProAc, PS Audio, Quad, SME, Soliloquy, QuickSilver,
Wavac, Wireworld, more! Arizona Hi-Fi, (480) 9219961, unmerubeaudio‘orn.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES: 24-bit/96-192kHz
upgrade for DA-10. Sounds better than Ultraftnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 6SN7 triode upgrades for
SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356 Sn• wimualravimuludiacom.
MICHAEL ELLIOTT'S NEW ARIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound quality. These arc listener's
amplifiers built to last, with hietime warranties. Sold
directly, no dealer markup! Call Mike ar (760) 945-0356
or visit unowariaaudio.cont.
CABLE ELEVATORS —Save up to 50%. Compare at
$250/set of 8, just $119.95. Get better sound, elevate
your speaker cables and power cords. Call (877) 9445505, Precision Audio %dues, Bob.

RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial,
$5.10 per word, $205 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more
characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with order, by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Srereophile
Classified Ad Department, Stephen Mejias,
PRIMEDIA, 110 Fifth Ave, 5th Floor, New
York, NY 10011. FAX: (212) 886-2809.
ONLINE:classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance
of the issue in which your ad will appear. For
example, if you want your ad to tun in the
February 2002 Stereophik, you must submit it
by December 3, 2001. Please Note: Phoned-in
ads are not accepted. Please plan on faxing or
mailing in your ads on the form provided at the
end of the section. No refunds.

Mart

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St. Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Alón,
Argent. Art Audio, Atlantis, Audio Note, Audio
Refinement, Basis, BDR, Benz-Micro, Cary, Chang,
Clearaudio, Creek, Echo Busters, Goertz, Graham,
Hamionic Technology, Magnum liynalab, Marchand,
Music Hall, Ocellia, Oracle, QS&D, Reference 3A,
Rega, Rcthm, Silverline, Soliloquy, Suit. Thor,
Transfiguration, Wavac, Wavelength, YBA, and more!
(510) 732-1204, unoutscsoundgallerycorn.
SOUNI) LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans li&B, audition at your leisure!
Showcasing Millennium series. Travel reimbursement
with purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, Thor, Wolcott,
Inner Sound amps, JoLida, Walker Audio, Magnais.
Furutech, Shunyata Research, Analysis Plus, Warner
Imaging, Clayton, Gradient. Private auditions.
iiiidiokluesis, (504) 866-1730, WUnitaudiokinesissom.
CANARY TUBE PRE- & POWER AMPS. Canary
601/301 tube preamp and 22W 30013 push-pull
power amp, champagne. Premium-quality tube electronics, handmade in California with the very hest
components; point-to-point, hand-wired, Teflon-coated silver wires; gold-plated switches; etc. Glorious
sound, loads of drive, 6 months old, mint condition,
with packaging. manuals, and warranty, ($7000)
$4995. Call Jay, (416) 638-8207
SOTA -TURNTABLE availability includes new and
refurbished turntables, trade-in options, upgrades,
modifications, parts, and accessories. Toneami and cartridge setups. Call SOTA Sale &&nice, (708) 246-9815,
J;vc (708) 246-9778, e-mail sormumrable@kwom.torn or visit
unowsoraruntrables.com.
ANALOG AT ITS BEST! Amazon, EuroLab, Orca
turntables. Golden Gate, Morch, Schroder toneamis.
Allacrts, Benz, Iknon, Ortofon cartridges. PhonoMax
MM/MC stage, EarMaxes! Consonance tube gear!
Arabeske loudspeaker: "must hear" and fall in love!
Alai,' Adl'allOW1.711.5 LLC (973) 875-8705, andado@earth
1111 ,11talidiOadVallICeMelliS.COM.

VTL DAC digital-to-analog converter, $2000; VTL
preamplifier, $500; Manley Mastering Room preamplifier, $2000; Infinity Servo unit, $900; Pioneer Elite
P1375 CI) player, $500; Mitsubishi S-VHS/VHS VCR,
$450; Audio Alchemy IYTI v2.A jitter filter. $350; four
Target TITI amp floor stands, cone-point feet, black,
England, $60 each. Tubes, new: four 6550A Sovtek,
$20 each; eight 1213H7, $7 each; six 12AT7WA, $5
each; eight 12AU7WA, $5 each. Excellent condition.
(732) 701-0894.
PHILHARMONIC LAB audio cable company carries
rich-, well-balanced-, and dramatic-sounding interconnects and speaker cable. www.philhannonklakcom, (800)
510-6377.
VP1 HW1Z $350; Lyra Clavis Evolve 99, $300; Koctsu
Signature Platinum, $1800; Clearaudio Insider Reference, ($10,000) $3800. (718) 721-7925.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SSSSESSUSUESSESSESSESSUMIUSU
USSES$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SUSSUSSSSSSMSSUUSUM.S.$
ESSEESS$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

ESESSSS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SUSSES$SSESSSESSESESESEESSEESSESSESSMSSSMSSSSS
Great new/used equipment, prat prices.
ACARIAN ALÓN II speakers, natural oak, three-way,
10" woofers, mie dipole midrange, ($2201)) $1000.
(626) 357-5020
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AUI)10 PHYSIC TEMPO III, $2600; Thiel C522,
$2100; Rogue M-I20 amps, $2200; Rogue M99 preamp, $2100. Best offer. Ask Jar Frank. (305)836-9964.
THE WEAKEST LINK in your toneann is the counterweight!!! Reviewers plus thousands of comments say
The Heavy Weight rocks on all Regas, Origin Live, VPI,
AQ. $85. Expressirno's Rega RB 250 is the best-sounding ann at $4258 Been compared to amis at $3300!
Expressimo Cardas Rega cable. $140! Why spend $250
for the sanie cable?! Original screw-on VIA, $40 more!
www.ceprizsinioaudio.com, saleewriet Buy somewhere
else, you paid too much! God bless America.

LPs, CDs, Tapes

lei)e

400P"

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of +1000. Call Lawrence
()Toole, 8-10 Camden St, Hackensack, NJ 07601, (201)
488-9323.

WARNING !!!

The RACKIT System
Modular, stackable oak furniture
for your home, office and studio
holds all a/v formats, equipment
and more

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Altec, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (850) 3140321, fax (850) 314-0284, e
-ruai! SormySound@aolcom.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO equipment. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, }Umber Kahle, Lexicon, Marantz, Monitor
Audio, Panasonic, Paradifen, Paradigm Reference, Phase
Technology, Sherbourn, SunFire, Toshiba. &Inv Trading
Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Rd, Jilikinrown, PA
19046. Call (215) 886-1650,fax (215) 886-2171. Whale catalogs uninveroaom. E-mail: tsro@tsro.wrn.

Employment
SALES REPS WANTED —Bluebird Music seeks reps
experienced in high-end audio to represent our line of
exceptional British audio products. Territories available
throughout North America (not all lines available in US).
Visit www.bluebinimusieca, then call.lay at (416) 638-8202

Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

Free mail order brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
www.rackittm.com

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Conunercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads n, ust
be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Sterivphile Classified Ad Ikpartment,
Stephen Mejias, PRI MEDIA, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or FAX (212) 886-2809,
or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.)
DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to ron in the February 2002 Sterrophile, you
must submit it with payment by December 3, 2001. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear
in the next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.
U Enclosed is payment in the amount of f
for
Ul Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereopkile.

words.

011 prefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard
My card #is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

LI General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

LI Wanted

Cl Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Name

Company

Street
State
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City
Zip

Tel.

Fax
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Advertiser
Ativentung published in Sterropkilt nat-mixes'
on the premise dut the merchandise and sersices
tgfered am accurately described, and are available to customers at the atIvertned pore. Advertising dut does not oxen» to diese standards,
or dur n&urno or ninkadmg, Is nevcr knowingly xterted It y011 enctninter noncomplunanith diem standards, please wnte to John B.
Gourley, PRIMEDIA. inc., 110 Fifth
Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011.

Acoustic Dreams
Acoustic Sounds
AIX Records
Alpha-Core
Ambrosia Audio
American Acoustic Technology
Analysis Plus
AR/Acoustic Research
Atlantis Reference
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems
Audio Plus (1Mlab)
AudioPrism
Audio-Video Logic
AudioWaves
Avantgarde
BM Loudspeakers
Basis Audio
Bel Canto
Blue Circle Audio

61
112, 136
160
25
185
174

eo

35
176
108, 128
178
182
133
24
187
178
182
143
73. 75
41
104
82
179

Boltz USA
Boulder Amplifiers
Buggtussel
Cable Company
Canton Electronics
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio
Chang Lightspeed
Classé
Coincident Loudspeakers
Conrad-Johnson
David Lewis Audio
Davidson-Whitehall
Delve Audio
DH Labs
Digital Ear
DVD International
Dynaudio
Echo Busters
EgglestonWorks
Elusive Disc
Galen Carol Audio
Gershman Acoustics
Gold Sky
Goocfwin's High End
Harmonic Technology
HCM Audio
HeadRoom
Hi-Fi Farm
Hi-Res Music
Hovland
Hubei Designs
lmmedia
Infinity
Inne6ound

106
46
177
156
56
82
30
181
10
176
70
140
185
184
176
137
122
36
177
124
152
185
175
80
144
92
166
148
119
169
104
175
94
21
128

Innovative Audio
Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
JS Audio
NC
JVC Disc of America
Kimber Kable
Koch Jazz
Kora Electronics
LAT International
Legacy Audio
Linn
Lyric Hi -Fi
Magnum Dynalab
Marantz
McCormack
Media Access
Meridian
Merlin Music Systems
Mirage
Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short
Morishita
Music Direct
Musical Surroundings
NAD
Needle Doctor
NHT/Recoton Home Audio
Niro
Nordost
Overture
Paradigm
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design
Power Modules

011u Is Not Elloqh...

Ireally am not interested in
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as along-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
-Galen Carol
Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
California Audio Labs, Soliloquy, Totem,
Plinius, Nagra, Wavelength, Art Audio,
Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, EAD, Jolida,
Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Silverline, Dunlavy,
Alan, VPI, Sim Audio, Verity Audio, Rega,
Pass, Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
Creek, Bybee, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.
Jeff

P.O. Box 1/562 Son Antonio, TX 7821/
805-9927 Fox:(210) 805 9928

(210)

email: galen@gcoudio.com

www.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL

105
93
37
127
66
172
95
160
137
181
120
55
130
96
34
92
175
50
174
6-7
188
44
174
168
116
13
150-151
43
69
16
84-85
96
184
177

PSE1
Quad
Red Rose Music
Red Trumpet
REL Acoustics
Rix Ran
Rotel
Sakura Systems
Sanibel Sound
Sanus Systems
Shunyata Research
Siltech
Simaudio
Sonic Frontiers
Sony
Sound by Singer
Soundex
Straight Wire
Sumiko
Synergistic Research
Tact Audio
Talon Audio
Thiel Loudspeakers
TMH Audio
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen Audio
Velodyne
Vienna Acoustics
Viola Labs
VMAX Services
Wadia Digital
WBT-USA
VVireworld

23
38
102
180
33
177
65
175
180
126
68
45
78
27
2
154-155
138
60
33, 53
26
94
68
14
174
76
142
114, 146
78
62
53
58
176
19
76
70

MG=RIA‘
We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

introducing
LP & LD STORAGE
Upholding the valued quality
and design integrity of our
STORAdisc line of fine furniture
we now offer custom shelving
for your LPs and LDs.
The shelves are strategically
angled to easily view acollection
for daily access or permanent
archival use. Multiple shelves in
various dimensions are available.

al
LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist
ACOUSilt ENERGY •AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •ARICI
•AT Id j•BASIS •MK •BENZ MICRO •BILLY BAGS •
CLASS
lj
• ESTRON •DRAPER •DUMMY •DWIN •EGGLESTON•
•EQUI=TECH •ESP •FANFARE FM •FAROUDJA
•GRADO •GRAHAM •GRAND PRIX AUDIO •HARMONIC
TECHNOLOGY •HEFIRON AUDIO •JEFF ROMANO •KIMBER
SELECT •LEVINSON •MARANTZ •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •
ORACLE •PIONEER ELITE •POLYCRYSTAL •PROCEED •PSB •
REL •ROCA •REVEL •SONANCE •STEWART •SUMIKO •
THETA DIGITAL* TRANSPARENT •VIDIKRON •AND MORE

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526

800.848.9811

Meld 10-1 Sat 10 -5:30
2337 Rosman Rd. Ste. 6. Bel Air. CA 90077

davidson-whltehall

information & large select on of pre-owned electronics

www.storadisccom

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

290 M L K. Jr Dr . SE, A5, Atlanta, GA
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Fine

H
/

Tunes

Jonathan

Scull

ey, j-ior John Atkinson
called firim the hallway outside my office. "I liked your
October Tine Tunes'r
"Hey, JA! Iwrote it in Paris— whad'dya
expect, chopped liver?" Ithought Iwas
being clever. A sure sign of senility.
JA's face changed almost imperceptibly
and he headed into his office. My, aren't
your feet big, Mt Scull!
But in the spirit of that October "Fine
Tunes," Ihope you'll use afew of the following tweaks from my bulging grab-bag
of tweaks to improve your audio system.
The first concerns reader Cyrus Won
(who prefers that his e-mail address not be
divulged). He'd noticed that the polarity of
all the CDs he'd burned on his computer
was the reverse of the originals. Cyrus is a
Mac guy who uses Toast and an APS
burner (I'm aPC guy and clueless about
Macs), but he claims to have heard the
same effect from other CD burners and a
variety of platforms. "My fix is to make a
second-generation copy, and that simply
corrects the polarity by reversing it again. It
dote make adifference."
Interesting idea. I've just installed aCDROM burner and a40-gig drive in my old
233MHz Gateway; I'll try this one out and
let you know what Idiscover. You computer types should try it yourselves and
report any differences you heat [I clued
the HP burner on my PÇ examining die Imo&
_limn ofthe CD-R version ofone ofmy ntordires
against the onginal WAVfile No, it didn't invert
polarity, so maybe this is something that is specific
to Toast or to Mr Won's burner. —JA]
Lemme rummage around in the tweak
bag some more and see what pops
out. .Yes, an e-mail from whimsical
Netizen Bob McHugh, aka renardthe
foxx@home.com. Bob knows this won't
rock your world, but he's found anew,
cheaper version of an old tweak that many
of you might find useful.
Let's say you've reached the point of
outright audio dementia and you're ready
to shell out 20 bucks or so to ahi-fi catalog
//

for anot particularly enormous amount of
that well-known sticky substance, BluTack, which many audiophiles use
between minimonitor speakers and their
stands, for instance. Take adeep breath and
say to yourself; "You're good enough to
deserve it, you're smart enough to pay less,
and doggone it, people like you!"
Instead, Bob recommends an immediate trip to your local office-supply superstore to pick up some "White Tack" (or
Quick-Tac, as it's known at Office Depot).
Bob was quite funny about it "Its original
purpose is the same as Blu-Tack; hanging
posters, keeping your phone, keyboard,
bong, or whatever from sliding around on

Cyrus Won noticed that the

polarity of all the CDs
he'd burned on his
computer was the reverse
of the originals.
your desktop." Would you say we're dealing with aBoomer here? 'The cost? 96 big
ones. That's cents, J-10. One pack is good
for about eight speakers." He went on to
explain that dabs of the sticky stuff are
effective under preamps, CD players, and
other components. And it keeps them
from sliding around when you try to push
in those huge interconnects you've just
spent afortune on.
In arelated vein, let's talk heatsink vibrations. I've occasionally been shocked —
shocked—to run my fingernails across the
heatsinlcs of some rather expensive amplifiers, only to be greeted by aharp-like
zinging sound. Certain companies have
shown an awareness of this, others not.
So Iaimed my browser at wwwaudio
asylum.com and searched in the
Tweaker's Asylum forum for any discussion that might lighten the, um, sinking
feeling Ihad. Wouldn't you know it, the

subject had indeed come up. One solution
was to cut small blocks of hardwood to size
and fit them tightly between the heatsink
fins, making sure they're small enough not
to interfere with the fins' cooling effect. In
this way, they're removable if you decide to
sell the amp. Not bad, but unless you're
Norm Abrams, alot of work. Another
Asylum Inmate (that's what they call
themselves) suggested blocks of plastic
foam, but noted that these don't "optimally" couple to the heatsinks. Irecall trying
foam blocks some time ago on apair of
giant German amps and finding it way less
than effective.
If at first you don't succeed.. silicone
sealant to the rescue! The material itself is
black and, because it's typically used in
roofing applications, is made to withstand
up to 700°F. One poster suggested using a
caulking gun to apply amarble-sized dab
on the upper and lower outside corner of
each heatsink assembly. If there's room,
you could put another dab smack in the
middle of the heatsink. The idea is very
cool, as it were. Rock, the poster in question, assured everyone that, after it cures,
the silicone doesn't affect the heatsink's
ability to dissipate heat, and it's easily removable with ahobby or craft knife. And,
of course, it's much easier than cutting alot
of wooden blocks!
Asmall correction: Ireported in the July
"Fine Tunes" that Auric Illuminator CD
treatment was not to be used with SACDs.
I've since been informed by its tnalceç
Audience, that rd misunderstood them.
Auric Illuminator is, in fact, quite safe to
use on all media except dual-layer
SACD/CD hybrid discs from the German
pressing plant Sonopress, currently the
only source of such discs I've therefore
gone back to using Al to excellent effect
on everything but, and will report more
later. In the meantime, check out
www.audience-ay.com/accessonhtm for
more information. At $39.95 for enough
Auric Illuminator to treat 200--400 disc,s
it's still a"Fine Tunes" Favorite.
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Pedigree

Monitor Audio Gold Reference Cinema
"Box it up,

take it."

Stereophile Guide to Home Theater

Monitor Audio ,clesigned the new Gold Reference
series for the discerning listener who won't accept
•• •t•compromise. Every aspect of the GR series was
carefully designed usîng techniques refined by
Monitor Audio over the past 30 years.
Value and performance were the criteria....
The results speak for themselves.

"Rocket launches, dinosaur droppings,
even Barry White records —
nothing fazed this sub."
"Monitor Audio's
drivers are among
the speediest in the
universe because their

"The Gold Reference system offered the kind of

ceramic cone material is

resolution that made it easy to understand even

so light and rigid. Speed

tough dialogue."

translates into dynamic
effortlessness when
"Using the GRs for background

going from loud to soft
and back, along with

music proved nearly impossible —

clearer delineation of

the sound lured me into my listening
chair. If you want to get ,anyfworfe',

dense, complex

done at home, leave th i GR5, tured

program material."

off. Ifound them way too seductive
for casual listening."
"As any audiophile will tell you, 99%

"Box it up, I'll take it."

of the most important sound is in
the midrange. This critical region was
especially enticing through the GR 6os.
Their clarity, coupled with a particular

All quotes from Steven Stone
Stereophile Guide to Home Thebter
December 2001

harmonic rightness, got the best out
of both music and soundtracks. On
innumerable occasions, walking by at
what Ithought was a safe distance,
Ifound myself waylaid by the
Gold Reference system."

MONITOR AUDIO
clat
. c. a..itee..e.e

905 428 2800

www.monitoraudiousa.com
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